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VISIINU PURANA.

BOOK V. (continued).

CHAPTER XVII.

Akriira's meditations on Krishna: his arrival atGokula: his delight

at seeing Krishna and his brother.

xiKRURA, having set off in his quick travelling-car,

proceeded to visit Krishna at the pastures* of Nanda;

and, as he went along, he congratulated himself on his

superior good fortune, in having an opportunity of be-

holding a descended portion of the deity. f "Now,"

thought he, "has my life borne fruit; my night is fol-

lowed by the dawn of day: since I shall see the coun-

tenance of Vishnu, whose eyes are like the expanded

leaf of the lotos. I I shall behold that lotos-eyed aspect §

of Vishnu, which, when seen only in imagination, takes

away the sins of men. I shall, to-day, behold that glory

of glories, II, the mouth of Vishnu,! whence proceeded

• Gokula. t Namely, Chakrin, in the original.

* Here follows, in the Sanskrit, a stanza left untranslated:

^^ % ^€tji% %% ^^ ^ ^n?i^T fTT: I

Sridhara gives this stanza; but Ratnagarbha does not appear, from my
MSS. of his commentary, to recognize it.

§ Literally, "the lotos-eye."

II ^"T \in4;;IIH I
Variant, preferred by the commentator Ratnagarbha.

>irr^^«(Mi, "light of the gods".

% The original has Bhagavat.

V. 1



2 VISHNU PURANA.

the Vedas and all their dependent sciences.* I shall

see the sovereign of the world, by whom the world is

sustained; f who is worshipped as the best of males,!

as the male of sacrifice § in sacrificial rites. I shall see

Kesava, who is without beginning or end; by wor-

shipping whom with a hundred sacrifices, Indra ob-

tained the sovereignty over the gods. That Hari,

whose nature is unknown to Brahma, Indra, Rudra,

the Aswins, the Vasus, Adityas, and Maruts, will (this

day,) touch my body. The soul of all, the knower of

all, he who is all, and is present in all, he who is per-

manent, undecaying, all-pervading, will converse with

me. He, the unborn, who has preserved the world in

the various forms of a fish, a tortoise, a boar, a horse,
^

' The commentator |1
explains this to mean Hayagriva,—or

Vishnu with the neck and head of a hoise,—who, it is said, in the

Second Book 1 of the Bhagavata, appeared at the end of a great

* To render veddnga.

f Akkilddhdra.

X Purushottama. See Vol. I., p. 16, note X.

§ Yajna-purusha. See Vol. I., p. 163, note «.

II
The words of the commentators are, in common, simply ^"5^;

|

'

^^ 1̂^1 I But I show, presently, that they must be wrong

% The passage referred to is Chapter Vil., 11, where Brahma is the

speaker. The original and Burnoufs translation are subjoined:

^p^ w^^^^^: -g^ffti^ ^^' II

"Dans mon sacrifice, Bhagavat lui-meme fut HayaQircha, le male du

sacrifice, dont la couleur est celle de Tor, dont les Vedas et les sacri-

fices sont la substance, et les divinites Tame; quand il respira, de ses

narines sortirent de ravissantes paroles."

Professor Wilson's view of the meaning of the stanza just quoted is

more than usually imaginative.



BOOK v., CHAP. xvir. 3

a lion,* will, this day, speak to me. Now, the lord of

the earth, who assumes shapes at will, has taken upon

him the condition of humanity, to accomplish some

object cherished in his heart. That Ananta, who holds

Sacrifice performed by Brahma, and breathed from his nostrils

the texts of the Vedas. The fourth Avatara is always, else-

where, said to be the Vamana, or dwarf, f

III the Bhdgavata-purdf'ia, YIIL, XXIV., 7 , 8 , it is said, that, as

Brahma slumbered, the Vedas slipped out of his mouth, and Hayngriva

came, and furtively carried them off. Ilari, or Vishnu, it is subsequently

stated, at last slew Hayagriva.

According to Vol. II., p. 125, Vishnu is worshipped, in Bhadraswa, as

Hayasiras,—the Haynsirslia of the verses cited above, and of the B/iaga-

vata-purdna , V., XVllI., 1. For A.swa.'iras, as an epithet of Nara-

yana, or Vishiui, see the Mahdbhdrata, Sdnti-parvan, il. 13100, &c.

With this divinity Professor Wilson has confounded the demon Haya-

griva, for whom see Vol. 11., p. 70, note §, and p. 210, note 1. A.swa-

griva, mentioned in the Mahdbhdrata, Adl-parvan, ,41 25>!3, is, presumably,

identical with the latter, who has a fellow in Aswa.siras,

—

ibid., si. 2531

and 2646.

The passage in Vol.1., Preface, p. LXXXVL, where "Vishnu, as Ha-

yagriva" is spoken of, I have not yet been able to verify. In the mean-

time, it may pretty safely be surmised that there is a mistake.

Hayaf5irsha, Haya.siras, and Aswasiras are, being interpreted, 'Horse-

headed'; Hayagriva and Aswagriva, ' Horse -necked.

'

In the Sabdakalpadruma, the iirst definition of Hayagriva makes him

an epiphany of Vishiiu, for the sake of recovering the Vedas, which had

been carried oft" by Madhu and Kait'abha. The passage there quoted—

Mahdbhdrata, Sdnti-parvan, U. 13497—13503,—does not, however, men-

tion Hayagriva at all, but Aswasiras.

My friend Mr. C. P. Brown informs me, that, in the Madras Presidency,

Hayagriva is a not uncommon name for a Brahman to bear. The fact

is noteworthy. Hayagrivahan, "Slayer of Hayagriva," is an epithetical

designation of Hayasirsha, /. e., Vishnu.

* Siihha; which here denotes nri-simha, the commentators say. See

Vol IV., p. 277, text and note X-

t See Vol. III., p. 18, text and note 1.

1*



4 VISHNU PIJRANA.

the earth upon his crest, and who has descended upon

earth for its protection, will (this day,) call me by my
name. Glory to that being, whose deceptive adoption

of father, son, friend, brother, mother, and relative

the world is unable to penetrate! Glory to him, who

is one with true knowledge, who is inscrutable,* and

through whom, seated in his heart, the Yogin crosses

the wide expanse of worldly ignorance and illusion!

I bow to him, who, by the performers of holy rites,

is called the male of sacrifice (Yajnapurusha); by

pious worshippers f is termed Vasudeva; and, by the

cultivators of philosophy,: Vishnu. May he in whom
cause, and effect, and the world itself is compre-

hended be propitious to me, through his truth; for

always do I put my trust in that unborn, eternal Hari,

by meditation on whom man becomes the repository

of all good things." §

His mind thus animated by devout faith, and medi-

tating in this manner, Akrura (proceeded on his road,

and) arrived at Gokula a little before sunset, at the

time of the milking of the cows.|| And there he saw

Krishna, amongst the cattle, dark as the leaf of the

* Ameya.

t Sdiwata.

I Veddnta.

g^^R^ f^m ^^Tf^ ^T^ ifT^ II

II
The original here has "at the milking-place of the cows", "^T^W'T

^r^TB[, I
Sridhara's and Ratnagarbha's comment: ^T^^TI ^I'T^T'T I
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full-blown lotos; his eyes of the same colour,* and

his breast decorated with the Srivatsaf mark; long-

armed, and broad-chested; having a high nose,+ and

a lovely countenance brightened with mirthful smiles;

treading firmly on the ground, with feet whose nails

were tinted red ; clad in yellow garments, and adorned

with a garland of forest-flowers; § having a fresh-

gathered creeper in his hand,
|j
and a chaplet of white

lotos-flowers on his head.t Akrura** also beheld,

there, Balabhadra, white as a swan, a jasmine, or the

moon, and dressed in blue raiment; having large and

powerful arms,ff and a countenance as radiant as a

lotos in bloom,— like another Kailasa-mountain, crested

with a wreath of clouds.

When Akrura saw these two youths, his counte-

nance expanded with delight,*! and the down of his

body stood erect (with pleasure). For this he thought

to be supreme happiness and glory; this, the double

manifestation of the divine Vasudeva. §§ This was the

twofold gratification of his sight, to behold the creator

t See Vol IV., p. 268.

II ^Ij^ •ll'?t'?|r(l^tjm^ I
Variant, accepted by the commentator Ratna-

garbha: %^^^rR^T^ 71^ I

Yada-nandana, "descendant of Yadu," in the orginal,

ft Add "and shoulders".
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of the universe: now he hoped that his bodily form

would yield fruit, — as it would bring him in contact

with the person of Krishna,*—and that the wearer of

infinite forms would place his hand on his back; the

touch of whose finger alone is sufficient to dispel sin,

and to secure imperishable felicity; that hand which

launches the fierce irresistible discus, blazing with all

the flames of fire, lightning, and the sun, and, slaugh-

tering the demon -host, washes the collyrium from

the eyes of their brides; that hand into which Bali

poured water, and thence obtained inefikble enjoy-

ments below the earth, f and immortality, and do-

minion over the gods for a whole Manwantara, without

peril from a foe. "Alas! He will despise me for my
connexion with Kamsa,—an associate with evil, though

not contaminated by it. How vain is his birth, who

is shunned by the virtuous! + And yet, what is there,

ft ^aTTTcTfT ^Trf^f : I

t The original implies that Bali, who had dwelt below the earth, ob-

tained, &c.

:

***** ^f%W«ft^T-

For Bali,—a Daitya, son of Virochana,—successively sovereign of Pa-

tala and an Indra, see Vol. II., p. 69, and p. 210, note 1; Vol. III.,

p. 18, note I, and p. 23.

The translation, towards the end of the present chapter, is very free,

generally.

rj^5*[ fH^T^ Wf^rfr ^: II
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in this world, unknown to him who resides in the

hearts of all men, who is ever existent, exempt from

imperfection, the aggregate of the quality of purity,

and identical with true knowledge?* With a heart

wholly devoted to him, then, I will approach the lord

of all lords, the descended portion of Purushottama,

of Vishnu, who is without beginning, middle, or end."

Some of my MSS. have, instead of -T ^ft-TlM^H. ^^^T«?>M^dH I

This variant is noted by the commentator Ratnagarbha, and appears in

the text of Sridhara.



CHAPTER XVIII.

Grief of the Gopis, on the departure of Krishna and Balarama

with Akriira: their leaving Gokula. Akriira bathes in the

Yamuna; beholds the divine forms of the two youths, and

praises Vishnu.

THUS meditating, the Yadava approached Govinda,

(and addressed him,) and said "1 am Akriira," and

bowed his head down to the feet of Hari.* But Krishna

laid upon him his hand, which was marked with the

flag, the thunderbolt, and the lotos, and drew him

(towards him), and affectionately embraced him. Then

Ramaf and Kesava entered into conversation with

him, and, having heard from him all that had occurred,

were much pleased, and led him to their habitation:

there they resumed their discourse, and gave him food

to eat, and treated him with proper hospitality. +

Akriira told them how (their father) Anakadundubhi,§

the princess Devaki, and (even his own father,) Ugra-

sena had been insulted by the iniquitous demon,
||

Kamsa: he also related to them the purpose for which

he had been despatched. When he had told them all

these things, the destroyer of Kesinll said to him: "I

* ^T^ ^^^^ flTT^T IT' I

f The original has Bala.

§ See Vol. IV., p. 101, text and note 1.

II
Ddnava.

% KeH-sudana. Compare the cognate epithet of Kfishiaa, Madhusii-

dana, "slayer of Madhu.'
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was aware of all that you have told me, lord of liberal

gifts.* Rama and I will go, to-morrow, to Mathura,

along with you. The elders of the cowherds shall ac-

company us, bearing ample ofFeriugs.f Rest here to-

night, and dismiss all anxiety, t Within three nights

I will slay Kaiiisa and his adherents."

Having given orders, accordingly, to the cowherds,

Akrura, with Kesava and Rama, § retired to rest, and

slept soundly in the dwelling of Nanda. The next

morning was bright; and the youths prepared to de-

part for Mathura, with Akrura. The Gopis, seeing

them about to set forth, were much afflicted; they

wept bitterly; their bracelets were loose upon their

arms; and they thus communed together:
||

"If Go-

vinda depart for Mathin-a, how will he return to Go-

kula? His ears will there be regaled with the melo-

dious and polished conversation of the women of the

city. Accustomed to the language of the graceful

females of Mathura, he will never again endure the

rustic expressions of the Gopis. Hari, the pride of the

station,^ is carried otf; and a fatal blow is inflicted

upon us by inexorable destiny. Expressive smiles,

soft language, graceful airs, elegant gait, and significant

* Here follows a stanza left untranslated:

These verses are recognized, in their texts and comments, by both the

scholiasts. Furthermore, they are found translated at length in Professor

Wilson's Hindu-made English version.

f Updyana.

§ Balabhadra, in the Sanskrit.

II
The translation is, hereabouts, free and expanded.

^ Goshiha.
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glances belong to the women of the city.* Hari is of

rustic breeding; and, captivated by their fascinations,

what likelihood is there of his returning to the society

of any one amongst us?f Kesava, who has mounted

the car, to go to Mathura, has been deceived by the

cruel, (vile), and desperate Akrura. Does not the un-

feeling traitor know the affection that we all here feel

for our Hari, the joy of our eyes, that he is taking him

away? Unkind that he is, Govinda is departing from

us, along with Rama. Haste! Let us stop him. Why
talk of telling our seniors that we cannot bear his loss?

What can they do for us, when we are consumed by

the fires of separation? The Gopas, with Nanda at

their head, are, themselves, preparing to depart. No
one makes any attempt to detain Govinda. Bright is

the morning that succeeds to this night, for the women
of Mathura; for the bees of their eyes will feed upon

the lotos-face of Achyuta. Happy are they who may
go hence without impediment, and behold, enraptured,

Krishna on his journey. A great festival will give

pleasure, to-day, to the eyes of the inhabitants of Ma-

thura, when they see the person of Govinda. t What

a blissful vision will be seen by the happy women (of

the city), whose brilliant eyes shall regard, unchecked,

^l[fW^f^ TT1?T^: ^t^ g^f^TfWfT?^ II
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the countenance of Krishna!* Alas! The eyes of the

Gopis have been deprived of sight by the relentless

Brahma, f after he had shown them this great treasure.

In proportion as the affection of Hari for us decays,

so do our limbs wither, and the bracelets slip from

our arms.t And now the cruel Akriira urges on the

horses. All conspire to treat unhappy females with

unkindness. Alas! alas! We see, now, only the dust

of his chariot-wheels. And now he is far away ; for

even that dust is no longer to be seen." Thus lamented

by the women, § Kesava and Rama quitted the dis-

trict of Vraja.^ Travelling in a car drawn by fleet

horses, they arrived, at noon, at the banks oi the Ya-

muna, when Akrura requested them to halt a little,

whilst he performed the usual daily ceremonial in the

' In the Bhagavata, Hari Vaiiisa, &c., several adventures of

Krishna, during his residence^pt Vraja, are recorded, of which our

text makes no mention. Of these, the two most popular are

Krishna's taking away the clothes of the Gopis whilst bathing,

and his liberating the Gopas from the mouth of Aghasura,
i

—dis-

guised as a vast serpent,—into which they had entered, thinking

it a cavern in a mountain. The omission of these two legends,

or of any of the rest, is not much to be regretted.

* The original has Adhoksbaja, for the signification of which word see

Vol. I., p. 28, notet

t Vidhatri, in the Sanskrit. Vide infra, p. 15, note ^.

II
That is to say, Agha the Asura. He was Kamsa's generalissimo;

and it seems that little more than this fact is known of him. See the

Bhdgavata-purdna, X., Prior Section, Chapter XII.
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river/* Accordingly, the intelligent Akrura bathed,

and rinsed his mouth; and then, entering the stream,

he stood meditating upon the supreme being, f But

he beheld (mentally,^) Balabhadra, having a thousand

hooded heads, a garland of jasmine-flowers, and large

red eyes,: attended by Vasuki,§ Rambha,|| and other

mighty serpents,! praised by the Gandharvas, deco-

rated with wild flowers, wearing dark-coloured gar-

ments, crowned with a chaplet** of lotoses, ornamented

with brilliant ear-rings, inebriate, and standing at the

bottom of the river, in the water. ^ On his lap he also

' The noonday prayer, or Sandhya.

^ By his Dhyana, or force of meditation, in which it is at-

tempted to bring before the mind's eye some definite form of the

object of adoration. In this case, Akrura is compelled to see a

form he did not anticipate. The Hari Variisa, ff very clumsily,

sets him to meditate upon the serpent Sesha, which spoils the

story; intended, as that is, to exhibit the identity of Balarama

and Krishna with the Supreme.

^ Balarama was, thus, visible in his real character of Sesha, tt

—

the chief of serpents, the couch of Vishnu, and supporter of the

world.

The Yamuna is here called Kalindi.

t To translate Brahma.

§ See Vol. II., p. 74.

II
See Vol. II., p. 287, note «. The conjecture which I there ventured

thus turns out to be correct.

^ Pavandiin.

** Avatamsaka.

tt Chapter XCIII.

::
See Vol n., pp. 74 and 85, and p. 211, note 1 ; also, Vol.111., pp. 30, 31.
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beheld, at his ease,* Krishna, of the complexion of a

cloud, ^ with full and coppery eyes, having an elegant

form, and four hands, armed with the discus and other

weapons, wearing yellow clothes, decorated with many-

coloured flowers, and appearing like a cloud embel-

lished with streams of lightning and the bow of Indra.f

His breast was marked with the celestial sign;* his

arms were radiant with bracelets; a diadem shone on

his brow;§ and he wore a white lotos for his crest.
||

He was attended by SanandanalT and other holy sages,

who, fixing their eyes upon the tips of their noses,

were absorbed in profound meditation.**

Wlien Akriira beheld Balaramaff and Krishna in this

situation, he was much amazed, and wondered how

they could so quickly have got there from the chariot.

He wished to ask them this; but Janardana deprived

him of the faculty of speech, at the moment. Ascend-

ing, then, from the water, he repaired to the car; and

there he found them both, (quietly) seated, in the same

human persons as before. Plunging, again, into the

water, there he again beheld them, hymned, as before,

' Or, rather, he beheld Ghanasyama,—an appellation of Krishna,

who is so called from being as black (syama) as a cloud (ghana).

* Aklisht'a,

t Sakra, in the original.

* To render irivatsa. Vide supra, p. 5.

II
Avatainsaka.

^ See Vol. II., p. 226; and p. 227, note 1.

tt The Sanskrit has Bala.
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by the Gandharvas, saints,* sages, f and serpents.

Apprehending, therefore, their real character, he thus

eulogized the eternal deity, who consists of true

knowledge:*

"Salutation to thee, who art uniform and manifold,

all-pervading, supreme spirit, of inconceivable glory,

and who art simple existence !§ Salutation to thee,

inscrutable, who art truth, and the essence of obla-

tions!
j|

Salutation to thee. lord, whose nature is

unknown, who art beyond primeval matter, who
existest in five forms,! as one with the elements, with

the faculties,"* with matter, with the living soul, with

supreme spirit Iff Show favour (to me), soul of the

universe, essence of all things, perishable or eternal,

whether addressed by the designation of Brahma,

Vishnu, Siva, or the like. I adore thee, god,^

whose nature is indescribable, whose purposes are in-

scrutable, whose name, even, is unknown; §§ for the at-

* Muni.

t Siddha.

II
Havis.

^ See Vol. I., p. 2, note 1, where this passage is referred to and en-

larged on.

** Indriya.

ft Atman and paramdtman. The first is the same as jivdtman. See

Vol. IV.. p. 253, note «.

XX Parameswara.

§§ ^•TT'^'^^lf^^TT I
Abhidhdna here takes the place of the more

ordinary ndman, the term rendered "appellation", just below. See Vol. IV.,

p. 346, supplement to p. 267, note *.
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tributes of appellation or kind* are not applicable to

to thee, who art that/ the supreme Brahuia, eternal,

unchangeable, uncreated. f But, as the accomplish-

ment of our objects cannot be attained except thi-ough

some specific form,t thou art termed, by us, Krishna,

Achyuta, Ananta, or Vishnu. § Thou, unborn (divinity),

art all the objects of these impersonations: thou art

the gods, and all otlier beings; thou art the whole

w^orld; thou art all. Soul of the universe, thou art

exempt from change; and there is nothing except thee

in all this existence. Thou art Brahma, Pasupati, Ar-

yaman,j| Dhatri, and Vidhatri;1I thou art Indra,** air,

fire, the regent of the waters, ff the god of wealth,:: and

judge of the dead;§§ and thou, although but one, pre-

sidest over the world, with various energies addressed

to various purposes. Thou, identical with the solar

ray, createst the universe; all elementary substance is

^ Tad, 'that'; all that is, or that can be conceived.

* It should seem, from a collation of passages, that jdti, the expres-

sion here used, is synonymous with riipa. Do ndman and jdti signify

'genus' and 'species'? See Vol. II., p. 328, text and note :; and p. 337,

supplementary note to p. 59, 1. 8.

t Aja.

: ^5^^^^ I

II
Corrected from "Aryaman".

^ Dhatri and Vidhatri are said to be Brahma as protector and creator.

See Colebrooke's Miscellaneous Essays, Vol.1., p. 191. In lieu of Dhatri,

some MSS. yield Vishnu.

* To represent (ridasapati, 'lord of the gods.'

ft Toyesa\ Varuua, to-wit.

:: D/iana-pati ; namely, Kubera.

§§ The original yields Antaka, who is one with Yama. See Vol. II.,

p. 216, note 1.
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composed of thy qualities; and thy supreme form is

denoted by the imperishable term sat (existence).

To him who is one with true knowledge; who is, and

is not, perceptible, * I bow. Glory be to him, the lord

Vasudeva, to Sankarshana, to Pradyumna, and to Ani-

ruddha!"^

' Akrura's piety is, here, prophetic: the son and grandson of

Krishna (see Vol. IV., p. 112,) are not yet born. But this is the

Vaishnava style of addressing Krishna, or Vishnu, as identical

with four Vyiihas,—'arrangements' or 'dispositions',—Krishna,

Balarama, Pradyumna, and Aniruddha. f See the Asiatic Re-

searches, Vol. XVI., p. 35.+ In this, as in several other places,

the Vishnu Puraria differs from some of the other narratives of

Krishna, by the length and character of the prayers addressed to

Vishnu. The Hari Vaiiisa. for instance, here has no prayer or

panegyric at all; the Bhagavata inserts one.

* Sat and asat, 'real' and 'unreal'.

t Ratnagarbha, one of the commentators on the Vishnu-purdna, refers,

to a similar purport, to the Mahdbhdrata. The passage intended is,

apparently, in the Sdnti-parvan,—M. 12888, et seq.

X Or Professor Wilson's collected Works, Vol. I., p. 45.



CHAPTER XIX.

Akn'ira conveys Krishna and Rama near to Mathura, and leaves

them : they enter the town. Insolence of Kan'isa's washerman

:

Krishna kills him. Civility of a flower-seller : Krishna gives

him his benediction.

THUS, the Yadava (Akrura), standing in the river,

praised Krislina, and worshipped him with imaginary*

incense and flowers. Disregarding (all) other objects,

he fixed his (whole) mind upon the deity; and, having

continued, for a long time, in spiritual contemplation, f
he (at last,) desisted from his abstraction , conceiving

he had effected the purposes of soul.t Coming up from

the water of the Yamuna, he went to the car; and

there he beheld Rama and Krishna, seated as before.

As his looks denoted surprise, Krishna said to him:

"Surely, Akrura, you have seen some marvel in the

stream of the Yamuna; for your eyes are staring, as

if with astonishment." Akrura replied: "The marvel

that I have seen in the stream of the Yamuna I behold

before me, even here, in a bodily shape; for he whom
I have encountered in the water, Krishna, is, also,

your wondrous self, of whose illustrious person the

whole world is the miraculous development. § But

* Mano-maya.

t Braluna-hhvta.

This is in the same stanza with what immediately follows, and should

have been connected with it, in the translation.

V. 2
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enough of this. Let us proceed to Mathura. I am
afraid Kaiiisa will be angry at our delay: such is the

wretched consequence of eating the bread of another."*

Thus speaking, he urged on the quick f horses; and

they arrived, after sunset, at Mathura. When they

came in sight of the city, Akriira said to Krishna and

Rama: "You must now journey on foot, whilst I pro-

ceed alone in the car.+ And you must not go to the

liouse of Vasudeva; for the elder has been banished,

by Kaiiisa, on your account."

Akrura, having thus spoken, left them, and entered

the city; whilst Rama and Krishna continued to walk

along the royal road. Regarded, with pleasure, by

men and women, they went along sportively, looking

like two young elephants. As they roamed about,

they saw a washerman § colouring clothes; and, with

smiling countenances, they went and threw down

some of his fine linen.
||

The washerman w^as the

servant of Kaiiisa, made insolent by his master's fa-

voiu';t and he provoked the two lads with loud and

•j- Vdta-Tamhas.

§ Rajaka. From the context the word seems to denote a dyer.

II
^^%fTt f^^Tfw ^^J^jf^ ^f^TT'i'ft I

The lads did not "throw down some of his fine linen", but asked

bini for it.

'^f^TlfW ff^ i* ^^^ reading preferred by the commentator Ratna-

garbha; ''^f^'^^T'T'^^ that accepted by Sridhara: and neither of them

mentions that of the other.

H ^^^ T^W. ^^^ l?^T^T^^f^^^: I

Instead of IT^T^T*, f^oiiK* MSS. have TTHT^To.
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scurrilous abuse, until Krishna struck him down, with

his head to the ground, and killed him. Then, taking

the clothes, they went their way, clad in yellow and

blue raiment, until they came to a flower-seller's shop.

The flower-seller looked at them with astonishment,

and wondered who they could be, or whence they

could have come. Seeing two youths so lovely, dressed

in yellow and blue garments, he imagined them to be

divinities descended upon earth. Being addressed by

them with mouths budding like lotoses, and asked for

some flowers, he placed his hands upon the ground^

and touched it with his head, saying: "My lords have

shown me great kindness, in coming to my house,*—
fortunate that I am. I will pay them homage." Having

thus spoken, the flower-seller, with a smiling aspect,

gave them whatever choice flowers they selected, to

conciliate their favour. Repeatedly prostrating f him-

self before them, he presented them with flowers,

beautiful, fragrant, and fresh. + Krishna, then, being

much pleased with him, gave him this blessing: "Foi--

tune, good friend, who depends upon me, shall never

forsake you. Never shall you suffer loss of vigour or

loss of wealth. As long as time shall last, your descend-

ants shall not fail. § Having long tasted various de-

t 3?l!I^, which implies nothing more than a respectful inclination

of the head and uplifting of the hands.

* Amala.

This lection, Ratnagarbha's, is the one followed hy the Translator.

Sridharas and that of nearly all my best MSS. begins the verse with

the words ^^"t^^T^ I

2*
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lights (on earth), you shall, finally, obtain, by calling

me to recollection, a heavenly region, the consequence

of my favour. Your heart shall ever be intent on

righteousness; and fulness of days shall be the portion

of your posterity. Your descendants shall not be sub-

ject to natural infirmities, as long as the sun shall en-

dure."* Having thus spoken, Krishna and Rama,f
worshipped by the flower-seller, went forth from his

dwelUng. ^

' These incidents are told, with some unimportant difll'erences,

in the other accounts of Krishna's youth.

^ITTT^^frT *TfTHT1 ^T^f^l^f ^fT^fTT

t Baladevii, in the orij)iiial.



CHAPTER XX.

Krishna ami KalaniiiiH meet Kubja; she is nuuh' straiglit liy thf

former: they proceed to the palace. Krishna breaks a bow-

intended for a trial of arms. Kamsa's orders to his servants.

Public games. Krishna and his brother enter the arena : the

former wrestles with Chaniira, the latter, with Mushtika, the

king's wrestlers, who are, both, killed. Krishna attacks and

slays Kamsa: he and Balarama do homage to Vasudeva and

Devaki: the former praises Krishna.

AS they proceeded along the high road, they saw

comhig (towards them) a young gh'l, who was crooked?

carrying a pot of unguent. Krishna addressed her

sportively, and said: "For whom are you carrying that

unguent? Tell me, lovely maiden;* tell me truly."

Spoken to as it were through affection, Kul^a,t well

disposed towards Hari, replied to him also mirthfully,

being smitten by his appearance: "Know you not, be-

loved, that I am the servant of Kaihsa, and appointed,

crooked as I am, to prepare his perfumes?: Unguent

ground by any other he does not approve of: hence I

am enriched through his liberal rewards." Then said

Krishna: "Fair-faced damsel, give us of this unguent,—

* Indivara-lochand.

t No proper name, here and near the top of the next page, but "the

deformed girl". The word kubjd is rendered "crooked", above.

The name of the damsel, we are thus told, was Naikavakra. In the

Bhdyavata-fjurdna, X., Prior Section, XLIL, 3, her nauio appears as

Trivakra. She was so called, the commentator Sridhara remarks, be-

cause triply deformed,—namely, in the neck, in the chest, and in the

waist.
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fragrant, and fit for kings,— as much as we may rub

upon our bodies." "Take it," answered Kubja. x4nd

she gave them as much of the unguent as was suf-

ficient for their persons. And they rubbed it on va-

rious parts of their faces and bodies,^ till they'"^' looked

like two clouds, one white and one black, decorated

by the many-tinted bow of Indra. Then Krishna,

f

skilled in the curative art, took hold of her, under the

chin, with the thumb and two fingers, and lifted up

her head, whilst, with his feet, he pressed down her

feet; and, in this way, he made her straight. When
she was thus relieved from her deformity, she was a

most beautiful woman;: and, filled with gratitude and

affection, she took Govinda by the garment, and invited

him to her house. Promising to come at some other

time, Krishna § smilingly dismissed her, and then

' They had their bodies smeared in the style called Bha-

ktichchheda (^fW'^^T^f^'HT^) ; that is, witli the separating

or distinguishing (chheda) marks ofVaishriava devotion (bhakti),

—

certain streaks on the forehead, nose, cheeks, breast, and arms,

which denote a follower of Vishnu. See the Asiatic Researches,

Vol. XVI., p. 33.
II

* The original here gives thein the epithet purusharshahha.

t Sauri, in the Sanskrit. See the original in the next annotation.

^^7^^ fft^r^nT're ir^-^»ir^MTfi!pTT ii

For some of the additions to the literal sense of the original, the

Translator has drawn on Sridhara.

§ The Sanskrit has Hari.

II
OrProfessor Wilson's collected Works, Vol. I., p. 41.
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laughed aloud, on beholding the countenance of Bala-

deva.^*

Dressed in blue and yellow garments, and anointed

with fragrant unguents, f Kesava and Kama proceeded

to the hall of arms, which was hung round with gar-

lands.* Inquiring of the warders which bow he was
to try, and being directed to it, he took it and bent

it. § But, drawing it with violence, he snapped it in

two; ^ and all Mathura resounded with the noise which

its fracture occasioned. Abused by the warders for

breaking the bow, Krishna and Rama retorted, and de-

fied them, and left the hall.
|j

When Kamsa knew that Akrura had returned, and

heard that the bow had been broken, he thus said to

Chanura and Mushtika, (his boxers): "Two youths,

cowherd boys, have arrived. You must kill them both,

in a trial of strength, If in my presence ; for they prac-

' The story is similarly told in the Bhagavata, &c.

' The bending or breaking of a bow is a favourite incident

in Hindu heroic poetry ; borrowed, no doubt, from the Rama-

yaiia, where, however, it has an object: here it is quite gratuitous.

* Rama, in the original.

t HfW^I^ I H HjI HT^^ I
See note 1 in the preceding page.

I According to the original, in all my MSS., &c., the youths, not the

hall, were thus adorned.

Instead of ^TiTt'l ^> the lection of Sridhara, Ratnagarbha has

tSU^TT^, and says that we here have the name of the bow, Ayogava.

The commentators mention and explain other readings; and my MSS.

supply still more.

^ Malla-yuddha. See note ^ in p. 39, infra.
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tise against my life. I shall be well pleased if you kill

them in the match, and will give you whatever you

wish; not else. These two foes of mine must be killed

by you, fairly or unfairly. The kingdom shall be ours

in common, when they have perished." Having given

them these orders, he sent, next, for his elephant-

driver, and desired him to station his (great) elephant,

Kuvalayapida,—who was as vast as a cloud charged

with rain,~near the gate of the arena, and drive him
upon the two boys, when they should attempt to

enter. * When Kaihsa had issued these commands, and

ascertained that the platforms were all ready (for the

spectators), he aw^aited the rising of the sun, uncon-

scious of impending death, f
In the morning, the citizens assembled on the plat-

forms set apart for them; and the princes, with the

ministers and courtiers, + occupied the royal seats.

Near the centre of the circle, judges of the games §

were stationed by Kamsa, whilst he himself sat apart,

close by, upon a lofty throne. Separate platforms

were erected for the ladies of the palace, |i for the

Instead of ^^®, there occurs, as a common variant, the lection accepted

by Sridhara, ?T>J^ j This, mistaken for ^^*, with the supposition that

t^T^T ''^•T'S misread <f^'^*, is the only ground that I have discovered for

the Translator's clause "who was as vast as a cloud charged with rain."

j- The original has '^T^^H"'^[ir* j which only implies that his death

was near, not that he knew it to be so.

+ These two words are to represent dmdtya. Bhritya, 'dependants',

is a variant.

§ ?TW3nf^^^: I
Variant: ^TW^f^^J^'i: I

II
Antafipura,
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courtesans,* and for the wives of the citizens.' Nanda

and the cowherds had places appropriated to them, at

' The Bhcigavata enters into even fewer particulars than our

text, of the phice set apart for the games. The Hari Variisa

gives a much more detailed description, which is, in some re-

spects, curious. The want of any technical glossary, and the ge-

neral manner in which technical terms are explained in the ordi-

nary dictionaries, render it difficult to understand exactly what

is intended; and any translation of the passages must be defect-

ive. The French version, f however, probably represents a

much more splendid and theatrical scene than the text authorizes,

and may, therefore, admit of correction. The general plan is

nothing more than an enclosed space, surrounded by temporary

structures of timber or bamboos, open or enclosed, and decorated

with hangings and garlands. It n)ay be doubted if the details

described by the compiler of the Hari Variisa were very familiar

even to him ; for his description is not always very consistent or

precise. Of two commentators, one evidently knows nothing of

what he attempts to explain; but, with the assistance of the

other, the passages may be thus, though not always confidently,

rendered

:

"The king, Kariisa, meditating on these things, went forth,

from his palace, to the place which had been prepared for the

sight of the ceremonial ("), to inspect the scaffolds (-') which had

been constructed. He found the place close set with the several

platforms (') of the different public bodies (^), strongly put together,

and decorated with roofed pavilions of various sizes, supported

by columns, and divided into commodious chambers. (^) The edi-

fice was extensive, t well arranged, secured by strong rafters, C")

spacious and lofty, and commodious and secure. Stairs led to

the different galleries. (') § Chairs of state (^) were placed in

* Vdra-mukhyd.

t M. Langlois's translatiou, Vol. I., pp. 354, 355, aiul pp. 362—3G4.

* Sivdyata. Variant: swdyuta.

§ The translation of the last two sentences educes much more from

the original than even the commentaries warrant.
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the end of wliich sat Akri'ira and Vasudeva. Amongst

the wives of the citizens appeared Devaki, mourning

various parts of it. The avenues that conducted to it were nar-

row (^). It was covered with temporary stages and sheds, ('")

and was capable of sustaining the weight of a multitude.

"Having seen the place of the festival thus adorned, Kaihsa

gave orders, and said: 'To-morrow let the platforms, and ter-

races, and pavilions (") be decorated with pictures, and garlands,

and flags, and images ;('"') and let them be scented with fragrant

odours, and covered over with awnings. ('^) Let there be ample

heaps of dry pounded cow-dung ('*) provided on the ground,*

and suitable refreshment-chambers be covered over, and decorated

with bells and ornamented arches. ('^) Let large water-jars be

securely fixed in order, capable of holding a copious supply, and

provided with golden drinking-cups. Let apartments be pre-

pared ('^), and various kinds of beverage, in appropriate vessels,

be ready. Let judges of the games be invited, and corporations,

with their chiefs. Let orders be issued to the wrestlers, and

notice be given to the spectators; and let platforms, for their ac-

commodation, be fitted up in the place of assembly.' " ('Of

* Aksha-vdt'a is the reading of my oldest MS., instead of the ordinary

ranga-vdt'a.

t HarivaMa, si. 4527— 4537:

^ j^ ^^f^T^ ^T»nt yfTTf^r: i

%TlFt^t f^^gW^W^Ttf^T^T'l II

^iw, ^TTf^^i ^T^ff fITffTf¥fr»i: I

^^Tf^S^f^H^^TTtfW^TT^TR: II

it W^f^^Tf^^ ^T^TN^rT^Tm: II
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for her son,* whose hwely face she longed to behold,

even in the hour of his destruction. When the musical

When the meeting takes place, the site of the games is thus

described: "Upon the following day, the amphitheatre ('") was

filled by the citizens, anxious to behold the games. The place

of assembly ("') was supported by octagonal painted pillars,(-°)

fitted up with terraces, and doors, and bolts, with windows, cir-

cular or crescent; shaped, and accommodated with seats with

cushions ;('') and it shone like the ocean, whilst large clouds

hang upon it, with spacious, substantial pavilions, (--') fitted up

for the sight of the combat; open to the front, ("') but screened

with beautiful and fine curtains, ('''*) crowned with festoons of

flowers, and glistening with radiance, like autumnal clouds. Tiie

pavilions t of the different companies and corporations, vast as

mountains, were decorated with banners, bearing upon them the

implements and emblems of the several crafts. (-^) The chambers

of the inhabitants of the inner apartments shone near at hand,

bright with gold, and painting, and net-work of gems :
they were

richly decorated with precious stones, were enclosed below with

costly hangings, (-^) and ornamented above with spires and ban-

ners, and looked like mountains spreading their wings in the sky ;

^W^'R: ^"Tt^^ ^^W^ TT^^^^^: i

^3^TT^ft:
^" ^^TW^ZtTTTT: II

^m% TT^TT^T^ ^^T^TnTT ^^^f^ffi: II

• TT^gT rd»ft i
which means that Devaki loved her son.

t Maricha- previously rendered "scaffolds"; "pavilions" being used to

represent vadahhi or valabhi.
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instruments sounded, Chanura sprang forth, and the

people cried "Alas!" and Mushtika slapped his arms

wbile the rays of light reflected from the valuable jewels were

blended with the waving of white chowries and the musical

tinkling of female ornaments. The separate pavilions of the

courtesans were graced by lovely women, attired in the inost

splendid dresses, (^^) and emulated the radiance of the cars of the

gods. In the place of assembly there were excellent seats,

couches made of gold, and hangings of various colours, inter-

mixed with bunches of flowers; and there were golden vases of

water, and handsome places for refreshment, filled with fruits of

various kinds, and cooling juices, and sherbets fit for drink-

ing.('^) And there were many other stages and platforms,*

constructed of strong timber; and hangings, by hundreds and

thousands, were displayed; and, upon the tops of the houses,

chambers ('"^) fitted up with delicate jalousies, through which the

women might behold the sports, appeared like swans flying

through the air.

"In front stood the pavilion of Kariisa, surpassing all the rest

in splendour, looking like Mount Meru, in radiance; its sides, its

columns, being covered with burnished gold; fastened with

coloured cords, and every way worthy the presence of a king."f

* These two substantives are to render mancha. See note f in the

preceding page.

t Harivdiiim, si. -4642—4656:

^f^^T^Tf^^TW: ^^^l[TT^f^^: i

^T^T^T^'^^ ^m^TTTT^fcrfT: II

Tn^#^"Rf^gwi7T^^mT^^f^t: I

^^If^TT^f^: iTTTttT^ rft^: II

^T^TITT^ lt^ti^^T5T if^^fy^: I

^3?T^^TZ: Tg^i^ ^WT^ T^TW^: II

^^^^gWTf^: xirn^fiTrtT^T'l I

^Wt^t ^ 'rWTTt ^ ^WT HTn^T^^TWr: II
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in defiance. Covered with must" and blood from the

elephant, whom, when goaded upon them by his

111 justification of the rendering of the above, an exi)lanation

of the technical terms, taken either from dictionaries or from tlie

commentators, f may be subjoined. (')Kaiiisa went to the Pre-

kshagi'ira (^"^TTTT)? literally, 'house of seeing;' but it is evi-

dent, from its interior being visible to spectators on the tops of

the houses,— as subsequently mentioned,— tliat it was not a

*ii!f\^t ^ ^ttItwi f^f^^T%^N^: II

iT^T^T^ ^^Tf^^T: ^5^^^^^^t: II

^^^^U^WT^ ^t|^: x?-R^f^rTT: II

^^ ^ ?T^T ^f^: ^th^^^^5^^t: I

^^: «*d<U!T^^ iTfT^^^ ^f^ir^ II

^^TTTTfr^T^T'^ fW^WTW^f^'T: I

^WT "^T^WT ^Tf^ TT^f^T T^Tl^T II

* This word, a popularized form of the Persian mast, ii>w<*«./«, is here

used to translate mada, the ichor which exudes from the temples of a

rutting elephant. Mant is an adjective, signifying 'i)riiud', 'in rut'.

t Nilakai'it'ha and Arjuna Misia. To the scantlings of scholia, adduced

in the following pages, that are taken from the former, I have annexed

his name. The remaining ehicidations which Professor Wilson indicates

to be comuientatoiial are derived from the latter.
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driver, they had slain, and armed with his tusks, Ba-

labhadra and Janardana confidently* entered the arena,

theatre, or covered edifice. If a building at all, it was merely

a sort of stockade. One commentator f calls it "a place made

for seeing the sacrifice": V^^^^'^WT^ Ifff ^T'T^ I C) Mancha-

nam avalokakah (TT^T«TT'T°rWtcfi^:)- The Mancha is commonly

understood to signify a raised platform, with a floor and a roof,

ascended by a ladder: see Dictionary. (^) Mancha- vata (^R^^TZ)-

Vtita is either 'site' or 'inclosure,' and is used, here, without

much affecting the sense of Mancha. The compound is explained,

by the commentators, t 'prepared places' (Tl^f^ffWFr^r:), or 'the

sites of the platforms' (Trg^g^;R^:). (^)The Srei'iis (^iq^^t), as-

sociations of artificers practising the same art. One of the com-

mentaries understands the term to be here used to denote, not

their station, but their labours: "The structure was the work of

the artificers" ("JT'^^ ^T'^Tt'l 1^)- (^) Several words occur, here,

of technical import. The passage is:

Valabhi is said, by the commentator, to mean a structure with a

pent roof, supported by six columns; Kuti, a circular one, having

seven roofs (something, perhaps, like a Chinese pagoda,) and

four columns. The Eka-stambha is a chamber, supported by

one column: ^^nftfVl^^^rfr ^^r^W^^Tf^TW^f^^ ^Z'WTf^: I

^Tttif^ "Rf^Tf*f: W\2W, ^H^f^^g^^: ill
(") Saranirvyiiha

f Nilakant'ha.

I The ensuing definitions I find in Arjuna Misra only.

§ Some MSS. begin this line with "^tITT'TTT** •

II
What is meant, here, as the first sentence is from Nilakai'it'ha, who

therein explains, first, ^^f^f^fi^: , and then l^^fif; , which he reads

instead of eR'J^'fiTI . Tlie rest of the Sanskrit, giving a definition of

the latter term, is, perhaps, altered from the same commentator.
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like two lions amidst (a herd of) deer. Exclamations

of pity arose from all the spectators, along with ex-

(^Tf'T^^^)* It is difficult to understand the necessity of rafters

in an inclosure in wliicin the phitfornis and stages seem (o liavc

been erected independently of any Hoor or wall; hut the coni-

nientaryf explains Nirvyuha, "strong brackets, projecting from

a house : " ^^f^^f ?^ ^TI^nTT ^fTfW^rT^H\<^M I fur ^ER |

(') Aslishta-suslishla-niancharohai'iam. Tiie lirsl e[)ithel is ex-

plained, 'not contracted' ( ^SI^i^fT^rTJ^) ; t the second, 'well con-

structed' (^T^'^f^rlJi;) ; and. for the 'ascending" (Aroliana),

we have 5^'CTT«T''rf^'^'^ 'where was a line of steps' or 'ladders'.

There is another reading of the text, however, whicli may be

rendered: "Having steps well securi'd in their a.scent above"

(^^^T!r^'?T^§ TWT^^^Pl)- (')' Seats for kings' (^T?T^-

•Tlf^ )• (') Such is the literal purport of Sanchara-patlia-saidvula

(^FT^TT^^^^r^) ; i'"plyi"g? possibly, the fornialion of passages

by fences on either side. ('°) This is doubtful. The phrase is

(H^^ rT^'fe^Tf^^O Chhannam tad-vedikabhili. Chhanna means,

literally, 'covered,' and can scarcely be used in the sense of

'overspread' or 'filled with.' Vedika means an elevated Hoor or

terrace, with which a hall or edifice cannot well be 'covered',

and, therefore, requires the sense here given to Chhanna. The

commentators are silent. (") The Manchavatas and Valabhis, as

above. The other term is Vithi, 'a shop,' 'a stall,' 'a terrace,'

'a road.' ('-)Let them be Vapushmantali (^j'CfT.fT:), "having

painted or sculptured figures" (f^"=?^"^^f^g^TO- ^ Tl'f^ other

* I have altered, here and below, "7iiryyulta'\ ami the same form ia

Sanskrit. ^li^f^^W '!? a variant,

f Nilakai'it'ha'.s.

I Nilakai'it'ha's explanation of ^Slf^R^ I

§ ^^^^r^WTfWH— t'le reading- ni Arjiiua Misia,— luul '^^^TfjPS'S-

Wf^'g are fuiliier variants that 1 tiuci.

II
See the original, at the foot of p. 26, supra.

^ Niiakai'itha.
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pressions of astonishment. "This, then," said the

people, "is Krishna. This is Balabhadra. This is he

commentary renders it merely 'pleasant' or 'agreeable' (^^Ijft"^:).

('^) 'Covered above with cloths' (^^•ft'jftTTT'^'^')- '^he use of

the awning or Shamiyana is very common in India. ('^)For the

wrestlers to rub over their bodies, to absorb the perspiration

(*TWr^t ^^T^^T^^T^Ji:)- ('^) This is, all, rather questionable.

The passage is, most usually:

Vali, or Bali, in one sense, means 'the edge of a thatch,' and

may be put for some sort of temporary structure,— a kind of re-

tiring or refreshment-room for the boxers and wrestlers. In some

copies, it is read XTZT^T^IT^iTTI, "beautiful with cloths spread,"

on which the performers may sit, when disengaged; perhaps, a

sort of carpet on the ground. ("^) The expression iS, again, Vali

(^^Jf^'^'Refi^Rl'ffT^)- Another sense of the word is "offering

of viands, or of the remains of a sacrifice, to all beings;"* but

that cannot be its purport here: nor is it ever used in the sense

of viands in general. The verb Kalp or Klip also usually implies

'making'. ('^)Manchavata;f 'in the Samaja' or 'assembly'.

('") Maharanga (^^TT^)' "^^^ great place of the performance."

Ranga is 'acting' or 'representation'; also, the place or site of

it. ('")A11 the copies consulted, except one, offer an irregularity

of construction, which, although defended by the commentators,

is a license scarcely allowable. The epithets of the first verse

are, all, in the plural number; they then occur in the singular,

to agree with the only substantive in the description, Samajavata.

According to the commentaries, the plural term Manchah' (?T^T0

understood is the substantive to the epithets of the first stanza;

and Samajavata (the singular), to those of the other verses.

This awkwardness is, however, avoided by the reading of an old

and very good copy, which puts it, all, in the singular ;+ as:

* See Vol. JIT., p. 118, and p. 220, note 1.

t To render " platt'oims ". My oldest MS. has ?ig^*rr: I

+ So do the Calcutta edition of the Hnrivamia, my oldest MS., and,

so far as I know them, MSS. generally.
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by whom the fierce night-walker Putand was slain;*

by whom the waggon was overturned, and the two

^1^T^"n5^^^ ^rT^Tf^^jt^fT: II

(-°)Tlie expression is Charana ; literally, 'foot;' explained, by

the coninientator, f Stambha, 'post' or 'pillar'. (-')Tbe reading

of most of the copies is Sayanottania (lJ''!r'ftTTT), which may be

taken as the sense of Talottania, 'couches or benches with cush-

ions.' (")Manchagaraih (jtWTIITO^ ' t^'"POi""T ''0"^*'S-' ('^)0>",

'fronting to the east' (JrrW^O+ (") Nirmuktaili (f^^#:) ;
ex-

plained, by the commentator, § to mean 'fine threads', 'net-work',

or 'gauze', through which persons, females especially, may see,

without being seen. (")^^^^^Wlf^: tfrfT^f^: I
(''')"With

ridges and projections" (^^x^"R^fTf^)- 'i'lie commentator
||

explains this: "with flags on the top of them" (^3tlfT:^^ T{^

cff^Or). (") This appears to be intended for an epithet of the

women; although Astaraiia is not usually applied to dress:

Phala, of course, is 'fruit'. Avadan'isa is explained, in lexicons,

"what is eaten to excite thirst:" one comment** gives it, "what

may be sucked," as tamarinds and the like. Changeri is ex-

plained '^fluids for drinking, made with sorrel or acid fruits";

that is, sherbets. (") ^TT^IlfT^T: "i" ^arTTTITfT^T: is :«ii

epithet of the Prekshagara, ff or look-out house of the women

(WtWt F^T^5^:), situated on the tops of their houses, according

See Vol. IV
, p. 276.

t ?

* Nilakanfha.

§ Idem.

II
Idem.

t Parts of two Hnes. See the original, in p. 29, supra.

" Nilakai'it'ha's.

tt The original exhibits the pliual, as does the translation which Pro-

fessor Wilson here annotates.

V. 3
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Aijuna-trees felled. ""' This is the boy who trampled

and danced on the serpent Kaliya;f who upheld the

mountain Govardhana for seven nights ;+ who killed,

as if in play, the iniquitous Arishta,§ Dhenuka,
||
and

Kesin.lf This, whom we see, is Achyuta.** This is he

who has been foretold by the wise, skilled in the sense

of the Pnrai'ias, as Gopala, who shall exalt the de-

pressed Yadava race. This is a portion of the all-

existing,ff all-generating Vishnu, descended upon earth.

to the coimiHMitators;:: '^ft^fT ^ ^TT^TWTITt cT"^*!^!:

* * * TT^TT^Tt ; an arrangement very compatible witli the

form of Indian houses, which have flat roofs, commonly enclosed

by a trellis-work or jalousie of niasoiu-y. §§ It is observable,

that, in the Vishnu Furana, and in the Mahabharata, on various

public occasions, the women take their places on the platforms,

or in the pavilions, without curtains or screens.

• See Vol. IV„ pp. 279 aud 281.

t Ibid., p. 291.

X Ibid., pp. 315, 316.

§ Ibid., pp. 333, 334.

II
Ibid., pp. 297, 298.

^ Ibid., p. 340.

** Here the original, according to all my MSS., &e., has the following

stanza, unrendered by the Translator, as in his Hindn-made version:

3T^7f?T ^^^T ^f^^^'f^nrvT^'i: ii

Both the commentators recognize these verses; and Ratnagarl)ha ex-

pounds them.

ft Sarva-bhi'ita. Ratnagarbha explains it by sarvdtman.

II The words quoted are Nilakant'ha's. Arjuna Misra has something

different.

§§ Professor Wilson's translation of the two passages quoted in pp. 25,

26, and pp. 27, 28, supra, and his notes on the same, have suggested

numerous remarks which I have withheld: the subject of this episodical

matter not being one with which the Vishnu-purdna is very intimately

connected.
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who, will, assuredly, lighten her load." Thus did the

citizens describe Rama and Krishna, as soon as they

appeared; whilst the breast of Devaki glowed with

maternal affection;* and Vasudeva, forgetting his in-

firmities, felt himself young (again), on beholding the

countenances of his sons as a season of rejoicing. The
women of the palace, and the wives of the citizens,

wide opened their eyes, and gazed intently upon

Krishna, f "Look, friends," said they to their com-

panions; "look at the face of Krishna. His eyes are

reddened by his conflict with the elephant; and the

drops of perspiration stand upon his cheeks, outvying

a full-blown lotos in autumn, studded with alitterini£

dew.t Avail yourself, now, of the faculty of vision.

Observe his breast,- the seat of splendour, marked
with the mystic sign, § — and his arms, menacing de-

struction to his foes. Do you not notice Balabhadra,

dressed in a blue garment,—his countenance as fair as

the jasmine, as the moon, as the fibres of the lotos-

stem? See how he gently smiles at the gestures of

Mushtika and Chanura, as they spring up. And now
behold Hari advance to encounter Chanura. What!

Are there no elders, judges of the field?
||
How can

the delicate form of Hari,— only yet in the dawn of

Here we have an expression of the idea, that, when a woman is deeply

moved in her maternal feelings, she experiences a secretion of milk.

X This sentence is somewhat interpolated, and otherwise freely rendered,

Avasydya, as appears from the context, here means, as the commentators

interpret it, 'hoar-frost,' rather than "dew",

§ To render Srivatsa. See Vol. IV., p. 268.

II
Yukta-kdrin.

3'
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adolescence,— be regarded as a match for the vast and

adamanthie bulk of the great demon?* Two youths,

of light and elegant persons, are in the arena, to op-

pose athletic fiends, headed by the cruel Chahura.f

This is a great sml in the judges of the games, for

the umpires to suffer a contest between boys and

strong men."

As thus the women of the city conversed (with one

another), Hari, having tightened his girdle, danced in

the ring, shaking the ground (on which he trod). Ba-

labhadra, also, danced, slapping his arms in defiance.

Where the ground was firm, the invincible Krishna

contended, foot to foot, with Chahura. The practised

demon Mushtika was opposed by Balabhadra. Mu-

tually entwining, and pushing, and pulling, and beating

each other with fists, arms, and elbows, pressing each

other with their knees, interlacing their arms, kicking

with their feet, pressing with their whole weight upon

one another,^ fought Hari and Chanura. Desperate

' The terms here used are technical, and refer to the estab-

lished modes of wrestling amongst Hindu athletje.§ 1. Saiiini-

pata (^sf^xncT) is described "mutual laying hold of."
||

2. Ava-

dhi'ita (^^^ff), "letting go of the adversary." 3. Kshepana

(%X?W) "pulling to and casting back." 4. Musbti-nipata (^fs-

t T*^ f5Tf%ffr Tt w^^ ^^^^r^ I

I Vyatikrama.

§ The following- definitions are taken from the two commentaries.

II ^T^T ^^^^ I
Siidhava. 'Mutual onset', q-JI^^X; ^^^: I

Ratna-

garbha.
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was the struggle, though without vvea})ons, lind one

for life and death, to the great gratification of the

f^TXrnr), * "striking with fists." 5. Kila-nipataim (^^f^TfT«T),

"striking with the elbow." li. Vajra-nipatana (^^f«Tmrr^),

"striking with the fore-arm. "f 7. Janu-nirghata (^^f^^^TfT), t

"pressing or striking with the knees." 8. Bahu-vigliattaiia (WT^-

f<^^e *T), § "interlacing the arms." i). Padoddhuta (m«^^fT),

"kicking." !|
10. Prasfishtal (IT^ST), "intertwining of the whole

hody." In some copies,** another term occurs, Asma-nirghata

(^SRT^rf^T^TfT), "striking with stones," or "striking blows as

hard as with stones;" for stones could scarcely be used in a

* The original has no such term, but ^fgf^: , "with the tists."

t Aratni-dwaya. Aratni never, I believe, signifies "fore-arm"; and

the definition of the fifth technicality shows that it cannot bear the im-

port of 'elbow', its more ordinary signification, when it does not denom-

inate a measure. Again, as it does not here mean 'fist',— one of its

senses,— it seems likely that it must denote the ulnar side of the hand.

So, indeed, the term is explained by Arjuna Misra, where he comments

on the MaJidhhdrata, Vana-parvan, si. 15781, His words are: '^^if^'TT I

: The Sanskrit has SIT^fH: > simply. See note *», below.

§ I find a different reading. See note •*, below. The Translator's de-

finition, which is conjectural, is little likely to be correct.

! tIWT^r%XTip^; | XTT^t Tn^fifft^^'TJi: I
Ratnagarbha.

^ Variant: prasrisht'a.

The subjoined verse is rejected, without remark, by Ratnagarbha,

and is .absent from my two old copies of the mere text, but occurs,

though uncommented, in Sridhara's text, and in several of my M8S.:

Some excellent copies give, instead of "^^n^f'Tm^: , "^T^Rf^-

^: I

Professor Wilson, when he accepted, in his translation, the seventh

and eighth technicalities, should have accepted aima-nirghdta ,
also,

which cannot be divorced from the other two, since it stands, in the

original, between them.
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Spectators.'^ In proportion as the contest continued,

so Chanura was gradually losing something of his origi-

nal vigour,! and the wreath upon his head trembled

from his fury and distress;^ whilst the world-compre-
hending + Krishna wrestled with him as if but in sport.

Beholding Chaniira losing, and Krishna gaining,

strength, Kan'isa, furious wath rage, commanded the

music to cease. As soon as the drums and trumpets
were silenced, a numerous band of heavenly instru-

ments was heard in the sky;§ and the gods invisibly

exclaimed: "Victory to Govinda! Kesava, kill the

demon Chanura!" Madhusiidana, having, for a long

time, dallied with his adversary, at last lifted him up,

contest specified as "one without weapons"
|| (^V}M * *

' Krishna contended with Chaniira, "who, through distress

and anger, shook the flowers of his crest
:

"

The two last terms are explained: "the flower of the wreath on

his head:" ^^mTt^rf jxqji; |
**

+ Jagan-maya.

II
As to the use of stones in the combat, which is designated as

asastra, we must suppose,— if the verse quoted above has not been

foisted into the text,—that the term mstra, embodied in this epithet, is

employed technically, so as to comprehend those rude and ready missiles.

^ See note •, above,

** Ratnagarbha.
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and whirled him round, with the intention of putting

an end to him. Having whirled Cluinuru round a

hundred time?;, until his breath was expended in the

air, Krishna'^' dashed him on the ground, with such

violence as to smash his body into a hundred frag-

ments, and strew the earth with a hundred pools of

gory mire.f Whilst this took place, the mighty Bala-

devawas engaged, in the same maimer, with the demon

bruiser, t Mushtika. Striking him on the head with his

lists, and on the breast with his knees, he stretched

him on the ground, and punimelled him there, till he

was dead. Again, Krishna encountered the royal

bruiser § Tosalaka, |l and felled him to the earth with

a blow of his left hand. When the other athletic If

• Called, in the original, not by his name, but by the epithet ami-

trajit.

t ^3]»n^TwtfZfT%^ '^^^''^' ^^^"^ ^^'^ I

* Malla.

§ Malla-rdja, "prince of mallas". For malla, see note ^, below.

II
Corrected from "Tomalaka". Professor Wilson's MS. may have

shown a broken ^. Most copies yield Tosalaka, the reading, apparently,

accepted by Ratnagarbha, and that of the Bhdgavata-purdna, which has,

likewise, the short form, Tosala. In very good MSS. of the Ilari-

vaiida I find Toshala and Toshalaka. Professor Wilson's Bengal translation

has Salaka.

f Malla; which Professor Wilson renders, indifferently, by "athlete",

"boxer", and "bruiser". The last two terms are inadequate, while the

first is inadequative, as being much too wide for the occasion. 'Pancra-

tiast', in an accommodated acceptation, may answer to represent malla.^

for the pancratiast fought nude, whereas it appears that his Hindu ana-

logue contended clothed.

The fighting of Hari, Chaiiiira, and Baladeva clearly evinces, that the

malla-yuddha corresponded to the classical :iHyy.inai<jf or mtfiau/ior,—
not, indeed, the regular agonism, so much as the lawless description

that was practised at Sparta,—the characteristic of which was a com-

bination of boxing and wrestling.
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saw Chanura, Miislitika, and Tosalaka killed, they fled

(from the Held); and Krishna and Sankarshana danced,

victorious,* on the arena, dragging along with them,

by force, the cowherds of their own age. Kan'isa, his

eyes reddening with wrath, called aloud to the sur-

rounding people: "Drive those two cowboys out of

the assembly: seize the villain Nanda; and secure him

with chains of iron: put Vasudeva to death with tor-

tures intolerable to his years: and lay hands uponf

the cattle, and whatever else belongs to those cowherds

who are the associates of Krishna."

Upon hearing these orders, the destroyer of Madhu
laughed at Kaiiisa, and, springing up to the place

Nilakant'ha, commenting on the Mahdbhdrata, Vana-parvan, il. 15779,

quotes from some Niti-idstra, as follows

:

'T'^ITT^K"^ l^T ^^% f^fTT^'W: I

rTT%^ ^t ^T^W ^TTW ^fl^S^T II

^t^^ ^Ff^^^ ^^fiT^^t^: II

It appears, from this, that the Hindu pancratium recognized eight

modes of procedure: tearing out the hair, felling to the ground, kicking

on the head, punching the belly with the knee, pommelling the cheeks

with clenched fists, elbowing, slapping, and whirling round. Four of

these modes of annoyance, counted from the first, are reckoned legitimate

as against an ordinary Kshattriya; five, as against a reprobate or titular

Kshattriya; six, as against a Vaisya; seven, as against a Siidra; and

all eight, as against an adversary of mixed extraction.

Our modern fancy have nothing to learn, on the score of humanity,

from their Aryan predecessors of the ring, any more than from the

roughs of Sparta, among whom even biting and scratching were not ac-

counted foul play.

* Harshita, 'delighted.'

t Insert 'the towns', pur.
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where he was sealed, laid liold ol' hiiu by the hair oi'

his head, and struck his tiara* to the ground. Then,

casting him down upon the earth, Govinda threw him-

self upon him. Crushed by the weight of tite upholder

of the universe, the son of Ugrasena (Kan'isa), the king,

gave up the ghost. Krishna f then dragged the dead

body, by the hair of the head, into the centre of the

arena; and a deep furrow was made by the vast and

heavy carcass of Kaihsa, when it was dragged along

the ground by Krishna, as if a torrent of water had

run through it.^ Seeing Kaihsa thus treated, his brother

Sunamant came (to his succour): but he was en-

countered, and easily killed, by Bahibhadra. Then

arose a general cry of grief from the surrounding

1 Et latns mediam sulcus diducit arenam.§

The yielding sand being furrowed into a ditch, or a water-

course, by the dead bodies being dragged over it.

The text is

:

frm ^^^ ^1^%%^ ^IT^^: ii II

* Kirit'a.

t Madhusudana, in the original.

+ Corrected from "Sumalin". This mistake is easily accounted lor.

In Professor Wilson's favourite MS., which is carelessly transcribed, and

has few of the copyists inadvertencies corrected, we read:

^Trrf^^T^T ^^Hjw '^^^^ f^mfTTtr: i

Professor Wilson's Hindu-made version has Sumali.

By striking out the syllables -^f^*, the verse is restored to its

proper form. But the Translator, in due adherence to his copy, should

have given the name as Sumalinaman.

For Sunaman, see Vol. IV., p. 98.

§ This looks as if intended for Juvenal., Sat. I., 157:

Et latum media sulcnm diducit arena.

II
Literally: "By the trailing body of Kaiiisa, with Us prodigious weight,

a channel was made, as by the velocity of a great stream."
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circle, as they beheld the king of Mathura* (thus)

slain, (and treated) with (such) continnely, by Krishna.

Krishna, accompanied by Balabhadra, embraced the

feet of Vasudeva and of Devaki: but Vasudeva raised

him iip;f and, he and Devaki recahing to recollection

what he had said to them at his birth, thev bowed to

Janardana; and the former thus addressed him: "Have

compassion upon mortals, god, benefactor, : and lord

of deities. It is by thy favour to us two, that thou hast

become the (present) upholder (of the world). That,

for the punishment of the rebellious, § thou hast de-

scended (upon earth,) in my house, having been pro-

pitiated (by my prayers), sanctifies our race. Thou
art the heart

||
of all creatures; thou abidest in all crea-

tures; and all that has been, or will be, emanates from

thee, universal spirit. H Thou, Achyuta, who com-

prehendest all the gods, art eternally worshipped with

sacrifices: thou art sacrifice itself, and the offerer of

sacrifices. The affection that inspires my heart, and

the heart of Devaki, towards thee, as if thou wast our

child, is, indeed, but error and a great delusion.**

How shall the tongue of a mortal such as 1 am call

the creator of all things, who is without beginning or

* See Vol. IV., p. 338.

t The original makes both the father ami mother show him this honour:

X Varada.

§ Durvntta.

II
Ania.
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end, son? Is it consistent that the lord of the world,

from whom the world proceeds, should be born of me,

except through illusion?* How should he, in whom
all fixed and moveable things are contained, be con-

ceived in the womb, and born of a mortal being?

f

Have compassion, therefore, indeed, supreme lord,

and, in thy descended portions, protect the universe.

Thou art no son of mine. This whole world, from

Brahma to a tree,* thou art. Wherefore dost thou,

who art one with the Supreme, beguile us? Blinded

by delusion, I thought thee my son; and for thee, who
art beyond all fear, I dreaded the anger of Kan'isa;

and, therefore, did I take thee, in my terror, to Gokula,

where thou hast grown up. But I no longer claim

thee as mine ow^n. § Thou, Vishnu, — the sovereign

lord of all,
|j
whose actions Rudra, the Maruts, the

Aswins, Indra, If and the gods cannot equal, although

they behold them; thou, who hast come amongst us,

for the benefit of the world,—art recognized; and de-

lusion is no more."

^rm ^^T t^^T m^t ^^^Ti: ^Hf^^fTT II

: ^N^MI«^M^"^ ^Jl^rtfl^ I
See Vol. Ill , p. 202, note

§ This sentence is not rendered very literally.

Jl
This phrase is to represent isa.

^ The original has Satakratii. See Vol. I., p. 150.
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Krishna encourages his parents; places Ugrasena on the throne;

becomes the pupil of Saiidipani, whose son he recovers from

the sea: he kills the marine demon Panchajana, and makes a

horn of his shell.

HAVING permitted to Devaki and Vasndeva (an

interval of) true knowledge, through the contemplation

of his actions, Hari again spread the delusions of his

power* over (them and) the tribe of Yadu. He said

to them: "Mother; venerable father; you have, both,

been long observed, by Sankarshana and myself, with

sorrow, and in fear of Kamsa. He whose time passes

not in respect to his father and mother is a vile being,

who descends, in vain, from virtuous parents, f The

lives of those produce good fruit who reverence their

parents, their spiritual guides, the Brahmans, and the

gods. Pardon, therefore, father, the impropriety of

which we may have been culpable, in resenting, without

your orders, — to which we acknowledge that we are

subject,— the oppression we suffered from the power

and violence of Kamsa." + Thus speaking, they offered

homage to the elders of the Yadu tribe, in order, and,

then, in a suitable manner, paid their respects to the

citizens. The wives of Kamsa, and those of his father, §

+ This sentence is much expanded in translation.

§ ITcTTWT'^, "and his— Kaiiisn's— mothers," «. e., it seems, his

mother and his mother-in-law.
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then surrounded the body of the king, lying on the

ground, and bewailed his fate, in deep affliction. Hari,

in various ways, expressed his regret (for what had

chanced), and endeavoured to console them, his own

eyes being suffused with tears. The foe of Madhu then

liberated Ugrasena from confinement, and placed him

on the throne, which the death of his son had leit

vacant.* The chief of the Yadavas,f being crowned,

performed the funeral rites of Kanisa, and of the rest

of the slain. When the ceremony was over, and Ugra-

sena had resumed his royal seat, Krishna t (addressed

him,) and said: "Sovereign lord, command, boldly,

what else is to be done.§ The curse of Yayati has

pronounced our race unworthy of dominion;^ but, with

me for your servant, you may issue your orders to the

gods. How should kings disobey them?"
II

Thus having spoken, the human UKesava sunnnoned,

mentally, the deity of the wind,—who came upon the

instant, — and said to him: "Go, Vayu, to Indra, and

desire him"* to lay aside his pomp,-}"! and resign to

' The curse pronounced on tlie elder sons of Yayiiti, on their

refusing to take upon them their father's infirmities. See Vol. IV.,

p. 48.

f Yadu-sii'nha.

X TTari, in the original.

II ^^ -^m fm^ ^Tf^[v^^^^ f^ ^t: i

** Vasava, in the original.

It 'Pride', rather,— yan>a; namely, says Retnagnrlihn, at the recol-

lection of Krishna's having lifted up Mount Govardhana.
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Ugrasena his (splendid) hall, Sudharman/' Tell him

that Krishi'ia commands him to send the royal hall,

the unrivalled gem of princely courts, for the assem-

blage of the race of Yadu. "f Accordingly, Vayu +

went, and delivered the message to the husband of

Sachi,§ who
II

(immediately) gave up to him the hall

Sudharman; and Vayu conveyed it to the Yadavas,

the chiefs of whom, thenceforth, possessed this celes-

tial court, emblazoned with jewels, and defended by

the arm of Govinda. t The two excellent Yadu youths,

versed in all knowledge, and possessed of all wisdom,**

then submitted to instruction, as the disciples of

teachers. Accordingly, they repaired to Sandfpani —
who, though born in Kasi,ff resided at Avanti,^— to

study (the science of) arms, and, becoming his pupils,

were obedient and attentive to their master; exhibiting

* Or the name may be read Sudharma. Both forms are authorized.

+ The Sanskrit has Pavana.

§ In the original, Sachipati, an epithetical designation of Indra. See

Vol. II., p. 72, note 2.

II
Here the original calls Indra by his appellation Purandara.

1^1' ^^T?^TSTt 'ftf^^^^f^^f^Tci; II

The ordinary reading, and that accepted by Ratnagarbha, ends the

second line with -^^'^Ji I

** Sarva-jndna-maya.

tt Kdsya, "of the Kasi tribe." See my Benares, &c,, p. 9, note 1;

also, Vol. IV., p. 345, supplement to p. 159, note ft- But the Trans-

lator has the support of both the commentators. Kdiya is the word

used in the corresponding passage of the Bhdyavata-purdna, viz., X.,

Prior Section, XLV., 31 ; but Sridhara offers no explanation of it.

II The city so called. The Sanskrit has Avantipura. See Vol. III.,

p. 246. I have corrected "Avanti".
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an example, to all men, of the observance of instituted

rules.* In the course of sixty-four days,f they had

gone through the elements of military science, with

the treatises on the use of arms, and directions for the

mystic incantations, which secure the aid of super-

natural weapons. ^+ Sandipani, astonished at such pro-

ficiency, and knowing that it exceeded human faculties,

imagined that the Sun and Moon had become his

scholars. When they had acquired all that he could

teach, they said to him: ''Now say what present shall

be given to you, as the preceptor's fee."§ The prudent

Sandipani, perceiving that they were endowed with

more than mortal powers, requested them to give him
his dead son, (drowned) in the sea of Prabhasa."

' They read through the Dhanur-veda,
|| which treats of mi-

litary matters; with the Rahasya, 'the mystical part, ' IF and the

Sangraha, 'collection' or 'compendium',— said to be, here, the

Astra-prayoga, ** 'the employment of weapons.'

^ Prabhasa is a place of pilgrimage in the west of India, on

the coast of Gujerat, near the temple of Somanatha, and town

of Puttun Somnath. It is also known by the name of Sonia-

tirtha; Soma, or the Moon, having been here cured of the con-

"An example of the observance of instituted rules" is to translate

dchdra. See Vol. III., p. 107, note +.

t Altordtra, 'nyctbemera. ' The term, apparently, is chosen with a

view to imply diligent studentship.

+ Those three expansions are to represent the expressions specified in

note 1 in this page.

§ Uuru-dakshiiui.

\\
See Vol. III., p. C7.

% The mantras and Upanishads, the commentators allege.

** Sridhara and Ratnagarbha.
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Taking up their arms, they marched against the Ocean.

But the all-comprehending Sea said to them: "I have

not killed the son of Sandipani.* A demon f named

Panchajana,t (who lives) in the form of a conch-shell,

seized the boy. He is still under my waters. § On

hearing this, Krishna plunged into the sea; and, having

slain the vile Panchajana, he took the conch-shell,—

which was formed of his bones, (and bore it as his

horn),— the sound of which fills the demon-hosts with

dismay, animates the vigour of the gods, and annihi-

lates unrighteousness.
||

The heroes also recovered

the boy from the pains of death, and restored him, in

his former person, to his father. Rama and Janardana

suiiiptioii brought upon him bj the imprecation of Daksha, liis

father-in-law. Mahabharata, Salya Parvan ; Vol. 111., p. 249.

I

^^R ^ ^^ 5^ Iff: ^T^^^frf^ II

Various MSS. have, instead of ^^TT^m"^: , ^T^f^: > m^m"^:

.

gj^-j^: , and ^^^T<T: I
It is impossible to say what reading the

Translator accorded the preference to.

t Daitya.

X For his origin, see Vol II., p. 69, note ||.

§ The Sea here addresses Krishna as asura-sudana, "slayer of demons."

II
Professor Wilson has here omitted to translate a stanza, of some

little importance, if only by way of connecting what precedes with what

follows. It is recognized by both the commentators, and runs thus:

^^f^^ ^^r^Tf^^T %^^<t ^'R II

We learn, from this, that Hari blew Panchajanya,—the name of his

newly acquired shell,—and proceeded to the city ofYama; and that Ba-

ladeva conquered Yama, son of Vivaswat.

For the origin of Yama, .see Vol. III., p. 20; for the situation of

Yama's city. Vol. II., p. 239.
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then returned to Matliura, which was well presided

over * by Ugrasena, and abounded in a happy popula-

tion, both of men and women. ^

' The incidents of the two last chapters are related in the

Hhiiguvata and Hari Variisa,— often in the words of the text, but

with many embellishments and additions, especially in the latter.

The Brahma Vaivarta, on the other hand, makis still shorter

work of these occurrences than our text.

Pulita.

V.



CHAPTER XXII.

Jarasandha besieges Mathuia; is defeated, but repeatedly renews

the attack.

PARASARA.—The mighty Kaiiisa had married the

two daughters of Jarasandha,* one named Asti, the

other, Prapti.f Jarasandha was king of Magadha,t

and a very powerful prince;^ who, when he heard that

Krishna § had killed his son-in-law, was much incensed,

and, collecting a large force, marched against Mathiu'a,

determined to put the Yadavas and Krishna to the

sword.
II

Accordingly, he invested the city wnth three

and twenty numerous divisions of his forces.^ Rama
and Janardana sallied from the town, with a slender,

but resolute, force, and fought bravely with the armies

' See Vol. IV., pp. 150, 151.

"' With twenty-three Akshauhiiiis, each consisting of 109,35011

infanti'y, 65,G10 horse, 21,870 chariots, and as many elephants.**

The Hari Vamsaff enumerates, as the allies, or tributaries, of

Jarasandha, a number of princes from various parts of India.

But this is a gi'atuitous embellishment.

* See Vol. IV., pp. 150 and 173; also, note in p. 344.

t Corrected from "Asti" and "Prapti".

+ Corrected, here and everywhere, from "Magadha". See Vol. IV.,

p. 151, note +.

§ Hari, in the original.

II
This sentence is rendered with great looseness.

t Corrected from "109,300".

** So say the commentators on the Ainnra-koi^a, II., VIII., II., 49.

For a venerable statement of the component parts of an akshauhini, see

the MahdbJidrata, Adi-parvan, M. '292—296.

ft SI. 5013—5022.
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of Magadha.* The two youthful leaders prudently

resolved to have recourse to then* ancient weapons-

and, accordingly, the bow of Hari, with two quivers

filled with exhaustlessf arrows, and the niace* called

Kauniodaki,§ and the ploughshare|| of Balabhadra, as

well as the club IT Saunanda^ descended, at a wish, from

heaven. Armed with these weapons, they (speedily)

discomfited the king of Magadha and his hosts, and

reentered the city, (in triumph).

Although the wicked (king of Magadha,) Jarasan-

dha was defeated, yet Krishna knew, that, whilst he

escaped alive, he was not subdued; and, in fact, he

soon returned, with a (mighty) force, and was again

forced, by Rama and Krishna, to fly. Eighteen times*

did the haughty prince of Magadha** renew his attack

' The Bhagavataff and Hari VamsaH say 'seventeen times.'

The latter indulges in a prolix description of the lirst encounter,

nothing of which occurs in the Bhagavata, any more than in our

text.

gg\^T% ^»t fT^ ^^^ ^f^tf^t: II

t Akshaya, 'indestructible.'

I Gadd.

§ A present from Varuiia, according to the Mahdbhdrata, Adi-parvan,

il. 8200. It takes its name from Kumodaka, an epithetical appellation

of Krishna.

II
Hala, which means, ordinarily, 'plough.' For its synonym, sira,

synecdochically used in the same way as in the text, see Vol. III.,

p. 332, note f

.

% Musala-^ a weapon shaped like a pestle, it should seem.

•* To render TTTT^ TT^T I

tt X., Latter Section, I., 44.

:: SI. 5120.

4*
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upon the Yadavas, headed by Krishna, and was as

often defeated and put to the rout, by them, with very

inferior numbers. That the Yadavas were not over-

powered by their foes was owing to the present might

of the portion of the discus-armed Vishnu.* It was

the pastime f of the lord of the universe, in his capacity

of man, to launch various: weapons against his ene-

mies: (for) what effort of power to annihilate his foes

could be necessary to him whose fiat creates and de-

stroys the world? -But, as subjecting himself to human

customs, he formed alliances with the brave, and en-

o-aeed in hostilities with the base. § He had recourse

to the four devices of policy,—or, negotiation, presents,

sowing dissension, and chastisement, ||— and, sometimes,

even betook himself to flight. Thus, imitating the con-

duct of human beings, the lord of the world pursued,

at will, his sports, t

t Lild. See Vol. IV., p. 325, note §.

I Aneka-rupa.

Ratnagarbha reads the first verse as follows :

Other variants, of little importance, might be added from my MSS.

unaccompanied by commentary.

II
Sdman, upapraddna, bheda, and danda-pdta. See, further, the

Amara-koh., II., VIII., I., 20.



CHAPTER XXIII.

Birth of Kalayavaria: he advances against Mathnra. Krishna

builds Dwaraka, and sends thither the Yadava tribe : he leads

Kalayavana into the cave of Muchukunda: the latter awakes,

consumes the Yavana king, and praises Krishna.

PARASARA.-Syala* having called Garga,f the

Brahman, whilst at the cow-pens, impotent, in an

assembly of the Yadavas, + they all laughed ; at which

he was highly offended, and repaired to the shores §

of the western sea,!| where he engaged in arduous

penance, to obtain a son, who should be a terror to the

tribe of Yadu.lf Propitiating Mahadeva, and living

upon iron-sand** for twelve years, the deity ff (at last)

was pleased with him, and gave him the (desired)

boon. The king of the Yavanas, who was childless,

* On the credit of both the commentators, we here have no proper

name, but the word for brother-in-law, sydla. According to Ratnagar-

bha, Sisirayai'ia is thus alluded to, and proleptically; for Garga was still

to marry his sister, Gauri.

t Corrected from "Gargya", with the suffrage of several MSS. Prob-

ably the Garga is meant who—as we read in the Bhdgavata-purdna, X.,

Prior Section, Chapter XLV,,— served as instructor to Krishna and Ba-

larama. See Vol. IV., p. 279. But Gargya seems to be the reading of

the HarvaMa, il. 1957—1959.

Two Gargas, then, are named in the present Chapter. See p. 68,

infra.

§ There is no word for this in the Sanskrit.

II
Instead of dakshindbdJu, the reading of Sridhara, most MSS. have

dakshitidpatha, 'the south', the lection preferred by Ratnagarbha.

•* Ayoi^-churna; 'iron-filings', more likely.

tt Hara, in the original.
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became the friend of Garga;* and the latter begot a

son, by his wife, who was as (black as) a bee, and was,

thence, called Kalayavana/ The Yavana king, having

placed his son, whose breast was as hard as the point

of the thnnderbolt, upon the throne, retired to the

woods. Inflated with conceit of his prowess, Kala-

yavana demanded of Narada who were the most mighty

heroes on earth. To which the sage answered "The

Yadavas." Accordingly, Kalayavana assembled many
myriads of Mlechchhas and barbarians, ^f and, with a

' This legend of the origin of Kalayavana is given, also, by

the Hari Variisa. + The Bhagavata, like our text, comes, at

once, to the siege of Mathura by this chief; but the Hari Vamsa

suspends the story, for more than thirty chapters, to narrate an

origin of the Ytidavas, and sundry adventures of Krishna and

Rama to the south-west. Most of these have no other authority,

and are, no doubt, inventions of the Dakhni compiler; and the

others are misplaced.

" So the Bhagavata describes him, § .as leading a host of

Mlechchhas (or barbarians) against Krishna; but, in the Maha-

bharata,—Sabha Parvan, Vol. I., p. 330,—where Krishna describes

the power of Jarasandha, he admits that he and the Yadavas fled

from Mathura to the west, through fear of that king; but no

account is given of any siege of Mathura by Kalayavana. The

only indication of such a person is the mention,
||
that Bhagadatta,

The original, it will be observed, does not here name Garga, which I

have corrected from "Gargya".

: Chapter CXV.

§ It calls him Yavana the Asura.

II
^/. 578, 579:
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vast armament of elepliants, cavalry, and foot, advan-

ced, impatiently, against Matliura and the Yadavas;

the Yavana king, who rules over Muru* and Naraka, in the west

and south, is one of his most attached feudatories. This king is,

in various other places, called king of Pragjyotisha; as he is in

a subsequent passage of the same book,—Sabha Parvan, p. 374 ;f

and this name is always applied to the the west of Assam. I His

subjects are, however, still Yavanas and Mlechchhas ; and he

presents horses, caps set with jewels, and swords with ivory hilts,

—articles scarcely to be found in Assam, which cannot well be

the seat of his sovereignty. It seems most likely, therefore, that

the story may have originated in some knowledge of the power

and position of the Greek-Bactrian princes, or their Scythian

successors ; although, in the latter compilations, it has been mixed

up with allusions to the first Mohammedan aggressions. See

Asiatic Researches, Vol. VI., p. 506, and Vol. XV., p. 100.

^j^-rt^ ?T^TTT^ 'fwm^ f^: ^^rr I

Here, Bhagadatta— with the epithet aparyanta-hala, 'of boundless

might',— is said to be paramount over Muru and Naraka, in like manner

as Varuna rules the west. The direction of Bhagadatta's kingdom is

not assigned.

M. Fauche's translation of this passage, while correcting Professor Wil-

son's view of its meaning, as to some points, turns an epithet into a

king, and gives him what belongs to Bhagadatta:

"De lui relevo encore le roi Aparyantabala, souverain des Yavanas,

qui regne sur le Mourou et le Naraka, comme Varouiia sur la plage

occidentale;

"Et Bhagadatta, le vieil ami do ton pere, Bhagadatta, qui se courbe

plus que toute autre, puissant roi, devant sa parole et son geste."

For the position of Varuna's city, see Vol. II., p. 239.

• It has more than once been conjectured that we should read Maru,

in this place. But Muru and Naraka, I take it, are, here, not names of

countries,—as is generally supposed,—but two demons, so called, at last

slain by Krishna. See Chapter XXIX. of this Book.

t SI. 1836.

X I. e., to the ancient Kamariipa; for which see Vol. II., p. 132, and

p. 133, note 1.
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wearying, every day, the animal that carried him, bat

insensible of fatigue, himself.

When Krishna knew of his approach, he reflected,

that, if the Yadavas encountered the Yavana, they

would be so much weakened by the conflict, that they

would then be overcome by the king of Magadha; *

that their force was much reduced by the war with

Magadha, t whilst that of Kalayavana was unbroken;

and that the enemy might be, therefore, victorious. +

Thus, the Yadavas were exposed to a double danger. §

He resolved, therefore, to construct a citadel, for the

Yadu tribe, that should not be easily taken,—one that

even women might defend, and in which, therefore,

the heroes of the house of Vrishni|| should be secure;

one in which the male combatants of the Yadavas
should dread no peril, though he, himself, should be

drunk, or careless, asleep, or abroad. Thus reflecting,

Krishna t solicited a space of twelve furlongs from the

ocean; and there he built the city of Dwaraka, * de-

fended by high ramparts,** and beautified with gardens

' According to the Mahabharata, he only enlarged and fortified

the ancient city of Kusasthali, founded by Raivata. Sabha

Parvan.ff See, also, Vol. III., p. 253, of this work.

* ^rwr^fxT f^^^nn^ ^^f^ ^T^ ^^T»?: I

t Literally, "by the king of the Magadhas," ^TI^'T I

t A free translation ; and so is much of what follows.

§ There is no Sanskrit for this sentence. It is taken from the com-

mentaries.

11 Vriskni-pungava. For Vfishni, see Vol. IV., p. 58.

^ The original has Govinda. •• Mahd-vapra.

ft SI. 614. M. Fauche, in his translation, converts Raivata into a

mountain.
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and reservoirs of water, crowded with houses and

buildings,* and splendid as the capital of Indra,

Amaravati.f Thither Janardana conducted the inhab-

itants ofMathura, and then awaited, at that city, the

approach of Kalayavana. t

When the hostile army encamped round Mathura,

Krishna, § unarmed, went forth, and beheld the Yavana

king. Kalayavana, the strong-armed, recognizing Va-

sudeva, pursued him,—him whom the thoughts of per-

fect ascetics
II

cannot overtake. Thus pursued, Krishna

entered a large cavern, where Muchukunda, the king

of men, was asleep. The rasht Yavana, entering (the

cave), and beholding a man lying asleep there, con-

cluded it must be Krishna, and kicked him; at which

Muchukunda awoke, and, casting on him an angry

glance, the Yavana was instantly consumed, and re-

duced to ashes.** For, in a battle between the gods

and demons, Muchukunda had, formerly, contributed

to the defeat of the latter; and, being overcome with

sleep, he solicited of the gods, as a boon, that he should

enjoy a long repose. "Sleep long, and soundly," ff said

the gods; "and whoever disturbs you shall be instantly

burnt to ashes by fire emanating from your body.'
>> 1

' The name of Muchukunda, as one of the sons of Mandhatri, t+

• Prdhdra; 'strong buildings', Ratnagarbha says,

t See Vol. II., p. 240, text and notes.

§ The Sanskrit has Govinda. i| Mahd-yogin. ^ Sudurmati.

tt These words are interpolated by the Translator.

+J Corrected from "Mandhatri".
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Having burnt up the iniquitous Yavana, and behold-

ing the foe of Madhu, Muchukunda asked him who he

was. "I am born," he repUed, "in the Lunar race, in

the tribe of Yadu, and am the son of Vasudeva."

Muchukunda, recollecting the prophecy of old Garga,

fell down before the lord of all, Hari, saying:" Thou

art known, supreme lord, to be a portion of Vishnu;*

for it was said, of old, by Garga, f that, at the end of

the twenty-eighth Dwapara age, Hari would be born

in the family of Yadu. Thou art he, without doubt,—

the benefactor of mankind; for thy glory I am unable

to endure. Thy words are of deeper tone than the

muttering of the rain-cloud; and earth sinks down
beneath the pressure of thy feet. As, in the battle be-

tween the gods and demons, the Asuras were unable

to sustain my lustre, so even am I incapable of bearing

thy radiance. :t Thou alone art the refuge of every

occurs in Vol. III., p. 268; but no further notice is taken of him.

The Bhagavata§ specifies his being the son of that king, and

relates the same story of his long sleep as the text. The same

occurs in the Hari Vamsa.
]| The general character of the legends

in this chapter is that of reference to something familiar, rather

than its narration. In the Hari Vanisa the opposite extreme is

observable; and there the legends are as prolix as here they are

concise. The Bhagavata follows a middle course; but it seems

unlikely, that, in either of the three, we have the original fables.

Instead of f^'^l^^Kj:, some MSS. have f^fmi: "CFT^:
|

t Probably, the Garga mentioned in Vol. II., p. 213.

§ X., Latter Section, II.

II
Chapter CXV.
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living being who has lighted on the world. Do thou,

who art the alleviator of all distress, show favour upon

me, and remove from me all that is evil.* Thou art

the oceans, the mountains, the rivers, the forests; thou

art earth, sky, air, w^ater, and fire: thou art mind, in-

telligence, the unevolved principle,! the vital airs, the

lord of life; the soul;: all that is beyond the soul; the

all-pervading; exempt from the vicissitudes of birth;

devoid of (sensible properties,) sound and the like;

undecaying, illimitable, imperishable, subject neither

to increase nor diminution :§ thou art that which is

Brahma,—without beginning or end. From thee the

immortals, the progenitors, theYakshas, Gandharvas,
||

and Kiiimaras, the Siddhas, the nymphs of heaven, H

men, animals, ** birds, reptiles, ff deer,:: and all the

vegetable world, proceed; and all that has been, or will

be, or is now, moveable or fixed. All that is amor-

phous, or has form; all that is gross, subtile, moveable,

or stable,§§ thou art, creator of the world; and beside

thee there is not anything. lord, I have been whirl-

f Avydkrita.

: ruins.

§ Ndsa.

II
Corrected from "Gandharbhas".

% Apsaras.

" Pasu, which often means 'sacrificial animals'. Compare the title

Pasupati; also, the terms paMbhandhn and nirudhapaiubandha. Vol. HI.,

p. 40, note §, and p. 113, note f.

ft Sarisripa; rather "reptiles" than "insects", as it is rendered in

Vol. II., p. 92.

:: 'Wild beasts', rather; mriga.

§§ Ratnagarbha has, instead of T|^ ^^ f^T' ^!^fTT fT^ :"i^l

this reading gets rids of two tautologies; for "moveable or fixed" occurs

just before.
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ed round, in the circle of worldly existence, for ever;

and have suffered the three classes of affliction;* and

there is no restf whatever. I have mistaken pains for

pleasures, like sultry vapours t for a pool of water;

and their enjoyment has yielded me nothing but sor-

rov^. § The earth, dominion,' forces, treasures, friends,!

children, wife, dependants, all the objects of sense,**

have I possessed, imagining them to be sources of

happiness; but I found, that, in their changeable na-

ture, ff lord, they were nothing but vexation. The

gods themselves, though (high) in heaven, were in

need of my alliance. Where, then, is everlasting repose?

Who, without adoring thee,—who art the origin of all

worlds,—shall attain, supreme deity, that rest vs^hich

endures for ever? Beguiled by thy delusions, and

• These are alluded to in the opening stanza of the Sdnkhya-kdrikd:

ft ^T^TT^ ^t^T'TTTcirnfrii^TTrfi: II

"Because of the disquietude which results from threefold pain, there

arises a desire to know the means of doing away therewith effectually.

If it be objected, that, -visible means to this end being available, such de-

sire is unprofitable, I demur; for that these means do not, entirely and

for ever, operate exemption from disquietude.''

The three sorts of pain, the ddhydtmika, ddhihhautika, and ddhidaivika,

are, in the words of Colebrooke, "evil proceeding from self," "from ex-

ternal beings," and "from divine causes". See his Miscellaneous Essays,

Vol. I., p. 238.

t Nirvriti.

X Mriga-trishnd, the mirage.

II
Rdsht'ra.

^ Insert 'adherents', paksha.

** ST^TWT fw^r^v I

ft 'TfrWr^) 'i» the end,' 'at last,' 'after all.'
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ignorant of thy nature,'" men, after sutfering the various

penalties of birth, death, and infirmity, behold the

countenance of the king of ghosts, f and sufter, in hell,

dreadful tortures,—the reward of their own deeds.

Addicted to sensual objects, through thy delusions I

revolve in the whirpool of selfishness and pride; and,

hence, I come to thee, as my final refuge, who art the

lord deserving of all homage, than whom there is no

other asylum ;t my mind affiicted with repentance for

my trust in the world, and desiring the fulness of fe-

licity, emancipation from all existence." §

+ Preta-rdja, an epithet of Yama.

§ f^^T% ^fxTJTfrtrrf^ ^rrfn^^: i

This means: "longing for emancipation,—of uncreated glory." So says

Ratnagarhha, who also allows the epithet of 'emancipation' to signify

"resort of perfect yogins". Sridhara gives the second interpretation only.

The 'emancipation' of the Hindus i.s not release "from all existence",

but from consciousness of pleasure and pain. The distinction is, at all

events, good, as a piece of idealism.



CHAPTER XXIV.

Muchukunda goes to perform penance. Krishna takes the army

and treasures of Kalayavana, and repairs, with them, to Dwaraka.

Balanlma visits Vraja: inquiries of its inhabitants after Krishna.

THUS praised by the wise Muchukunda, the sove-

reign of all things, the eternal lord, Hari, said to him:

"Go to whatever celestial regions you wish, lord of

men, possessed of might irresistible, honoured * by my
favour. When you have fully enjoyed all heavenly

pleasures, you shall be born in a distinguished family,

retaining the recollection of your former births; and

you shall, finally, obtain emancipation, "f Having

heard this promise, and prostrated himself before

Achyuta, the lord of the world, Muchukunda went

forth from the cave, and, beholding men of diminutive

stature, now first knew that the Kali age had arrived.

The king, therefore, departed to Gandhamadana, + the

shrine § of Naranarayaha,
||
to perform penance.

Krishna, having, by this stratagem, destroyed his

* Ufabrimldta.

^TfTT^ft ^rSTHT^TTHfr ^^*r^T^^f% II

+ Probably, the mountain spoken of in Vol. II., p. 115.

§ Sthdna. A shrine of Naranarayana is referred to in Chapter XXXVII.

of this Book.

II
A name of Krishna, for which see the Mahdhhdrata, Sdnti-parvan,

il. 12658; also, the Bhdgavata-purdria, V., XIX., 9.

"In various parts of the Mahdhhdrata, Krishna and Arjuna are singu-

larly represented as having formerly existed in the persons of two

Rfshis, Narayana and Nara, who always lived and acted together."

Original Sanskrit Texts, Part IV., p. 19i?.

The Devarshis Nara and Narayana are mentioned in Vol. I., p. Ill,

note 1; and in Vol. III., p. G8, note 1. Also see Vol. IV., p. 246, note 1.
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enemy, returned to Mathura, and took captive his

army, rich in horses, elephants, and cars, which he

conducted to Dwaraka,* and delivered to Ugrasena;

and the Yadu race was relieved from all fear of inva-

sion, f Baladeva, when hostilities had entirely ceased,

being desirous of seeing his kinsmen, went to Nanda's

cow-pens, t and there again conversed with the herds-

men and their females, with affection and respect.

By some, the elders, he was embraced; others, the

juniors, he embraced; and with those of his own age,

male or female, he talked and laughed. § The cowherds

made many kind speeches to Halayudha;[| but some

of the Gopis spoke to him with the affectation of

anger,! or with feelings of jealousy, as they inquired

after the loves of Krishna with the women of Mathura.

"Is all well with the fickle and inconstant Krishna?"

said they. "Does the volatile swain, the friend of an

instant, amuse the women of the city by laughing at

our rustic efforts (to please him)? Does he ever think

of us, singing in chorus to his songs? Will he not

come here once again, to see his mother? But why
talk of these things? It is a different tale to tell, for

him without us, and for us without him. Father,

* The original has Dwaravati, of •which "Dwaraka" is a synonym,

t Pardhhibhava.

X Nanda-gokula.

^7^ ^%^ lit%^M JM^MI^^ *^^T II

The Translator's specifications of "elders", &c., are taken from the

coniuientators.

|(
"riough.share-weaponeti," literally; a name of Baladeva or Balaldia-

dra. Vide supra, p. 51, text and note |i.

% Prema-kUpita. Compare the terms in Vol. IV., p. 323, notes § and «».
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mother, brother, husband, kin,—what have we not

abandoned for his sake? But he is a monument of

ingratitude.* Yet tell us, does not Krishna talk of

coming here? Falsehood is never, Krishna, to be

uttered by thee. Verily, this is Damodara,f this is

Govinda, who has given up his heart to the damsels

of the city,—who has, no longer, any regard for us,

but looks upon us with disdain." + So saying, the

Gopis, whose minds were fixed on Krishna, § addressed

Rama, in his place, calling him Damodara and Go-

vinda,
||
and laughed, and were merry ;1I and Rama

consoled them by communicating to them agreeable,

modest, affectionate, and gentle messages from Krishna.

With the cowherds he talked mirthfully, as he had

been wont to do, and rambled, along with them, over

the lands of Vraja. ^

' This visit of Balaruma to Vraja is placed, by the Hari

Vamsa, anterior to the fall of Mathura; by the Bhagavata, long

subsequent to the establishment of the Yadus at Dwiiraka.

t See Vol. IV., p 281.

"Of this Damodara, or Govinda, whose heart is attached to the

women of the city, the love has departed, as towards us; and^ therefore,

lie is hard to be seen. And yet he delights us."

Ratnagarbha has ^T'jft^TT^; ^'- e., he puts 'Damodara' in the voca-

tive. By reading, also, ^ITfTlf^f^I .—in which, likewise, he is peculiar,

—

he gives the sentence a very different meaning; but his explanation of

this expression by JlrllTirH! can scarcely be accepted.

§ Hari, in the original.

II
The Sanskrit has Krishna.

^Wf • W< '^^ ffrWT Irf^fT^: II



CHAPTER XXV.

Balarauia linds wine in the hollow of a tree ; becomes inebriated

;

c'oniinnnds the Yamuna to come to him, and, on her refusal,

drags her out of her course: Lakshmi gives him ornaments and

a dress : he returns to Dwaraka. and marries Revati.

WHILST the mighty* Sesha/f tlie upholder of the

globe, was thus engaged in wandering amidst the for-

ests, with the herdsmen, in the disguise of a mortal,

—having rendered great services to earth, and still

considering what more was to be achieved,—Varuna, t

in order to provide for his recreation, said to (his wife,)

Varuni§ (the goddess of wine): "Thou, Madira,!! art

ever acceptable to the powerful Ananta. t Go, there-

fore, auspicious and kind goddess,** and promote his

enjoyments." Obeying these commands, Vtiruni went

and established herself in the hollow of a Kadamba-

tree, in the woods of Vrindavana. Baladeva, roaming

about, (came there, and,) smelling the pleasant fra-

grance of liquor, ff resumed his ancient passion for

strong drink. The holder of the ploughshare, II observ-

' The great serpent, of whom Balarama is an incarnation.

* Mahdtman.

t See Vol. II., pp. 74, 85, and 211, note 1.

X See Vol, II., p. 85.

§ See Vol. I., p. 14G, note 1; and Vol. II., p. 212.

II
Different, of course, from the Madira named in Vol. IV., p. 109.

% The same as Sesha. See Vol. II., p. 211.

•* 4\-^ ^^ 7T^ I
Ratnagarbha reads, instead of W^, f|^| |

tf Madird.

\\ Langalin, in the original; the same, in effect, as Halayudha. Vide

supra, p. 03, note j|.

V. 6
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ing the vinous drops distilling from the Kadamba-tree,

was much delighted, (and gathered) and quaffed them/

along with the herdsmen and the Gopis; whilst those

who were skilful with voice and lute celebrated him

in their songs.* Being inebriated (with the wine), and

the drops of perspiration standing like pearls upon his

limbs, he called out, not knowing what he said:"f

Come hither, Yamuna river. I want to bathe." The

river, disregarding the words of a drunken man, came

not (at his bidding). On which, Rama,t in a rage,

' There is no vinous exudation from the Kadamba-tree (Nau-

clea Kadaniba) ; but its flowers are said to yield a spirit, by distil-

lation ; —whence Kadambari § is one of the synonyms of wine,

or spirituous liquor. The grammarians, however, also derive the

word from some legend; stating it to be so called, because it

was produced from the hollow of a Kadamba-tree on the Go-

mantall mountain: ^?l«fm^^ ^i^^^ZTT^TrTT I
The Hari

Variisa, H which alone makes the Gomanta mountain the scene

of an exploit of Krishna and Rama, makes no mention of this

origin of wine; and the Bhagavata** merely says, that Varuni

took up her abode in the hollow of a tree.ff There must be

some other authority, therefore, for this story.

This verse, it is observable, has an excessive syllable at the end of

its first half.

t Vihwala.

\ The Sanskrit has Langalin. See the preceding page, note \X.

§ Personified, Kadambari is said to be daughter of Chitraratha and

Madira. For Chitraratha, see Vol, II., p. 86, note 1.

II
Corrected, here and below,—and in the Sanskrit,—from "Gomantha".

For the mountain in question, see Vol. II., p. 141, note 2, ad finein. The

llarivaihm places it near the Sahya mountains.

% Chapter XCVII.
*• X., Latter Section, XVI , 19.

It Compare the Harivat'ida, Chapter XCVIII.
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took up his ploughshare,* which he plunged into her

bank, and dragged her to him, calling out:f "Will you

not come, you jade?+ Will you not come? Now go

where you please, (if you can)." Thus saying, he com-

pelled the dark river to quit its ordinary course, and

follow him whithersoever he wandered throuoh the

wood. § Assuming a mortal figure,
|j
the Yamuna, with

distracted looks, approached Balabhadra,t and en-

treated him** to pardon her, and let her go. But he

replied: "I will drag you with my ploughshare, in a

thousand directions, since you contemn my prowess

and strength. "ff At last, however, appeased by her

reiterated prayers, he let her go, after she had watered

all the country.^ +t When he had bathed, the goddess

' The Bhagavata and Hari Vamsa§§ repeat this story; the

latter, very imperfectly. The former adds, that the Yamuna is

• Hala. Vide supra, p. 51, note ||.

X Papa.

Sridhara, like one of my MSS. unaccompanied by commentary, has, not

W^, but IfXtrrT, the reading followed by the Translator.

II ^or<un I

% Rama, in the original.

" The Sanskrit here exhibits Musalayudha, "Bludgeon-armed", a name
of Baladeva. Vide supra, p. 51, note ^.

tt ^^wft^^m^Tf^ '^J{ ^t^^^^ i

^'Jf ^t ^HMM«f f^^^TOr ^f^VT II

§§ Chapter CIII.

5»
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of beauty, * Lakshmi, came, and gave him a beautiful

lotos to place in one ear, and an ear-ring for the other;t

a fresh necklace of lotos-flowers, sent by Varuna; and

garments of a dark blue colour, as costly as the wealth

of the ocean:: and, thus decorated with a lotos in one

ear, a ring in the other, § dressed in blue garments,

and wearing a garland, Balarama appeared united with

loveliness. Thus decorated, Rama sported two months

in \'raja, and then returned to Dwaraka, where he

married Revati, the daughter of King Raivata,|! by

whom he had (two sons,) Nisathall and Ulmuka.^

still to be seen following the course along which she was dragged

by Balarama. The legend, probably, alludes to the construction

of canals from the Junma, for the purposes of irrigation ; and the

works of the Mohammedans in this way—which are well known,

—were, no doubt, preceded by similar canals, dug by order of

Hindu princes.

' See Vol. IV., p. 109.

• The Sanskrit has only Kanti for "the goddess of beauty." It is a

name of Lakshmi, who is mentioned, in the original, several stanzas

further on.

t ^^ff^rtT^ ^^^^ ^ ^^^W: I

Professor Wilson has rendered the explanation of the commentators.

I This expression is to render samudrdrha.

I!
See Vol. III., pp. 249-254.

^ Corrected from "Nishat'ha".



CHAPTER XXVL
Krishna carries off Rukmihi: the princes who come to rescue

her repulsed by Balarama. Rukinin overthrown, but, spared by

Krishna, founds lihojakata. Pradyumna born of Rukmini.

BHISHMAKA" was king of Vidarbha, f residing at

Kundina.^t He had a son named Rukmin, and a

beautiful daughter termed Rukmini. Krishna fell in

love with the latter, § and solicited her in marriage;

but her brother, who hated Krishna,
|

would not assent

to the espousals. At the suggestion of Jarasandha,

and with the concurrence of his son, the powerful

(sovereign) Bhishmaka affianced Rukmini to Sisu-

pala.^ In order to (celebrate) the nuptials, Jarasandha

and other princes, the friends of Sisupala,** assembled

' Vidarbha is the country of Berar; and the name remains in

the present city of Beder. The capital, however, Kundinapura,

is, commonly, identified with a place called Kundapoor, about

forty miles north-east of Amaravati (in Berar).

• The elongated form of Bhishma, as this king is called in the Ma-
hdbhdrata.

t Literally, "in the country of the Vidarbhas": f^JTHf^l^ I

: See Vol. II., p. 158, note 3.

§ And she, we are told, with him:

Chdruhdsini is an epithet, not a second name, of Riikmiiii. For Cha-

ruhasini, another of Krishna's numerous wives, see Vol. IV., |). 112; also,

inj'ra, p. 81, note §, and p. 83, note §.

II
Called Chakrin, in the Sanskrit.

^ The beginning of this Chapter is translated in Original Sanskrit.

Texts, Part IV., p. 179, note 161.
•• See Vol. IV., pp. 104 and 106.
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in the capital of Vidarbha; * and Krishna, attended by
Balabhadra and many other Yadavas, also went to

Kundina,f to witness the wedding. When there, Hari

contrived, on the eve of the nuptials, to carry off the

princess;^ leaving Rama and his kinsmen to sustain

the weight of his enemies. : Paundraka, § the illustrious

Dantavakra,
||
Vidiiratha,! Sisupala, Jarasandha, Salwa,**

and other kings, indignant (at the insult), exerted

themselves to kill Krishna, but were repelled by Ba-

larama and the Yadavas. ff Rukmin, vowing that he

would never enter Kundina again, until he had slain

Kesava in fight, pursued and overtook him.H (In the

combat that ensued), Krishna destroyed, with his

discus, §§ as if in sport, the host (of Rukmin),—with all

* When she had gone forth from the city to worship Ambika:
Bhagavata. Indraiii, the wife of Indra: Hari Vamsa. |||1 Our text

tells the circumstance more concisely than the others.

t Corrected, throughout this Chapter, from "Kundina".

§ See Chapter XXXIV. of this Book.

II
See Vol. IV., p. 103.

% Vide ibid., p. 153.

** Exchanged for "Salya", which I nowhere find, and which is, prob-

ably, corrupted from Salya, a reading peculiar to Professor Wilson's

favourite MS. Salwa was king of the Saubhas, according to the Hari-

vamia, s7. 6143.

tt Twrt^^g^t: i

§§ The "discus", chakra, is not here mentioned; but Krishna is de-

signated as Chakrin. The original of the passage where the discus was

supposed to be spoken of is as follows:

I find no reading but this.

nil SI. 6612.
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its horse, and elephants, and foot, ^nd chariots,—and

overthrew him, and hurled him on the ground, and

would have put him to death, but was withheld by the

entreaties of Rukmihi.* "He is my only brother,"

she exclaimed, " and must not be slain by thee. Re-

strain your wrath, divine lord; and give me my
brother, in charity." Thus addressed by her, Krishna,

whom no acts affect,! spared Rukmin;^ and he (in

pursuance of his vow,) founded the city Bhojakata,-:

and (ever afterwards) dwelt therein. § After the de-

feat of Rukmin, Krishna
||
married Rukmini,1f in due

form; having, first, made her his own by the Rakshasa

ritual.^** She bore him the gallant Pradyumna, a

' After depriving him of his eyebrows and hair. In the Bha-

gavata, Balarama also interferes in favour of Rukmin, and re-

proves Krishna for disfiguring him.

* Of course, this was somewhere in the neighbourhood of

Kuridina, or Vidarbha, and is, usually, supposed to be situated

on the Narmada.
3 That is, by violence. Thus Manu : "The seizure of a

maiden, by force, from her house, while she weeps, and calls for

+ AklisMa-karman. See Vol. IV., p. 282, note f.

X See Vol. II., p. 158, note 3.

§ Ratnagarbha, with whom agree several of my MSS. unaccompanied

by commentary, omits a passage of three stanzas, beginning with the

verses cited in note *, above, and ending at the point indicated. Quite

possibly, too, this passage has been unwarrantably introduced into the

text as recognized by Sridhara. He does not gloss any part of it.

11
Madhusudana, in the original.

•[ She was one of Krishna's chief wives. See Vol. IV., p. 112.

•• See Vol. III., p. 105.
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portion of the deity of love. * The demon Sambaraf
carried him off: but he slew the demon, t

assistance, after her kinsmen and friends have been slain in

battle, or wounded, and their houses broken open, is the mar-

riage styled Bdkshasa. " § III., 33. |1 According to the Bhaga-

vata, Rukmirii sends to invite Krishna to carry her off, and in-

strncts him how to proceed.

* "The deity of love" is to render Madana, a name of Kama or Ananga.

t See Vol. II., p. 70.

§ This is from the translation of Sir William Jones.



CHAPTER XXVir.

Fradyninna stolen by Sambara ; thrown into the sea. and swal-

lowed by a fish; found by Mayadevi: he kills Sambara, marries

Mayadevi, and returns, with her, to Dwaraka. Joy of Rukmihi

and Krishna.

MAITREYA.-How. Muni, happened it that the

hero Pradyumna was carried away by Sambara? And

in what manner was the mio;htv Sambara killed by

Pradyumna?

Parasara.—When Pradyumna was but six days old,

he was stolen, from the lying-in chamber, by Sambara,

terrible as death:* lor the demon foreknew that

Pradyumna, if he lived, would be his destroyer, f

Taking away the boy, Sambara cast him into the

ocean, swarming with monsters, +— into a whirlpool of

roaring waves, the haunt of the huge creatures of the

deep.§ A large fish swallowed the child; but he died

not, and was born anew, from its belly :^
|

for that fish,

' The Bhagavata tells the story in the same manner; but the

Hari Vaihsa omits the part of the fish.

• Here, as below, the original has kdlasambara, i. €., according to

Ratnagrirhha, "black Sambara", or "Sambara, equal to death," Sridhara

gives only the latter interpretation.

* Grdhogra.

II
TjfrTff TT"^ %f^ »nwt ^^^ «^1'?I«*H I
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with others, was caught by the fishermen, and de-

Hvered, by them, to the great Asura Sambara. His

wife Mayadevi, the mistress of his household, superin-

tended the operations of the cooks, and saw, when the

fish was cut open, a beautiful child, looking like a

new shoot of the blighted tree of love. Whilst won-
dering who this should be, and how he could have got

into the belly of the fish, Narada came, to satisfy her

curiosity, and said to the graceful dame :
" This is the

son of him by whom the whole world is created and

destroyed, *— the son of Vishnu, who was stolen, by

Sambara, from the lying-in chamber, and tossed (by

him,) into the sea, where he was swallowed by the

fish. He is now in thy power. Do thou, beautiful

woman, tenderly f rear this jewel of mankind." Thus
counselled by Narada, Mayadevi took charge of the

boy, and carefully reared him, from childhood, being

fascinated by the beauty of his person. Her affection

became still more impassioned, when he was decorated

with the bloom of adolescence. The gracefully-moving t

Mayavati,§ then, fixing her heart and eyes upon the

high-minded Pradyumna, gave him, whom she re-

garded as herself, all her magic (and illusive) powers.
||

So reads Sridhara. Ratoagarbha ends the second verse with ^3'^T-

•T^C^f^ff! ; several MSS. unaccompanied by commentary, with W3^4 "T-

t Gajd-gdmini; literally, "having the gait of an elephant."

§ Another name of Mayadevi. Some MSS. yield, here and elsewhere,

Mayarati.

II ^^T^<ft ^^ ^# ?TT^: ^^T ^fT^ I
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Observing these marks of passionate affection, the

son of Krishna* said to the lotos-eyed (Mayadevi):

"Why do yon indulge in feelings so unbecoming the

character of a mother?" To which she replied: "Thou

art not a son of mine; thou art the son of Vishnu,

whom Kala Sambaraf carried away, and threw into

the sea. Thou wast swallowed by a fish, but wast

rescued, by me, from its belly.: Thy fond mother, O
beloved, is still weeping for thee." When the valiant §

Pradyumna heard this, he was filled with wrath, and

defied Sambara to battle. In the conflict that ensued,

the son of Madhavajj slew the whole host of Sambara.

Seven times he foiled the delusions of the enchanter,

and, making himself master of the eighth, turned it

against Sambara, H and killed him. By the same fac-

ulty he ascended into the air,** and proceeded to his

father's house, where he alighted, along with Maya-

vatf, in the inner apartments. When the women be-

held Pradyumna, they thought it was Krishna himself.

Rukmini, her eyes dimmed with tears, spoke tenderly

to him, and said: "Happy is she who has a son like

this, in the bloom of youth. Such would be the age

This is the reading of Ratnagarbha. Sridhara begins the second verse

with the words H«ij<;< |iHr<1\|*h«^ I

• Karahiii, in the original,

•j- See note in p, 73, supra.

§ Mahd-bala.

II
Madhavi, in the Sanskrit.

% Here the original again has kdla-iambara.

** In the original there is only the word ^r^Wi to denote this pro-

cedure. Neither of the commentators remarks on the passage. See

Vol. III., p. 311, note ||.
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of my son Pradyumna, if he was alive. Who is the

fortunate mother adorned by thee? And yet, from

thy appearance, and from the affection I feel for thee,

thou art, assuredly, the son of Hari."

At this moment, Krishna, accompanied by Narada,

arrived; and the latter said to the delighted Rukmihi:*

"This is thine own son, who has come hither, after

killing Sambara, by whom, when an infant, he was

stolen from the lying-in chamber. This is the virtuous

Mayavati, his wife, and not the wife of Sambara. Hear
the reason. When Manmatha (the deity of love,) had

perished,^ the goddess of beauty, f desirous to secure

his revival, assumed a delusive form, and, by her

charms, fascinated the demon Sambara, and exhibited

herself to him in various illusory enjoyments.* This

' When he was reduced to ashes by a fiery glance from

Siva, in resentment of his inflaming him with passion for Uma.
This legend is a favourite with the Saiva Puraiias, and is told

in the Linga and Kalika; also, in the Padma Puraria, and Kasi

Kharida of the Skanda Purana. They do not say much about

his resuscitation, however; Siva, in pity of Rati's grief, restoring

him only to a bodiless existence, as Ananga, whose place is to

be in the hearts of men. The Linga adds, that, when Vishnu,

in consequence of the curse of Bhrigu, shall be born as the son

of Vasudeva, Kama shall be born as one of his sons.

^=:-5i^=--=_

I find no variants of this passage.

t This expression is to render rupini, "the beautiful one,"—an epithet,

here, of Rati.

+ Sridhara has ^^^"raxnTtT^ I Ratnagarbha, while mentioning this

lection, prefers f^'^ | <^ | "^j^^ft'IJ ; and some MSS. of the mere text ex-

hibit r«l «f l^T^^m 'I M I
The Translator seems to have taken the first
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thy son is the descended Kama; and this is (the god-

dess) Rati, his wife.' There is no occasion for any

uncertainty: this is thy daughter-in-law."' Then Kuk-

niini was glad, and Kesava, also. The whole city

resounded with exclamations of joy;" and all the

people of Dwarakaf were surprised at Riikmini's re-

covering a son who had so long been lost.:

' The daughter of Daksha. but not enumerated amongst those

formerly specified (Vol. I., p. 109). She was born from his per-

spiration, according to the Kalika Parana.

of these readings; in which, apparently, he thought he saw ^^o^*

,

in the sense of something 'airy" ur 'unreal'. The whole expression

signifies "sexual congress and other enjoyments".

t The original has Dwaravati.

; The rendering of this Chapter deviates rather more widely than usual

from literality.



CHAPTER XXVIII.

Wives of Krishna. Pradyumna has Aniruddha : nuptials of the

latter. Balarama, beat at dice, becomes incensed, and slays

Rukmin and others.

RUKMINI bare to Krishna these other sons; Cha-

rudeshna, Sudeshna, Charudeha, * Sushena, Charu-

gupta, Bhadracharu, Charuvinda, f Sucharu, and the

very mighty Chara;+ also, one daughter, Charumati.

Krishna had seven other beautiful wives: § Ka-

* Mahdbala, in one MS., follows Charudeha. It would be difficult to

prove that it is not a proper name.

t Instead of Sushena and Charuvinda, the Bhdgavaia-purdna has Vi-

charu and Charuchandra.

+ A single copy has Chandra.

Several other sons of Rukmini, elsewhere recognized as such, are here

unnoticed. See Vol. IV., p. 112, note *».

§ The original is as follows:

^'Jrr^ ^n^: itbtiri ^^: ^tt iftH'n: i

It is signified, by this verse, that seven beautiful wives are about to

be named; but it is not expressly said that the specification is restricted

to seven wives, or to beautiful ones only. The commentators, however,

endeavour to reduce the catalogue to a septenary. Sridhara's identification,

in order to this reduction, is spoken of, by the Translator, in his note

in p. 81, infra, but is not accepted by him. Further particulars Sri-

dhara does not enter into; and the Translator, who does not even al-

lude to Ratnagarbha's roll of the ladies, assumes that we are to find,

here, precisely the same seven—and no more,— that are enumerated

at the beginning of Chapter XXXII. of this Book. But, as will appear

from my annotations that follow, it is more or less possible that several

wives are designated over and above the heptad with which the com-

mentators content themselves. My Ajmere MS. ends the verse quoted

above with '^lT^^?^f?Ilft*I*n'^ ; thus premising ' very beautiful ' wives,

—not simply 'beautiful',— and omitting all definition of their number.

Ratnagarbha asserts that the seven are : Mitravinda, Satya, Jambavati,

Rohini, Susila, Satyabhama, and Lakshmai'ia; and the words connected

with these names are, he pronounces, epithets. Unlike Sridhara, he
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lindi,* Mitravinda,t the virtuoust Nagnajiti,§ the

queen
II

Jambavati;11 Rohihi,** of beautiful form;ft the

takes Jamhavati to be a different person from Rohini; and he considers

Kalindi to be a synonym of Mitravinda.

In Vol. IV., p. 112, we read that Krishiia's principal wives "were

Rukmiiu, Satyahhama, Jambavati, Charuhasini, and four others." If we

knew who these four others were, it could be ascertained how far the

principal wives tallied with the beautiful ones, and whether the group

under discussion contains additions to those two categories.

* For her origin, see Vol. IV., p. 286, note «. Her offspring, as

named in the Bhdgavata-purdna, were Sruta, Kavi, Viisha, Vira, Su-

bahu, Bhadra, Santi, Darsa, Piirnamasa, and Somaka.

t Corrected from "Mitravfinda", which I find nowhere but in a care-

lessly executed copy of Sridhara's text and commentary, to which Pro-

fessor Wilson was very partial, and which he too often used without

controlling it.

Mitravinda's children, the Bhdgavata-purdna, alleges, were ten : Vrika,

Harsha, Anila, Gridhra, Vardhana, Annada, Mahasa, Pavana, Vahni, and

Kshudbi.

I The original is ^Wl «rT7«Tf%ff^ fT^T I
According to Sridhara,

in his commentary on the Bhdgavata-purdna, the lady here intended is

Satya, patronymically called Nagnajiti. For the Translator's "the vir-

tuous Nagnajiti", we should, therefore, read 'Satya, daughter of Nagnajit.'

M. Langlois makes the same mistake, in his translation of the Hari-

vaMa, Vol. I., p. 500. See further, note § in the preceding page, and

note ++ in p. 82, infra.

§ Mother, the Bhdgavata-purdna alleges, of Vira, Chandra, Aswasena,

Chitragu, Vegavat, Vi'isha, Ama, Sanku, Vasu, and Kunti.

II ^^ ^|4^c(rf) ^Tf^ I
It is barely possible that we should read

•Devi,' not "the queen". Compare the Harivanda, il. 9179.

For Jambavati, see Vol. IV., p. 79.

% The Bhdgavata-purdna represents her as mother of Samba, Sumitra,

Purujit, Satajit, Sahasrajit, Vijaya, Ghitraketu, Vasumat, Dravida, and

Kratu.

•* An elder Rohini was one of Krishna's numerous step-mothers. See

Vol. IV., pp. 109 and 260.

Krishna's wife Rohiiii had, on the authority of the Bhdgavata-purdna,

the following sons: Varna, Ayus, Satyaka, Diptimat, Tamratapta, and

others unnamed.

ft ^T^^fMUfl I
Possibly, this is a proper name, Kamanipini; but,

probably, it is an epithet. See the tlarivaihiu, il. 6701.
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amiable and excellent daughter of the king of Madra,*

* Madrardja. Leaving out of question the interpretation "king of

Madra", our choice lies, according to circumstances, between "king of

the Madras" and "King Madra." In the purest Sanskrit, only the former

of these two significations is admissible. There are many c;ises, in later

literature, similar to Madrardja, thus considered; such as Kdiirdja, Vatsa-

rdja, Bhojardja, Bhojapati, &c. &c. Instances in which there is not the

option spoken of above, but in which, at variance with classical canons, sub-

stantival members of a compound stand in apposition, are Varadardja,

Bkojadeva, Kdmadeva, Mddhavadeva, NandUa, Venkaieia, Bhdilleki, Ka-

pileswara, Rdiiieswara, Gorakshandtha, SesJiandga, Aghd.sura, &c. &c.

Madri's father might, as has been said, be Madrardja in the sense of

"King Madra"; only no such ruler has been discovered among Krishna's

contemporaries. Conclusively, Lakshmana— as the lady who bears the

patronym of Madri is distinctively called,— is said, in the Bhdgavata-

purdiia, to have been daughter of Madrddliipati, which it would be very

unsafe to translate otherwise than by "king of the Madras".

In Sanskrit, names of countries and kingdoms are denoted, very fre-

quently, by compounds ending with a word for country or kingdom,

—

deia, vishaya, rdjya, rdsht'ra. ilxaniples of such names standing inde-

pendently are rare, and seem to be confined to feminines. Most generally,

a plural is employed; and this plural imports a people. Thus, where we

should be disposed to say "he lives in Malava", an ancient Hindu would

have said " he lives in the country of the Malavas ", cf^^fffT TTT^T^^^,
or, in accordance with the somewhat more prevalent idiom, "he lives

among the Malavas", ^^tHT 'JT^T^^-
The preponderant usage here referred to may, perhaps, be accounted

for in this wise. The earliest Hindus were grouped in tribes, not in

nations; and these tribes were distinguished by lineage, not by place of

abode. The titles which they bore were eponymous ; and it should seem

that they were long in acquiring fixed habitations. Hence, it may be

surmised,—and not for the reason that led Louis Philippe to style him-

self "king of the French", --it is that we read of, for instance, "the

king of the Panchalas"; somewhat as, from a sense of vagueness, the

Yavanas, Huiias, Chinas, Turushkas, and Sakas were never localized,

further than by the indeterminate forms Yavana-desa, "country of the

Yavanas," and the like. In later times, as history informs us, king-

doms of more or less definite bounds were established, and lasted for

long periods. But the old idiom had become so firmly rooted as, in

spite of the altered state of things, to hold its ground; and the option

of mentioning a region or state (by its simple name), instead of its

people, was seldom accepted. The sole exceptions seem to be afforded
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(Madri);* Satyabhania, f the daughter of Sattrajita; +

and Lakshmana, of lovely smiles/ § Besides these,

' The number specified, however, both in this place and in

Chapter XXXII., is nine, instead of eight. The commentator
||

endeavours to explain the difference, by identifying Rohirii with

Jambavati. But, in the notices of Krishna's posterity, both in

by the names of cities which were, of themselves, kingdoms; and most

Himlu cities bore appellations of the feminine gender. The Kurukshetra,

Mashi'iara, Sachiguna, and Avachatnuka of the Aitareya-hrdhmana I take

to be cities with masculine names,—like Kanyakubja, &c.,—not countries.

If this view be not fallacious, we can, therefore, only plead convenience,

when we speak of Abhira, Anarta, Chedi, Kerala, Kosala, Kuru, Madra,

Magadha, Malava, Surasena, &c. &c., after the manner of the latest and

most corrupt Sanskrit, and of the living vernaculars of India. Similarly,

we find, in Latin, only Sahinorum ager or Sabinus ager, and m Sabinis

versari, in Sabinos projicisci; but, in the present day, we have la Sabviia.

The Greeks, it is true, devised the name Zajii'ri]; and, in the same way,

they invented the names Abiria, Cirrhadia, Gandaritis, etc., though the

ancient Hindus recognized no countries denominated Abhira, Eirata,

Gandhara, &c.

* I have parenthesized this name, as being added by the Translator.

The original has <fflf^^ if^^^'^^'TT I
The latter word is, palpably,

an epithet of the former, and suggested thereby. The Harivanda, il. 6700,

places this point beyond all doubt. We must read, therefore, "Susila,"

and eliminate "amiable and excellent". Vide supra, p. 78, note §.

Susila appears, in p. 107, infra, under her patronym Madri.

To Madri the Bhdgavata-purdna assigns progeny bearing the names

of Praghosha, Gatravat, Siiiiha, Bala, Prabala, Urdhwaga, Mahasakti, Saha,

Oja, and Parajita.

t According to the Bkdgavata-purdm, she had ten children: Bhanu,

Subhanu, Swarbhanu, Prabhanu, Bhanumat, Chandrabhanu, Brihadbhanu,

Atibhanu, Sribhanu, and Pratibhanu.

I Corrected from "Satrujit". The original has Sattrajiti, patronymic

of Sattrajita, for whom and his daughter Satyabhama, see Vol. IV., pp. 79, 80.

§ ^T^^ iftf'll I
Here we have, possibly, another name of Lakshmana,

rather than an epithet. For Charuhasini, see Vol. IV., p. 112, note ||.

Also see note § in p. 83, infra. My Ajraere MS. gives fM'^rflJ*!! ; and

Priyadarsana, too, is a lady's name, as in my Vdsavadattd, p. 236.

)| Sridhara is intended. Vide supra, p. 78, note §.

V. e
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he* had sixteen thousand other wives. ^f

this work and in the Bliagavata, she is distinct IVoni Jaiiibavati.

She seems, however, to be an addition to the more usually speci-

fied eight, of whose several marriages the Bhagavata gives the

best account. In addition to the three first,— respecting whom
particulars are found in all,—Kiilindi, or the Yamuna, t is the

daughter of the Sun, whom Krishna meets on one of his visits

to Indraprastha, § and who claims him as the reward of her

penance. His next wife, Mitravindjt, is the daughter of his ma-

ternal aunt, Rajadhidevi (Vol. IV., pp. 101 and 103), and sister

of Vinda and Anuvinda, kings of Avanti:
j|

she chooses him at

her Swayamvara. The Hari Variisa"II calls her Sudatta,** daughter

of Sibi; and she is, subsequently, termed Saibya by our text.ff

Nagnajiti, or Satya, ++ the next wife, was the daughter of Nagna-

jit, king of Kausala. §§ and was the prize of Krishna's overcoming

seven fierce bulls, whom no other hero had encountered with

success. Bhadra, 1 princess of Kekaya,1f1I—also Krishna's cousin,

the daughter of Srutakirtti (Vol. IV., pp. lOl and 103), —was
his next; and his eighth wife was Madri, *** the daughter of the

* Chakrin, in the original.

t In all, Krishna's wives amounted to sixteen thousand and one hun-

dred, as we read in Vol. IV., p. 112. But vide infra, p. 105, note §§.

: See Vol. III., p. 20.

§ A city on the Jumna, near the present Delhi. It belonged to the

Pandavas.
||
See Vol. IV., supplementary note on p. lO:^.

I SI. 9179 and 9187. In si. 6703 of the same work, this or another

daughter of Sibi seems to be called Tanwi.
** Corrected from "Saudatta". See note

||
in the page following,

ft In p. 107, infra.

II Transformed, in the text, into "the virtuous". See note + in p. 79,

supra.

§§ The Bhagavata-purdna describes Nagnajit as Kausalya, which Sridhara

interprets by Ayodhyd-pati, "King of Ayodhya"; and this city was the

capital of Kosala.

Jilj
Her children, we read in the Bhdgavata-purdna, were Saugramajit,

Biihatsena, Siira, Praharana, Arijit, Jaya, and Subhadra.

^% See Vol. IV., p. 103, text and note §. The Bhdgavata-purdiia simply

gives Bhadra the epithet Kaikeyi. *** See note • in the last page.
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The heroic Pradyumna was chosen, for her lord, at

her public choice of a husband, by the daughter of

Rukmin;* and he had, by her, the powerful and gal-

lant prince Aniruddha, who was fierce in fight, f an

ocean of prowess, and the tamer of his foes. Kesava

demanded, in marriage, for him, the granddaughter of

king of Madra, t— named, according to the Bhagavata, Laksli-

niaria, § and, to the Hari Vamsa, Subhima;
1|

distinguishing, as

does our text, clearly, Lakshmaria from Madri, and, like it,

having no satisfactory equivalent for Bhadra. The Hari Variisa

does not name Rohirii, but specifies other names, as Brihati, IF &c.

In the life of Krishna—taken from the Bhagavata, through a Per-

sian translation,—published by Maurice, there is a curious instance

of the barbarous distortion of Sanskrit names by the joint la-

bours of the English and Persian translators. The wives of

Krishna are written: Rokemenee (Rukmini), Setubhavani (Satya-

bhama), Jamoometee (Jambavati), Kalenderee (Kalindi), Lech-

meena (Lakshmaiia), Soeta (Satya), Bhedravatee (Bhadra), Mi-

habenda (Mitravinda).

' These, according to the Mahabharata, Adi Parvan, were

Apsarasas, or nymphs. In the Dana Dharma, they become

Krishna's wives through a boon given him by Uraa.

• Kakudmati was her name. See Vol. IV,, p. 112, text and note ff.

The Bhdgavata-purdna calls her Rukmavati, also. For Rukmin, vidg

supra, p. 67.

+ T% ^' I

+ Vide supra, p, 80, note •

.

§ Corrected from "Lakshana". Vide supra, p. 80, note •. In the

Harivamia, ,sl. 6702 and 9179, Lakshmana takes the place of Madri, and

is followed, according to the Calcutta and Bombay editions, by ^T^-
l^lf*!"!!) for which see Vol. IV., p. 112, note ||. Is it a third synonym?
Vide supra, p. 81, note §.

11
Corrected from "Saubhima''. See the Harivamia, U. 9180.

Professor Wilson's "Saudatta" and "Saubhima" were taken, I suspect,

from the "Soudatta" and "Soubhima" of M. Langlois; his on, a trans-

lettering of ^, u, being supposed to represent ^!^, au.

% Daughter of Sibi. HarivaMa, il. 9192.

6*
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Rukmin; and, although the latter was inimical to

Krishna,* he betrothed the maiden f (who was his

son's daughter,) to the son of his own daughter (her

cousin Aniruddha). Upon the occasion of the nuptials,

Rama and other Yadavas attended Krishna t to Bhoja-

kata, the city of Rukmin. After the wedding § had

been solemnized, several of the kings, headed by him
of Kalinga,

ij
said to Rukmin: "This wielder of the

ploughshare^ is ignorant of the dice, which may be

converted into his misfortune. Why may we not con-

tend with him, and beat him. in play?"** The potent

Rukmin replied to them, and said "So let it be." And
he engaged Balaramaff at a game of dice, in the

palace. BalaramaU soon lost to Rukmin a thousand

Nishkas. ^ He then staked and lost another thousand,

' The Nishka is a weight of gold, but, according to ditterent

authorities, of very different amount. The cominentator§§ here

terms it a weight of four Suvarnas, each about 175 grains Troy,
||

* Sauri, in the original.

t Siibhadra. See Vol. IV., p. 112.

I The Sanskrit has Hari.

§ Of Pradyunini,—according to the original,— that is to say, Aniniddha.

I
"i5f^T^TT^l?iT^T: , "the king of Kalinga, and others."

^ ITalin, /. e., Balarama. Vide supra, p. 63, note |', and p. G5, note H.

Ratnagarbha has TSr«rf*?"W« instead of ^^^"^I |

tt Rama, in the original.

:: The Sanskrit has Bala.

§§ Sridhara. Ratnagarbha is silent.

II II
In reckoning money by tale, the nishka, according to the first chapter

of the Lildvati, is equivalent to sixteen drammas. See Colebrooke's Al-

gebra, &c., p. 1.
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and then pledged ten thousand, which Rukmin, who

was well skilled in ganihling, also won. At this, the

king of Kalinga laughed aloud;* and the weak and

exulting Ruknnn grinned, and said if Baladeva is

losing; for he knows nothing of the game; although,

blinded by a vain passion for play, he thinks he under-

stands the dice."t Halayudha, galled by the broad

laughter of the Kalinga prince, § and the contemptuous

speech of Rukmin, was (exceedingly) angry, and, over-

come with passion, increased his stake to ten millions

of Nishkas. Rukmin accepted the challenge, and,

therefore, threw the dice. Baladeva won, and cried

aloud ''The stake is mine." But Rukmin called out,

as loudly, that he was the winner. "Tell no lies,

Bala," said he. "The stake is yours; that is true: but

I did not agree to it. Although this be won by you,

yet still I am the winner."! A deep voice was then

heard in the sky, — inflaming still more the anger of

the high-spirited Baladeva,—saying: "Bala has rightly

won the whole sum, and Rukmin speaks falsely.

Although he did not accept the pledge in words, he

did so by his acts,** (having cast the dice)." Bala-

• Swanavat.

So read most MSS., and Sridhara. Ratnagarbha has:

li ^^efit'^T^ ^^ • "Have doue with lies, Hala."

II T!^ t^^T %f^ff 'HIT T f^f^ff ^'^TR: I

* The expression in the original looks proverbial:
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rama,* thus excited, his eyes red with rage, started

up, and struck Rukmin with the board on which the

game was played, f and killed him/ Taking hold of

the trembling king of Kalinga, he knocked out the

teeth which he had shown when he laughed.* Laying

hold of a golden column, he dragged it from its place,

and used it as a weapon to kill those princes who had

taken part with his adversaries. § Upon which, the

whole circle, crying out with terror, took to flight, and

escaped from the wrath of Baladeva. i] When Krishna

t

heard that Rukmin had been killed by his brother, he

made no remark, being afraid of Rukmini (on the one

hand,) and of Bala (on the other) ; but, taking with

him the (newly) wedded Aniruddha, and the Yadava

tribe, he** returned to Dwaraka.

' The Bhagavata and Hari Vaihsa—which, both, tell this story,

—

agree in the death of Rukmin; but, in the Mahabharata, he ap-

pears, in the war, on the side of the Paridavas. The occurrence

is a not very favourable picture of courtly manners ; but scenes

of violence have never been infrequent at the courts of Rajpoot

princes.

* The Sanskrit has Bala.

t Asht'dpada,

I See the original words quoted in note § in the preceding page.

u^T^ ^i^ firq^T ^fT: ^fTt ^wni: II

II fTTfr WTfTlKt ^^ MHN«1M< 1^ I

fT^T^^T!^^ ¥% ^3}5 ^f^^ ^% II

^ Madhusiidana, in the original.

** Kesava, according to the reading accepted by Sridhara. The other,

Ratnagarbha's lection, represents Bala as leading off Kesa\a and the rest.
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Iiidra conies to Dwaraka, and reports to Krishna the tyranny of

Naraka. Krishna goes to his city, and puts him to death.

Earth gives the ear-rings of Aditi to Krishna, and praises him.

He liberates the princesses made captive by Naraka, sends them

to Dwaraka, and goes to Sw^arga, with Satyabhama.

SAKRA,* the lord of the three worlds, came

mounted on his fierce f (elephant,) Airavata, to (visit)

Sauri (Krishna,) at Dwaraka. + Having entered the

city, and been welcomed by Hari, he related (to the

hero) the deeds of the demon § Naraka.
;

"By thee,

Madhusudana, lord of the gods," said Indra, "in a

mortal condition, all sufferings have been soothed.

Arishta, Dhenuka, Chahiira, Mushtika, H Kesin, who
sought to injure helpless man,** have, all, been slain

by thee, Kan'isa, Kuvalayapida, the child-destroying

Putana, have been killed by thee; and so have other

oppressors of the world. By thy valour and wisdom

• Or Indra. For him and his mother, see Vol. II., p. 27. Sakra and

Hari were, both, sons of Aditi. See Vol. I., p. 151; and Vol. III., p. 18,

text and notes 1 and f.

+ Malta.

X Dwaravati, in the original.

§ Daitya. See the next note.

il
The less famous Naraka was son of Viprachitti, son of Kasyapa and

Danu, and, hence, was a Danava, according to our Puraiia. See Vol. II.,

pp. 70— 72. The Naraka of the text was not a Danava; nor can he be

called a Daitya, except by a very loose use of the term. As appears

from note 1 in the next page, his father was Vishnu; and our text ex-

presses that his mother was Bhumi.

^ Ratnagarbha's text does not mention the two pancratiasts Chauiira

and Mushfika.

** Tapaswi-jana,
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the three worlds have been preserved;* and the gods,

obtaining their share of the sacrifices offered by the

devout, enjoy satisfaction. But now hear the occasion

on which I have come to thee, and which thou art

able to remedy, f The son of the earth, ^
: called Na-

raka, who rules over the city of Pragjyotisha, ^ § in-

flicts a great injury upon all creatures. Carrying off'

the maidens of gods, saints,
||
demons, and kings, he

shuts them up in his own palace. IT He has taken away

the umbrella of Varuna,** impermeable to water, the

jewel-mountain crest of Mandara,ff and the celestial

nectar-dropping ear-rings of my motherU Aditi;§§ and

' By Vishnu, as the Varaha Avatara;!|
j
but found and adopted

by Janaka. Kalika Puraria.

^ In the centre of the country of Kamarupa, tt inhabited by

Kiratas; the site of the shrines of Devi, as Dikkaravasini and

Kamakhya.*** Kalika Purana.

\ Bhauma.

§ The original does not make him ruler over that city, but simply

says that it was the scene of his cruelties.

For Pragjyotisha, vide supra, p, 55, note t-

II
Siddha.

^ Mandira.
** Called Prachetas, in the Sanskrit,

tt See Vol. II., p. 115,

\X See note • in the preceding page.

§§ Corrected, here and everywhere below, from "Aditi".

II
i| See Vol. I., p. 61, note 2, ad finem.

%% Vide supra, p. 54, note 2.

** In Assam, according to Professor Wilson, in his collected Works,

Vol. III., p. 77. Also see Vol. I., Preface, p. XC. of the present work,

where correct "Kamakshya".
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he now demands mv elepliaiit, AiravHta.* I have,

thus, explained to yoiu Gcn^inda, the tyranny of the

Asura. You can best determine how it is to be pre-

vented." f
Having heard this account, the divine Hari: (gently)

smiled, and, rising from his throne, § took Indraj| by

the hand. Then, wishing for the eater of the serpents,

Garuda innnediately appeared: upon whom liis mastei*,

having first seated Satyabhama upon his back, as-

cended, and flew to Pragjyotisha. Indrall mounted

his elephant, and, in the sight of the inhabitants of

Dwaraka, went to the abode of the gods.

The environs of Pragjyotisha were defended by

nooses, constructed by the demon Muru,** the edges of

which were as sharp as razors ;ff but Hari, throwing

his discus Sudarsana++ (amongst them), cut them to

pieces. Then Muru started up ; but Kesava slew him,

So reads Sridhara. Ratuagarbha has, for the first verse:

Some MSS., further, deviate froiu Sndhara's reading only by ^T^TF H»

instead of ^«?n'3^ ; ftom which it appears that the ear-rings were called

Divya.

t -^J^ TTfTnTrN rn^^^ lTf^^l?TfT"R: I

+ "Son of Devaki," after the Sanskrit.

§ Vardsana.

II
In the original, Vasava.

^ Sakra, in the Sanskrit.

** Vide supra, p. 54, notes 2 and
]

•

, and p. 55, note •

.

^f^m ^Tt: ^Tt- fTT^Hf^^trT^T II

J^ We have before had mention of it. See Vol. II., p. 52.
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and burnt his* seven thousand sons, like moths,

f

with the flame of the edge of his discus. Having slain

Muru, Hayagriva,+ and Panchajana, § the wise Hari

rapidly reached i the city of Pragjyotisha. There a

(fierce) conflict took place with the troops of Naraka,

in which Govinda destroyed thousands of demons;

and, when Naraka came into the field, showering upon

the deity all sorts of weapons, the wielder of the discus

and annihilator of the demon-tribe cut him in two with

his celestial missile, t Naraka being slain, Earth,
'^*

bearing the two ear-rings of Aditi, approached the lord

of the world, ff and said: "When, lord, I was upheld

by thee in the form of a boar, thy contact then en-

gendered this my son. He whom thou gavest me has

now been killed by thee. Take (therefore,) these two

ear-rings, and cherish his progeny. Thou, lord, whose

aspect is (ever) gracious, II hast come to this sphere,

in a portion of thyself, to lighten my burthen. Thou

art the eternal §§ creator, preserver,
|||j

and destroyer

* Jl'^'g, or else ^"5^^, in the original. The variant of some

copies, 4f 4^4:^ , substitutes Mura for Muru. These persons—whose names

are often confounded in MSS.,— were, both, slain by Krishna, The latter

is said, by Sridhara, to have been a Rakshasa.

t Salabha.

X Vide supra, p. 2, note %.

§ Vide supra, p. 48.

II
Samupddravat, "assaulted."

** Bhumi.

f-f Jaganndtha.

:: TWT^fg^: I

§§ Avyaya. See Vol. 1., p. 17, note «.

nil Vikartri; 'transformer,' literally: "by means of rain and the like,"

say the commentators.
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of the universe; the origin of all worlds; and one with

the universe.* What praise can be worthily oti'ered to

thee?t Thou art the pervader, and that whit'h is per-

vaded; the act, the agent, and the effect; the universal

spirit of all beings. What praise can be worthily of-

fered to thee?+ Thou art the abstract soul, the sen-

tient and the living soul of all beings, the imperishable.

But, since it is not possible to praise thee worthily,

then why should the hopeless attempt proceed ?§

Have compassion, universal soul, and forgive the

sins which Naraka has committed. Verily, it is for the

sanctification of thy son, that he has been killed by

thee."
I

j

The lord, who is the substance of all crea-

tures,^ having replied to the Earth** "Even so," pro-

ceeded to redeem the (various) gems from the dwell-

ing of Naraka. In the apartments of the women ff

he found sixteen thousand and one hundred damsels. ^

These were captive princesses, according to the Bliagavata

;

* Of this passage there are several different readings, of little consequence.

* Here the translation is not literal.

Ratnagarbha says: ^jf^^^Tf I "N'mT I "N*?!^^ I

For the expressions paramdtman, dtman, and bhtitdtman, here employed,

vide supra, p. 14, note ft-

ll ^({iM I ij t^TT: ?r t^Tf?!?!: I
So reads Sridhara; and his ex-

planation has been followed by the Translator. Ratnagarbha speaks of

this lection, but prefers to end the verse with cTt^^'. wfV.'^T^fTT

accepting which he connects "^ST^^^ with ^^^^TrTT) which precedes it

^ Bhiita-bhdvana, "creator of beings."

•* Dharani.

fi[ Kanyd-pura.

in
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He also beheld (in the palace,) six thousand large*

elephants, f each having four tusks; twenty-one lakhs +

of horses of Kaniboja§ and other excellent breeds.
j|

These t Govinda despatched to Dwaraka, in charge of

the servants of Naraka. The umbrella of Varuna, the

jewel-mountain, which he also recovered, he placed

upon Garuda;"* and, mounting him, hinjself, and

taking Satyabhama with him, he set off to the heaven

of the gods, to restore the ear-rings of Aditi.
^

Apsarasas, or celestial nymphs, according fo the Kalika Parana;

and thesBj^'-upon their rescue by Krishna, became his wives, ff
' The legend of Naraka is related, in more detail, in the Bha-

gavata and Hari Vanisa, but is still more fully narrated in the

Kalika Upapuraiia. It may be considered as one of the various

intimations that occur in the Puranas, of hostilities between the

worshippers of Vishnu and Siva; Naraka being, in an especial

degree, favoured by the latter.

* Ugra.

t According to the reading of some MSS., there were as many horses,

—

common ones, it is to he supposed, since a particular kind is specified

just below.

X Niyuta; a term variously defined by different authorities. See notes

on the beginning of Chapter III. of Book VI.

§ ^T^^MI^ I
For the Kambojas, see Vol. III., p. 291, note 1.

II
I find nothing, in the original, answering to the words "and other

excellent breeds".

^ That is to say, agreeably to the original, the girls, the elephants,

and the horses.

I find no variants of this stanza, save as to its closing word, which

Ratnagarbha reads XlrT^P^"^ |

tt According to the text of our Pnrana, also, Krishna married them.

Vide infra, p. 105.



CHAPTER XXX.

Krisliua restores her ear-rings to Aditi, and is praised by her:

he visits (he gardens of Indra, and, at the desire of Satyabhania,

carries otf the Parijata-tree. Sachi excites Indra to its rescue.

Conflict between the gods and Krishna, who defeats them.

Satyabluinia derides them. They praise Krishna.

GARUDA, laden with the umbrella of Vai-iina, and

the jewel-inoiintahi, and bearing Hrishikesa* (on his

back, to the court of Indra), went (lightly), as if in

sport, along. When they arrived at the portals of

Swarga, Hari blew his shell; on which the gods ad-

vanced to meet him, bearing respectful offerings.

f

Having received the homage of the divinities, Krishi'ia

went to the palace of the mother of the gods, whose

turrets: resembled white clouds: and, on beholding

Aditi, paid his respects to her, along with Sakra: and,

presenting to her her own ear-rings, informed her of

the destruction of (the demon) Naraka. The mother

of the world, well pleased, then fixed her whole

thoughts upon Hari, the creator, and thus pronounced

his praise: "Glory to thee, god with the lotos-eyes,

who removest all fear from those that worship thee.

Thou art the eternal, universal, and living soul; the

origin of all beings; § the instigator of the mental fac-

"And his wife." ^^^^ ^ fi^^ljl^; |
For Hrishikesa, see Vol. I.

p. 2, note 1.

I Sikhdra.
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Lilty and faculties of sense :^' one with the three qual-

ities; beyond the three qualities; exempt from con-

traries; pure; existing in the hearts of all; void of

colour, extension, and every transient modification ;f

unaffected by (the vicissitudes of) birth, or death,

sleep, or v^aking. Thou art evening, + night, and day;

earth, sky, air, vv^ater, and fire; mind, intellect, and in-

dividuality. § Thou art the agent of creation, duration,

and dissolution; the master over the agent; — in thy

forms vvrhich are called Brahma, Vishnu, and Siva.

Thou art gods, Yakshas, Daityas, Rakshasas, Siddhas,

Pannagas,
j

Kushmandas, Pisachas, Gandharvas, men,

animals, H deer,'^* elephants, reptiles, ff trees, shrubs,

creepers,+t climbers, §§ and grasses;
j||

all things large,

middling, small, immense, or minute: thou art all

bodies whatsoever, composed of aggregated atoms, tt

This thy illusion beguiles all who are ignorant of thy

true nature,— the fools who imagine soul to be in that

I Sandhyd.

§ ^fTrfV' I
Ratnagarbha explains it by ahamkdra. For bhutddi, see

Vol. I., p. 33, note *.

II
Corrected from "Punnagas". Pannaga is the same as sarpa, for

which see Vol. I., p. 83. The next term, " Kushmandas," is rendered

"goblins" in Vol. IV., p. 277.

^ Pasu; "sacrificial animals." Vide supra, p. 59, note **

.

** Mriga, "wild beasts."

ft Sartsripa. See Vol. I., p. 84, note §; and Vol. II., p. 92, text and

note §.

II Lata.

§§ Valli.

lilj
For similar enumerations, see Vol. I., p. 84; and Vol. 11., p. 92.
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which is not spirit.* The notions that "I am— this is

mine", which influence mankind, are but the delusions

of the mother of the world, originating in thy active

agency, f Those men M'ho, attentive to their duties,

diligently worship thee, traverse all this ilhision, and

obtain spiritual freedom. Brahma and all the gods,

men, and animals,^ are, alike, invested by the thick

darkness of fascination, in the gulf of the ilhisions ol"

Vishnu. That men who, having worshipped thee,

should seek the gratification of their desires, and their

own preservation,—this, lord, is, also, thy delusion.

It is the sport of thy fascinations that induces men to

glorify thee, to obtain, thereby, the continuance oftheir

race, or the annihilation of their enemies, instead of

eternal liberation. § It is the fault of the impure acts

of the unrighteous (to profter such idle requests to one

able to confer much more important benefits),— like

askino- for a rag to cover one's nakedness jl from theDO H

tree that bestows whatever is solicited. If Be propitious,

At the end of the second verse, in lieu of "^^^I^TiJIff , the reading of

Sridhara, Ratnagarbha has ^rTef^ff. Another lection which I find is

: Fa.iu.

jf^ ^f^iEfT ^^T tt^ '*T1^^^ II

1

1 Kaupina.

^ Kaipadruiiia.
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then, imperishable, author of all the error that deceives

the world ; and dispel, lord of all creatures, the con-

ceit of knowledge, which proceeds from ignorance.*

Glory to thee, grasper of the discus, wielder of the bow,
brandisher of the mace, holder of the shell! For such

do I behold thee, in thy perceptible form. Nor do I

know that form of thine which is beyond perception.

Have compassion on me, supreme god."f
Vishnu, thus hymned by Aditi, smiled, and said to

the mother of the gods:: "Mother, goddess, do thou

show favour unto me, and grant me thy blessing." §
"So be it," replied Aditi, "even|| as thou wilt; and,

(whilst thou dwellest) amongst mortals, the first of

men, 1 thou shalt be invincible by gods or demons."
Then Satyabhama, accompanied by the queen ofIndra,**

addressed Aditi respectfully, and solicited her benedic-

tions; and Aditi (in reply,) said to her: "Fair-browed

dame, thou shalt never suffer decay, nor loss of beauty.

Thou shalt be the asylum of all loveliness, dame of

Katiiagaibha says. ^TT^^^^cT^R; | Wr'TTrfff^f^T'n(iT-
<^i^ I

And Sridhara comments lo precisely the same etlect.

'T ^T^Tf^r xrt^ Wt^ ^J^-^X II

I Surdrani. Similarly, Kunti is called Pdyidavdraiii, in the Maltd-
bhdraia.

For arani, see Vol. III., p. 330, note •.

il
Corrected from "ever",— a typographical error. The original is

^ Purusha-vydylira, 'tiger of a man,' and in the Yocative, See Vol. IV.,

p. 320, note ^; also, supra, p. 22, note «.

** Sakrani, in the original.
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faultless shape." * With the assent of Aditi, Indraf

then respectfully saluted Janardana in all due form,

and conducted him and Satyabhama through Nandana

and other pleasant gardens of the gods; where Kesava,

the destroyer of Kesin,: saw the Parijata-tree,§ the

favourite of Sachi, which was produced when the

ocean was churned for ambrosia: the bark was of gold;

and it was embellished with young sprouting leaves of

a copper colour, and fruit-stalks bearing numerous

clusters of fragrant fruit.
||
When Satyabhama noticed

this tree, she said to her beloved lord, Govinda: "Why

should not this divine treet be transported to Dwa-

raka? If what you say is true, and I am really dear to

you, then let this tree be taken away from hence, and

planted in the garden** of my dwelling. You have

often said to me: 'Neither Jambavati nor Rukmini is

so dear to me, Satya, as you are.' If you have spoken

the truth, and not mere flattery,ff then let thisParijata-

tree be the ornament of my mansion. I long to shine

amidst my fellow-queens, wearing the flowers of this

tree in the braids of my hair." +t

t The Sanskrit has deva-rdja.

* Keiisudana. I have corrected "Kesi". See Vol. IV., p. 340.

§ See Vol. I., p. 144, and p. 146, note 1.

II
This description of the Parijata-tree is rendered very freely. The

original gives it one epithet not here translated,

—

sugandhddhyu, 'rich in

fragrance'. The text followed is that of Sridhara, from which various

MSS. offer many unimportant deviations.

^ Professor Wilson read ?^Ml^M^ ; but, no doubt, we shonld read

"^ ^rr^^I • A variant is found : ^TW ^T^^I I

** Nishkut'a. ft Upachdra. ** Keia-paksha.

V. 7
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Thus solicited by Satyabhama, Hari smiled upon her,

and, taking the Parijata-plant, put it upon Garuda.
*

The keepers of the garden (remonstrated and) said:

"This Parijata-tree belongs to Sachi, the queen of the

sovereign of the gods. It is not proper, Govinda, for

you to remove it. At the time when the ocean was

churned for the beverage of immortality, f this tree

was produced, for the purpose of providing Sachi with

flowery ornaments. You cannot be suffered to depart

with it. t It is through ignorance that this is sought

for by any one; as it is the especial property of her on

whose countenance the king of the gods delights to

look. And who shall go away with impunity, who at-

tempts to carry it off?§ Assuredly, the king of the

gods will punish this audacity; for his hand launches

the thunderbolt, and the immortals attend upon his

steps.
II

Forbear, then, Krishna; nor provoke the hos-

tility of all the gods.t The wise will not commence

actions that can be productive only of unpleasant con-

sequences."** Satyabhama, on hearing these words,

was exceedingly offended, and said : "What right has

* Called, in the original, Garutmat.

Some MSS. read ^^, instead of T^?f^
|

"The wise do not coumiend an act disagreeable in its conse-

t^uences.'
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Sachi, what has Indra,* to the Parijata-tree? It was

produced at the churning of the ocean, as the common
property of all worlds. Wherefore, gods, should Indraf

alone possess it? In the same manner, guardians of

the grove, as nectar, as the moon, as (the goddess) Sri

(herself), so the Parijata-tree is the common property

of all the world; and, since Sachi, confiding in the

strength of her husband's arm, would keep it to her-

self, away with submission to her!* Satya takes away
the tree. Gro quickly; and let Paulomi§ be told what
I have said. Repeat to her this contemptuous message

from Satyabhama: 'If you are the beloved wife of your

lord, if your husband is obedient to your authority, let

him prevent my husband from carrying off this tree.

I know your husband, Sakra; I know the sovereign of

the divinities; and I, who am a mortal,
||
take this Pa-

rijata-tree away from you.'"

Accordingly, the warders (of the garden) went and

reported to Sachi the message (of Satyabhama). Sachi

appealed to her husband, and excited the king of the

gods to resent this affront;! and Indra, accordingly,

attended by the army of the celestials, marched to at-

tack Hari, in defence of the Parijata-tree. The gods

were armed with clubs,** swords, ff maces, and darts;

* Sakra, in the Sanskrit,

t The original has Vasava.

§ Patronymic of Pulomau, father of Sachi. See Vol. II., p. 72, note 2.

For a less famous Paulomi, see Vol. I., p. 152, note 1, ad finem.

II
Manushi, 'a woman.' Sachi, no less than Satyabhama, was "a

mortal",

•• Parigha. f+ mstriniia.
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and Indra* wielded the thunderbolt. As soon as Go-

vmda saw the kuig of the godsf advancnig against

him, on his elephant, attended by the immortals, + he

blew his shell, so that the sound filled all the regions,

and he showered, smilingly, myriads of arrows upon

his assailants. § Beholding the air, in all directions,

overspread with his darts, the celestials (in return,)

hurled innumerable missiles; but every one of these

the destroyer of Madhu,
||
and lord of all worlds, cut,

playfully, into a thousand pieces (with his shafts). The

devourer of serpents (Garuda,) laid hold of the noose

of the sovereign of the waters, IF and tore it to frag-

ments with his beak, as if it had been a little snake.

The son of Devaki threw his mace at the club of Yama,

and cast it, broken, upon the ground. He cut in bits**

the litterff of the lord of wealth, U with his discus; a

glance of his eye eclipsed the radiance of the sun;§§ he

severed Agni into a hundred parts, with his arrows,

and scattered the Vasus through the realms of space.

With his discus he cut off the points of the tridents
|| ||

of the Rudras, and cast themselves upon the earth; and,

* Sakra, in the original.

t For "the king of the gods" the Sanskrit has Sakra.

* Literally, 'the gods,'

—

deva.

Professor Wilson's favourite MS. indefensibly ends this verse with

^^^T^nrof^ft ; whence "smilingly". Read: "And he discharged a

volley of arrows, amounting to myriads of thousands."

11
Madhusiidana. 1 Namely, Varuna,

** Tilasas. This word denotes that the pieces were no larger than

sesamum-seeds.

tt Sibikd. tl Kubera, to wit.

11 II
Siila, 'pikes.'
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with the shafts shot from his bow, he dispersed the

Sadhyas, Visvvas, * Maruts, and Gandharvas, Hke

fleeces of cotton from the pods of the Simelf tree,

through the sky. Garuda,+ also, dihgently phed his

beak, and wings, and nails, and bit, and bruised, and

scratched the deities who opposed his lord. §

Then the king of the gods and the foe of Madhuj|

(encountered, and) overwhelmed each other with

countless shafts, like rain-drops falling from two heavy

clouds. Garuda, in the conflict, engaged with Airavata;

and Janardana was opposed to all the deities. When
all the other weapons had been cut to pieces, Indrall

stood armed with his thunderbolt, and Krishna, with

the discus Sudarsana.^* Beholding them thus prepared

for fight, all the people of the three spheres exclaimed

* VUwe. These deities are not mentioned severally, but always col-

lectively. See Vol. III., p. 189, note beginning near the foot.

t 3|l^f'rtf!'!l<=l<t^ I
fhe original has, thus, Sdlmali. See Vol. IV.,

p. 240, note . + The Sanskrit has Garutmat.

Herein is exemplified the figure of speech which is called, in Sanskrit,

yatkd-sankhyd. A similar, but more complete, instance of construction by

the correspondent order of terms is aiforded in the following couplet:

"Vir simplex, fortasse bonus, sed pastor ineptus,

Vult, tentat, peragit, plurima, pauca, nihil."

Stanzas of like verbal collocation might be adduced, in any quantity,

from medieval compositions. In the Third Book of Sir Philip Sidney's

Arcadia is a sonnet contrived, throughout, like its beginning:

"Vertue, beautie, and speech, did strike, wound, charme,

My heart, eyes, eares, with wonder, love, delight."

II
Madhusiidana. ^ Vasava, in the original.
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"Alas! alas!" Indra* launched his bolt; but in vain;

for Hari caught and arrested it. He forbore, however,

to hurl his discus, and only called out to Indra to stay.f

Satyabhama, seeing Indra disarmed, and his elephant

disabled by Garuda, and the deity, himself, about to

retreat, said to him: "King of the triple sphere, it ill

becomes the husband of Sachi to run away. Orna-

mented with Parijata-garlands, she will approach you.

Of what use: is the sovereignty of heaven, embellished

with the Parijata-tree, no longer beholding Sachi meet

you with affection, as of yore? Nay, Sakra: fly not!

You must not suffer shame. Here, take the Parijata-

tree. Let the gods be no longer annoyed. Sachi, in-

flated with pride of her husband, has not welcomed me

to her dwelling with respectful presents. As a woman,

I am light of purpose, and am anxious formy husband's

fame. Therefore have I instigated, Sakra, this contest

with you. But I do not want the Parijata-tree; nor do

I wish to take that which is another's property. Sachi

is proud of her beauty. What woman is not proud of

her husband?" Thus spoken to (by Satyabhama), the

king of the gods turned back, and said to her: "Desist,

wrathful dame, from afflicting your friend by further

reproaches. § I am not ashamed of being vanquished

by him who is the author of the creation, preservation,

* Mahendra, in the Sanskrit,

t Hereabouts the translation is free.

t The insertion, here, of the words "to you", justified by the original,

-would make this sentence intelligible. The Sanskrit is as follows:
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and destruction of the world'; who is the substance of

all things;* in whom, without beginning or middle,

the universe is comprised; and from whom, and by

whom, identical with all things, it proceeds, and will

cease to be.f What disgrace is it, goddess, (to any

one,) to be discomfited by him who is the cause of

creation, continuance, and dissolution? His form is the

parent of all worlds, though infinitely subtile, and

known to those only by whom all that may be known

is known. Who is able to overcome the unborn, uncon-

stituted, eternal lord, who has willed to become a

mortal, for the good of the world?
"^

' The Bhagavatat merely says: "Incited by his wife, Krishna

took away the Parijata-tree, having subdued the gods, and

planted it in the garden of Satyabhama," The Hari Variisa

makes a long story of it, and tells it with some variations,

especially in the commencement; Satyabhama's desire for the

Parijata-tree having been excited by Narada's presenting a flower

from it to Krishna's other spouse, Rukmiiii.

* Viswa-rupin.

* X., Latter Section, IX., 39, 40:
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Krishna, with Indra's consent, takes the Parijata-tree to Dwaraka

;

marries the princesses rescued from Naraka.

KESAVA, being thus eulogized by the king of the

gods, smiled, and spake gravely to him (in reply).

"Thou art Indra," said he, "the king of the celestials.

We are (but) mortals, lord of the world. Thou must

pardon, therefore, the offence that I have committed.

Let this Parijata-tree be taken to its appropriate situa-

tion. I removed it in compliance with the words of

Satya. Receive back, also, this your thunderbolt, cast

at me: for this is your proper weapon, *—the destroyer

of your foes." Indraf answered, and said: "Thou be-

guilest us, lord, in calling thyself a mortal. But we

know thee to be the lord, although not endowed* with

subtlety of discernment. Thou art that thou art, en-

gaged in the (active) preservation § of the earth ; thou

extractest the thorns implanted in her bosom, destroyer

of the demon-race.
II

Let this Parijata-tree be trans-

ferred to Dwaraka; t and it shall remain upon earth as

long as thou abidest in the world of mortals."** Hari,

having assented to the proposal of Indra, ff returned to

• Praharana.

t Sakra, in the original.

* That is to say, "although we are not endowed."

§ Trdna.

% The Sanskrit has Dwaravati.

+t Devendra, in the Sanskrit.
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earth, hymned by attendant sages,* saints, f and quir-

isters of heaven.

When Krishna arrived over Dwaraka, he blew his

shell, and delighted all the inhabitants with the sound.

Then, alighting from Garuda, he proceeded, with Satya-

bhama, to her garden, t and there planted the great

Parijata-tree, the smell of which perfumed the earth

for three furlongs, § and an approach to which enabled

every one to recollect (the events of) a prior existence

;

so that, on beholding their faces in that tree, all the

Yadavas contemplated themselves in their (original)

celestial forms.
|

Then Krishna took possession of the

wealth, elephants, horses, and women, which he had

recovered from Naraka, and which had been brought

(to Dwaraka) by the servants (of the demon); and, at

an auspicious season, hell espoused all the maidens

whom Naraka had carried off (from their friends):

at one and the same moment,** heff received the

hands of all of them, according to the ritual, in separate

mansions, n Sixteen thousand and one hundred was

the number of the maidens. §§ And into so many dif-

* Siddha.

f Rishi.

* Nishkut'a.

§ Yojana.

^ The Sanskrit here has Janardana.

Kdla.

t+ Govinda, in the original.

:: Instead of ^^/^l'^^, there is a variant, ^^R^5> importing "in

multiplied persons."

§§ Our Purana is at variance with itself as to the number of Krishna's

wives. See "Vol. IV., p. 112, with which compare pp. 81, 82, supra.
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ferent forms did the foe of Madhu* multiply himself;

so that every one of the damsels thought that he had

wedded her, in his single person, f And the creator of

the world, Hari, the assumer of universal shape, abode

severally in the dwelling of each of these his wives.*

* Madhusiidana,

^^^ mtW^fW ^1^Pl»f!^Tf^f?T II

Sridhara, at least according to my single MS. of his commentary,

begins this stanza with ^^ctmi^M«i| , at the expense of metrical correct-

ness.

: f^iTT^ ^ ^Tr^ST m^ 'rig %^^: i
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Children of Krishna. L'i^sha, the daughter of Bai'ia, sees Aniriuldha

in a dream, and becomes enamoured of him.

PARASARA.— I have enumerated to you Pra-

clyumna and the other sons of Rukmihi. Satyabhama

bore Bhanu* and Bhaimarika.f The sons of Rohini

wereDipthnat, Tanirapaksha,t and others. The power-

ful Samba § and other sons were born of Jambavati.

Bhadravindajj and other vaUant youths were the sons

of Nagnajiti. Saibya (orMitravindal) had several sons,

of whom Sangramajit was the chief. Vrika and others

were begotten (by Hari) on Madri.** Lakshmana had

Gatravat and others; and Sruta and others were the

sonsff of Kaluidi^tt Krishna §§ had sons, also, by his

' The Bhagavata says, each of his eight queens had ten sons,

• Two MSS. have Bharu.

t Corrected from " Bhairika. " In giving this mangled form of the

name, Professor Wilson was misled by an error in his favourite MS.

The scansion of the line shows that a syllable is missing. Messrs. Boht-

lingk and Roth have helped to perpetuate "Bhairika".

+ Corrected from "Tamrapakshi", in which reading Professor Wilson

was again led astray by an error in the MS. referred to in the last note.

Messrs. Bohtlingk and Roth wrongly credit our Translator with "Tam-

rapakshin". One of my MS. yields Tamravarna; another, "Diptimat and

others". Also vide supra, p. 79, note «»

.

§ Corrected from "Samba", || My Ajmere MS. has Bhadramanda.

^ Supplied by the Translator, on the authority of the commentator

Sridhara. Ratnagarbha considers Saibya as one of Krishna's eight wives of

the first order; but he does not identify her, by name, with any one

of those specified in note § to p. 78, supra.

** Vide supra, p. 81, note •.

tf There were three of them,—unnamed,—according to the reading of

my Arrah MS. J* Vide supra, p. 78, note §, and p. 81, note 1.

§§ Chakrin, in the original.
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other wives,—in all, one hundred and eighty thousand.

The eldest of the whole was Pradyumna, the son of

Rukmini: his son was Aniruddha, from whom Vajra"*

was born: his mother was IJsha,f— the daughter of

Bana, and granddaughter of Bali, +—whom Aniruddha

won in war. § On that occasion, a fierce battle took

place between Hari and Sankara, in which the thousand

arms of Baha were lopped away by the discus of the

former.
I j

Maitheya.—How happened it, (venerable) Brahman,

that a contest on account of Usha arose between Sival!

and Krishna? And in what manner did Hari cut otF

the thousand arms of Baha?** This, illustrious sir,

thou art able to narrate, ff
Parasara.—Usha, the daughter of Baha, having

seen Parvati sporting with (her lord,) Sambhu, was

inspired with a wish for similar dalliance. The beauti-

ful Gauri, ++ who knows the hearts of all, said to Usha:

and gives the ten names of each set, with one or two excep-

tions. §§

* Corrected from "Vraja". See Vol. IV., pp. 112, 113.

t Corrected, here and everywhere below, from "Usha", which, like-

wise, occurs, but not in our Purana. I See Vol. II., p. 69.

§ The original is ^fif^^^t T% ^^« I

II
The Sanskrit has Chakrin. f Hara, in the Sanskrit.

tt The original adds:

^^f^^f^ wTff ^^ ^gt^mt it: I

So reads Sridhara. Ratnagarbha has:

II The same as Parvati. See Vol. I., p. 104, note 1.

§§ Vide supra, p. 79, notes •, t, §, H, and *»; p. 81, notes • and f;

and p. 82, note 11||.
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"Do not grieve. You shall have a husband."* "But

when will this be?" thought Usha to herself. "Or who

will be my lord?" On which, Parvati continued: "He

who shall appear to you, princess, in a dream, on the

twelfth lunation t of the light half of Vaisakha, he will

be your husband.": Accordingly^ as the goddess had

foretold, on that lunar day a youth appeared (to Usha,)

in a dream, of whose person she became enamoured.

When she woke, and no longer perceived him, she

was overcome with sorrow, and, unrestrained by mod-

esty, demanded of her companion whither he had gone.

The companion and friend of the princess was Chitra-

lekha, the daughter of Kumbhanda,§ the minister of

Bana. "Of whom do you speak?" inquired she (of

Usha). But the princess, recollecting herself, was

ashamed, and remained silent.
[

At length, however,

Chitralekha conciliated her confidence; and she related

to her what had passed, and what the goddess had

foretold; and she requested her friend to devise some

means of uniting her with the person whom she had

beheld in her dream. 1

Chitralekha then delineated the most eminent gods,*^

demons, tt spirits,:: and mortals, and showed them (to

t By this word Professor Wilson intends, at vari;\noe with scientific

precedent, and otherwise entirely without justification, 'lunar day'.

: In this sentence, and in the next, the Translator, with commendable

taste, has not reproduced the grossness of the original.

§ Corrected from "Kubhai'iAa ".

*• Sura. tt Oaitya. H Gandharva.
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Usha). Putting aside the portraits of gods, spirits,

snake-gods,* and demons, f the princess selected those

of mortals, and, amongst them, the heroes of the races

of Andhaka and Vfishni.+ When she came to (the

likenesses of) Krishna and Rama, she was confused

with shame. § FronT (the portrait of) Pradyumna she

modestly averted her eyes ; but, the moment she be-

held the pictiu'e of his son, the object of her passion,

her eyes wide expanded, and all her bashfulness was

discarded,
ij

"This is he! This is he!" said she (to

Chitralekha). And her friend, who was endowed with

magic power, t bade her be of good cheer, and set off,

through the air, to Dwaraka.**

* Uraga.

t Asura.

For Andhaka and Vrishui, see Vol. IV., pp, 71, et eeq.

§ Lajjd-jada.

^ Yoga-gdmin.
** Dwaravati, in the original.



CHAPTER XXXIII.

Hiina solicits Sivii for wjir : finds Aniruddlia in tlie palace, and

makes him prisoner. Krishna, Balarama. and Pradyumna come

to his rescue. Siva and Skanda aid Biina: th(! former is dis-

abled; the latter, put to flight. Bana encounters Krishna, who

cuts oft' all his arms, and is about to put him to death. Siva

intercedes; and Krishna spares his life. Vishnu and Siva are

the same.

BEFORE this took place, Bai'ia had been engaged in

the achii-ation of the three-eyed* (god), and had thns

pi-ayed to hini: "lam huniiHated,t loi-d, by (the

possession of) a thousand arms in a state of peace.

Let some hostiUties ensue, in which I may derive some

advantage from their possession. Without war, what

is the use of these arms? They are but a burthen to

me.": Sankara repUed: "When thy peacock-banner

shall be broken, thou shalt have war,—the delight of

the evil spirits that feast on the flesh of man." § Bai'ia,

pleased (by this promise), proffered his thanks;! to

Saihbhu, and returned to his palace, where he found

his standard broken; at which his joy was increased.

At that time, the nymph Chitralekha returned (from

Dwaraka), and, by the exercise of her magic power,

brought Aniruddha (along with her). The guards of

• Trilochana. See Vol. I., p. 141.

t Nirviiina.

|l The Sanskrit has simply 1TT!rR|' |
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the inner apartments, discovering him there with

Usha,* reported it to the king, who immediately sent

a body of his followers (to seize the prince). But the

valiant youth, taking up an iron club, slew his assail-

ants ;f on which, Bana mounted his car, advanced

against him, and endeavoured to put him to death.

Finding, however, that Aniruddha was not to be sub-

dued by prowess, he followed the counsel of his min-

ister, and brought his magical faculties into the conflict,

by which he succeeded in capturing the Yadu prince,

and binding him in serpent-bonds. I

When Aniruddha was missed from Dwaravati, and

the Yadavas were inquiring of one another whither he

had gone, Narada came to them, and told them that

he was the prisoner of Bana; having been conveyed,

by a female possessed of magic faculties, to Sonita-

pura, ^§ When they heard this, they were satisfied;

' The synonyms of Soriitapura, in the Trikanda Sesha,
|i

are

Devikota, Banapura, Kotivarsha, and Ushavana. H The first is,

usually, considered to be the modern Devicotta, in the Carnatic,

which is commonly believed to be the scene of Baria's defeat.

The name, however, occurs in other parts of India: in the Deccan,

on the banks of the Godavari,—according to Wilford, the capital

of Munja (Asiatic Researches, Vol. IX., p. 199); and in Assam,

§ The translation, hereabouts, is rather free.

II
II.. I., 17.

% The better reading, it seems, is Umavana, as in the Uairna-koia,

IV., 43, where, also, we find all the synonyms of Sonitapura which are

specified above.
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for they had imaghied lie had been taken away by the

gods, (in reprisal for the Parijata-tree).* Krishna,!

therefore, immediately summoned Garnda, who came

with a wish;* and, mounting upon him, along with

Bala and Pradyumna, he set off for the city of Bana.

On their approach to the city, they were opposed by

the spirits who attend on Rndra:§ but these were soon

destroyed by Hari; and he and his companions reached

the vicinity of the town.
||

Here, mighty Fever— an

emanation from Maheswara,t having three feet and

three heads \ — fought desperately with Vishnu,** in

defence of Bana. Baladeva, upon w^hom his ashes were

near Gwalpara, as the city of the Daityas. Asiatic Researches,

Vol. XIV., p. 443. Hamilton ff notices the remains of a city, so

called, in Dinajpoor. In the Kalika Puraiia, Baria is described as

the friend and, apparently, neighbour of Naraka, king of Prag-

jyotisha++ or Assam
' Alluding to the three stages of febrile paroxysms, or to the

recurrence of tertian ague. A contest with this enemy, in the

course of military operations, is an allegory which the British

armies in India too often illustrate.

t The Sanskrit has Hari.

* I. e., "at his wish".

§ The Translator takes from Sridhara this explanation of pramatha.

ii 5Ttfl%% TT^f^^^T^53?^(3I^: I

^ Mdheswara is the word translated by "an emanation from Maheswara."

** Sdriiga-dhaiiwan, "arme.l with the bow Sarnga," is the term by

which Krishna is here called, in the original.

ft History, &c. of Eastern India, Vol. II., p. 660.

\\ Vide supra, p. 54, note 1; p. 55, note I; and p. 88, note 1.

V. 8
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scattered, was seized with burning heat, and his eyehds

trembled; but he obtained relief by clinging to the

body of Krishna. * Contending, thus, with the divine

holder of the bow,f the Fever (emanating from Siva)

was quickly expelled from the person of Krishna by

Fevert which he himself engendered. § Brahma,
||
be-

holding the impersonated malady bewildered by the

beating inflicted by the arms of the deity, entreated

the latter to desist; and the foe of Madhu refrained,

and absorbed into himself the Fever he had created. If

The rival Fever then departed, saying to Krishna:

"Those men who call to memory the combat between

us shall be (ever) exempt from febrile disease."**

Next, Vishnu overcame and demolished the five

fires,^ff and, with perfect ease, ++ annihilated the army

' The Ahavaniya, Garhapatya, Dakshiria, Sabhya, and Ava-

sathya are the five fires; of which the three first have a religious,

and the other two, a secular, character. The first is a fire pre-

^^TT? ^^^^fxT ^^TTT^f^^W^: II

t To render Sarngin, as Krishna is denominated from his bow spoken

of in note ** in the preceding page.

+ Vaishnava is the epithet given it in the Sansltrit.

§ Krishna here figures as a practitioner of homoeopathy.

II
Pitamaha, in the original.

ci ^^ ^i2rfnT[#(2iTf ^^: fx?ffTHf : ii

^T(5I%^^ t^^ i^^^T^^f^^: II

** Vijwara.

ft "Tlie protectors of that city",—namely, Bai'ia's, says Ratnagarbha.

++
++
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of the Danavas. Then the son of BaH (Baiia), with the

whole of the Daitya* host, assisted by Sankara and

Karttikeya,f fought with Sauri. A fierce combat took

place between Hari and Sankara. All the regions shook,

scorched by their flaming weapons; and the celestials

felt assured that the end of the universe was at hand.

Govinda, with the weapon of yawning, set Sankara a-

gape; and then the demons t and the demigods at-

tendant upon Siva§ were destroyed on every side; for

Hara, overcome with incessant gaping, sat down in his

car, and was unable longer to contend with Krishna,

whom no acts affect.
||
The deity of war, Karttikeya,t

wounded in the arm by Garuda,** struck by the

weapons of Pradyumna, and disarmed by the shout of

pared for oblations at an occasional sacrifice ; the second is the

household fire, to be perpetually maintained ; the third is a sacri-

ficial fire, in the centre of the other two, and placed to the south;

the Sabhya is a fire lighted to warm a party ; and the Avasathya, ff

the common domestic or culinary fire. Manu, III., 100, 185, tt and

Kulliika Bhatta's explanation. §§

* Daiteya, in the Sanskrit.

t See Vol. I., Preface, p. LXXXIX. ; and Vol. II., p. 23.

+ Daiteya.

§ In definition of pramatha.

II
Aklisht'a-karman, "unweariable."

^ For "the deity of war, Karttikeya," the Sanskrit has, simply, Guha.

** Professor Wilson has followed the reading of Sridhara, as it appears

in the only copy of his commentary to which we, in common, have had

access,— l^^'^fl^T^*. . Ratnagarbha adopts the ordinary lection, ^T^-

ft Corrected from "Avasatthya."

++ Neither thence nor from Kulliika's comments is mnch to he gleaned

touching the five fires.

§§ Also see Vol. III., p. 175, note §; and Vol. IV., p. 11, note 1.

8*
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Hari,* took to flight. Baiia, when he saw Sankara

disabled, the Daityas destroyed, Guhaf fled, and Siva's

followers t slain, § advanced, on his vast car,— the

horses of which were harnessed
ij by Nandisa,— H to

encounter Krishna and his associates Bala and Pra-

dyumna.** The valiant Balabhadi-a, attacking the host

of Bana, wounded them, in many ways, with his ar-

rows, and put them to a shameful rout;ff and their

sovereign beheld them dragged about by Rama, +1 with

his ploughshare, or beaten, by him, with his club, or

pierced, by Krishna, §§ with his arrows. He, therefore,

attacked Krishna; and a fight took place between them.

They cast at each other fiery shafts, that pierced

through their armour: but Krishna intercepted, with

his arrows, those of Bana, and cut them to pieces.

Bana, nevertheless, wounded Kesava; and the wielder

of the discus wounded Bana; and both, desirous of

victory, and seeking, enraged, the death of his antag-

onist, hurled (various) missiles at each other. When

• The original has Krishna.

t /. e., Karttikeya.

+ To render pramatha-sainya.

§ ^T^^^TT) "by the bearer of the bow Sarnga", the original par-

ticularizes.

1

1 Read 'driven',

—

sangrihita.

^ Also called Nandi and Nandin. Generally he is represented as a

follower of Siva. See Vol. I., Preface, p. LXXXIX., and p. 122.

** The Sanskrit here calls hiiu by his patronym, Karshi'ii.

Ratnagarbha ends the second verse with VJ^Tfl'^TP^rT^rf: ; and some

MSS. give, with this reading, ^^H^ , instead of TT^^^^I

*l Bala, in the original.

§§ The Sanskrit has Chakrin.
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an infinite number of arrows* had been cut. to pieces,

and the weapons began to be exhausted,! Krishna:

resolved to put Bana to death. The destroyer § of the

demon-host, therefore, took up his discus, Sudarsana,

blazing with the radiance of a hundred suns As he||

was in the act of casting it, the mystical goddess Ko-

tavi, t the magic lore of the demons, stood, naked,

before him.^**^ Seeing her before him, Krishna, ff with

unclosed eyes, cast Sudarsana, to cut off the armstt of

Bana. The discus, dreaded, in its flight, by the whole

of the weapons of the demons, lopped off, successively,

' Kotavi (efitZ^) is said to be an eighth portion of Rudraiii,

and the tutelary goddess of the Daityas, composed of incantations

(?Tn^W?f\')-§§ The Hari Varhsa'
|i

calls her, also, Lamba, and in-

timates her being the mother of Bana, and as identical with

Durga. The word, in the lexicons, designates a naked woman,

and is, thence, applicable to Durga, in some of her forms.

• The Sanskrit yields "all the arrows".

t •^51^ ^ ^t^fTT in^^W I
Ratnagarbha explains this as follows:

* Hari, in the original.

§ Read "enemy'',

—

art.

\\
Here called, in the original, by his epithetical appellation, Madhu-

dwish, or Madhuvidwish, according to various copies.

% Variant: Kodavi. And Ratnagarbha, in my best MSS., has Kot't'avi.

Ratnagarbha says: ^^^ ^(?lf^^T T^^^Rf^ ^^^^fTF I

Also see note §§, below.

•H- The Sanskrit has Hari.

*t '^^^. according to Sridhara. WTF^^ i^ Ratnagarbha's reading.

§§ This is from Sridhara, who says: ^ZTt ^T ^^TTT f^^T"

*< «T^*<in ^^^m ^JT'!?TT ^^TTn: I

11 li &l. 10722.
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the numerous arms of the Asura. Beholding Krishna

with the discus again in his hand, and preparing to

launch it once more, for the total demolition of Bana,

the foe of Tripura* (Siva,) respectfully addressed him.f

The husband of Uma,: seeing the blood streaming from

* In the Eighth Chapter of the Revd-mdhdtmya, it is said, that Tripuri-

kshetra, where Siva flung down Tripura, the Asura, lies to the north of

the Narmada. The Twenty-ninth Chapter of the same work somewhat

discordantly relates as follows. The demon Bai'ia, in reward of his auster-

ities as a votary of Siva, received from him the gift of a city. Brahma

and Vishiiu adding, each, another, he obtained the epithet of Tripura, or

Tfjinohi;. When slain by Siva, as he was traversing the heavens, a

part of his carcase fell near the well-known mountain Srisaila, in Siddha-

kshetra; another fragment, not far from Amarakaiit'aka; and the remainder,

in the vicinity of Gangasagara. The weapon, Aghorastra, with which

he was demolished, reached the earth at a point of the Narmada hard

by Jaleswaratirtha, and sank to Rasatala, the nethermost of the infernal

stages.

Where this tale is briefly rehearsed in the GaneSa Upapurd/m,— Prior

Section, Chapter LXXI.,— Baiia carries off Pradyumna, whose father,

Krishna, attacks the giant, and, after propitiating Ganesa, overcomes the

monster, and takes possession of his city, Sonitapura. Some ten chapters

of the first half of the GaAeia Upapurdna, beginning with the thirty-eight,

are taken up with Tripura or Baiia.

Tripuri, the capital of the Chedis,—a place connected with the preceding

legends,— 1 discovered, while exploring the banks of the Narmada, in the

insignificant village of Tewar. See the Journal of the American Oriental

Society, Vol. VI., p. 516.

t The Translator has strangely misunderstood the import of the fol-

lowing stanzas -.

Ratnagariha reads -^f^ff, for -'^f^ft; -%XIW**, for -"^^W

;

and ^T¥^% ff^> for ^Tf¥f% ^- One other variant which I find is

"^T¥^% rl^; and my Ajmere MS. interpolates, after the first verse of

the extract:

I Umdpati.
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the dissevered arms of Bana, approached Govinda, to

solicit a suspension of hostiUties,* and said to him:

"Krishna, Krishna, lord of the world, I know thee, first

of spirits, t the supreme lord, infinite felicity, without

beginning or end, and beyond all things.: This sport

of universal being, in which thou takest the persons

of god, animals, and men, is a subordinate attribute of

thy energy. § Be propitious, therefore, lord, (unto

me). I have given Bana assurance of safety. Do not

thou falsify that which I have spoken. He has grown

old in devotion
ll

to me. Let him not incur thy dis-

pleasure. The Daitya has received a boon from me;

and, therefore, I deprecate thy wrath." When he had

concluded, Govinda, dismissing his resentment against

the Asura, looked graciously on the lord of Uma,t the

wielder of the trident,** and said to him: "Since you,

Sankara, have given a boon unto Bana, let him live.

From respect to your promises,my discus is arrested.ff

The assurance of safety granted by you is granted

(also,) by me. You are fit to apprehend that you are

not distinct from me.t: That which I am thou art; and

t Purushottama.

X
" Beyond all things " is to render para.

II
Sathsraya.

% Umdpati.

*• Sula-pdni,

:: ?T7Ttif^f^wTT(3n^ ^l^if^ ^t i

"You must perceive," &c.
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that^ also, is this world, with its gods, demons, * and

mankind. Men contemplate distinctions, because they

are stupified by ignorance," So saying, Krishna went

to the place where the son of Pradyumnaf was con-

fined. The snakes that bound him were destroyed,

being blasted by the breath of Garnda; and Krishna,

placing him,! along with his wife, upon the celestial

bird, § returned, with Pradyumna and Rama, to Dwa-

raka. Ml

' There can be little doubt that this legend describes a serious

struggle between the Saivas and Vaishnavas, in which the latter,

according to their own report, were victorious; and the Saivas,

although they attempt to make out a sort of compromise between

Rudra and Krishna, are obliged to admit his having the worst

of the conflict, and his inability to protect his votary. The Bha-

gavata tells the story much as the text. The Hari Vanhsa ampli-

fies, even more than usual ; the narrative occupying nearly se-

venty pages of the French translation. The legend is to be found,

to the same purport, but in various degrees of detail, in the Agni

Purana, Kurma Purana, Padma Purana (Uttara Khanda), Va-

mana Purana, and Brahma Vaivarta Purana, (Krishna Janma

Khanda).

* Asura.

t In the original, Pradyumni. Aniruddha is intended.

X The Sanskrit has Anirnddha.

§ To represent Garutiuat,

II ^T^T^ItT^T TT^^Tf^T^^Ti: ^T^ I

"Rama, Karshni, and Damodara went to the city of Dwaraka.



CHAPTER XXXIV.

Paiindraka, aVasiideva, assumes tho insiij;iiia and style of Krishna,

supported by the king of Kasi. Krishna marches against and

destroys them. The son of the king sends a magical being

against Krishna: destroyed by his discus, which also sets Be-

nares on fire, and consumes it and its inhabitants.

MAITREYA.—Of a truth, the divine Sauri, having

assumed a mortal body, performed great achievements

in his easy victories over Sakra, and Siva,* and all

their attendant divinities. f I am now desirous to hear

from you, illustrious (sage), what other mighty exploit

the humiliator of the prowess of the celestials per-

formed.

ParasARA. — Hear, excellent Brahman, t with rev-

erent attention, an account of the burning of Varanasi§

by Krishna, in the course of his relieving the burthens

of the earth.
II

There was a Vasudeva who was called Paundraka,^

' From being, the commentator IT says, king of Puridra.** The

• Sarva, in the original.

* Viprarski; the same as Brahmarshi, for which term see Vol. III.,

p. 68, text and note 1.

§ Corrected, here and everywhere below, from "Varanasi" or "Va-

rana."5i."

II »{|<MHK I
Variant: ^TT^TTTT I

^ The two commentators have identically the same explanation of the

name in question: iH ^J^IJ^I , "horn in the country of the Paundras."

They do not call Paundraka a king.

•• See Vol. II., p. 170, note 5.
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and who, though not the Vasudeva, was flattered, by

ignorant people, as the descended deity, until he

fancied himself to be the Vasudeva^ who had come

down upon earth.* Losing all recollection (of his real

character), he assumed the emblems of Vishnu, and

sent an ambassador to the magnanimous Krishna, with

this message: "Relinquish, thou foolish fellow, the

discus. Lay aside all my insignia, my name, and the

character of Vasudeva, and come and do me homage;

and I will vouchsafe thee means of subsistence." f At

which, Janardana laughed, and replied: "Go, mes-

senger, back to Paundraka, and say to him, from me:

'I will despatch: to thee my emblem the discus, with-

out fail. Thou wilt rightly apprehend my meaning,

and consider what is to be done; for I shall come to

Bhagavata§ calls him chief of the Karushas;|| the Padma, king

of Kasi; but the Bhagavata, as well as our text, makes the king

of Kasi If his friend and ally.

' According to the Padma Purana, he propitiates Siva, and

obtains from him the insignia which constitute a Vasudeva. The

different authorities for this legend all use the term Vasudeva in

the sense of a title.

^ %% ^T^'^^^lT^ff^'ff ^I^rr% I

^T^pft Wtf^fT"raT^ rT<Tt ^ 3TWfft ^^ II

J[%, for ^^^, is the reading of some MSS.

: ^^7^^ I

§ X., Latter Section, Chapter XVI.

II
See Vol. III., p. 240, notes 1, etc.

^ la all such cases, read " king of the Kasis."
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thy city, bringing the discus with me, and shall, un-

doubtedly, consign* it to thee. If thou wilt command
me to come, 1 will immediately obey, and be with thee

to-morrow. There shall be no delay, f And, having

sought thy asylum, I will so provide, king, that 1

shall never more have anything to dread from thee.'

"

So saying, he dismissed the ambassador, (to report

these words to his sovereign), and, summoning, + Ga-

ruda, § mounted him, and set oif forthe city (of Paun-

draka ^).

' The Hari Vamsa and Padma Puraria send Paundraka to

Dwaraka. According to the latter, Narada incites Pauiidraka to

the aggression, telling him he cannot be a Vasudeva till he has

overcome Krishna. He goes, and is killed. The former work,

as usual, enters into particulars of its own invention. Krishna

is absent on a visit to Siva at Kailasa; and, during his absence,

Paundraka, assisted by Ekalavya,
j
king of the Nishadas, makes

a night-attack upon Dwaraka. They are resisted by the Yadavas,

under Satyaki and Balarama; by the former of whom Paundraka

is repeatedly overthrown, and all but slain. He requires so much

killing, however, that he is likely to obtain the victory; when

Krishna comes to the aid of his kinsmen, and, after a protracted

encounter, described in language employed a hundred times be-

fore, kills his competitor. The whole of the sections called the

Kailasa Yatra—or Krishna's Journey to Kailasa,—must have

been wanting in the copy used by M. Langlois, as they are not

included in his translation. The chapters of the Hari Vamsa,

+ ^W(2T, "caUing to mind."

§ In the Sanskrit, Garutmat.

li
See Vol. IV., p. 113, note 1,
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When the king of Kasi* heard of the preparations of

Kesava, he sent his army (to the aid of Paundraka),

himself bringing up the rear;f and, with the force of

the king of Kasi,: and his own troops, Paundraka, the

(false) Vasudeva, marched to meet Krishna. § Hari

beheld him afar off, standing in his car, holding a dis-

cus, a club, a mace,
|{
a scimitar, and a lotos, in his

hands; ornamented with a garland of flowers; bearing

a bow; and having his standard made of gold. He had,

also, the Srivatsat mark delineated on his breast; he

was dressed in yellow garments, and decorated with

ear-rings and a tiara.** When the god whose standard

is Garuda beheld him, he laughed with a deep laugh,

and engaged in conflict with the hostile host of cavalry

and elephants, fighting with swords, ff scimitars, tt

according to his enumeration of them, are 2G1: my copy

has 316. §§

• Kdsi-pati. See note :, below.

Ratnagarbha defines trrf^^f ^ hy ^fRJI , 'ally.' Compare Vol. IV.»

p. 2, text and note ^.
* Kdsi-rdja. See Vol. IV., p. 344, supplementary note on p. 87.

§ The original has Kesava.

II
Probably the Translator forgot to strike out this word, after inserting

'club'. Krishna has only four insignia, named, in the original, as

follows

:

For Krishna's complete equipment of weapons, vide infra, p. 149.

1 Vide supra, p. 13, text and note I . For the srivatsa of the Jainas,

see Colebrooke's Miscellaneous Essays, Vol. II., p. 1\0.

** Kiriia. ft NistriMa. \\ Risht'i.

§§ The Calcutta edition has 326; the Bombay edition, 317, in three

Sections of 55, 128, and 134, severally.
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maces, tridents,* spears, f and bows. Showerino- upon

the enemy the shafts from hisSarnga: bow, and hurl-

ing at them his mace and discus, he § quickly destroyed

both the army of Paundraka and that of the king of

Kasi.
ji

He then said to the former, who was foolishly

wearing his emblems: "Paundraka, you desired me, by

your envoy, to resign to you all my insignia. I now

deliver them to you. Here is my discus. Here I give

up my mace. And here isGarudaiH let him mount upon

thy standard." Thus speaking, he let fly the discus

and the mace, by which Paundraka was cut to pieces,

and cast on the ground; whilst the Garuda (on his

banner) was demolished by the Garuda (of Vishnu).

The people, beholding this sight, exclaimed "Alas!

alas!" But the valiant king of Kasi,^"* adhering to the

imposture of his friend, continued the conflict, ff till

Sauri:: decapitated him w4th his arrows, shooting his

head into the city of Kasi,§§ to the marvel of all the

inhabitants. Having, thus, slain Paundraka and the

king of Kasi,
II II

with all their followers, Sauri returned

4

* Sula^ 'pikes'.

+ Sakti.

\ Corrected from "Saranga", a mistake found in Professor Wilson's

Hindu-made version.

§ Janardana, in the original.

1

1 Kdhi-rdja.

% Garutmat, in the Sanskrit; and so twice,- just below.

** cfiT^ft^Tf^m, "king of the Kasis," literally.

ft g^ TT^^T f^T^^mf^Tft fm'^\ I

The two commentators remark, in the same words: ^XTf^Tll I

W This name does not appear in the original.

§§ Kdsi-puri, "the city of the Kasis.'

II II
Kdsi-rdja.
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to Dwaraka,* where he lived in the enjoyment of

heavenly delights, f
When the inhabitants of Kasi t saw the head of their

king§ shot into their city, they were much astonished,

and wondered how it could have happened, and by

whom the deed could have been done.
||
Having ascer-

tained that the king had been killed by Krishna, If the

son of the monarch (of Kasi),^ together with the priest

of the family, propitiated Sankara; and that deity, well

pleased to be adored in the sacred place** Avimakta,ff

desired the prince to demand a boon. On which he

prayed, and said: "0 lord, mighty god, through thy

favour, let thy mystic spirits arise to destroy Krishna,

the murderer of my father." "It shall be so," answered

Sankara. And from out of the southern fire§§ up-

sprang a vast and formidable female, ^ like flame out of

' The Bhagavatalijl names him Sudakshiiia; the Padma, Danda-

pani.

^ A personified Kritya, a magical creation. The Padma has

* The Sanskrit has Dwaravati.

: Not literal.

§ Kdsi-pati.

II fff^T: irfTIrT Y?T rT^ ^Tfim%: ^T I

«[f
Vasudeva, in the original.

** Mahd-kshetra.

ft This name of Benares is found in the KdU-khanda, as well. It

occurs, also, in the Jdbdla Upanishad. See my Benares, &c., p. 4, note 2.

+t "Thy mystic spirit" is to translate kritya, for which see note '? in

the present page.

§§ Dakshindgni. Vide supra, p. 114, note 1.

nil X., Latter Section, XVI., 27.
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fire, blazing with ruddy light, and with fiery radiance

streaming amidst her hair. " Angrily she called upon

Krishna, and departed toDwaraka;t where the people,

beholding her, were struck with dismay, and fled, for

protection, to Madhusiidana, the refuge of all worlds.

The wielder of the discus, + knowing that the fiend §

had been produced by the son of the king of Kasi,||

through his adoration of the deity whose emblem is a

bull, and being engaged in sportive amusements, and

playing at dice, said to the discus: "Kill this fierce

creature,! whose tresses are of plaited flame." Accord-

ingly, Sudarsana, the discus of Vishnu, immediately

attacked the fiend,
*'^ fearfully enwreathed wdth fire,

and wearing tresses of plaited flame, ff Terrified at the

might of Sudarsana, the creation of Maheswaratt

awaited not his attack, but fled with speed, pursued by

him with equal velocity, until she reached Varanasi,

repelled by the superior might of the discus of Vishnu.

the same. The Bhagavata makes the product of the sacrificial

fire a male, and sends him to Dwaraka, accompanied by a host

of Bhiitas, Siva's attendant goblins.

* My MSS. present a great variety of readings in the epithets applied

to the being under description.

t Dwaravati, in the Sanskrit.

+ Chakrin.

§ Mnhd-krUyd.

II
Kdsi-rdja.

^ Krityd.

** Krityd.

ft This is far from litem); and the same may l>e said of the remainder

of the paragraph.
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The army of Kasi,* and the host of the demigods

attendant upon Siva, f armed with all kinds of weap-

ons, then sallied out, to oppose the discus; but, skilled

in the use of arms, he consumed (the whole of) the

forces by his radiance, and then set fire* to the city,

in which the magic power of Siva§ had concealed

herself.* Thus was Varanasi burnt, with all its princes

and their followers, its inhabitants, horses, elephants,

and men, treasures and granaries, houses, palaces,
jj

and markets, t The whole of a city that was inacces-

sible to the gods** was, thus, wrapped in flames by the

discus of Hari, and was totally destroyed. The discus,

then, with unmitigated wrath, and blazing fiercely, and

far from satisfied with the accomplishment of so easy

a task, returned to the hand of Vishhu.'ff

' According to the Bhagavata, the magical being, himself,

destroys Sudakshiria and his priest; but Sudarsana consumes the

people and the city. The Padma ascribes the destruction of the

king and all his city to the discus. The Hari Varhsa closes its

narrative with the death of Pauhdraka, and makes no mention

of the destruction of Benares. The circumstance ++ is alluded to,

in a preceding section (s. 159), by Narada, when detailing the

exploits of Krishna.

* In this legend, again, we have a contest between the followers

• KdU-bala; which may mean either "the army oftheKasis" or "the

army of the king of the Kasis."

t This phrase is to represent pramatha.

X ^'tcfT implies combustion.

§ "The magic power of Siva" is to render krityd.

11
Prdkdra. 1 Ghatwara.

1+ The latter portion of this paragraph is translated very freely.

XX Namely, of the burning of Benares,
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of Vishnu and Siva intimated; as, besides the assistance given,

by the latter, to Paundraka, Benares—Varariasi or Avimuktu, *

—has been, from all time, as it is at present, the high place ot

the Saiva worship, f There is, also, an indication of a Vaishnavti

schism, in the competition between Pauiidia and Krishna for the

title of Vasudeva and the insignia of his divinity.

* Corrected from "Atimukti". Vide supra, p. 126, text and note ff.

t See my Benares, (fee, p. 18, note 2.

V.



CHAPTER XXXV.

Samba carries off the daughter of Duryodhana, but is taken pri-

soner. Balarama comes to Hastinapura, and demands his

liberation: it is refused: in his wrath, he drags the city towards

him, to throw it into the river. The Kuru chiefs give up

Samba and his wife.

MAITREYA.—I have a (great) desire to hear, (ex-

cellent) Brahman, some further account of the exploits

of Balarama.* You have related to me his dragging

the Yamuna, f and other mighty deeds; but you can

tell me, venerable sir,+ some other of his § acts.

Parasara.- Attend, Maitreya, to the achievements

performed by Rama, who is the eternal, illimitable

Sesha, the upholder of the earth. At the choice of a

husband by the daughter
1

1 of Duryodhana, the princess

was carried off by the hero Samba, the son of Jamba-

vati.t Being pursued by Duryodhana,** Karna,ff

Bhishma,U Drona, and other celebrated chiefs, who

were incensed at his audacity, he was defeated and

taken prisoner. §§ When the Yadavas heard of the oc-

* Balabhadra, in the Sanskrit.

t Vide supra, pp. 65—68.

+ Mahdbhdga.

§ Bala's, according to the original.

II
Her name was Lakshniaiia, according to the Bhdgavata-purdna, X.,

Latter Section, XVIII., 1.

^ Vide supra, p. 79, note ^; and p. 107.

See Vol. IV., p. 158.

ft Ibid., pp. 102 and 126.

II Ibid., p. 157.

The translation of this stanza, as will be seen, is considerably interpolated.
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currence, their wrath was kindled against Duryodhana

and his associates; and they prepared to take up arms

against them.* But Baladeva,f in accents interrupted

by the effects of ebriety, t forbade them, and said :
" I

will go, alone, to the sons of Kuru. § They will liberate

Samba, at my request." Accordingly, he went to the

elephant-styled city|| (Hastinapura), but took up his

abode in a grove without the town, which he did not

enter. When Duryodhana and the rest heard that he t

had arrived there, they sent him a cow, a present of

fruits and flowers, and water.** Bala received the offer-

ing in the customary form, and said to the Kauravas:

"Ugrasenaff commands you to set Samba at liberty."

When Bhishma, Drona, Karna, Duryodhana, and the

others heard this, they were (very) angry; and Bah-

likaU and other (friends of the) Kauravas, who looked

upon the Yadu race as not entitled to regal dignity,

said to the wielder of the club:§§ "What is this, Bala-

bhadra, that thou hast uttered? What Yadava shall

give orders to the chiefs of the family of Kuru?]!
{j

If

Ugrasena issues his mandates to the Kauravas, then

t The Sanskrit has Bala.

§ Kaurava.

II
I find two readings,- -f^nt TTI^Tl^ and •TTT T^^l^i<H I

For Hastinapura or Hastinapura, see Vol. IV., p. 139.

^ Bala, in the original.

tt See Vol. IV., p. 98; also, supra, p. 45.

n See Vol. IV, p. 164, where correct "Vahlika".

§§ Musaldyudha. Vide supra, p. 67, note •*.

nil See Vol. IV., pp. 148 and 152.

9*
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we must take away the white umbrella that he has

usurped, and which is fit only for kings.* Depart,

therefore, Balarama.f You are entitled to our respect:

but Samba has been guilty of improper conduct; and

we will not liberate him, either at Ugrasena's com-

mands, or yours. The homage that is due to us, their

superiors, by the Kukurat and Andhaka§ tribes, may

not be paid by them. But who ever heard of a com-

mand issued by a servant to his master?
{|

Elevation

to an equal seat has rendered you arrogant. We have

committed a great mistake, in neglecting, through our

friendship for you, the policy (that teaches the danger

of treating the abject with deference).! Our sending

you (to-day,) a respectful present** was an intimation

So reads Sridhara, from whom Ratuagarl)ha differs, in ending the verse

with -il^ififi^: I

•j- Bala, in the Sanskrit.

* Corrected from "Kukkura". For Kukura, see Vol. IV., p. 97. ^
§ See Vol. IV., p, 96. Instead of the ordinary reading, ^^T^^^oR: ,

my oldest and best MSS. of Ratnagarbha's text have ^[^T«^%: , "titular

Kurus."

This is Sridhara's reading. Ratnagarbha substitutes ?n«?n'TT for

^f^TTjjt, and ^(2I^<T; for ^(?IfT: I
Also see note §, above. It is

scarcely worth while to dwell on the Translator's misapprehension of

this unimportant passage.

In the couplet cited occurs the word drya, in connexion with which

the reader will, perhaps, pardon a digression. The reverse of drya, andrya,

'disreputable', has, in Hindi, become corrupted into andri, 'inexpert',

'artless', 'stupid'. It being assumed, further, by popular etymology,

that andri is compounded of a and ndri, we have, by the prefixing of

su, 'good', to the latter, sundri, 'expert', 'knowing', 'clever'.

Argha.
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of (personal) regard, which it was neither fit for our

race to have proffered, nor for yours to have expected."

Having thus spoken, the Kuru chiefs, unanimously

refusing to set the son of Hari at large, immediately

returned into the city.* Bala, f rolling about with in-

toxication, and the wrath which their contemptuous

language had excited, struck the ground furiously with

his heel, so that it burst to pieces with a loud sound

that reverberated through the regions of space, t

His eyes reddened with rage, and his brow was

curved with frowns, as he exclaimed: "What arro-

gance is this, in such vile and pithless creatures ! The

sovereignty of the Kauravas, as well as our own, is the

work of fate, § whose decree it, also, is, that they now

disrespect or disobey the commands of Ugrasena.

Indral may, of right, give his orders to the gods; and

Ugrasena exercises equal authority with the lord of

Sachi. Fie upon the pride that boasts a throne the leav-

ings of a hundred mortals!! Is not he the sovereign

of the earth, the wives of whose servants adorn them-

selves with the blossoms of the Parijata-tree? Ugra-

sena shall be the undisputed king of kings; for I will

not return to his capital, until I have rid the world

wholly of the sons of Kuru.** I will destroy Karna,

• f^fsrTT'N<JI^4IH, I t The original has Halayudha.

* A free rendering; and so is the rest of the Chapter, generally.

§ Kdla.
II

Sachipati, in the Sanskrit.

So reads Sridhara. Ratnagarbha begins the verse with f^T^fT^TT-
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Duryodhana, Drona, Bhishma, Bahlika, DuHsasana,*

Bhurisravas,f Somadatta, t Sala,§ Bhima, Arjuna, Yu-

dhishthira,
||
the twins,^ and all the other vile descend-

ants ofKuru, with their horses, elephants, and chariots.

I will rescue the hero Samba from captivity, and

carry him, along with his wife, to Dwaraka, where I

shall again behold Ugrasena and the rest of my kin.

Or, authorized by the king of the gods to remove the

burthens of the earth, 1 will take this capital of the

Kauravas,** with all the sons of Kuru, and cast the city

of the elephantff into the Bhagirathi.''^

So saying, the wielder of the club, §§ (Baladeva), his

eyes red with rage, plunged the blade of his plough-

share
|||
downwards, beneath the ramparts of the city,tir

and drew them towards him. When the Kauravas be-

held Hastinapura tottering, they were much alarmed,

and called loudly (on Rama), saying: "Rama, Rama!
Hold, hold! Suppress your wrath! Have mercy upon

us! Here is Samba, and his wife, also, delivered up to

* See Vol. IV., p. 158.

t Ratnagarbha"s text introduces both Bhuri and Bhiirisravas.

+ For Somadatta and his sons, Bhiiri, Bhiirisravas, and Sala, see

Vol. IV., p. 157.

§ Corrected from"Salya", for which I find no authority. See note +,

above!; also, supra, p. 70, text and note *».

II
For these three personages, see Vol. IV., pp. 102 and 159.

^ According to the commentators, Nakula and Sahadeva, See, for

them, Vol, IV., pp. 103 and 159.

•* Kauravddhdni.

tt 'Rt TfRTTS^EI^ I

:: See Vol. III., p. 303.

§§ Musaldyudha. Vide supra, p. 67, note *».

III!
"The blade of his ploughshare" is to render hala. Vide supra,

p. 51, note
II

.

%% Prdkdra-vapra.
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thee. Forgive our sins, committed in ignorance of thy

vv^ondrous power."* Accordingly, issuing, hurriedly,

from the city, the Kauravas delivered Samba and his

bride to the mighty Balarama, who, bowing to Bhi'sh-

ma, Drona, and Kripa,f who addressed him in concil-

iatory language, said " I am satisfied," ajid so desisted.

The city bears the marks of the shock it received, even

to the present day,—such was the might of Rama,—

proving both his strength and prowess. The Kauravas,

then, offering homage to Samba and to Bala, + dis-

missed the former, with his wife and a bridal portion.^

' This adventure is related in the Bhagavata, and very briefly

noticed in the Hari Varhsa; but I have not found any mention

of it in the Mahabharata. It may have been suggested, originally,

by Hastinapura having sustained some injury, either from an

earthquake, or from the encroachments of the river, which, as is

recorded, compelled the removal of the capital to Kausambi

(Vol. IV., p. 164).

t See Vol. IV., p. 147.

t Halin, in the Sanskrit. Vide supra, p. 84, note f. Halin means

the same as Halayudha, for which vide supra, p. 63, text and note \\.



CHAPTER XXXVI.

The Asura Dwivida, in the form of an ape, destroyed by Balarama.

HEAR, also, Maitreya, another exploit performed by

the mighty Balarama.* The great Asura, f the foe of

the friends of the gods, Naraka, + had a friend, of ex-

ceeding prowess, in the monkey named Dwivida, who
was animated by implacable hostility against the deities,

and vowed to revenge on the whole of them the de-

struction of Naraka by Krishna, at the instigation of

the king of the celestials, by preventing sacrifices, and

effecting the annihilation of the mortal sphere. Blinded

by ignorance, he, accordingly, interrupted all religious

rites, subverted all righteous observances, and occa-

sioned the death of living beings. He set fire to the

forests, to villages, and to towns; sometimes he over-

whelmed cities and hamlets with falling rocks; or,

lifting up mountains in the waters, § he cast them into

the ocean: then, taking his place amidst the deep, he

agitated the waves, until the foaming sea rose above

its confines, and swept away the villages and cities

situated upon its shores. Dwivida, also, who could as-

sume what shape he would, enlarged his bulk to an

immense size; and, rolling, and tunibling, and tramp-

ling amidst the cornfields, he crushed and spoiled

* Bala, in the original.

t Asurendra.

I Vide supra, pp. 87, et seq.

§ <ft'Er'5 I
Some MSS. have xftrTtT)

—"in boats",—a reading noticed

by Ratnagarbha.
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the harvests. * The whole world, disordered by this

iniquitous monkey, was deprived of sacred study f and

religious rites," and was greatly afflicted.

On one occasion, Halayudha§ was drinking in the

groves of Raivata, along with the illustrious Revati
]|

and other beautiful females; and the distinguished

Yadu, in whose praises songs were sung, and who was

preeminent amidst graceful and sportive women, re-

sembled Kubera, the god of riches, in his palace.^

Whilst thus engaged, the monkey (Dwivida) came

there, and, stealing the ploughshare** and the club of

Baladeva,tt grinned at and mocked him,+t and laughed

at the women, and threw over and broke the cups filled

with wine. §§ Balarama,|||| becoming angry at this.

f Swddhydya.

: Vashat'kdra. See Vol. II., p. 29, note §; and Vol. III., p. 122, note f.

§ Vide supra, p. 63, note ||.
|l See Vol. III., p. 254.

So reads Sridhara, according to the only copy of his commentary at

my command. Both the scholiasts give the first line hypermetrical, as

above; but Ratnagarbha has -^t^®, instead of -?f|t^o . In lieu of

Sridhara's ^Tfs^^ , at the end of the stanza, I find, everywhere else,

^Tig-^ , "on Mandara". On this mountain was Chaitraratha, the garden

of Kubera. See Vol. II., p. 110, note *; and Vol. IV., p. 6. ** Hala.

tt The Sanskrit has Sirin. See Vol. IV., p. 82, note f; and Vol. III.,

p. 332, note f. Sirin is the same as Halin, &c. Vide supra, p. 135,

note I.

:: ^^TTT^ ^^ ^ f^^^^TR: i

For W[^^ . some MSS. have -^y^^ |

nil Bala, in the original.
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threatened the monkey: but the latter disregarded his

menaces, and made a chattering noise;* on which,

Bala, starting up, seized his club, in wrath; and the

monkey f laid hold of a large rock, which he hurled

at the hero. Bala, casting his club at it, as it neared

him, broke it into a thousand fragments, which, toge-

ther with the club, fell upon the ground. t Beholding

the club prostrate, the monkey sprang over it, and

struck the Yadava violently on the breast with his

paws. Bala replied with a blow of his fist upon the

forehead§ of Dwivida, which felled him—vomiting
blood, and lifeless,—to the earth. The crest of the

mountain on which he fell was splintered into a hun-

dred pieces by (the weight of) his body, as if the

Thunderer
II

had shivered it with his thunderbolt. The

gods threw down a shower of flowers upon Rama, and

approached him, and praised him for the glorious feat

he had performed. "Well has the world been freed,"

said they, "by thy prowess, hero, of this vile ape,

who was the ally of the enemy of the gods!" IT Then

they and their attendant spirits** returned, well pleased,

• ^ "Nf^t^fWr^f^Ji: I
Variants

: f^^rf^" and f^^^^T" I

t Plavaga.

: if^%ti '^ ^ fit m-^i ^%i ^^^>^ I

f^^ ^T^T?r^: m ^m7{ ^^fr% ii

§ Murdhan.

II
Vajrin, i. e,, Indra.

% Daiiya-pakshopakdrin.
•• "Attendant spirits" is to render guhyaka. The Guhyakas attended

on Kubera. See Vol. I., p, 122; Vol. III., p. 116, note f.
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to heaven. Many such inimitable* deeds were wrought

by the ilkistriousf Baladeva, (the impersonation of)

Sesha, the supporter of the earth.
^

' This exploit of Balarama is, also, similarly, but more vul-

garly, related in the Bhagavata. It is simply said, in the Hari

Variisa, *— and erroneously,— that Mainda§ and Dwivida were

conquered by Krishna.

* Aparimeya.

t Dhimat.

* SI. 9802.

§ Corrected from "Menda".



CHAPTER XXXVII.

Destruction of the Yadavas. Samba and others deceive and ridi-

cule the Rishis. The former bears an iron pestle: it is broken,

and thrown into the sea. The Yadavas go to Prabhasa, by

desire of Krishna: they quarrel and fight, and all perish. The

great serpent Sesha issues from the mouth of Rama. Krishna

is shot by a hunter, and again becomes one with universal

spirit.

IN this manner did Krishna, assisted by Baladeva,

destroy demons* and iniquitous monarchs, for the good

of the earth; and, along with Phalguna,^f also, did

het relieve earth of her load, by the death of innumer-

able hosts. § Having, thus, lightened the burthens of

the earth, ^nd slain many (unrighteous princes), he

exterminated, by the pretext of an imprecation de-

nounced by Brahmans, his own (Yadava) race. Then,

quitting Dwaraka, and relinquishing his mortal being,
||

' A name of Arjuna, the great friend of Krishna, to whom
the latter served as charioteer, in the war between the Pandus

and Kurus.

* Daitya,

+ For the various names of Arjuna, and their origin, see the Mahdbhd-

rata, Virdta-parvan, H. 1375, et seq.

t The orip^inal here names Hari.

§ ^R^^T^rf% Ufl *=( ^Tft. I
For akshauhini, vide supra, p. 50, notes 2

and ».

II
My Arrah MS. here inserts as follows:

1»^T ^TRTTf^ ^T^tW ^^Rt ffff^T^^T II
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the self-born reentered, with all his emanations/ his

own sphere of Vishnu.*'"

Maitreya.—Tell me how Janarclana effected the

destruction of his own race, under the plea of Brah-

manical imprecation; and in what manner he relin-

quished his mortal body. ^

Parasaka.—At the holy placef Pindaraka,^: Vis-

wamitra,§ Kanwa,
1|
and the great sage Narada were

' With Balarama, Pradyumna, Aniruddha, and the rest.

^ The legend of the destruction of the Yadava race and the

death of Krishna appears, probably, in its earliest extant form,

in tlie Mausala Parvan of the Mahabharata. It foims the nar-

rative portion of the Eleventh Book of the Bhagavata; having

been previously briefly adverted to in the First and Third Books

;

and it is summarily told in the Uttara Khanda of the Padma

Puraria,

^ The village of Pindaraka, still held in veneration, is situated

in Gujerat, about twenty miles from the north-west extremity of

the Peninsula. Hamilton, Vol. I., p. 664.

^^"^f^^ IcTT^^ ^^T^ 'TfT^ II

A second of my copies gives the same verses, with the variation of

only three words.

It is not palpable that this passage is an interpolation. The first Hne

of it does not repeat the sense of what immediately precedes it,—Professor

Wilson's "relinquishing his mortal body",— the Sanskrit of which is

M^rr 'TT«1"^* >
«'• <?•> according to both the commentators, ^^m«iT^)

"personation of man."

t Mahd-tirtha.

X Connected, perhaps, with Pindaraka, son of Vasudeva and Rohii'u.

See Vol. IV., p. 109, text and note t+-

§ See Vol. III., p. 14, note 1, near the end.

II
Ibid., p. 57.
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observed by some boys of the Yadu tribe. Giddy with

youth, and influenced by predestined results,* they

dressed and adorned Samba, the son of Jambavati, as

a damsel; and, conducting her to the sages, they ad-

dressed them with the usual marks of reverence, and

said : "What child will this female, the wife of Babhru, f
who is anxious to have a son, give birth to?" The

sages, who were possessed of divine wisdom, were veiy

angry to find themselves thus tricked by the boys, and

said: "She will bring forth a club, that shall crush the

whole of the Yadava race." The boys, thus spoken to

by the sages, went and related all that had occurred to

Ugrasena; and (as foretold,) a club was produced from

the belly of Samba. Ugrasena had the club—which

was of iron,—ground to dust, and thrown into the sea;

but the particles of dust (there) became rushes.^ There

' The term is Eraka (^4,«Hl), which is explained, in some

medical lexicons, "a kind of grass." The commentator + also

calls it a kind of grass; and, in the text of the Mahabharata, the

term subsequently used, and as synonymous with it, is Triha

(fTTJr)? 'grass.' The Mahabharata, when describing the aifray

which follows, mentions, that the grass, or rushes, on being

plucked by Krishna and the Yadavas, turn to clubs. The text,

and that of the Bhagavata, here say, that the powdered particles,

floating on the sea, became rushes. Or the latter may imply, that

they fastened upon grass or weeds. The commentator, however,

explains, that, the particles of iron being borne to land, they

were so transformed. The Mahabharata says nothing of the piece

t See Vol. IV
, p. 72.

fT'^jf^^'^T^ I
Ratnagarbha.
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was one part of the iron club which was like (the blade

of) a lance,* and which the Andhakas could not

break, t This, when thrown into the sea, was swal-

lowed by a fish : the fish was caught, the iron spike

was extracted from its belly, and was taken by a hunter

named Jaras.: The all-wise§ and glorious Madhusu-

dana did not think fit to counteract what had been

predetermined by fate.

Then there came to Kesava, when he was private

and alone, a messenger from the gods, who addressed

him with reverence, and said: "I am sent to you,

lord, by the deities. And do thou hear what Indra,||

together with the Viswas, 1 Aswins, ** Maruts, Adityas,

Rudras, and Sadhyas, respectfully represents. "More

than a hundred years have elapsed since thou, in

favour to the gods, ff hast descended upon earth, for

which could not be pounded; and this seems to be an embellish-

ment, either of our text or the Bhagavata. The Mahabharata,

however, adds another precaution, which the two others have left

unnoticed. Ugrasena causes a proclamation to be made, that none

of the inhabitants of Dwaraka shall, thenceforth, drink wine, on

pain of being impaled alive; and the people, for some time, ob-

serve the prohibition.

• Tomara.

t The original yields 'triturate': ^iff^ig ^^"T I

* Corrected from "Jara". Vide infra, p. 152, note X.

II
Sakra, in the Sanskrit.

^ Vide supra, p. 101, note *. Ratnagarbha reads 'Vasus'. My Ajmere

MS. yields "Adityas, Rudras, Sadhyas, Aswins, Vasus, Agnis, Maruts, &c.,"

and in this order.

•*
I have inserted this word, inadvertently omitted l>y the Translator.

tt f^t: ^hTOTf^fi: I
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the purpose of relieving it of its load. The demons*
have been slain, and the burthen of earth has been

removed. Now let the immortals once again behold

their monarch in heaven, f A period exceeding a cen-

tury has passed. Now, if it be thy pleasure, return to

Swarga. This is the solicitation of the celestials. But,

should such not be thy will, then remain here as long

as it may be desirable to thy dependants."^: To this,

Krishna replied : § "All that thou hast said I am well

aware of. The destruction of the Yadavas by me has

commenced. The burthens of the earth are not re-

moved, until the Yadavas are extirpated. I will eifect

this, also, in my descent, and quickly; for it shall come
to pass in seven nights. When I have restored the land

of Dwaraka to the ocean, and annihilated the race of

Yadu, I will proceed to the mansions of the immortals.

Apprise the gods, that, having abandoned my human
body, and accompanied by Sankarshana, I will then

return to them,
i

The tyrants that oppressed the earth,

' Nothing of this kind occurs in the Mahabharata. Our text,

therefore, offers an embellishment. The Bhagavata, again, im-

proves upon the text; for, not content with a messenger, it makes

Brahma (with the Prajapatis), Siva (with the Bhiitas), Indra (with

the other divinities), all come, in person; indicating, evidently, a

* Daitya.

3n^ T?^Tf^ ^nT^ tt%w ^^T ff : II
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—Jarasandha and the rest,—have been killed: and a

youth, even, of the race of Yadii. is, no less than they,

an incumbrance. When, therefore, I have taken away

this great weight upon earth, I will return to protect

the sphere of the celestials. * Say this to them." The

messenger of the gods, having received this reply,

bowed, and took his heavenly course to the king of

the gods.

The mighty (Krishna) now beheld signs and por-

tents, f both in earth and heaven, prognosticating, day

and night, the ruin of Dwaraka. ^ Showing these to the

later date, as plainly as the addition of the text shows it to be

subsequent to the date of the legend in the Mahabharata.

' The Mahabharata, which delights in describing portents and

signs, does not fail to detail them here. A dreadful figure, death

personified, haunts every house, coming and going no one knows

how, and being invulnerable to the weapons by which he is as-

sailed. Strong hurricanes blow; large rats multiply, and infest

the roads and bouses, and attack persons in their sleep; Sarikas

(or starlings,) utter inauspicious screams in their cages; storks

imitate the hooting of owls; and goats, the howling of jackals;

cows bring forth foals ; and camels, mules ; food, in the moment

of being eaten, is filled with worms; fire burns with discoloured

flames; and, at sunset and sunrise, the air is traversed by headless

and hideous spirits. There is more to the same eff'ect, which

neither our text nor the Bhagavata has ventured to detail. The
whole passage has been published in Maurice's Ancient History

of Hindustan, Vol. H., p. 463; translated, apparently, by the late

Sir Charles Wilkins. The names have been much disfigured either

by the copyist or compositor.

* Amara-loka.

t "Sign.« and portents" is to render utpdta.

V. 10
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Yadavas, he said: "See! Behold these fearful phe-

nomena! Let us hasten to Prabhasa, to avert these

omens."* When he had thus spoken to the eminent

Yadava,t the illustrious Uddhava: saluted and said to

him: "Tell me, lord, what it is proper that I should

do. For it seems to me, that thou wilt destroy all this

race. The signs (that are manifest) declare (nothing

less than) the annihilation of the tribe." Then Krishna §

replied to him: "Do you go by a celestial route, which

my favour shall provide you, to the holy (place) Ba-

darikasrama,
I!

in the Gandhamadana mountain, the

shrine of Naranarayana;t and, on that spot, sanctified

by them, thou, by meditating on me, shalt obtain per-

fection,"* through my favour. When the race (ofYadu)

shall have perished, 1 shall proceed to heaven; and the

ocean shall inundate Dwaraka, when I have quitted it."

Accordingly, Uddhava, thus instructed ff by Kesava,

saluted him with veneration, and departed to the shrine

of Naranarayana. *

' In the Mahabharata, it is said, merely, that Uddhava, who

was versed in Yoga, foreseeing the destruction of the Yadavas,

This verse is recognized by Sridhara, but not by Ratnagarbha; and

the sense is complete without it. My Ajmere MS. gives it; my Arrah

MS. omits it.

I See Vol. IV., p. 113, notes 1 and t-

§ Bhagavat, in the original.

II
Ratnagarbha calls this hermitage^by its shorter name, Badari, instead

of Badarika, the form preferred by Sridhara.

% We have already had mention of it. Vide supra, p. 62.

•• Siddhi.

ff Anumodita,
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Then the Yadavas ascended their rapid cars, and

drove to Prabhasa, ' along with Krishna, Rama, and

the rest of their chiefs." They bathed there; and, ex-

cited* by VasLideva, the Kukurasf and Andhakas in-

dulged in liquor. As they drank, the destructive flame

of dissension was kindled amongst them by mutual

collision, and fed with the fuel of abuse. Infuriated bv

the divine influence, they fell upon one another with

missile weapons; t and, when those were expended,

they had recourse to the rushes § growing nigh. The

rushes in their hands became like thunderbolts; and

they struck one another, with them, fatal]! blows.

went away; that is, according to the commentator, he practised

penance, and went to heaven: ^fJ^TT ^ITT^TEI ^<^<4i*1 I

The Bhagavata, taking the hint, makes much more of it than our

text, and expands it into a long course of instruction, given by

Krishna to Uddhava, occupying 150 leaves.

' Vide supra, p. 47, note 2. By sending the Yadavas to

Prabhasa, (the commentator asserts,) Krishna prevented, pur-

posely, the Yadavas from obtaining Mukti, 'final liberation', which

would have been the consequence of dying at Dwaraka. Death

at Prabhasa conferred only Indra's heaven.

^ The Mahabhiirata describes them as going forth with horses,

elephants, and cars, and their women and abundance of good

cheer, and varieties of wine and meat:

* Anumodita.

f Corrected, here and frequently elsewhere, from "Kukkuras".

+ Sastra, which almost always signifies an edged weapon, in contra-

distinction from astra, 'a missile weapon'.

§ Erakd. Vide supra, p. 142, note 1.

II
Suddruna.

10 •
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Pradyumna, Samba, Kritavarman, * Satyaki,t Anirud-

dha, Pfithu, Viprithu, : Gharuvarman, § Charuka,
|

Aki'ura, and many others struck one another with the

rushes, which had assumed the hardness of thunder-

bolts \ Kesava interposed, to prevent them; but they

thought that he was taking part with each, severally,

' The Bhagavata, like the text, adverts only in this general

manner to the conflict; but the Mahabharata gives the particulars.

Yuyudhanal reproaches Kritavarman with having aided Aswat-

thanian ** in his night-attack on the Paridu camp, and killing war-

riors in their sleep. Pradyumna joins in the abuse. Kritavarman

retorts. Krishna looks at him angrily Stityaki repeats the story

of the Syamantaka gem, by which he accuses Kritavarman of

being an accomplice in the murder of Sattrajitaff (See Vol. IV.,

pp. 75, et seq.). Satyabhama, t+ the daughter of the latter, then

mixes in the quarrel, and incites Krishna to avenge her; but Sat-

yaki anticipates him, and murders Kritavarman. Saineya§§ and

the Bhojas attack Satyaki ; the Andhakas defend him; and the

affray becomes general. Krishna attempts to part the combatants,

until Pradyumna is killed; and, then, taking up a handful of

rushes, which become an iron club, he kills, indiscriminately, all

that come in his way. The conflict continues, until the greater

part of the combatants have fallen, including all Krishna's sons;

and he then, in wrath, sweeps off all the survivors, except Babhru

and Daruka, with his discus.

• See Vol. IV., p. 99.

t Ibid., p. 93.

+ For these two brothers, see Vol. IV., p. 96.

§ I know nothing of him. In Vol. IV, p. 113, we have a Sucharu.

One of my MSS. has Charudharman.

!|
The same as Charu, for whom see p. 78, supra.

^ The same as Satyaki. See Vol. IV., p. 93.

See Vol. IV., p. 147.

ft Corrected from "Satrajit".

:: See Vol. IV., p. 80.

§§ Was this Satyaka, Satyaki's father? See Vol. IV., p. 92.
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and continued the conflict. Krishna, then, enraged,

took up a handful of rushes, to destroy them; and the

rushes became a club of iron. And with this he slew

many of the murderous Yadavas; whilst others, fight-

ing fiercely, put an end to one another. The chariot

of the holder of the discus,* named Jaitra, was quickly

carried off by the (swift) steeds, and swept away by

the sea, in the sight of Daruka, (the charioteer). The

discus, the club, the bow, the (quiver, the shell, and the

sword t (of Kesava), having circumambulated their

lord,: flew^ along the path of the sun. In a short time

there was not a single Yadava left alive, except the

mighty Krishna and Daruka. ^ Going tow^ards Rama,

who was sitting at the root of a tree, they beheld a

large serpent coming out of his mouth. Having issued

from his mouth, the mighty § snake proceeded towards

' The Mahabharata, as observed at the end of the last note,

adds Babhru: but it presently gets rid of him. Krishna sends

him to take care of the old people, the women, and children, in

Dwaraka, whilst Daruka goes to bring Arjuna to their aid. But,

as he goes along,—overcome with grief for the loss of his kindred,

and approaching separation from Krishna,—he is killed by a club

that is cast from a snare, or trap, set by a hunter. Krishna then

goes to Dwaraka, and desires Vasudeva to await the coming of

Arjuna; after which, he returns to Rama, and sees the phenom-

enon described in the text; the serpent being Sesha, of whom

Balaraiua was the incarnation. The Bhagavata does not mention

this incident; merely observing, that Rama, by the power of Yoga,

returned into himself,—that is, into Vishnu.

• Ckakrin.

t Vide supra, p. 124; also, a passage towards the end of Chapter VII.

of Book VI.

I Hari, in the Sanskrit. § Mahdhhoga.
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the ocean, hymned by saints, * and by other great ser-

pents. Bringing an offering of respect. Ocean came to

meet him; and, then, the majestic being, adored by at-

tendant snakes, entered into the waters of the deep.f

Beholding the departure of (the spirit of) Balabhadra,t

Kesava said to Daruka: "AH this is to be related, by

you, to Vasudeva and Ugrasena. Go and inform them

of the departure of Balabhadra, and the destruction of

the Yadavas; also, that I shall engage in religious

meditation, and quit this body. Apprise Ahuka,§ and

all the inhabitants of Dwaraka, ^ that the sea will inun-

date the town. Be ready, therefore, in expectation of

the coming of Arjuna; and, when he
|

quits Dwaraka,

no longer abide there, but go whithersoever that de-

scendant of Kuru shall repair. Do you, also, go to the

son of Kunti, If and tell him, that it is my request that

he will grant what protection he can to all my family.

' The women, the elders, and the children, amongst whom, as

we shall presently see, was Vajra, the son of Aniruddha,** who

was established as chief of the Yadavas at Indraprastha, and who,

therefore, escaped the destruction which overwhelmed their kins-

men, the Vrishnis, Kukuras, and Andhakas, of Dwaraka. This

was a fortunate reservation for the tribes which, in various parts

of Hindusthan,—both on the Ganges and in the Deccan,—profess

to derive their origin from the Yadavas, ff

* Siddha.

X Bala, in the original.

§ Father of Ugrasena. See Vol. IV., p. 98.

I

Here called Paiidava, in the Sanskrit.

^ Kauuteya; namely, Arjuna. See Vol. IV,, pp. 101, 102, anil 159.

•• Vide supra, p. 108, text and note *.

ft See Vol, IV., p. 58, notes 2 and §.
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Then depart, with Arjuua and all the people of Dwa-

ravati; and let Vajra be installed sovereign over the

tribe of Yadu."*

Dariika, being thus instructed, prostrated himself,

again and again, before Krishna, and walked round him

repeatedly, and then departed, as he had been desired;

and, having conducted Arjuna to Dwaravati, f the intel-

ligent (servant of Krishna) established Vajra as king.

The divine Govinda, then, having concentrated in him-

self that supreme spirit + which is one with Vasudeva,

was identified with all beings. ^ Respecting the words

of the Brahman,— the imprecation of Durvasas,^§—the

' The process is explained by the commentator: i "By the

force of Dhyana (or abstraction), Krishna satisfies himself that he

is Brahma (^^^^frrfTT WTt^T), or universal spirit; and is,

next, convinced, that he is, therefore, all things (^^^rn«?T^^^);
by which his individuality ceases."

^ The story is told in the Mahabharata. U Durvasas was, on

one occasion, hospitably entertained by Krishna; but the latter

omitted to wipe away the fragments of the rjieal which had fallen

on the foot of the irascible sage, who, thereupon, foretold, that

Krishna should be killed as in the text.

* "^^"^ ^%^T5?J ^jf^rfM^ H T5R^ I
So Sridhara. Ratnagarbba reads:

t Corrected, here and just above, from "Dwaravati". The original

has Dwaraka.

§ ^^TOT ^^^'R' I
See, for Durvasas, Vol. 1., pp. 135 and 154.

II
What follows is taken from Sridhara, whose words are: ^TSlf'T

^n^W H fTT''IWl'^[%f7T T^T'f^'SI^i I
Ratnagarbba comments to the

same ett'ect.

^ And it is told briefly by both the commentators on the Vishnu-purdna,
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illustrious Krishna* sat engaged in thought, f resting

his foot upon his knee. Then came there a hunter,

named Jaras,^+ whose arrow was tipped with a blade

made of the piece of iron of the club, which had not

been reduced to powder; § and, beholding, from a

distance, the foot of Krishna, he mistook it for part of

a deer, and, shooting his arrow, lodged it in the sole."^
||

Approachhig (his mark), he saw the four-armed king,

and, falling at his feet, repeatedly besought his for-

giveness, exclaiming: "I have done this deed unwit-

tingly, thinking I was aiming at a deer. Have pity

upon me, who am consumed by my crime! For thou

art able to consume me."t Bhagavat replied: "Fear

' This is an allegorical personage, however; tor Jara signifies

'infirmity', 'old age', 'decay.'**

^ The Bhagavata explains how this part of the foot became

exposed. Krishna had assumed one of the postures in which ab-

straction is practised. He had laid his left leg across his right

thigh, by which the sole of the foot was turned outwards.

• This name and its epithet are supplied by the Translator.

t ^^r^: I

I Corrected from "Jara", which the original cannot yield, as a huntress

would be called luhdhaki. The original is as follows

:

Compare note + in p. 143, supra. Also see the Mahdbhdrata, Man-
sala-parvan, si. 126, et seq.

This compound is descriptive of ^f^cTcfi; |

il
A free translation.

Ratnagarbha begins this verse with the words ^??|"fTt •TTTiTTr'T'T I

" To this speculation it is difficult to assent. See note +, above.
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not, thou, in the least.* Go, hunter, through my fa-

vour, to heaven, the abode of the gods." As soon as

he had thus spoken, a celestial car appeared; and the

hunter, ascending it, forthwith proceeded to heaven.

Then the illustrious (Krishna), having united himself

with his own pure, spiritual,! inexhaustible, inconceiv-

able, unborn, undecaying, imperishable, t and univer-

sal spirit, which is one with Vasudeva, abandoned his

mortal body and the condition of the threefold qual-

ities. ^§

' He became Nirguria, 'devoid of all qualities.' |i

t Brahma-bhuta.

I The epithet aprameya, 'boundless', is here omitted.

1 Thus explain both Sridhara and Ratnagarbha.



CHAPTER XXXVIII.

Arjuna comes to Dwaraka, and burns the dead, and takes away
the surviving inhabitants. Commencement of the Kali age.

Shepherds and thieves attack Arjuna, and carry off the vs^oraen

and wealth. Arjuna regrets the loss of his prowess, to Vyasa,

who consoles him, and tells him the story of Ashtavakra's

cursing the Apsarasas. Arjuna and his brothers place Pari-

kshit on the throne, and go to the forests. End of the Fifth

Book.

ARJUNA, having found the bodies of Krishna and

of Rama, performed, for them and the rest (of the

slain), the obsequial rites.* The eight queens of

Krishna, who have been named, f with Rukmini at

their head,+ embraced the body of Hari, and entered

the (funeral) fire.^ Revati, also, embracing the corpse

of Rama, entered the blazing pile, which was cool to

her, happy in contact with her lord.§ Hearing these

events, Ugrasena and Anakadundubhi, with Devaki

and Rohini, committed themselves to the flames.^ The

' The Mahabharata takes the wives of Krishna, first, to Indra-

prastha : and there Rukmini and four others burn. But Satya-

bhama and others become ascetics, going to perform Tapasya in

the forest.

' It is merely said, in the Mahabharata, that Vasudeva ex-

pired; on which, four of his wives burnt themselves.

* "Obsequial rites" is to render saihskdra.

t Vide supra, pp. 78, et seq., and p. 107.

+ ^f^JHlftlT^^T: ,
" Rukmini and the rest."
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last ceremonies* were performed, for all these, by Ar-

juna, who, then, made all the people leave the city,

and tookVajra with him. The son of Kuntif conducted

the thousands of the wives of Krishna, with Vajra and

all the people, from Dwaraka,+ with tenderness and

care, and travelled slowly away. The Sudharman §

palace and the Parijata-tree, which had been brought

to earth by Krishna, both proceeded to heaven; and,

on the same day that Hari departed from the earth,

the powerful dark-bodied
|

Kali (age) descended/ The

ocean (rose and) submerged the whole of Dwaraka, ex-

cept alone the dwelling of the deity of the race ofYadu.t

The sea has not yet been able to wash that (temple)

away; and there Kesava constantly abides, (even in the

present day). Whoever visits that holy shrine—the

place where Krishna pursued his sports,— is liberated

from all his sins.^**

' The Kali age commenced from the death of Krishna, ac-

cording to the usual notions; but it is commonly supposed to

commence a little later, or with the reign of Parikshit. ff
'^ The Bhagavata agrees with the text, in excepting the temple

of Dwaraka, and asserting that it still remains, in direct contra-

diction of the Mahabharata, which declares, that the sea did not

spare any part whatever. It is clear, therefore, that, when the

latter was compiled, the temple was not standing, and that it was

* Preta-kdrya.

t Kaunteya. Vide supra, p. 150, note % .

I Dwaravati, in the Sanskrit.

§ Vide supra, p. 46, text and note •

.

II Kdla-kdya. There are three nniinportant variants. Ratnagarbha notes

and elucidates two of them.

H '^S^efO]'^, "the temple of the Yadus."

*• This sentence greatly abridges the original,

f}- See Vol. IV, p. 230, note •, and p. 233.
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The son of Pritha* (Arjuna,) halted the people (he

had brought from Dwaraka,) in the Panchanada coun-

try, ^ in a rich and fertile spot. But the desires of the

robbers (of the neighbourhood) were excited, when

they observed so many widowed females,—also, such

great riches,— in the possession of Arjuna* alone.

f

erected between the date of the compilation and that of the two

Purarias. The present shrine, which is held in great repute,

stands at the extremity of the peninsula of Gujerat. It is still

an object of pilgrimage. It was so in the reign of Akbar (Ayeen

Akbaree); and has been so, no doubt, from a remote period.

The image formerly worshipped there was carried off 600 years

ago ; and this was, most probably, subsequent to the date of both

the Purarias : for the idol was a form of Krishria, called Raria-

chhor,— a popular divinity, unknown in the Paurariik pantheon.

Another image was substituted in place of that which was taken

away. Notwithstanding the testimony of our text, and that of

the Bhagavata, the originality of the temple is disputed; and a

place thirty miles south from Poorbundur is said to be the spot

where Dwaraka was swallowed up by the ocean. Hamilton (from

Macmurdo, &c.). Vol. I., p. 662.

' "The country of the five rivers,"* the Punjab:— rather an

out-of-the-way route from Dwaraka to Dehli.

• Partha, in the oripcinal. See Vol. IV., pp. 101, 102.

Ratnagarbha reads as follows:

f?T ^W^ ^^JTRT ^^^t OTf^TT : II

And herewith agree my Ajmere and Arrah MSS.

In no MS. do I find, in lieu of ^jf^wfT . ^irf^'fTj which might suggest

Professor Wilson's "such great riches."

+ The original is tj^cf?' ^^ , Most probably the tirtka called Pan-

chanada is intended ; for which see the Mahdbhdrata, Vana-parvan,

il. 5025, 5086; and elsewhere.
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Inflamed by their cupidity, they assembled the vil-

lainous Abhiras, '
* and said to them : -'Here is this Ar-

juna,—immensely rich,f and having numerous women,

whose husbands have been slain,—passing confidently

amongst us; a disgrace to all brave men.t His pride is

raised by the death of Bhishma, Drona, Jayadratha,

Karna, and others (whom he has slain). He does not

know the prowess of (simple) villagers. Up! up! Take

your long thick staves. § This stupid fellow despises

us. Why should we not lift up our arms?" So saying,

they rushed, armed with cudgels and clods of earth,;.

' Abhiras mean 'herds ;' 1 and they are, afterwards, called, by

Arjuna, Gopalas, 'herdsmen.' The pastoral tribes of the west of

India, and, particularly, those of Afghanistan, almost always

combine the character of freebooter with that of shepherd.

t I find, everywhere, V*^) 'archer." See note + in the preceding page.

Instead of *I^fTt> f^'^ffT is preferred by Rutnagarbha, according to

my oldest copy of his commentary. And so reads my Arrah MS.

My Ajmere MS. gives, in the place of the verse beginning as above,

a whole stanza, and one of very different import.

§ f f ^^^1T^T'n ^^rT I
Ratnagarbha lias ^RfT^T^ I

II
Nothing to yield ''clods of earth" is read in the text as alone I

find it:

^I^lfr^^^qlnT ri ^M fi\^^-^l^ II

Sridhara and Ratnagarbha: '^ifSlTfTWT: I
^^TJ^T^^: I ^"^^T-

fT?t!r« I ^T^^Tf^W* I
Professor Wilson must have supposed that the

reading was ^^flfTW*. I

% 1 know no authority for this meaning. For the Abhiras, see Vol. II.,

p. 168, notes 4, etc.; p. 185, notes 2, etc.
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upon the people, who were without their lord.* Ar-

junaf encountered + them, and said to them, in deri-

sion : "Retire, wretches, ignorant of what is right, unless

ye are desirous of dying." But they disregarded his

menaces, and seized his treasures, and his women,—
the wives of Viswaksena. Thereupon, Arjuna began

to brace his heavenly bow, Gandiva, irresistible § in

battle. But it was in vain ; for, in spite of all his efforts

to tighten it, it continued flaccid. Neither could he

call to recollection the incantations of the superhuman
weapons.

I

Losing all patience, he launched, as best

he might, his shafts upon the enemy; but those shot

from Gandiva merely scratched the skin. The arrows

given him, by Agni,t to carry certain destruction,**

now were, themselves, destroyed, and were fatal to

Arjuna, in his contest with herdsmen. He endeavoured

to recall the might of Krishna,- animated by which,

his numerous arrows had overthrown mighty kings;—

but he tried in vain : for, now, they were put aside by

the peasants;!! or they flew at random, wide of their

aim. It His arrows being expended, he §§ beat the ban-

The widows above spoken of are intended,

t Kaunteya, iu the Sanskrit. Vide supra, p. 150, note ^.

+ fifcfW ; implying that Arjuna desisted from encountering the Ahhiras.

§ Ajara.

II T ^^TT fl^T^TfW f^nT^Wf^ mi^^: I

% In the original, Vahni.

•* The epithet thus rendered is akshaya, 'indestructible.'

tt Abhira.

^^^T iTT^^t: ^^^T ^g^> f^m: ii

§§ Here Arjuua is called Dhauanjaya, in the original.
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ditti with the horn of his bow: but they only laughed

at his blows; and the barbarians,* in the sight of Ar-

juna,f carried off all the women of the Vrishni and

Andhaka tribes, and went their way. ^

Then Jishhut was sorely distressed, and lamented

bitterly, exclaiming: "Alas! alas! I am deserted by my

lord!" And he wept; and, in that instant, the bow and

(heavenly) arms, his car and steeds, perished entirely,

like a donation to an unlearned Brahman. § "Resist-

less," said he, "are the decrees of fate, by whom feeble-

ness has been inflicted upon me,—deprived ofmy illus-

trious friend,—and victory given to the base.
;[

These

two arms are mine; mine is this fist; this is my place; If

I am Arjuna: but, without that righteous aid, all these

are pithless. The valour of Arjuna,*"' the strength of

Bhima,tt was, all, his work; and, without him, I am

overcome by peasants::: it cannot be from any other

' The principal wives of Krishna, however, according to the

Mahabharata, escaped. The occurrence is described, there, much

in the same way, but more briefly. It is not detailed in the Bha-

gavata.

• Mkchchha.

t Paitha, in the Sanskrit.

: Still another name of Arjuna. Vide supra, p. 156, note •.

If ^T«f fRT I
His position as an archer, says Ratnagarbha: \IT^-

** To render Arjimatwa.

ft *fN^ ^H^»l I

\\ Abhira.
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cause." So saying, Arjuna* went to the city of Ma-

th ura,f and there installed the Yadava prince, Vajra,

as its king. There he+ beheld Vyasa, who was living

in a wood; and he approached the sage,§ and saluted

him respectfully. The Muni surveyed him for some

time, as he lay prostrate at his feet, and said to him:||

"How is it that I see you thus shorn of your lustre ?ir

Have you been guilty of illicit intercourse with

women?** Or of the death of a Brahman? Or have

you suffered some grievous disappointment, that you

are so dejected ?ff Have your prayers for progeny, or

other good gifts, proved fruitless? Or have you indulg-

ed improper passions, that your lustre is so dim?tt

Or are you one that devours the meal he has given to

the Brahmans? Say, Arjuna, have you seized upon the

substance of the poor? Has the wind of a winnowing-

basket lighted upon you? Or has an evil eye gazed

upon you, Arjuna, that you look thus miserable ?§§

Jishiiu, in the original. This is one of the many names or epithetical

designations of Arjuna.

t Sridbara and Ratnagarbha notice a variant expressing that Arjuna

went from Indraprastha to Hastinapura. My Ajmere and Arrah MSS.
simply substitute Indraprastha for Mathuia.

+ The Sanskrit has Phalguna.

§ Mahdbhdga.

It
Partha is the word here used.

•* This sentence is to render "^^"^Wt-S •TI^'I^ I
Both Sridhara

and Ratnagarbha dwell at length on the first of tLese words and its

variant ^^"?:^T I

tt ^s^T^: I

^TRT^TfTT^T ^ 7fTTf% f^^mim: II

§1 f^'^TR: I
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Have you been touched by the water of a finger-nail?

Or has the water of a water-jar sprinkled you? Or,

what is, most probably, the case, have you been

beaten by your inferiors in battle?"*

Arjuna,f having sighed deeply, related to Vyasa all

the circumstances of his discomfiture, and continued:

"Hari, who was our strength, our might, our heroism,

our prowess, our prosperity, our brightness, has left

us, and departed. Deprived of him, our friend, illus-

trious, and ever kindly speaking, we have become as

feeble as if made of straw, t Purushottama, who was

the living § vigour of my weapons, my arrows, and

my bow,
II

is gone. As long as we looked upon him,

fortune, fame, wealth, dignity! never abandoned us.

But Govinda is gone from amongst us. That Krishna

has quitted earth, through whose power Bhishma,

Drona, the king of Anga,** Duryodhana, and the rest

were consumed. Not I alone, but Earth, has grown

old, miserable, ff and lustreless, in the absence of the

holder of the discus. II Krishna, through devotion to

whom Bhishma and other mighty men perished like

* The Translator has here somewhat departed from the order of the

original.

t Partha, in the original.

^^ ^^^ %^ ^TcTI*^U!*4i4l T^ II

Ratnagarbha begins this stanza with ^l^UT' *• ^> "^(T^TJ^^ he says.

§ Miirtta.

II
Substituted, l)y the Translator, for Gandiva.

^ Unnati.

** Anga-rdja. Kan'ia is intended.

ft ^H^^rr-^n i

n Chakrin.

Y. 11
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moths in the flame of my valour, is gone; and I am,

now, overcome by cowherds. * The bow Gandiva,

that was famed throughout the three worlds, has been

foiled, since he has departed, by the sticks of peas-

ants, f The myriads of women over whom I was lord

have been carried off from me by thieves, armed but

with cudgels. The whole households of Krishna,

Krishna,^ has been (forcibly) carried away by peasants,

who, with their staves, have put my strength to shame.

That I am shorn of my lustre I do not marvel: it is

wonderful that I live. Surely, grand-sire, I alone am
so shameless as to survive the stain of indignity in-

flicted by the vile."§

Vyasa replied to Arjuna, and said: "Think no more,

my son,
II

of your disgrace. It does not become you to

grieve. Know that time subjects all beings to similar

vicissitude. ^ Time effects the production and dissolu-

tion of all creatures. All that exists is founded on time.

Know this, Arjuna, and retain your fortitude. Rivers,

seas, mountains, the whole earth, gods, men, animals,

trees, insects** are, all, created, and, all, will be de-

A name of Vyasa. ff

f^'iT %^^ ir#^ ^m%Tf^ f^f^cr: ii

t Abhira.

X Avarodhana. Ratnagarbha explains it to mean '^•ffmT! ^T^'T'

^^T^TTT^ T^T^ f^Wr^f^ f^fTT^f II

11
The original has Partha.

** Sarisripa; 'reptiles.' Vide supra, p. 59, note ff.

ft So the scholiasts allege.
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stroyed, by time. Knowing that all that is is the effect

of time, be tranquillized.* These mighty works f of

Krishna, whatever they have been, have been per-

formed to relieve earth of its burthens: for this he has

come down. Earth, oppressed by her load, has had

recourse to the assembly + of the immortals; and Ja-

nardana, who is one with time, has descended on that

account. This object has been, now, accomplished.

All the kings (of the earth) are slain; the race of

Vrishni and Andhaka is destroyed: no more remained

for him to accomplish. § Therefore has the lord de-

parted whither he pleased, his ends being, all, fulfilled,
jj

At the period of creation, the god of gods creates; in

that of duration, he preserves ; and, at the end (of all),

he is mighty to annihilate. If Now all is done. Therefore,

Arjuna,** be not afflicted by thy defeat. The prowess

of mortals is the gift of time.ff Bhishma, Droria,U

Karna. and other kings have been slain by thee alone.

This was the work of time: and why, therefore, should

not thy discomfiture, by those less than thou art,

^T^(?T^W: I ^T^^^Ji: I
Ratnagarbha.

t " Mighty works '"
is to render mdhdtmya.

X Samiti.

§ Add "on earth": *rf^f!% |

II
Kritokritya, 'satisfied,' 'happy,'

** Partha, in the original.

tt H^fiff H^^T%^ g^mwt ^TT^^n: I

\X 1 have inserted this name, to conform the translation to Sridhara's

text, which Professor Wilson, no doubt, hereabouts follows. Ratuagarbha's

reading yields Bhishma and Droiia, omitting Kariia; and therewith my
Arrah MS. harmonizes.

11'
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occur?* In like manner as, through thy devotion tof

Vishnu, these were overthrown by thee, so, at last, has

thy defeat by miserable thieves been wrought by

time.+ That divinity, assuming various bodies, pre-

serves the world; and, in the end, the lord of creatures

destroys it. In the birth of thy fortunes, § Janardana

was thy friend; in their decline,
||
thy enemies have

been favoured by Kesava. Who would have believed

that thou shouldst slay all the descendants of Kuru,

and kindred of Ganga?t Who would have believed

that peasants** should triumph over thee? Be assured,

son of Pritha,ff that it is (but) the sport of the univer-

sale Hari, that the Kauravas have been destroyed by

thee, and that thou hast been defeated by herdsmen. §§

With respect to the women whom thou lamentest, and

who have been carried off by the thieves, hear from

me an ancient story, which will explain why this has

happened.
|| ||

"In former times, a Brahman, named Ashtavakra,^

' The story of Ashtavakra is related in the Mahabharata.ll He

was the son of Kahoda, *** who, neglecting his wife, was rebuked

t Read "through the might of": -^g^fT^T I

§ ^^¥W I II ^^T^ I

1 To render Gangeya. ** Abhira.

j-f Partha is the original word.

** Sarva-bhuta. Vide supra, p. 34, text and note ff.

§§ Abhira.

II 1 7{jmi ^^TfTT ^rsj^Tfi? <Tmf^ I

<^^ Adi-parvan, il: 10599, ei seq.

*** Corrected from "Kahora".
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was pursuing his religious penances, standing in water,

and meditating on the eternal spirit, for many years.
*

In consequence of the overthrow of the Asuras, there

was a great festival on the summit of Meru ; on their

way to which, Rambha, Tilottama,t and hundreds and

thousands of beautiful nymphs : saw the ascetic Ashta-

vakra; and they praised and hymned him (for his de-

votions). They bowed down (before him), and eulo-

gized him, (as he was immersed) up to his throat in

water, his hair twisted in a braid. So they sang, in

honour of him, whatever they thought would be most

agreeable to that most eminent of Brahmans. Ashta-

vakra (at last,) said to them: 'I am well pleased with

you, illustrious damsels. § Whatever you wish for, ask

of me, and I will give it you, however difficult it may

be of attainment.' Then all those nymphs,
||
Rambha,

Tilottama, and others, recorded in theVedas,1f replied:

'It is enough for us that thou art pleased. What need

we aught else, venerable Brahman?'** But some

for it by his yet unborn son. The father angrily cursed him, that

he should be born bent in every part; and he was, accordingly,

brought forth crooked (vakra) in eight limbs (ashtan). ff H« ^*^-

came, nevertheless, a celebrated sage. See, also, Hindu Theatre,

Vol. I., p. 293, note.

t See, for them, Vol. II., pl^TS, note 3. : ^?:f^^: |

§ "Illustrious damsels" is to translate ^^THTTn I

II
Apsaras.

% For Apsarases mentioned in the Vedas, see Vol. II., pp. 80, 81.

** TTO^ <544yM^IH f^T^T^rf^t^ f^ I

ft With the name Ashtavakra compare Naikavakra and Trivakra, for

which vide supra, p. 21, note f.
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(amongst them) said: 'If, exalted sir, you are (indeed)

pleased with us, then grant us a husband, the best of

men,* and sovereign of the Brahmans.'f 'So be it,'

replied Ashtavakra, and, thereupon, came up from the

waters. When the nymphs beheld him coming out of

the water, and saw that he was (very) ugly, and crooked

in eight places, they could not restrain their merri-

ment, bnt laughed aloud. The Muni was (very) angry,

and cursed them, and said: 'Since you have been so

impertinent as to laugh at my deformity, I denounce

upon you this imprecation: through the grace I have

shown unto you, you shall obtain the first of males

t

for your husband; but, in consequence of my curse,

you jshall (afterwards) fall into the hands of thieves.'

When the nymphs heard this uttered by the Muni,

they endeavoured to appease him; and (they so far

succeeded, that) he announced to them, they should

finally return to the sphere of the gods. It is in conse-

quence, then, of the curse of the Muni Ashtavakra, that

these females, who were, at first, the wives of Kesava,

have, now, fallen into the hands of the barbarians ;§

and there is no occasion, Arjuna,
{j

for you to regret

it in the least. All this destruction has been effected

by the lord of all; and your end is, also, nigh at hand,

since he has withdrawn from you strength, splendour,

valour, and preeminence, t Death is the doom of every

* Parushottatna, t, e., Vishnu or Krishna.

t According to all my MSS., the term here rendered "sovereign of

the Brahmans" is in the vocative, and applies to Ashfavakra.

* Purushottama, as above.

§ Dasyu.

II
Addressed, in the original, as Paiidava.

^ Mdhdtmya.
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one who is born; fall is the end of exaltation; union

terminates in separation; and growth tends but to

decay.* Knowing (all this), wise men are susceptible

of neither grief nor joy; and those who learn their

ways are even as they are,- (equally free from pleasure

or pain). Do you, therefore, most excellent prince,

understand this (truth), and, along with your brothers,

relinquish everything, and repair to the holy forest.

Go, now. and say, from me, to Yudhishthira,t that

he, to-morrow, with his brethren, tread the path of

heroes." t

Thus instructed by Vyasa, Arjuna went and related

to the other sons of Pritha all that he had seen, had

experienced, ,and had heard. § When he had commu-

nicated to them the message of Vyasa, the sons of

Pandu placed Parikshit on the throne, and went to

the forest.

I have thus narrated to you, Maitreya, in detail, the

actions of Vasudeva, when he was born in the race of

Yadu.

Instead of ^^^'^^^ some MSS. give: ^-q q | r^lj: |

t Denominated, in the Sanskrit, by his epithet Dharmaraja. Yama,

also, is so called. See Vol. III., p. 118.

The more ordinary reading ends the verse with the words «*«<i ^\\¥l

ji %Tr^?f ^ ^f^ff fT^^^cT*. II

By ihe two Parthas here spoken of, Yudhisht'hira and Bhima are in-

tended, in the opinion of Ratnagarbha.

The words ^ ^^^: end the first verse, according to some MSS.
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BOOK VI.

CHAPTER I.

Of the dissolution of the world: the four ages: the decline of all

things, and deterioration of mankind, in the Kali age.

JVIaITREYA.—You have narrated to me, illustrious

sage, the creation (of the world), the genealogies (of

the patriarchs), the duration* of the Manwantaras, and

the dynasties f (of princes), in detail. I am now desi-

rous to hear from you (an account of) the dissolution

of the world, the season of total destruction, and that

which occurs at the expiration of a Kalpa. ^

Paeasara.—Hear from me, Maitreya, exactly (the

circumstances of) the end of all things,: and the disso-

' Two kinds of great or universal dissolution are here inti-

mated ; one occurring at the end of a Kalpa, or day of Brahma,

to which the term Upasamhfiti is applied in the text, and Atyan-

tika-laya by the commentator
; § and the other taking place at

the end of the life of Brahma, which is termed a great or ele-

mental dissolution: Mahii-pralaya and Prakrita-pralaya.

• Sthiti.

f Vaiidanucharita.

X Upasamhfiti.

§ Ratnagarbha.
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lution that occurs either at the expiration of a Kalpa,

or that which takes place at the close of the life of

Brahma.* A month (of mortals) is a day and night of

the progenitors: a year (of mortals is a day and night)

of the gods Twice a thousand aggregates of the four

ages is a day and night of Brahma, ^f The four ages

are the Krita, Treta, Dwapara, and Kali; comprehen-
ding, together, twelve thousand years of the gods.

There are infinite + successions of these four ages, of

a similar description, the first of which is (always)

called the Kfita, and the last, the Kali. In the first,

the Krita, is that age§ which is created by Brahma;
in the last, which is the Kali age, a dissolution of the

world occurs.

Maitrey A.— Venerable sir, you are able to give me
a description of (the nature of) the Kali age, in which

four-footed virtue'"^ suffers total extinction.

' These measures of time are more fully detailed in the First

Book. See Vol. I., pp. 46, et ssq.

' This is an allusion to a popular notion, originating, proba-

bly, with Manu: "In the Kfita age, the Genius of truth and right

* * * * stands firm on his four feet; * * * * but, in the

* "At the close of the life of Brahma" is to translate TTT^T^ I

t Aiesha.

§ Read "creatiou". Professor Wilson here went wrong from following

his favourite MS., which, from the fault of the copyist, begins the

verse with "^T^ lfr?^^T W^WT I
See the next note. Besides, yuga,

in the sense of 'age', is neuter.
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Parasara.—Hear, Maitreya, an account (of the na-

ture) of the Kali age, respecting which you have in-

quired, and which is now close at hand.

The observance of caste, order, and institutes will

not prevail in the Kali age:* nor will that of the cere-

nnonial enjoined by the Sama-, Rig-, and Yajur-Vedas.

Marriages, in this age, will not be conformable to the

ritual ;t nor will the rules that connect the spiritual

preceptor and his disciple be in force. The laws that

regulate the conduct of husband and wife will be dis-

regarded ; and oblations to the gods with fire no longer

be offered. In whatever family he may be born, a

powerful and rich man will be held entitled to espouse

maidens of every tribe. A regenerate man will be ini-

tiated in any way whatever; and such acts of penance

as may be performed will be unattended by any re-

sults, ^t Every text will be scripture, that people

following ages, * * "C * he is deprived, successively, of one

foot," &c.§ I., 81, 82.il

' "Such an act is just what it is:" ^ %^ H|i<f%Tlfs!tqi

»?;5^ \1 That is, it may be attended by iuconvenience to the in-

dividual, but is utterly inefficacious for the expiation of sin.

t Dharmya.

§ From Sir William Jones's Translation.

i

^^T(^^5^"\ ^: ¥^ %^ ir^ ^ I

^ This was sugrgested by the comment of Sridhara, who understands

penance to be spoken of which is performed simply for popular applause,
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choose to think so;^ all gods will be gods to them that

worship them;* and all orders of life will be common
alike to all persons. In the Kali age, fasting, auste-

rity, f liberality, practised according to the pleasure of

those by whom they are observed, will constitute

righteousness. Pride (of wealth) will be inspired by

very insignificant possessions. Pride of beauty + will

be prompted by (no other personal charm than fine)

hair. Gold, jewels, diamonds, § clothes, will, all, have

perished; and then hair will be the only ornament with

which women can decorate themselves.
||

Wives will

desert their husbands, when they lose their property;

and they only who are wealthy will be considered, by

women, as their lords. He who gives away much
(money) will be the master of men ; and family descent

' Whether it is conformable or contradictory to the Vedas and

the law. The passaged may be rendered, also: "The doctrine

or dogma of any one soever will be scripture."

and not to wipe away sin. His words are '^qf TR%f7T I "Jn^f%Trf^^T

^^JT^TSmTTr^ ^ g xniT^^^
l

Ratuagarbha says : %^ %^ |

* ^^fTT"^ ^i^h" ^'^TT: I
This rather implies, that unaccredited gods

will receive honour. Ratnagarbha says: ^if cTT '^f^TfTT^ ^^T

t Aydsa. Ratnagarbha explains it by penance, or pilgrimage : '^T'^T^I I

+ In women. The verse runs:

§ Ratna.
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will no longer be a title of supremacy.* Accumulated

treasures will be expended on (ostentatious) dwellings.

The minds of men will be wholly occupied in acquiring

wealth; and wealth will be spent solely on selfish grati-

fications, f Women will follow their inclinations, and

be ever fond of pleasure. Men will fix their desires

upon riches, even though dishonestly acquired. No
man will part with the smallest fraction of the smallest

coin, ^ though entreated by a friend. Men of all degrees

will conceit themselves to be equal with Brahmans.

Cows will be held in esteem, only as they supply milk.''

The people will be, almost always, in dread of dearth,

and apprehensive of scarcity, : and will, hence, ever

be watching (the appearances of) the sky: they will,

all, live, like anchorets, § upon leaves, and roots, and

fruit; and put a period to their lives, through fear of

famine and want.
||

In truth, there will never be abun-

' He will not part with the half of the half of half a Pana,

—

that is, with ten Cowries : a Pana being equal to eighty Cowries

(or small shells). H Five Parias are equal to one Anna, or the

sixteenth of a Rupee ; and, at two shillings the Rupee, ten Cowries

are equal to about one-seventh of a farthing.

^ They will be valued for their individual use only, not from

any notion of their generic sanctity.

Much that follows this is, likewise, freely rendered.

+ Ksudh, 'hunger,' 'famine.'

§ Tdpasa, 'ascetics.'

% See Coiebrooke's Algebra, &c., p. 1.
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dance, in the Kali age; and men will never enjoy plea-

sure and happiness.* They will take their food with-

out previous ablution, and without worshipping fire,

gods, or guests, or offeringf obsequial libations to

their progenitors. The women will be fickle, + short

of stature, gluttonous. They will have many children,

and little means. Scratching their heads with both

hands, they will pay no attention to the commands of

their husbands or parents. They will be selfish, abject,

and slatternly; they will be scolds and liars; they will

be indecent and immoral in their conduct, and will

ever attach themselves to dissolute men. Youths, al-

though disregardhig the rules of studentship, will study

the Vedas. Householders will neither sacrifice nor

practise becoming liberality. Anchorets § will subsist

upon food accepted from rustics; and mendicants will

be influenced by regard for friends and associates.^

Princes, instead of protecting, will plunder, their sub-

jects, and, under the pretext of levying customs, will

' The Bhagavatall lias: "Religious students will be regardless

of vows and purification; householders will beg, not give alms;

anchorets will dwell in villages ; and mendicants will be desirous

of riches."

t Read "and they will uot offer", &c.

* Lolupa, 'covetous.'

§ Vanavdsa, 'hermits.' Vdnaprasthas are meant; for whose duties,

see Vol. III., pp. 94—97.

i,
XII., III., 33:

cl^t^^ ^T^T^T^T ^ifW^ W^^f^: II
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rob merchants of their property. In the KaU age, every

one who has cars, and elephants, and steeds will be a

Raja;^ every one who is feeble will be a slave.* Vais-

yas will abandon agriculture and commerce, and gain

a livelihood by servitude, f or the exercise of mechani-

cal arts. + Sudras, seeking a subsistence by begging,

and assuming the outward marks of religious mendi-

cants, will become the impure followers of impious and

heretical doctrines. ^
§

Oppressed by famine and taxation, men will desert

their native lands, and go to those countries which are

lit for coarser grains. " The path of the Vedas being

' That is, princes and warriors will be so no longer by virtue

of their birth and caste.

^ Most of the mendicant orders admit members without dis-

tinction of caste ; but, probably, Buddhists, especially, are here

intended. The Bhilgavata repeatedly alludes to the diffusion of

heretical doctrines and practices, the substitution of outward signs

and marks for devotion, and the abandonment of the worship of

Vishnu. The Saiva mendicant orders are, probably, those espe-

cially in view. The same, probably, are intended, by our text,

in the subsequent allusion to unauthorized austerities and sectarial

marks.

^ -Gavedhuka
i

(Coix barbata) and other bad sorts of grain:"

1%^^5^WTSTT^^T^^ I
Another reading is ;TtV^T?f"«RTlST-

STT^1TT«1 I
^ "Countries growing wheat, barley, and the like."

But to place wheat and barley amongst inferior grains, and to

• Bhritya, 'servant.'

f Siidra-vritti.

X Kdru-karman. '

Ij For gavedhukd, the same grain, see Vol. 1., p. 95.

% This is Ratuagarbha's readiug.
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obliterated, and men having deviated into heresy, ini-

quity will flourish, and the duration of life vs^ill (there-

fore,) decrease. In consequence of horrible penances,

not enjoined by scripture, and of the vices of the rulers,

children will die in their infancy. Women will bear

children at the sage of five, six, or seven years; and

men beget them, when they are eight, nine, or ten. A
man will be grey, when he is twelve; and no one will

exceed twenty years of life. ^ Men will possess little

sense, vigour, or virtue, and will, therefore, perish in

a vei-y brief period. In proportion as heresy extends,

so, Maitreya, shall the progress of the Kali age be esti-

mated by the wise. In proportion as the number of

the pious who adhere to the lessons of the Vedas dimin-

ishes, as the efforts of individuals who cultivate virtue

relax, as the first of males becomes no longer the ob-

ject of sacrifices,* as respect for the teachers of the

Vedas declines, and as regard is acknowledged for the

disseminators of heresy, so may wdse men note the

augmented influence of the Kali age.^f

rank them lower than rice, is a classification that could have

occurred to a native of Bengal alone.

' The Vayu says three and tvrenty; the Bhagavata, + from

twenty to thirty.

* The complaints of the prevalence of heterodox doctrines,

and neglect of the practices of the Vedas, which recur in the

XII., II., 11.
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In the Kali age, Maitreya, men, corrupted by unbe-

lievers, will refrain from adoring Vishnu, the lord of

sacrifice,* the creator and lord of all, and will say:

"Of what authority are the Vedas? What are gods, or

Brahmans? What need is there of purification with

water? "f Then will the clouds yield scanty rain; then

will the corn be light in ear; and the grain will be

(poor and) of little sap. Garments will be, mostly,

made of the fibres of the San;M the principal of trees

will be the Sami;^ the prevailing caste will be the Su-

dra. Millet will be the more common grain; the milk

in use will be, chiefly, that of goats; unguents will be

made of Usira-grass.§ The mother- and father-in-law

will be venerated in place of parents; and a man's

friends will be his brother-in-law, or one who has a

Bhagavata and our text, indicate a period of change in the con-

dition of the Hindu religion, which it would be important to

verify. If reference is made to Buddhism,—to which, in some

respects, the allusions especially apply,—it would, probably, denote

a period not long subsequent to the Christian ei'a ; but it is more

likely to be of a later date, or in the eighth and ninth centuries,

when Sankarall is said to have reformed a variety of corrupt

practices, and given rise to others. See Asiatic Researches, Vol,

XVI., p. 12. f
' Crotalaria juncea.

* The silk cotton, Bombax heptaphyllum.**

* Yajnapaii. Variant : jagatpati.

J Sdni. The word also means 'mere rags'.

§ Andropogon muiicatum.

II
See Vol. I., Preface, p. XVI.

^ Or Professor Wilson's collected Works, Vol. I., pp. 14, 15.

** This is the idlmali. Read acacia suma.

V. 12
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wanton* wife. Men will say: "Who has a father?

Who has a mother? Each one is born according to his

deeds, "f And, therefore, they will look upon a wife's

or husband's parents as their own. + Endowed with

little sense, men, subject to all the infirmities of mind,

speech, and body, will daily commit sins; and every-

thing that is calculated to afflict beings, vicious, im-

pure, and wretched, will be generated in the Kali age.

Then shall some places follow a separate duty,^§ devoid

' The expression Kwachil lokah (Ipt^Wtcfit), 'a certain place,'

is explained, by the commentatoi-,
||

'Kikata, «&c.' (^efi^;!'^)

;

confirming the inference that Buddhism is especially aimed at in

the previous passages; for Kikata, IT or South Behar, is the scene

of Sakya's earliest and most successful labours.

* Hdri, 'handsome.'

+ '^ir^TTTIfTT TTT- I
"^^^^ '^ ^^^ whole that the English is intended

to translate.

II
So it is explained by both Sridhara and Ratnagarbha.

1[ The Kikat'as are spoken of in the Rigveda, III., LIII., 14. In the

third volume of his Translation, Introduction, p. XX., Professor Wilson

speculates on their locality; and, again, in p. 86, note 4, commenting ou

the passage adverted to, as follows: "The Kikat'as are said, by Sayaiia,

—

following Yaska, Nirukta, VI., 32,—to be countries inhabited by andryas,

people who do not perform worship, who are infidels, ndstikas. Kikat'a

is usually identified with South Behar; showing, apparently, that Vaidik

Hinduism had not reached the province, when this was said. Or, as

Kikafa was the fountain-head of Buddhism, it might be asserted that the

Buddhists were here alluded to, if it were not wholly incompatible with

all received notions of the earlier date of the Vedas."

Pere Vivien de Saint-Martin, in his Etude sur la Geographie, &c.

pp. 138— 144, is very full, if not conclusive, on the country of the Ki-

kat'as. It is by no means improbable that this name was borne by two

peoples, sundered by a very considerable interval of space, and belonging

to diiferent periods. In the Bhagavata-purdna, I., III., 24, it is said

that Buddha, son of Anjana, will be born among the Kikat'as.
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of holy study, oblations to fire,* and invocations of

the gods. *

t Then, in the Kali age, shall a man acquire,

by a trifling exertion, as much eminence in virtue as

is the result of arduous penance in the Krita age (or

age of purity).''^

' Several of the Puranas contain allusions to the degeneracy

of the Kali age; but none afford more copious details. The de-

scription in the Bhagavata is much shorter; that of the Vayu is

much the same, and employs many of the same verses and illus-

trations.

2 This might be suspected of being said ironically, referring'

to what had been just observed of places where a religion pre-

vailed that required neither study nor sacrifice. The commentator,

however, understands it literally, and asserts, that allusion is here

made to the Vaishnava faith, in which devotion to Vishnu or

Krishna, and the mere repetition of his name, are equally effica-

cious, in the Kali age, with the penances and sacrifices of the pre-

ceding ages. Therefore, he concludes, the Kali, by this one pro-

perty, is the best of all the ages : 4H^^«T ^W'T «fif%: ^^%^
fT2j^: I I This interpretation is confirmed by the following

Chapter.

• Vashat'kdra. See Vol. II., p. 29, notes 3 and §.

t Swadhd and swdhd. See Vol. III., p. 122, note X, ad finem.

X Both the commentators give this explanation

12'



CHAPTER II.

Redeeming properties of the Kali age. Devotion to Vishnu suf-

ficient to salvation, in that age, for all castes and persons.

UPON this subject, Maitreya, you shall hear what

the wise Vyasa has related, as it is communicated truly

by me.

It was, once, a matter of dispute, amongst the sages,

at what season the least moral merit obtained the m-eat-

est reward, and by whom it was most easily displayed.

In order to terminate the discussion, they went to Veda

Vy4sa, to remove their doubts.* They found the

illustrious Muni, my son, half immersed in the water

of the Ganges ;f and, awaiting the close of his ablu-

tions, the sages remained on the banks of the sacred I

stream, under shelter of a grove of trees. As my son

plunged down into the water, and again rose up from

it, the Munis heard him exclaim: "Excellent, excellent

is the Kali age!" Again he dived, and, again rising,

said, in their hearing: "Well done, well done, Siidra!

Thou art happy. " Again he sank down ; and, as he

once more emerged, they heard him say: "Well done,

well done, women! They are happy. Who are more

fortunate than they?" After this, my son finished his

bathing; and the sages met him, as he approached to

welcome them. After he had given them seats, and

t Jahnavi, in the original.

+ 'Great', according to the Sanskrit.
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they had proffered their respects, the son of Satya-

vati* said to them: "On what account have you come

tome?" They repHed: "We came to you to consult

you on a subject on which we entertain some doubt.

But that may be, at present, suspended. Explain to us

something else. We heard you say: 'Excellent is the

Kali age. Well done, Siidra! Well done, women!'

Now we are desirous to know why this was said, why
you called them, repeatedly, happy. Tell us the mean-

ing of it, if it be not a mystery. We will then propose

to you the question that occupies our thoughts."

Being thus addressed by the Munis, Vyasa smiled,

and said to them: "Hear, excellent sages, why I uttered

the words 'Well done! Well done!' The fruit of pen-

ance, of continence, f of silent prayer, and the like,

practised, in the Krita age, for ten years, in the Treta,

for one year, in the Dwapara, for a month, is obtained,

in the Kali age, in a day and night. Therefore did I

exclaim: 'Excellent, excellent is the Kali age.' That

reward which a man obtains, in the Kfita, by abstract

meditation, in the Treta, by sacrifice, in the Dwapara,

by adoration, he receives, in the Kali, by merely recit-

ing the name of Kesava. In the Kali age, a man dis-

plays the most exalted virtue by (very) little exertion:

therefore, (pious sages,) who know what virtue is, I

was pleased with the Kali age. Formerly, the Vedas

were to be acquired, by the twice-born, through the

diligent observance of self-denial ; + and it was their

duty to celebrate sacrifices conformably to the ritual.

• See Vol. IV., p. 158.

•j- Brahmacharya.

+ Vratacharyd.
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Then idle prayers,* idle feasts, and fruitless ceremo-

nies were practised but to mislead the twice-born ; for,

although observed, by them, devoutly, yet, in conse-

quence of some irregularity in their celebration, sin

was incurred in all their works; and what they ate or

what they drank did not effect the fulfilment of their

desires. f In all their objects the twice-born enjoyed

no independence; and they attained their respective

spheres only with exceeding pain. The Siidra, (on the

contrary,) more fortunate than they, reaches his as-

signed station by rendering them service, and per-

forming merely the sacrifice of preparing food, I in

which § no rules determine what may or may not be

eaten, what may or may not be drunk. Therefore, most

excellent sages,
|j

is the Siidra fortunate.

"Riches are accumulated, by men, in modes not in-

compatible with their peculiar duties; and they are

then to be bestowed upon the worthy, and expended

in constant sacrifice. There is great trouble in their

acquisition; great care, in their preservation; great

distress, from the want of them;! and great grief, for

* Kathd. "Praise of Krishna", the commentators say.

t A free rendering.

X M I ehif"SJltV^h I <.<=(Tt I
This implies "possessing the privilege of

domestic sacrifices," For the pdkayajnas, which have nothing to do with

ordinary cookery, see Vol. III., p. 114, notes + and §.

§ This has not the connexion with what precedes that the Translator

supposed. For "in which", read "and for him", or the like,—to render

freely.

II
Muni-Mrdula.

•[ It is, rather, implied, that there is difficulty in the proper application

of them:
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their loss.* Thus, eminent Brahnians, through these

and other sources of anxiety, men attain their allotted

spheres of Prajapatif and the rest, (only by exceeding

labour and suffering). (This is not the case with

women.) A woman has only to honour her husband,

in act, thought, and speech, to reach the same region

to which he is elevated; and she, thus, accomplishes

her object without any great exertion. This was the

purport of my exclamation ' Well done!' the third time.

I have, thus, related to you (what you asked). Now
demand the question you came to put to me, in any

way you please; and I will make you a distinct reply."

The Munis then said (to Vyasa): "The question we
intended to have asked you has been already answered,

by you, in your reply to our subsequent inquiry." On
hearing which, Krishna Dwaipayana laughed, and said

to the holy persons I who had come to see him, whose

eyes were wide open with astonishment: "I perceived,

with the eye (of) divine (knowledge), the question you

intended to ask; and, in allusion to it, I uttered the

expressions 'Well done! Well done!' In truth, in the

Kali age, duty is discharged with very little trouble §

by mortals whose faults are, all, washed away by the

water of their individual merits; by Sudras, through

diligent attendance (only) upon the twice-born; and

by women, through the slight effort of obedience to

their husbands. Therefore, Brahmans, did I thrice ex-

• I find no Sanskrit for this clause.

t In the original, Prajapatya. For this heaven, see Vol. I,, p. 98,

notes 1 and •.

+ Tap as a.

§ Some MSS. yield 'time'.
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pi*ess my admiration of their happiness; for, in the

Krita and other ages, great were the toils of the regen-

erate to perform their duty. I waited not for your in-

quiry, but repHed, at once, to the question you purpos-

ed to ask. Now, ye who know what virtue is, what

else do you wish me to tell you? "

The Munis then saluted and praised Vyasa, and,

being freed, by him, from uncertainty, departed as they

came. To you, also, excellent (Maitreya), have I im-

parted this secret,—this one great virtue of the (other-

wise) vicious Kali age.* The dissolution f of the world,

and the aggregation of the elements, + I will now de-

scribe to you.^

' The illustration of the efficacy of devotion to Vishnu, given

in this Chapter, is peculiar to this Puraria; but the doctrine is

common to it and the Bhagavata. It is repeatedly inculcated in

that work. The parallel passage, in the Twelfth Book, § is the

following: "Purushottama, abiding in the hearts of men, takes

* Sridhara seems to recognize the following verse, disregarded by the

Translator

:

This verse is identical with one near the end of the passage cited,

from the Bhdgavata-purdna, in note §, below,

t Upasamhfiti.

: Tnirrn^TnTTT^TR I
Sridhara: ^nTTT^Hi: I WWWt t^%

f^^ *r^T*i: I
Ratnagarbha: ^^'?:T^»T; | ^^f^^^ |

§ Chapter III., 45—52:

^^T^Tf^ f^TTWt ^i^pq^TT^: II
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away all tlie sins of the Kali age, produced by place or property.

Bhagavat, abiding in the heart, and heard, repeated, read of,

worshipped, or honoured, dissipates the ills of men for ten thou-

sand births. As fire, entering into the substance of gold, purifies

it from the alloy with which it is debased in the mine, so Vishnu,

united with the devotee, is the refiner from all that is evil. By

learning, penance, suppression of breath, friendship, pilgrimage,

ablution, mortification, gifts, prayer, the soul attains not that

exceeding purity which it derives from the presence of Vishnu.

Therefore, with all your soul, O king, hold Kesava ever present

in your heart. Let one about to die be most careful in this; for

so he goes to supreme felicity. Let the name of the supreme god,

Vishnu, be repeated, diligently, by all, in their last moments; for

he who desires liberation shall attain it by the frequent repetition

of the name of Kfishiia. Final felicity is derived, in the Krita

age, from holy study; in the Treta, from religious rites. In the

Dwapara, it is attained by pious services; but, in the Kali age,

it is secured by repeating the name of Hari." Similar doctrines

are taught in the Gita, and other Vaishriava works. See Asiatic

Researches, Vol. XVL, p. 116.*

t^^^Twt iRfifT^ffr ^f^jTTT TfHfl; II

^T^WR 'T ^(?i^^^T(3n w^^^^: II

^tI^T^^ WCt!I^ ^li^5«i: T^t ^^^1

Or Professor Wilson's collected Works, Vol. I., p. 161.



CHAPTER III.

Three different kinds of dissolution. Duration of a Parardha.

The clepsydra, or vessel for measuring time. The dissolution

that occurs at the end of a day of Brahma.

THE dissolution* of existing beings is of three

kinds,—incidental, elemental, and absolute.^ The inci-

dental is that which relates to Brahma, and occurs at

the end of a Kalpa; the elemental is that which takes

' The first is called Naimittika, f 'occasional' or 'incidental,'

or Brahmya, as occasioned by the intervals of Brahma's days

;

the destruction of creatures, though not of the substance of the

world, occurring during his night. The general resolution of the

elements into their primitive source, or Prakriti, is the Prakritika

destruction, and occurs at the end of Brahma's life. The third,

the absolute or final, Atyantika, is individual annihilation; Moksha,

exemption for ever from future existence. + The Bhagavata§ here

notices the fourth kind, of w^hich mention occurred in a preceding

passage (Vol. I., p. 113),—Nitya, or constant dissolution;—ex-

plaining it to be the imperceptible change that all things suffer

in the various stages of growth and decay, life and death. "The

various conditions of beings subject to change are occasioned by

that constant dissolution of life which is rapidly produced by the

resistless stream of time, taking everything perpetually away:"

The Vayu describes but three kinds of Pralaya, omitting the

Nitya.

* Pratisanchara. See Vol. I., p. 52, note *,

t Corrected from " Naimittaka ".

+ Vide supra, p. 61, note §, ad fimm.

§ XII., IV., 35.
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place after two Parardlias ; the absolute is (final) liber-

ation * (from existence).

Maitreya. — Tell me, excellent master, what is the

enumeration of a Parardha, the expiration of two of

which is the period of elemental dissolution.^

Parasara.—A Parardha, Maitreya^ is that number

which occurs in the eighteenth place of figures, enu-

merated according to the rule of decimal notation.-' At

' Maitreya has a rather indifferent memory (see Vol. I., pp. 46,

47); but the periods specified in the two places do not agree. In

the First Book, two Parardhas, as equal to one hundred years

of Brahma, are 311.040.000.000.000 years of mortals.

- Counting according to this mode of enumeration, a Parardha

is represented by 100.000.000.000.000.000. The Vayu Puranaf has

• Moksha.
*

t Quoted by Sridhara and Ratnagarbha, as follows:

^TT^ t^^W ^f^ tiT'TT^^f^W: II

^T^ ^^W f^^rrt^^ ^rt fTrT: I

^W^^ft rT^TtW^ JT^ fTff: II

^?rf^ ^^^ %^ Y^ %^ fTfT: xf?:ii; I^ %^ f^^ ^ ^^: xr?T^%^ ^ II

T!^^^T^tfTTf^ TT^f^ ITiprrf^'tft II

The English of this is, in brief, as below, and corrects Professor Wil-

son's representation, in several particulars:

Eka 1

Baia 10

^ata 100

Sahasra 1.000

Ayuta 10.000

Niyuta 100.000

Prayuta 1.000.000

Arbuda 10.000.000
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the end of twice that period, elemental dissolution

occurs, when all the discrete products of nature are

a term for each of these decimal values: Dasa (7^), 10; ^ata

(^fT), 100; Sahasra (^f^), 1000; Ayuta (^rT), 10.000; Niyuta

(f^fl), 100.000; Prayuta (JT^rf), 1.000.000; Arbuda (^f^),
10.000.000; Nyarbuda* (5!T^^) , 100.000.000; Vrinda (^^),
1.000.000.000; Paraf (qX)', 10.000.000.000; Kharva (^),
100.000.000.000; Nikharva (f^lf^), 1.000.000.000.000; Sankha

(^1^), 10.000.000.000.000; Padma (TJ^), 100.000.000.000.000; Sa-

inudra (^T^), 1.000.000.000.000.000; Madhyama : (^TW^?),
10.000 000.000.000.000 ;§ Parardha (XTTT^), 100.000.000.000.000.000.

||

Nyarbuda 100.000.000

Vrinda 1 .000.000.000

Kharva 10.000.000.000

Nikharva 100.000.000.000

Sankha 1 .000 000.000.000

Padma 10.000.000.000.000

Samudra 100.000.000.000.000

Madhya 1.000.000.000.000.000

Anta 10.000.000.000.000.000

Parardha 100.000.000.000.000.000

2 pardrdhas, i. e., half-paras, = a para.

Our commentators' manuscripts of the Vdyu-purdna must have differed

very noticeably, as to the foregoing passage, from those to which I have
access.

A niyuta denotes, according to different authorities, a hundred thousand,
a million, &c. More usually, however, it is a synonym of laksha; as in

the passage annotated supra, p. 92, note X- See Messrs. Btihtlingk and
Roth's Sanskrit- Worterbuch, sub voce T^Vf{-

For a very learned article on Sanskrit numeration, from the pen of

Dr. Albrecht Weber, see the Zeitschri/t der Deutschen morgenldndischen

Gesellschaft, Vol. XV., pp. 132—140.
* Corrected from "Nyurvuda", and the Sanskrit similarly.

t The original word is not, here, a technicality.

t Read "Madhya". See note t in the preceding page.

§ Anta is here omitted.

II
In the Lildvati, Chapter II., Section I., the parardha is arrived at

differently, in this wise:
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withdrawn into their indiscrete source. The shortest

period of time is a Matra, which is equal to the twink-

ling of the human eye.* Fifteen Matras make a Kash-

tha; thirty Kashthas, one Kala; fifteen Kalas, one Na-

dika. A Nadika is ascertained by a measure of water,

with a vessel made of twelve Palas and a half of copper,

in the bottom of which there is to be a hole made with

a tube of gold, of the weight of four Mashas, and four

inches long. *f According to the Magadha measure,

In the First Book, the Parardha, as the half of Brahma's life, is

but 1 55.520.000.U00.0(X),—fifteen, instead of eighteen, places of

figures.

' The description of the Clepsydra is very brief, and wanting

Ekxi 1

Daia 10

&ata 100

Sahasra 1.000

Ayuta 10.000

Laksha 100.000

Prayuta 1.000.000

Koti 10.000.000

Arhuda 100 000.000

Abja 1.000.000.000

Kharva 10.000.000.000

Nikharva 100.000.000.000

Mahdpadma 1.000.000.000.000

Sanku 10.000.000.000.000

Jaladhi 100.000.000.000.000

Antya 1.000.000.000.000.000

Madhya 10.000.000.000.000.000

Parardha 100.000.000.000.000.000

As words, ahja is a synonym oi padma; and jaladlii, of samudra.

' f^W^ W[-^ ^S^^ ?TT^"RT^: TT^nxJTfT: I

The expre.s.sioii ''SJI^J'^^^IJ is explained, l)y the commentators, to

mean "twelve and a half". The Bhdgavata-purdna has dwddaidrdha.
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the vessel should hold a Prastha (or sixteen Palas) of

water. Two of these Nadikas make one Muhurtta,—

thirty of which are one day and night. Thirty such

periods form a month; twelve months make a year, or

a day and night of the gods; and three hundred and

sixty such days constitute a year of the celestials. An
aggregate of four ages contains twelve thousand divine

years; and a thousand periods of four ages complete a

day of Brahma. That period is, also, termed a Kalpa,

during which fourteen Manus preside; and, at the end

of it, occurs the incidental or Brahma dissolution. The
nature of this dissolution is very fearful. Hear me de-

scribe it, as well as that which takes place at the ele-

mental dissolution, which I will, also, relate to you.

At the end of a thousand periods of four ages, the

earth is, for the most part, exhausted. A total dearth

then ensues, which lasts a hundred years; and, in conse-

in precision. One of the commentaries* is more explicit: "A
vessel made of twelve Palas and a half of copper, and holding a

Prastha, (Magadha measure) of water, broad at top, and having,

at bottom, a tube of gold, of four Mashas weight, four fingers

long, is placed in water; and the time in which the vessel is filled

by the hole in the bottom is called a Nadika:" ^^^TT^iPT^n^T'Sr-

IJflTtrftW^ ^% ^TfxTff ^^ f^^w ^T^m ^1%^ ^^^ m^-
c«frT^ ITf^^ffT I

The term Salaka generally means a needle or

stake ; but it must, here, denote a pipe. The common measure of

the Nadi is a thin shallow brass cup, with a small hole in the

bottom. It is placed on the surface of water, in a large vessel,

where nothing can disturb it, and where the water gradually fills

the cup, and sinks it. Asiatic Researches, Vol. V., p. 87.

* Sridhara's. Ratnagarbha enters into further particulars.
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quence of the failure of food, all beings become languid

and exanimate, and, at last, entirely perish. "^^ The

eternal t Vishnu then assumes the character of Rudra,

the destroyer, and descends to reunite all (his) crea-

tures with himself. He enters into the seven rays of

the sun,': drinks up all the waters (of the globe), and

causes all moisture whatever, in living bodies or in the

soil, to evaporate; thus drying up the whole earth. The

seas, the rivers, the mountain torrents, and springs are,

all, exhaled; and so are all the waters of Patala,§ (the

regions below the earth). Thus fed, through his inter-

vention,
||
with abundant moisture, the seven solar

rays dilate to seven suns," whose radiance glows above,

' See Vol. II., p. 297, note 1.

^ These, also, have their several appellations. The commen-

tator H quotes the Vedas,** as the authority: Araga,tt Bhraja,

Fatala, Patanga, Swarhabhaj, XX Jyotishmat, and Savibhasa. §§

t Avyaya. See Vol. I., p. 17, note «.

: See the Taittiriya-dranyaka, I., VII., I. The seven suns are there

called Aroga, Bhraja, Pafara, Patanga, Swari'iara, Jyotishimat, and Vibhasa.

§ "The Pdtalas", according to the Sanskrit. For tliese domains, see

Vol. II., pp. 209, ei seq.

II
Anublidva.

^ Both the commentators give the names following.

* Hereon the commentators cite a stanza: Ratnagarbha gives it as

anonymous; but Sridhara refers it to the Ktirma-purdna. The seven

rays are there said to be Sushumna, Harikesa, Viswakarman, Viswavyar-

chas(?), Varchas, Vasu, Sampadvasu(?).

Compare the particulars in notes 1 and j to p. -297 of Vol. II.

tt So reads Ratnagarbha. Sridhara has Aroga.

XX Corrected from "Swamabhak". Sridhara's reading, in my one MS.,

seems to be Swariiaroman.

§§ Vibhavasu, according to Sridhara.
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below, and on every side,* and sets the three worlds

and Patalaf on fire. The three worlds, consumed by

these suns, become rugged and deformed, + throughout

the whole extent of their mountains, rivers, and seas

;

and the earth, bare of verdure, and destitute of moist-

ure, alone remains, resembling, in appearance, the back

of a tortoise. The destroyer of all things, Hari, in the

form of Rudra, who is the flame of time, § becomes the

scorching breath of the serpent Sesha, and thereby re-

duces Patala
||

to ashes. The great fire, when it has

burnt all the divisions of Patala, proceeds to the earth,

and consumes it, also. 1 A vast whirlpool of eddying

flame then spreads to the region of the atmosphere,**

and the sphere of the gods,ff and wraps them in ruin.

The three spheres show like a frying-pan, amidst the

surrounding flames that prey upon all moveable or

stationary things. The inhabitants of the two (upper)

spheres, having discharged their functions, ++ and being

annoyed by the heat, remove to (the sphere above, or)

Mahar-loka. When that becomes heated, its tenants,

who, after the full period of their stay, are desirous of

* There is no Sanskrit for "on every side",

t The plural is better.

I For "rugged and deformed" the original has nissneha, "deprived of

moisture."

§ Kdldgni. See Vol. I., p. 128, text and note *.

Ij
The original has the plural.

t xnm^rrf^ ^m^rrf^ ^ ^'^t ^^r^ HfTi i

** Bhuvar-loka. Variant: Bhuvo-loka,

tt Sioar-loka.

Kritddhikdra. Variant: hritddhikdra, "deprived of office."++
++
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ascending to higher regions, depart for the Jana-

loka.**

Janardana, in the person of Rudra, having consumed

the whole world, breathes forth heavy clouds; and

those called Samvartaka, f resembling vast elephants,

in bulk, overspread the sky,—roaring, and darting light-

nings. Some are as black as the blue lotos; some are

(white) as the water-lily; some are dusky, like smoke;

and some are yellow; some are (of a dun colour,) like

(that of) an ass; some, like ashes sprinkled on the fore-

head;: some are (deep blue,) as the lapis lazuli; some

' The passage § may, also, be understood: "Those goto Jana-

loka, who are desirous of obtaining Brahma, or final liberation,

through the ten stages of perfection,—devotion, penance, truth,

&c." In the Vayu Purana, more details are specified. Those

sainted mortals who have diligently worshipped Vishnu, and are

distinguished for piety, abide, at the time of dissolution, in Mahar-

loka, with the Pitris, the Manus, the seven Rishis, the various

orders of celestial spirits, and the gods. These, when the heat

of the flames that destroy the world reaches to Mahar-loka, repair

to Jana-loka, in their subtile forms, destined to become reem-

bodied, in similar capacities as their former, when the world is

renewed, at the beginning of the succeeding Kalpa. This continues

throughout the life of Brahma. At the expiration of his life, all

are destroyed; but those who have then attained a residence in

the Brahma-loka, by having identified themselves, in spirit, with

the Supreme, are, finally, resolved into the sole-existing Brahma.
||

t Corrected from "Samvartta". See Vol. I., p. 53, note 3.

: I find ^TRTT^f^T*. I

§ Both the commentaries dwell on it at length.

II
For the various Lokas and theiv denizens, see Vol. II., pp. 225,

et ieq.

V. 13
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(azure), like the sapphire; some are (white) as the

conch or the jasmine; and some are (black) as colly-

rium; some are (of bright red), like the lady-bird;*

some are of the fierceness of red arsenic; f and some

are like the wing of the (painted) jay. (Such are these

massy clouds, in hue.) In form, some resemble towns;

some, mountains: some are like houses and hovels;

t

and some are like columns. § Mighty in size, and loud

in thunder, they fill all space,
jj

Showering down tor-

rents of water, these clouds quench the dreadful fires

which involve the three worlds; and then they rain,

uninterruptedly, for a hundred years, and deluge the

whole world. Pouring down, in drops as lai-ge as dice,

these rains overspread the earth, and fill the middle

region, If and inundate heaven. The world is now en-

veloped in darkness; and, all things, animate or inani-

mate, having perished, the clouds continue to pour

down their waters for more than a hundred years.

* Indragopa. See Vol. IV., p. 284, note •.

+ "Houses and hovels" is to render kut'dgdra, which denotes a super-

structure on the roof of a house,

§ Sridhara reads a^Aw/a, 'a heap', 'a tent'; Ratnagarbha, urnUy 'wool'.

Other lections which I find are sihala 'a mound', 'a tent'; and sthana,

of unascertained signification.

II
Nabhas-tala.

^ Bhuvo-loka.
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Continuation of the account of the first kind of dissolution. Of

the second kind, or elemental dissolution; of all being resolved

into pi-imary spirit.

WHEN the waters have reached the region of the

seven Rishis,* and the whole of the three worlds is

one ocean, they stop. The breath of Vishnu becomes

a (strong) wind, which blows for more than a himdred

years, until all the clouds are dispersed. The wind is

then reabsorbed; and he of whom all things are made,

the lord by whom all things exist, f he who is incon-

ceivable, without beginning, beginning of the universe, t

reposes, sleeping upon Sesha, in the midst of the deep.

The creator, § Hari, sleeps (upon the ocean), in the

form of Brahma,—glorified by Sanaka|| and the saints^

who had gone to the Jana-loka, and contemplated by

the holy inhabitants of Brahnia-loka, anxious for final

liberation,—involved in mystic slumber, the celestial

personification of his own illusions, and meditating on

his own ineffable spirit, which is called Vasudeva.**

* See Vol. II., p. 226, and p. 230, note f-

t ^HT^^: I

X Corrected from the printer's error "without beginning of the uni-

verse." The original is ^TTf^TTf^^^ I

§ Adikrit.

II
See Vol. I., p. 59, and p. 77, note 1; also. Vol. II., p. 200, note t.

% Siddha.

For Yoganidra, which the Translator here renders by *' mystic slumber",

see Vol. IV., p. 260, note 1.

13 •
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This, Maitreya, is the dissolution* termed incidental;

because Hari, in the form of Brahma, sleeps there, as

its incidental cause, f
When the universal spirit wakes, the world revives;

when he closes his eyes, all things fall upon the bed of

mystic slumber, t In like manner as a thousand great

ages constitute a day of Brahma, § so his night consists

of the same period,—during which the world is sub-

merged by a vast ocean. Awaking at the end of his

night, the unborn, Vishnu, in the character of Brahma,

creates the universe anew, in the manner formerly

related to you. ^

I have, thus, described to you the intermediate dis-

solution
||
of the world, occurring at the endt of every

Kalpa. I will now, Maitreya, describe to you elemental

dissolution. When, by dearth and fire, all the worlds

and Patalas are withered up, and the modifications of

Mahat and other products of nature are, by the will of

Krishna, destroyed, the progress of elemental dissolu-

tion is begun. Then, first, the waters swallow up the

property of earth, (which is the rudiment of smell);

' The Naimittika Pralaya is described in the Vayu, Bhaga-

vata, Kiirma, and other Purarias, to the same effect, and, very

commonly, in precisely the same words.

• Pratisanchara.

t "Incidental cause" is for nimitta. See Vol. I., p. 65, note f, adfinevi.

§ The original has Padmayoni, the same as Abjayoni, for which see

Vol. I., p. 17, note t-

II
Pralaya.

^ Samhdra.
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and earth, deprived of its property, proceeds to destruc-

tion. Devoid of the rudiment of odour, the eartli be-

comes one with water.* The waters, then, being much
augmented, roaring, and rushing along, fill up all space,

whether agitated or still, f When the universe is, thus,

pervaded by the waves of the watery element, its rudi-

mental flavour is licked up by the element of fire; and,

in consequence of the destruction of their rudiments,

the waters themselves are destroyed. + Deprived of

(the essential rudiment of) flavour, they become one

w^ith fire; and the universe is, therefore, entirely filled

with flame, § which drinks up the water on every side,

and gradually overspreads the whole of the world.

While space is enveloped in flame, above, below, and

all around, the element of wind seizes upon the rudi-

mental property, or form, which is the cause of light;
jl

and, that being withdrawn, t all becomes of the nature

of air. The rudiment of form being destroyed, and

fire** deprived of its rudiment, air extinguishes fire,

and spreads, resistlessly, over space, which is deprived

of light, when fire merges into air. Air, then, accom-

panied by sound, which is the source of ether, extends

* Sridhara, like several independent MSS., here interposes the following

verse

:

§ ^17^^ g ^5rf%i% %^WT ^^<ft ^ I

•f Pralina.

** Vibhdvasu,
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everywhere thi*oiighout the ten regions of space,* until

ether seizes upon contact, f its nidimental propertv. bv

the loss of which, air is destroyed, and ether: remains

unmodified: devoid of fonn, flavour, touch. § and smell.

it exists unembodied and vast and pervades the

whole of space. Ether. "^ whose characteristic property

and rudiment is sound, exists alone, occupying all the

vacuity of space.** But then the radical element ft
(egotism,) devours sound: and all the elements and

faculties are. at once, merged into their oiiginal.r: This

primary element is consciousness. §§ combined with the

property of darkness, and is. itsel£ swallowed up by

Mahat. whose characteristic property is intelligence:^^

and earth and Mahat are the inner and outer boun-

daries of the universe. In this manner. — as (in the

creation.) were the seven forms of nature (Prakfiti).

reckoned from Mahat to earth. ^*^—so, at the (time of

* See ToL I., p. 29.

I KJio.

§ Spcrin.

i - -g bat mirttimat, which meacs 'embodied'.

^ --1 See VoL L, p. 34, note *.

fi "^IWTTPSr* I
5e- VoL L, p. 3.S, note :.

Ti:i '/iTi-i -^ X.-J le&der tamcuia. for wiioL s<e VoL L p. 34, note 1,

and r. ;!. i;:-; «.
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elemental) dissolution,* these seven successively re-

enter into each other. The egg of Brahma f is dissolved

in the waters that surround it, with its seven zones, +

seven oceans, seven regions, and their mountains. The

investure of wat^r is drunk up by fire; the (stratum

of) fire is absorbed by (that of) au*; air blends itself

with ether; the primary element § (of egotism) devours

the ether, and is (itself.) taken up by intellect, which,

along with all these, is seized upon by nature (Praki-iti).

Equilibrium of the (three) properties, without excess

or deficiency, is called nature (Prakriti). origin (Hetu),

the chief principle (Pradhana). ^ cause (Karaha), su-

preme (Para). This Prakriti is. essentially, the same,

whether discrete or indiscrete: onlv that which is

discrete is. finally, lost or absorbed in the indiscrete.**

Spirit, ff also, which is one, pm^e, imperishable, eternal,

all-pervading, is a portion of that supreme spirit which

is all things. That spii-it:: which is other than (em-

bodied) spu'it, in which there are no attributes of name.

The seren prakritii. or produciiTe prodnotions, are, in the pure Santhya

philosophy, mahat. ahaiiikdra. and the five ianmdtras. See the Sank^iya-

kdrikd. III., and the commentaries.

With the statements in the text, which counts the seven prakntii

from mahd-buddhi—the same as mahat,—compare Vol. I., p. 40.

* Fratydhdra.

t Sarva-mandala.

I Dwipa.

§ Bhutddi.

Mahat.

^ See Vol. I., p. 20, note .

-^M W^f^W^ dftfj •*!??? ^t^ II

:: Sarvda.
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species, * or the like,—which is one with (all) wisdom,

and is to be understood as (sole) existence,f— that is

Brahma, infinite glory, t supreme spirit, supreme

power, § Vishnu, all that is; from whence the (perfect)

sage
1

1 returns no more. Nature (Prakriti)— which I

have described to you as being, essentially, both dis-

crete and indiscrete,—and spirit 1 (which is united with

body), both resolve into supreme spirit. Supreme spirit

is the upholder of all things, and the ruler of all things,**

and is glorified, in the Vedas and in the Vedanta, by

the name of Vishnu.

Works, as enjoined by the Vedas, are of two kinds,

active (Pravritta) and quiescent (Nivritta), by both of

which the universal personff is worshipped by mankind.

He, the lord of sacrifice, II the male of sacrifice, §§ the

most excellent male, jjm is worshipped, by men, in the

active mode, by rites enjoined in the Rig-, Yajur-, and

Sama-Vedas. The soul of wisdom, the person of wis-

dom, irt Vishnu, the giver of emancipation, is worship-

ped, by sages,*** in the quiescent form, through medi-

* Ndman &x[(i jdti. Vide supra, p. 15, note .
t Sattd.

§ "Supreme power" is to render iswara.

jl
Yati.

^ Purusha.

** This expression is to translate paranieswara.

tt Sarva-murtti.

\\ Yajneiwara.

§§ Yajna-pums.

1 1 1

1 Purushottama.

^^ Jndna-murtti.
*** Yogin.
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tative devotion.* The exhaustlessf Vishnu is whatever

thing that is designated by long, short, or prolated syl-

lables, or that which is without a name. He is that

which is discrete, and that w^hich is indiscrete; he is

exhaustless spirit, supreme spirit, universal spirit,

t

Hari, the wearer of universal forms. Nature, whether

discrete or indiscrete, is absorbed into him; and (de-

tached) spirit, § also, merges into the all-diifusive
,

and

unobstructed spirit. If The period of two Parardhas, as

I have described it to you, Maitreya, is called a day of

that potent Vishnu; and, whilst the products of nature

are merged into their source, nature into spirit, and

that into the Supreme, that period is termed his night,

and is of equal duration with his day.'^* But, in fact,

to that eternal supreme spirit there is neither day nor

night; and these distinctions are only figuratively ap-

plied to the Almighty, ff I have, thus, explained to you

the nature of elemental dissolution, and will now ex-

pound to you which is final.
^

' The Bhagavata notices the Prakrita pralaya much more

briefly; and it is omitted in the Vayu.

* Jndna-yoga.

t Ayvaya. See Vol. I., p. 17, note ».

* Viswdtman.

§ Purusha.

! I

Vydpin.

^ Atman.

fT^ f^^ f^ITT ^T5?n fTrq^-Rn TfT^ II



CHAPTER V.

The third kind of dissolution, or final liberation from existence.

Evils of worldly life. Sufferings in infancy, manhood, old age.

Pains of hell. Imperfect felicity of heaven. Exemption from

birth desirable by the wise. The nature of spirit or god.

Meaning of the terms Bhagavat and Vasudeva.

THE wise man, having investigated the three kinds

of worldly pain,*—or mental and bodily affliction, and

the like, ^—and having acquired (true) wisdom, and

detachment (from human objects), obtains final disso-

lution. The first of the three pains, or Adhyatmika, is

of two kinds, bodily and mental. Bodily pain is of

many kinds, as you shall hear. Afiections of the head,

catarrh, fever, cholic, fistula, spleen, hemorrhoids, f
intumescence, sickness, ophthalmia, dysentery, leprosy,

and many other diseases constitute bodily affliction.

Mental suffei'ings are love, anger, fear, hate, covetous-

ness, stupefaction, + despair, § sorrow, malice,
||
disdain,

jealousy, envy, and many other passions which are

engendered in the mind. These and various other

' The three kinds of affliction, If inseparable, incidental, and

superhuman, are fully described, in the commentary on the first

verse of the Sankhya Karika, p. 8, in a similar strain as that

which is adopted in the text.

* Tdpa-traya.

t Here the original inserts iwdsa, 'asthma' (?).

+ Moha.

§ Vishdda.

II
Asuyd.

^ Vide supra, p. 60, note ».
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(afflictions, mental or corporeal,) are comprised under

the class of (worldly) sufferings, which is called Adhyat-

mika (natural and inseparable). That pain to which,

excellent Brahman, the term Adhibhautika (natural,

but incidental,) is applied, is every kind of evil which

is inflicted* (from without,) upon men by beasts,

f

birds, men, goblins,: snakes, fiends, § or reptiles;
,

and the pain that is termed Adhidaivika (or superhu-

man,) is the work of cold, heat, wind, rain,ir lightning,

and other (atmospherical phenomena). Affliction, Mai-

treya, is multiplied in thousands of shapes, in (the pro-

gress of) conception,** birth, decay, disease, death, and

hell. The tender (and subtile) animal exists in the

embryo, ff surrounded by abundant filth, floating in

water,:: and distorted in its back, neck, and bones;

enduring severe pain, even in the course of its devel-

opment, §§ as disordered by the acid, acrid,':! bitter, 1111

pungent,*** and saline articles of its mother's food; in-

capable of extending or contracting its limbs, reposing

amidst the slime of ordure and urine, every way in-

commoded, unable to breathe, endowed with conscious-

* There is free interpolation here.

t Mriga.

: Pisdcha.

§ Rdkshasa.

II
Sarisripa.

% Insert * water ', ambu.

** Garhha.

tt Oarbha, again.

:: I find no Sanskrit for these words.

§§ ^W"RTf7Tt^: I

nil Kat'u.

^^ Tikshna.

*** UshAa.
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ness,"* and calling to memory many himdred (previous)

births. Thus exists the embryo, in profound affliction,

bound (to the world) by its (former) works.

When the child is about to be born, its face is be-

smeared by excrement, urine, blood, mucus, f and

semen; its attachment to the uterus is ruptured + by

the Prajapatya§ wind; it is turned head downwards,

and violently expelled from the womb by the powerful

and painful winds of parturition; and the infant, losing,

for a time, all sensation, when brought in contact with

the external air, is immediately deprived of its intel-

lectual knowledge.
[|
Thus born, the child is tortured

in every limb, as if pierced with thorns, or cut to pieces

with a saw, and falls from its fetid lodgement, as from

a sore, like a crawling thing, upon the earth, t Unable

to feel** itself, unable to turn itself, it is dependent

upon the will of others for being bathed ff and nour-

ished. Laid upon a dirty bed,++ it is bitten by insects

and musquitoes,§§ and has not power to drive them

away. Many are the pangs attending birth ; and (many

are those) which succeed to birth; and many are the

* Sachaitanya.

t There is no word for "mucus", in the original.

§ Corrected from "Prajapati".

II
"Intellectual knowledge" is to render vijndna.

** The original, eftU^'^'T ^T^lf^I) denotes scratching,

tt A variant yields 'drinking milk'.

X\ Srastara, with prastara as a variant. See Vol, III., p. 131, note *,

and p. 150, note .
§§ Damia, 'gadflies.'
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sufferings which are inflicted by elemental and super-

human agency, in the state of childhood. * Enveloped

by the gloom of ignorance, and internally bewildered,

man knows not whence he is, who he is, whither he

goeth, nor what is his nature; by what bonds he is

bound; what is cause, and what is not cause; what is

to be done, and what is to be left undone ;f what is to

be said, and what is to be kept silent; what is right-

eousness, what is iniquity; in what it consists, or how;

what is right, what is wrong;! what is virtue, what is

vice. Thus, man, like a brute beast, addicted only to

animal gratifications, suffers the pain that ignorance

occasions. § Ignorance, darkness, inactivity influence

those devoid of knowledge, so that pious works are

neglected;
;
but hell is the consequence of neglect of

(religious) acts, according to the great sages; and the

ignorant, therefore, suffer affliction both in this world

and in the next.

When old age arrives, the body is infirm; the limbs

are relaxed; the face is emaciate and shrivelled ;t the

skin is wTinkled, and scantily covers the veins and

+ f^ «irr^ f^^f?^^ ^T I
I should prefer " what is effect, and what

is not effect", considering what we meet with just below. See the next note.

J f^ ^R?T^*l«*f!<*i f^^ I
"What is to be done, and what is not

to be done."

^^Tf'T'Tt IT^lf^ ^fP^mwt f^ II

^ Rather, "the teeth decay and fall out:" f^^^-«^I^lJ3f: | This

is the only good reading that I find.
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sinews;* the eye discerns not afar off, and the pupil

gazes on vacuity; the nostrils are stuffed with hair; the

trunk trembles (as it moves); the bones appear (be-

neath the surface); the back is bowed, and the joints are

bent; the digestive fire is extinct, and there is little ap-

petite and little vigour ;f walking, rising, sleeping, sit-

ting are (all,) painful efforts; the ear is dull; the eye

is dim; the mouth is disgusting with dribbling saliva;

t

the senses no longer are obedient to the will ; and, as

death approaches, the things that are perceived even

are immediately forgotten. § The utterance of a single

sentence is fatiguing; and wakefulness is perpetuated

by (difficult) breathing, coughing, and (painful) exhaust-

ion. The old man is lifted up by somebody else; he

is clothed by somebody else; he is an object of con-

tempt to his servants, his children, and his wife. In-

capable of cleanliness, of amusement, or food, or desire^

he is laughed at by his dependants, and disregarded by

his kin; and, dwelling on the exploits of his youth, as

on the actions of a past" life,
||
he sighs deeply, and is

sorely distressed. Such are some of the pains which

old age is condemned to suffer. 1 will now describe to

you the agonies of death.

The neck droops; the feet and hands are relaxed;

the body trembles; the man is, repeatedly, exhausted,

t Chesht'ita, 'activity.'

II
"Past life," in the sense of previous state of existence. The original

expression is ^•!ff^^«9< fM I
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subdued, and visited with interrupted knowledge.*

The principle of selfishness afflicts him, and he thinks:

"What will become of my wealth, my lands, f my child-

ren, my wife, my servants, my house?" The joints of

his limbs are tortured with severe pains, as if cut by

a saw, or as if they were pierced by the sharp arrows

of the destroyer; t he rolls his eyes, and tosses about

his hands and feet; his lips and palate are parched and

dry; and his throat, obstructed by foul humours and

deranged vital airs,§ emits a rattling sound; he is af-

flicted with burning heat, and with thirst, and with

hunger; and he, at last, passes away, tortured by the

servants of the judge of the dead,
j|

to undergo a re-

newal of his sufferings in another body. These are the

agonies which men have to endure, when they die. I

will now describe to you the tortures which they suffer

in hell.

Men are bound, when they die, by the servants of

the king of Tartarus, t w^ith cords, and beaten with

sticks, and have, then, to encounter the fierce aspect

of Yama, and the horrors of their terrible route. In

the different hells there are various intolerable tortures

with burning sand,** fire, machines, and weapons: some

t Dhdnya, 'grain.'

+ The Sanskrit has Antaka, the same as Yania. Vide supra, p. 15,

note §§.

§ This is a free rendering.

II ^rrwrf^f^TTftf^: i

H ^TRTf^T* I

** ^X^^IH^i: I
Compare the Laws of the Mdnavas, XII., 76.
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are severed with saws; some, roasted in forges;* some

are chopped with axes; some, bm-ied in the ground;

some are mounted on stakes; some, cast to wild beasts,

f

(to be devoured); some are gnawed by vultures; some,

torn by tigers;* some are boiled in oil; some, rolled in

caustic slime ;§ some are precipitated from great

heights; some, tossed (upwards) by engines. The num-

ber of punishments inflicted in hell, which are the con-

sequences of sin, is infinite.
^

But not in hell alone do the souls of the deceased

undergo pain: there is no cessation, even in heaven;

for its temporary inhabitant is ever tormented with the

prospect of descending again to earth.
!
Again is he

liable to conception and to birth; he is merged again

into the embryo, and repairs to it, when about to be

born; then he dies, as soon as born, or in infancy, or

in youth, or in old age. Death, sooner or later, is in-

evitable. If As long as he lives, he is immersed in mani-

fold afflictions, like the seed of the cotton amidst the

down** that is to be spun into thread. In acquiring.

' Some further particulars of the different hells, and the punish-

ments inflicted in them, have been given before. See Vol. II.,

pp. 214, et seq.

* Mushd, 'crucibles.'

t ^rm^f I

* Dwipin, 'ounces', or 'panthers',

^ This sentence is to render "WcfT "^f^'. I

** Pakshman, 'filaments.'
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losing, and preserving wealth, there are many griefs

;

and so there are in the misfortunes of our friends.*

Whatever (is produced that) is (most) acceptable to

man, that, Maitreya, becomes a seed whence springs

the tree of sorrow. Wife, children, servants, house,

lands, riches contribute much more to the misery,

than to the happiness, of mankind. Where could man,

scorched by the fires of the sun of this world, f look

for felicity, were it not for the shade afforded by the

tree of emancipation? Attainment of the divine being

is considered, by the wise, as the remedy of the three-

fold class of ills that beset the different stages of life,

—conception, birth, and decay,—as characterized by

that only happiness which effaces all other kinds of

felicity, however abundant, and as being absolute and

final. ^: '

It should, therefore, be the assiduous endeavour of

wise men to attain unto God. ^ The means of such at-

' All this is conformable to the Sankhya doctrines, in parti-

cular, although the same spirit pervades all Hindu metaphysics.

' Tasmat Tat praptaye yatnah kartavyah pariditair naraiti

:

The expression Tat-praptaye, "for the obtaining of that,'''' refers

to the phrase immediately preceding, —Bhagavat-praptili, "ob-

taining of," or "attaining to, Bhagavat," the Lord.

t Samsdra

Y. 14
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tainment are said, great Muni, to be knowledge and

works. Knowledge is of two kinds,—that which is de-

rived from scripture, and that which is derived from

reflection.* Brahma that is the word is composed of

scripture; Brahma that is supreme is produced of re-

flection/ Ignorance is utter darkness, in which know-

ledge obtained through any sense (as that of hearing,)

shines like a lamp; but the knowledge that is derived

from reflection breaks upon the obscurity like the sun.f

What has been said by Manu, when appealing to the

meaning of the Vedas, with respect to this subject, I

will repeat to you.+ There are two (forms of) spirit

(or God),—the spirit which is the word, and the spirit

which is supreme. He who is thoroughly imbued with

the word of God obtains supreme spirit.^ The Atharva

Veda, also, states that there are two kinds of know-

' Brahma is of two kinds; Sabda-Brahraa,— spirit, or God, to

be attained through the word (that is, the Vedas,) and the duties

they prescribe ; and Para-Brahma,—spirit, or God, to be attained

through reflection, by which the difference between soul and mat-

ter is ascertained,

^ This seems intended as a quotation from Manu ; but it has

not been found in the code. It is:

* Viveka.

^^T f^^T WM ^rf^' f^^^^l II

§ This stauza appears in the Maitri-upanishad, VI., 22; and it occurs

iu the Mahdbhdrata, Sdnti-parvan, il. 8550, 8551.
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ledge. By (the one which is) the supreme, God* is

attained ; the other is that which consists of the Rich

and other Vedas. ' That which is imperceptible, unde-

caying, inconceivable, unborn, inexhaustible, f indescri-

bable; which has neither form, nor hands, nor feet;:

which is almighty, § omnipresent, eternal; the cause of

all things, and without cause; permeating all, itself un-

penetrated, and from which all things proceed,—that is

the object which the wise behold, that is Brahma, that is

the supreme state, that is the subject of contemplation

to those who desire liberation, that is the thing spoken

of by the Vedas, the infinitely subtile, supreme condi-

tion of Vishnu.
II

That essence of the Supreme t is de-

' The commentator quotes other passages from tlie Vedas, of

a similar tendency; intimating, however, the necessity of perform-

ing acts prior to attaining knowledge; as: ^PH^ ^WrfH. ^% "fTtft

"^•f g ITTTT Tf?!^ I

** "The decoction (preparatory process)

being digested by rites, thereafter knowledge is the supreme re-

source."

"Having crossed the gulf of death by ignorance (ceremonial

acts), man obtains immortality by (holy) knowledge."

* Akshara.

t Avyaya. See Vol. I., p. 17, note .

: Compare Vol. IV., p. 253.

§ Vibhu.

^ Paramuttnan.

This seems to be a selection from the I'ollowing stanza, cited by the

commentator Ratnapjarbha:
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fined by the term Bhagavat/ The word Bhagavat is

the denomination of that primeval and eternal god;*

and he who fully understands the meaning of that ex-

pression is possessed of holy wisdom,—the sum and

substance of the three Vedas.f The word Bhagavat

is a convenient form to be used in the adoration of

that supreme being + to whom no term is applicable;

and, therefore, Bhagavat expresses that Supreme Spirit,

which is individual, almighty, and the cause of causes

of all things. § The letter Bha implies the cherisher and

supporter (of the universe). By ga is understood the

leader, impeller, or creator. The dissyllable Bhaya in-

dicates the six properties,—dominion, might, glory,

splendour, wisdom and dispassion.
||

The purport of

' According to the comment, allusion is here made to the

twelve-syllable Mantra (or mystic formula) addressed to Vishnu

:

"Orii Bhagavate Vasudevaya namah;1I 'Om! Salutation to Bhaga-

vat Vasudeva :' the repetition of vv^hich, by those devoted (bhakta)

to Vishnu, is the easy mode of securing their liberation." The

mysticism is, however, no doubt, older than the worship of

Vishnu; and the term Bhagavat is defined, in the text, according

to the interpretation of the Vedas.

* Atman.

* Brahma.

§ ^ ^fTf^^^n# T?^ wirfw ^^% I

w^^ ^T^^^: ^^^"^^1^% II

il ^^^^ w^VM v^^ ^ir^: f^^: I

^ See Vol. I., p. 99, note *.
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the letter va is that elemental spirit in which all beings

exist, and which exists in all beings.^* And, thus, this

great word Bhagavat is the name of Vasudeva,—who

is one with the supreme Brahma,—and of no one else.

This word, therefore, which is the general denomina-

tion of an adorable object, is not used, in reference to

the Supreme, in a general, but a special, signification.

When applied to any other (thing or person), it is used

in its customary or general import, f In the latter case,

it may purport one who knows the origin, and end,

and revolutions of beings, and what is wisdom, + what

ignorance. In the former, it denotes wisdom, § energy,

power, dominion, might, glory, without end, and with-

out defect.
II

The term Vasudeva means, that all beings abide in

that Supreme Being, and that he abides in all beings;^

as was formerly explained by Kesidhwaja to Khandi-

' The commentator says, these interpretations are from the

Nirukta,—the glossary of the Vedas. The more etymological de-

rivation of the term is : Bhaga, 'power,' 'authority,' and vat, pos-

sessive affix.

' From the root Vas (^^), 'abiding,' 'dwelling.' See Vol. I.,

pp. I and 17.

J Vidyd,

§ Jndna,
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k^^a, called Janaka, * when he inquired of him an ex-

planation of the name of the immortal, f Vasudeva.

He said: "He dwelleth internally in all beings; and all

things dwell in him; and, thence, the lord Vasudeva is

the creator and preserver t of the world. He, though

one with all beings, is beyond and separate from mate-

rial nature (Prakriti), from its products, from proper-

ties, from imperfections; he is beyond all investing

substance; he is universal soul. All the interstices of

the universe are filled up by him.§ He is one with all

good qualities; and all created beings are endowed

with but a small portion of his individuality.
||
Assum-

ing, at will, various forms, he bestows benefits on the

whole world, which was his work.t Glory, might, do-

minion, wisdom,** energy, power, and other attributes

are collected in him. Supreme of the supreme, in whom
no imperfections ff abide, lord over finite and infinite, t+

* Vide infra, p. 217, notes 1, », and +.

t Ananta.

+ "Creator" and "preserver" are to render dhdtri and vidhdiri; for

which vide supra, p. 15, note ^.

Instead of ^ ^^^: TTFfTf . the stanza begins with ^ ^^^^T"
ITirfTf, according to several MSS.

II
Sakti.

**' Mahdvabodha.

tt Kleia.

Pardjpareia.
+++
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god in individuals and universals,* visible and invisi-

ble, omnipotent, omnipresent, omniscient, almighty.

The wisdom, perfect, f pure, supreme, undefiled, and

one only, by which he is conceived, contemplated, and

known,—that is wisdom : all else is ignorance."

* ^rf^^HTfS^^^ I
See Vol. IV., p. 255, note §. The commentators

concrete vyashti into Sankarshana, &c,, and samasht'i into Vasiideva.

+ Asta-dosha.



CHAPTER VI.

Means of attaining liberation. Anecdotes of Kharidikya and

Kesidhwaja. The former instructs the latter how to atone for

permitting the death of a cow. Kesidhwaja offers him a re-

quital; and he desires to be instructed in spiritual knowledge.

HE, Purushottama, is, also, known by holy study*

and devout meditation ;f and either, as the cause of

attaining him, is entitled Brahma. From study let a

man proceed to meditation,* and from meditation to

study :
^ by perfection in both, supreme spirit becomes

manifest. Study is one eye, wherewith to behold it;

and meditation is the other. He who is one with

Brahma sees not with the eye of flesh. §

Maitreya.—Reverend teacher, I am desirous of

being informed what is meant by the term meditation

(Yoga), by understanding which I may behold the Su-

preme Being, the upholder of the universe.

' Both study of the Vedas (Swadhyaya) and abstraction (Yoga)

are to be practised. When a man is weary of one, he may ap-

ply to the other. The Yoga, || however, limits the practical part

to silent prayer.

"Wearied of meditation, let him pray inaudibly: weary of prayer,

let him repeat meditation."

"By the union of prayer and meditation let him behold soul in

himself."

* Swadhyaya. Vide infra, p. 229, note §. f Sarhyama. * Yoga.

II
The verses quoted by the Translator are given by both the com-

mentators, and as from the Yoga-idstra.
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Parasara.—I will repeat to you (Maitreya,) the ex-

planation formerly given by Kesirlhwaja to the inagnani-

mous Kharidikya, also called Janaka. *

Maitreya,—Tell me, first, Brahman, who Khahdikya

was, and who was Kesidhwaja; and how it happened,

that a conversation relating to (the practice of) Yoga

occurred between them.

Parasara.—There was Janaka, (named) Dharma-

dhwaja, who had two sons, Mitadhwaja and Krita-

dhwaja; and the latter was a king ever intent upon

existent supreme spirit :f his son was the celebrated

Kesidhwaja. The son of Mitadhwaja was Janaka,

called Khandikya.M Khandikya was diligent in the

way of works, and was renowned, on earth, for reli-

gious rites. Kesidhwaja, on the other hand, was en-

dowed with spiritual knowledge. These two were en-

gaged in hostilities ; and Khandikya was driven from

his principality by Kesidhwaja. Expelled from his

dominions, he wandered, with a few followers, his

priest, and his counsellors, amidst woods and mount-

' No such names occur amongst the Maithila kings of the

Vishnu Purana(see Vol. III., pp. 330, et seq.); but, as there noticed

(p. 333, note 2§), the Bhagavata inserts them. Janaka is used as

a title. Kfitadhwaja, in some of the copies, is read Ritadhwaja.

* That is to say, Janaka, son of Khanflika. In the Bhdgavata-purdna,

IX., XIII., 20, he is called son of Mitadhwaja; and, the original of the

Vixhnu-purdna being ambiguous, I have corrected accordingly Professor

Wilson's "Amitadhwaja", just below. Mitadhwaja was patronymically called

Khanflika; and his father must have been called Khanflika, with other

names. t ^T^TSTraiTf^^'^- I

t Here, as in p. 214, suyra, the original does not yield "Janaka, called

Khandikya", but Khanflikyajanaka. Also see note *, above.

§ But also see note ••», in the page referred to.
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ains, where, destitute of true wisdom, he performed

many sacrifices, expecting, thereby, to obtain divine

trutli, and to escape from death by ignorance/*

Once, whilst the best of those who are skilled in

devotion f (Kesidhwaja,) was engaged in devout exer-

cises, I a fierce tiger slew his milch-cow, ^ in the lonely

forest. When the Raja heard that the cow had been

killed, he asked the ministering priests what form of

penance would expiate the crime. They replied, that

they did not know, and referred him to Kaseru. Ka-

seru, § when the Raja consulted him, told him that he

knew not, but that Sunaka would be able to tell him.

Accordingly, the Raja went to Sunaka; but he replied:

"I am as unable, great king, to answer your question

as Kaseru has been; and there is no one now, upon

earth, who can give you the information, except your

enemy Khandikya, whom you have conquered."

Upon receiving this answer, Kesidhwaja said: "I will

go, then, and pay a visit to my foe. If he kill me, no

' The performance of rites, as a means of salvation, is called

ignorance, in the Vedas (vide supra, p. 211, note 1). Works are

recommended as introductory to the acquirement of knowledge:

it is ignorance to consider them as finite.

^ Tasya dhenum (TT^ V^'l.)- 0"^ copy has Homa-dhenum,

'cow of sacrifice;' another, Dharma-dhenum,
|I
'cow of righteous-

ness.' The commentator explains the terms as importing the same

thing,—a cow yielding milk for holy purposes, or for the butter

which is poured, in oblations, upon the sacrificial fire.

* wwf^^THfv^'Ri fig ^^rf^^Rn I

t All my MSS. have the vocative 'iTtJlf^^ ^T I + Yoga.

§ The original calls him a Bhargava, or descendant of Bhfigu.

II
Dharma-dogdhrim is the only variant noticed by Sridhara or Ratna-

garbha; and the former explains it by homa-dhenum.
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matter; for, then, I shall obtain the reward that attends

being killed in a holy cause.* If (on the contrary,) he

tell me what penance to perform, then my sacrifice

will be unim])aired in efficacy." Accordingly, he as-

cended his car, having clothed himself in the deer-skin

(of the religious student), and went to the forest where

the wise Khandikya resided. When Khandikya beheld

him approach, his eyes reddened with rage, and he

took up his bow, and said to him: "You have armed

yourself with the deer-skin, to accomplish my destruc-

tion; imagining, that, in such an attire, you will be safe

from me. But, fool, the deer upon whose backs this

skin is seen are slain, by you and me, with sharp ar-

rows. So will I slay you: you shall not go free, whilst

I am living. You are an unprincipled felon, who have

robbed me of my kingdom, and are deserving of

death." f To this, Kesidhwaja answered: "I have come

hither, Khandikya, to ask you to solve my doubts, and

not with any hostile intention. Lay aside, therefore,

both your arrow and your anger." Thus spoken to?

Khandikya retired, awhile, with his counsellors and

his priest, and consulted with them what course to

pursue. They strongly urged him to slay Kesidhwaja,

who was now in his power, and by whose death he

would again become the monarch of the whole earth.

Khandikya replied to them : "It is, no doubt, true, that,

by such an act, I should become the monarch of the

whole earth. He, however, would, thereby, conquer

3?TH 'ff^ T^ ^^^ Tf ^ if^fTT II

t The translation is free hereabouts, as throughout the rest of the

Chapter.
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the world to come; whilst the earth would be mine.

Now, if I do not kill him, I shall subdue the next world,

and leave him this earth. It seems to me, that this

world is not of more value than the next: for the sub-

jugation of the next world endures for ever; the con-

quest over this is but for a brief season. I will, there-

fore, not kill him, but tell him what he wishes to know."

Returning, then, to Kesidhwaja, Khandikya* desired

him to propose his question, which he promised to

answer; and Kesidhwaja related to him what had hap-

pened,—the death of the cow,f—and demanded to

know what penance he should perform. Kharidikya,

in reply, explained to him, fully, the expiation that

was suited to the occasion ; and Kesidhwaja then, with

his permission, returned to the place of sacrifice, and

regularly fulfilled every necessary act. Having com-

pleted the ceremony, with its supplementary rites, Ke-

sidhwaja accomplished all his objects. But he then

reflected thus: "The priests whom I invited to attend

have, all, been duly honoured; all those who had' any

request to make have been gratified by compliance

with their desires; all that is proper for this world has

been effected by me. Why, then, should my mind feel

as if my duty had been unfulfilled?" So meditating,

he remembered that he had not presented to Khahdi-

kya the gift that it is becoming to offer to a spiritual

preceptor; and, mounting his chariot, he immediately

set off to the thick forest where that sage abode.

Khandikya, upon his reappearance, assumed his weap-

ons, to kill him. But Kesidhwaja exclaimed: "Forbear,

* The original has Khandikyajanaka. t Dharma-dhenu.
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venerable sage. I am not here to injure you, Khan-

dikya. Dismiss your wrath: and know that I have come

hither to offer you that remuneration which is due to

you, as my instructor. Through your lessons I have

fully completed my sacrifice; and I am, therefore, de-

sirous to give you a gift. Demand what it shall be."

Khandikya, having once more communed with his

counsellors, told them the purpose of his rival's visit,

and asked them what he should demand. His friends

recommended him to require his whole kingdom back

again; as kingdoms are obtained, by prudent men,

without conflicting hosts. The reflecting king Khan-

dikya laughed, and replied to them; "Why should a

person such as I be desirous of a temporary earthly

kingdom? Of a truth, you are able counsellors in the

concerns of this life; but of those of the life to come

you are, assuredly, ignorant." So speaking, he went

back to Kesidhwaja, and said to him: "Is it true that

you wish to make me a gift, as to your preceptor?"

"Indeed, I do," answered Kesidhwaja. "Then," rejoined

Khandikya, "as it is known that you are learned in the

spiritual learning that teaches the doctrine of the soul,

if you will communicate that knowledge to me, you

will have discharged your debt to your instructor.

Declare to me what acts are efficacious for the allevia-

tion of human affliction.'
15 *



CHAPTER VII.

Kesidhwaja describes the nature of ignorance, and the benefits

of the Yoga or contemplative devotion. Of the novice and

the adept in the performance of the Yoga. How it is per-

formed. The first stage, proficiency in acts of restraint and

moral duty: the second, particular mode of sitting: the third,

Pranayama, modes of breathing: the fourth, Pratyahiira, re-

straint of thought: the fifth, apprehension of spirit:* the sixth,

retention of the idea. Meditation on the individual and uni-

versal forms of Vishnu. Acquirement of knowledge. Final

liberation.

"BUT," said Kesidhwaja, "why have you not asked

of me my kingdom, now free from all annoyance? What

else except dominion is acceptable to the warrior race?"

"I will tell you," replied Khandikya, "why I did not

make such a demand, nor require that territory which

is an object of ignorant ambition. It is the duty of the

warrior to protect his subjects (in peace), and to kill,

in fight, the enemies of his sw^ay. It is no fault, that

you should have taken my kingdom from one who

was unable to defend it, to whom it was a bondage,

and who was, thus, freed from the incumbrance of

ignorance. My desire of dominion originated in my

being born to possess it. The ambition of others, which

proceeds from (human) frailties, is not compatible with

virtue. To solicit gifts is not the duty of a prince and

warrior; and, for these reasons, I have not asked for

your kingdom, nor made a demand which ignorance

*• By referring to note t in p. 240, infra, it "will be seen that yama

and niyarna are the first and second stages, while "apprehension of

spirit", bhdvand, should not be counted as a stage.
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alone would have suggested.* Those only who are

destitute of knowledge, whose minds are engrossed by

selfishness,! who are intoxicated with the inebriating

beverage of self-sufficiency,: desire kingdoms,—not

such as 1 am."

When King Kesidhwaja heard these words, he was

much pleased, and exclaimed: "It is well-spoken." §

Then, addressing Khandikya|| affectionately, he said:

"Listen to my words. Through desire ofescaping death

by the ignorance of works, I exercise the regal power,

celebrate various sacrifices, and enjoy pleasures sub-

versive of purity. Fortunate is it for you, that your

mind has attached itself to the dominion of discrimi-

nation. Pride of your race! now listen to the real

nature of ignorance. The (erroneous) notion that self

consists in what is not self, and the opinion that pro-

perty consists in what is not one's own,1 constitute the

double seed of the tree of ignorance. The ill-judging

embodied being, bewildered by the darkness of fasci-

nation, situated in a body composed of the five ele-

ments, loudly asserts 'This is I.' But who would ascribe

spiritual individuality to a body in which soul is dis-

tinct from the ether, air, fire, water, and earth, (of

The translation of the a large part of the present Chapter is not at

all close.

I Mamatwa.

\ Ahain-mdna.

§ 'Enough'.' ^T^f?! ITTf I
A sacred license of grammar is here

taken, as is remarked by the commentators.

li
The original has Khai'idikyajanaka.

If -^^^ ^f^?T ^^ TTfTT: i
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which that body is composed) ? ^ What man of under-

standing assigns to disembodied* spirit corporeal frui-

tion, or houses, lands, and the like, that it should say

'These are mine'? What wise man entertains the idea

of property in sons or grandsons, begotten of the body,

after the spirit has abandoned it?f Man performs all

acts, for the purpose of bodily fruition; and the conse-

quence of such acts is another body; so that their re-

sult is nothing but confinement to bodily existence. +

In the same manner as a mansion of clay is plastered

with clay and water, so the body, which is of earth, is

perpetuated by earth and water, (or by eating and

drinking). The body, consisting of the five elements,

is nourished by substances equally composed of those

elements. But, since this is the case, what is there in

this life that man should be proud of?§ Travelling the

path of the world
|

for many thousands of births, man

attains only the weariness of bewilderment, and is smoth-

ered by the dust of imagination. H When that dust is

' The text is somewhat obscure; but it is, in some degree,

cleared up by the next illustration. No one would think of ap-

plying the property of self—the idea of possession, or personality,

— to soul separated from body. But the objection is equally

applicable to soul in the body; for, whilst there, it is as distinct,

in its nature, from the materials of body, as if it was disembodied,

and quite as incapable of individual personal fruition.

Adeha.

t This clause is to render ^^"HUf'T ^%^^ I

: tf-^75^ ^^ S^^T ^^J^ TTRXn
§ I find no Sanskrit answering to this sentence,

II
Samsdra.

^ Vdsand.
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washed away by the bland * water of (real) knowledge,

then the weariness of bewilderment sustained by the

wayfarer through repeated births is removed. When
that weariness is relieved, the internal man is at peace,

and he obtains that supreme felicity which is unequalled

and undisturbed, f This soul is (of its own nature,)

pure, and composed of happiness* and wisdom. The
properties of pain, ignorance, and impurity are those

of nature (Prakriti), not of soul. There is no affinity

between fire and water; but, when the latter is placed

over the former, in a caldron, it bubbles, and boils, and

exhibits the properties of fire. § In like manner, when
soul is associated with Prakriti, it is vitiated by egotism

j|

and the rest, and assumes the qualities of grosser na-

ture, although essentially distinct from them, and incor-

ruptible, t Such is the seed of ignorance, as I have ex-

plained it to you. There is but one cure of worldly sor-

rows,—the practice of devotion: no other is known."**

"Then,'' said Khahdikya, "do you, who are the chief

of those versed in contemplative devotion, explain to

me what that is: for, in the race of the descendants of

Nimi,
^f-j- you are best acquainted with the sacred writ-

' That is, in the race of princes of Mithila.

* Ushna.

+ Nirvdna-maya.

(I
Ahain-mdna.

^ Avyaya. See Vol. I., p. 17, note *.

tt See Vol. III., pp. 259 aud 327.

V. 15
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ings in which it is taught." "Hear," replied Kesidhwa-

ja, "the account of the nature of contemplative devo-

tion, ^ which I impart to you, and by perfection in which

the sage attains resolution into Brahma, and never suf-

fers birth again. * The mind of man is the cause both

of his bondage and his Uberation: its addiction to the

objects of sense is the means of his bondage; its separa-

tion from objects of sense f is the means of his free-

dom. The sage who is capable of discriminative know-

ledge must, therefore, restrain his mind from all the

objects of sense, and therewith meditate upon the Su-

' The term Yoga (^^), which is that used in the text, in its

literal acceptation signifies ^union,' 'junction,' from ^^ 'to join" :

in a spiritual sense, it denotes "union of separated with universal

soul;" and, with some latitude of expression, it comes to signify

the means by which such union is effected. In the Bhagavad Gita,

it is variously applied, but, ordinarily, denotes the performance

of religious ceremonies as a duty, and not for interested purposes.

Thus, Krishna says to Arjuna:

f^^t^^: ^'fr ^^T ^^^ ^1 ^3^ II

"Engaging in Yoga, perform rites, Dhananjaya, being indifferent

to success or failure. Such indifference is called Yoga." II., verse

48. It is elsewhere defined "exemption from the contact of pain
:"

^I'^^hftTf^^'i ^^^f^fTH: I
VI., verse 23. The word has been,

accordingly, rendered 'devotion', by Wilkins, and 'devotio', by

Schlegel, in their translations of the Gita. In this place, however,

it is used in a less general sense, and signifies, as is subsequently

explained, reunion with spirit, through the exercises necessary to

perfect abstraction, as they are taught and practised by the fol-

lowers of Patanjali.

f Nirvishaya.
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preme Being,—who is one with spirit,—in order to at-

tain liberation.* For that Supreme Spiritf attracts (to

itself) him who meditates upon it, and who is of the

same nature; as the loadstone attracts the iron by the

virtue which is common to itself and to its products. ^t

Contemplative devotion is the union with Brahma, ef-

fected by that condition of mind which has attained

perfection through those exercises which complete the

control of self; ^ and he whose contemplative devotion

' This illustration is, however, only to a limited extent explan-

atory of the nature of Yoga ; for, though the loadstone and iron

unite, by virtue of a community of kind, yet the union that takes

place is only that of contiguity, Samyoga (^^^), not that of

identification or unity, Tad-aikya (cl^^). Some further expla-

nation, therefore, is required.

2 The first stage is the Atma-prayatna, the practice of moral

and religious restraint,—Yama, Niyama,§ &c. When the novice

is perfect in these, then he is fit to attain the perfectibility of an

adept, through the especial practices which treatises on the Yoga
prescribe. When the mind has attained the state which can alone

be attained through them, then the union with Brahma, which is

the consequence, is called Yoga:

cT^n ^^fv! ^^^ ^Ji i;^rfwt^% II II

The Atma-prayatna is defined! to be that which has Yama, &c.

t "Supreme Spirit" is for Brahma.

§ Vide infra, p. 230, notes • and f.

I

This is the original of the passage to which the Translator's note
is attaohed.

% By the commentator Sridhara, whom Ratnagarbha here closely follows.

15*
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is characterized by the property of such absolute per-

fection is, in truth, a sage, expectant of final liberation

from the world.*

"The sage (or Yogin), when first applying himself

to contemplative devotion, is called the (novice oi')

practitioner (Yoga-yuj); when he has attained spiritual

union, f he is termed (the adept, or) he whose medita-

tions are accomplished/ Should the thoughts of the

for its object, "^Trf^JTlf^f^^T^: I
The next phrase, rlc^T^T, is

explained fT^|'Vl"»n' 'depending upon, or relating to, such control.'

T'Tl'Tf^. is the same as ^"Tlr^f^'. 5 condition or state of mind

which is fcfflf'STj 'perfected:' of that state of mind union with

Brahma is Yoga. Union with Brahma is the abstraction that pro-

poses the identity of the living with the supreme spirit,— of the

Jivatman+ with Brahma: ^^TSIW^^f^'^^^^ I
And Yoga is

understanding of the identity of the contemplator and the object

contemplated: "fc^lfl^^cjzivj^: | A text of Yajnavalkya§ is

quoted to this effect:
||

"Know holy wisdom to be the same with Yoga, (the practice of)

which has eight divisions. That which is termed Yoga is union

of the living with the supreme soul."

' Vinishpanna-samadhi IF is the expression of the text, which

can scarcely be regarded as an appellative. The commentator

terms the adept Brahma-jnanin, "he who knows Brahma."

t xn^^xigrf3=?Tn'i: i

: See Vol. IV., p. 253, note *.

§ Corrected from "Yajnyawalkya". With reference to Yajnavalkya,

vide infra, p. 230, note ||.

II
By Ratnagarbha.

% Samddki is rendered "abstractiou", iu Vol. II., p. 315.
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former be unvitiated by any obstructing imperfection,

he will obtain freedom,* after practising devotion

through several lives. ' The latter speedily obtains libe-

ration in that existence (in which he reaches perfect-

ion), all his acts being consumed by the fire of con-

templative devotion. The sage who would bring his

mind into a fit state for (the performance of) devout

contemplation must be devoid of desire, f and observe

(invariably,) continence, compassion, truth, honesty,

and disinterestedness:! he must fix his mind intently

on the supreme Brahma, practising holy study, § puri-

fication, contentment, penance, and self-control.
|1
These

' After three lives, according to the Vayu Samhita, as quoted

in the comment. H

• Mukti.

t Nishkdma.

X Compare Vol. III., p. 77, note 1 ; also, Vol. IV., p. 294, notes 1

and t- Ahimsd, asteya, and aparigraka I should render 'not kilhng',

'not thieving', and ' not coveting", rather than "compassion", "honesty",

and "disinterestedness".

§ Swddhydya, "the murmuring of sacred texts." In the Rdja-mdrtanda

we find the following definition, in explanation of the Yoga-idstra, II., 1

:

1^T"^T^: I THlT^'TqWt 'T'^TWt Wl\ I
The Sutrdrtha-chandrikd has:

The Translator should not have rendered fM"'i(fl|'(4<^l«l, ^s if it de-

noted "self-control". The fifth observance is TT'^TSf TTTli—the Trans-

lator's "mind intently",— which is equivalent, the scholiasts say, to

pranidkdna, 'persevering devotion.' See the Yoga-Mstra, II., 32.

% By Ratnagarbha, as follows:
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(virtues), resjfectively termed the five acts of re-

straint* (Yania), and five of obligation f (Niyama),

bestow excellent rewards, when practised for the sake

of reward, and eternal liberation, when they are not

prompted by desire (of transient benefits). + En-

dowed with these merits, the sage,§ self-restrained,

should sit in one of the modes termed Bhadrasana, &c.,

and engage in contemplation. ^ Bringing his vital airs,

called Prana, under subjection, by frequent repetition,

is, thence, called Pranayama, which is, as it were, a

seed with a seed.^ In this, the breath of expiration

' There are various postures in which the Yogin is directed

to sit, when he engages in meditation. In the Bliadrasana,
i

he

is directed to cross his legs underneath him, and to lay hold of

his feet, on each side, with his hands.

^ ^T^l^ ^^ T?!^ ^ I
^ It is, itself, figuratively, the seed of

the fruit, which is meditation; but it is to be accompanied with

what is also technically called Bija (or seed),—inaudible repe-

• 'Forbearance' is more exact, f 'Religious observance' is preferable.

§ Vati.

II
The commentators cite, in description of this posture, a stanza from

Yajnavalkya. Perhaps it is taken from the Ydjnavalkija-gitd, for which

see my Contribution towards an Index to the Bibliography of the Indian

Philosophical Systems, p. 14.

Besides the bhadrasana, the Yoga philosophy prescribes postures de-

nominated padmdsana, swastikdsana, vqjrdsana, and virdsana. These

seem to be the principal out of an aggregate said to consist of eighty-

four, among which are the siddhdsana, kamaldsana, daiiddsana, &c.

^ Correctly, '^T^^Wt-J'^^ 11^ ^5 "with a seed, and also without a seed."

The term 'seed' is here, of course, a technicality.

Samddhi, as sabija and as nirbija, is spoken of in the Yoga-Mstra, I.,

46 and 50. The abstract meditation referred to is, in other words, di-

vided into that in which there is distinct recognition of an object, and

that in which there is not such recognition.

See, further, note + in the following page.
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and that of inspiration* are alternately obstructed,

constituting the act twofold: and the suppression f of

both (modes of breathing) produces a third. ^ The

exercise of the Yogin, whilst endeavouring to bring

before his thoughts the gross form of the eternal, is

denominated Alambana. 'I He is then to perform the

tition of certain prayers, and meditation on the visible form of

the deity,—termed, likewise, Alambana, and presently mentioned.

§

' Pranayama is performed by three modifications of breathing.

The first act is expiration, which is performed through the right

nostril, whilst the left is closed with the fingers of the right hand

:

this is called Rechaka. The thumb is then placed upon the right

nostril, and the fingers raised from the left, through which breath

is inhaled: this is called Puraka. In the third act, both nostrils

are closed, and breathing suspended: this is Kumbhaka. And a

succession of these operations is the practice of Pranayama.
||

'^ Alambana is the silent repetition of prayer. If

• Prdna and apdna. f Samyama.

"And, as regards the Yogin practising meditation with a rest for his

thoughts, as he feels after the Supreme, the gross aspect of the Infinite—

/. e., Hiranyagarbha, etc.,—\s prescribed as the rest, best of Brahmans."

See the beginning of annotation H in the preceding page. On the

words there quoted Ratnagarbha says: ^^^: | t(l^4«1*1' I Tn^^-
"^T»!?rf^t I

And Sridhara writes to the same effect. It is now

evident how the Translator came to misunderstand the sense of bija and

alambana. The commentators begin their gloss on the stanza cited above

with the words: J[^ ^"^^^^ l«?l*s(T^f I

§ This view of the meaning of bija and alambana is quite a misappre-

hension. See the preceding note.

II
Both Sridhara and Ratnagarbha have the substance of this note.

The Translator has previously rendered pranayama by "suppression

of breath," "austerity", and "ascetic practices". See Vol. II., pp. 89

and 272; Vol. III., p. 55. Its exact meaning is 'regulation of the breath'.

The third division of the prdridydma, the kumbhaka, has its name

from kumbha, 'a jar'; inasmuch as, on its taking place, the vital airs

are stationary, like water in a jar. % See note X, above.
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Pratyahara, which consists in restraining his organs of

sense* from susceptibility to outward impressions, and

directing them entirely to mental perceptions. By

these means the entire subjugation of the unsteady

senses is effected; and, if they are not controlled, the

sage will not accomplish his devotions. When, by the

Pranayama, the vital airs are restrained, and the senses

are subjugated by the Pratyahara, then the sage will

be able to keep his mind steady in its perfect asylum."f
Khandikya then said (to Kesidhwaja): "Illustrious

sage, inform me what is that perfect asylum of the

mind,+ resting on which, it destroys all the products

of (human) infirmity." To this, Kesidhwaja replied:

" The asylum of mind is spirit (Brahma), which, of its

own nature, is twofold, as being with, or without,

form; and each of these is supreme and secondary.^

im m^wri '^ tit "^T^T^W '^ II

The Brahma that is without form (Amurtta)may be Para or Apara.

Supreme formless spirit is without attributes of any kind. Se-

condary formless spirit is invested with the attributes of power,

glory, truth, perfection. Spirit embodied, or with form in his

highest state, is, according to our text, Vishiiu and his tnanifesta-

tions. Spirit, in an interior or secondary series of bodily forms,

is Brahma and all other living beings. If

* Aksha.

t TTTi: ^f?wt %rr: ^gm^^ i

* Chetas, as above; and so below.

§ The ordinary reading is ^^T^(T: |

II
Variant: ^fT^^^^'T^^ I

% This note is gleaned, with additions and variations, from the com-

mentaries,
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Apprehension of spirit, * again, is threefold. I will ex-

plain the different kinds to you. They are: that which

is called Brahma, that which is named from works,

and that which comprehends both. That (mental ap-

prehension) which consists of Brahma is one; that

which is formed of works is another; and that which

comprehends both is the third: so that mental appre-

hension* (of the object or asylum of the thoughts) is

threefold Sanandana and other (perfect sages) were

endowed with apprehension of the nature f of Brahma.

The gods and others, whether animate or inanimate,

are possessed of that which regards acts.t The ap-

prehension that comprehends both works and spirit

exists in Hiranyagarbha§ and others, who are pos-

sessed of contemplative knowledge, of their own na-

ture, and who, also, exercise certain active functions,

as creation and the rest. Until all acts, which are

' The term is Bhtivana, defined to be "function to be en-

gendered by knowledge," -sj V»f^•!i: ^^irrT'% '^he mental impress-

ion or apprehension following upon knowledge. Here it implies,

in particular, the formation of a fixed idea, by the Yogin, of the

object of his contemplations. It is also termed Bhava-bhavana,

"apprehension of the being, the existence, or substantiality, of the

object; the thing contemplated:"' vn^^T^TT I W^ ^^ fff^-

t Here, "apprehension," &c. is to render ^n'^^T^'TT I

+ ^T^^n'^TT I § A name of Brahma.

^ Ratnagarbha.

•• Sridhara.
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the causes of notions of individuality, are discontinued,

spirit is one thing, and the universe is another, to

those who contemplate objects as distinct and various.*

But that is called true knowledge, or knowledge of

Brahma, which recognizes no distinctions, which con-

templates only simple existence, which is undefinable

by words, and is to be discovered solely in one's own

spirit. f That is the supreme, unborn, imperishable

form of Vishnu, who is without (sensible) form, and is

characterized as a condition of the supreme soul, which

is variously modified from the condition of universal

form.t But this (condition) cannot be contemplated

by sages in their (early) devotions ;§ and they must,

therefore, direct their minds to the gross form of Hari,

which is of universal perceptibility.
||
They must medi-

tate upon him as Hiranyagarbha, as the glorious H

Vasava, as Prajapati, as the winds,** the Vasus, the

Rudras, the suns, stars, planets, Gandharvas, Yakshas,

Daityas, all the gods and their progenitors, ff men,

animals, tt mountains, oceans, rivers, trees, all beings,

and all sources of beings, all modifications whatever

^^^T^T(3mt^ rT^TT'f ^W^f^^W: II

§ This expansion is to represent yoga-yuj, for which see p. 228, supra.

Ij
Viiwa-gochara.

% Bhagavat.
" Marut.

ft ^rai^ ^^^"^lini: I

:: Paiu.
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of nature and its products,* whether sentient or un-

conscious, one-footed, tw^o-footed, or many-footed.

f

All these are the sensible i form of Hari, to be appre-

hended by the three kinds of apprehension. All this

universal vv^orld, this (world) of moving and stationary

beings, is pervaded by the energy of Vishnu, who is

of the nature of the supreme Brahma. This energy is

either supreme, or, when it is that of conscious em-

bodied spirit, § it is secondary. Ignorance, oi- that

which is denominated from works, is a third energy,'

by which the omnipresent energy of embodied spirit

is ever excited, and whence it suffers all the pains of

repeated worldly existence. Obscured by that (energy

of ignorance or illusion), the energy that is denomi-

nated from embodied spirit is characterized by dif-

ferent degrees of perfection, in all created beings. In

things without life,
j,

it exists in a very small degree;

' The term used, throughout, is Sakti (l|"f^), ' power,' 'abil-

ity.' 'energy.' By the first kind, or Para, is understood know-

ledge able to appreciate abstract truth, or the nature of universal

soul; by the second, ability to understand the nature of embodied

soul; and, by the third, inability to discern one's own nature,

and reliance on moral or ceremonial merit. These different kinds

are called energies, because they are the energies or faculties of

the Supreme Spirit, or, according to the Vaishnavas, of Vishnu,

accompanying soul in all its various conditions of existence.

t Add "or footless": ^tn^cRIi; |

+ Murtta.

§ ^^'sjKsMI I

II
As stones and the like, Ratnagarbha says.
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it is more, in things that (have hfe, but) are without

motion;* in insects, f it is still more abundant; and

still more, in birds; it is more in wild animals;* and,

in domestic animals, § the faculty is still greater. Men

have more of this (spiritual) faculty than animals; and

thence arises their authority over them: the faculty

exists, in an ascending degree, in Nagas, Gandharvas,

Yakshas, gods, Sakra, Prajapati, and Hirahyagarbha,

and is, above all, predominant in that male (Vishnu)

of whom all these various creatures are but the diver-

sified forms, penetrated universally by his energy,—as

all-pervading as the ether. If

"The second^ state of him who is called Vishnu,

and which is to be meditated upon by the (advanced)

sage, is that (imperceptible,) shapeless''^* form of

Brahma, which is called, by the wise 'That which is,'^

and in which all the before-described energies re-

side. Thence proceeds the form of the universal form,

the other great form of Hari, which is the origin of

' The first, which has been iiitended to be described in the

foregoing passages, was the universal, visible form of Vishnu;

the second is his formless or imperceptible condition.

* Sat (^f^), "what is being."

* Sthdvara. Ratnagarbha explains that trees, &c. are intended.

t Sarisripa, which the Translator ^^enerally renders "reptiles". Vide

supra, p. 59, note ff; and p. 94, note ft-

* Mriga.

§ Pasu.

*• Amurtta.
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those manifested forms (or incarnations) that are en-

dowed with every kind of energy, and which, whether

the forms of gods, animals, or men, are assumed by

him (Hari,) in his sport. This active interposition of

the undefinable god, all-comprehending and irresistible,

is foi" the purpose of benefiting the world, and is not

the necessary consequence of works. *^ This form of

the universal form is to be meditated upon by the

sage,t for the object of purification; as it destroys all

sin. In the same manner as fire, (blazing) in the wind,

burns dry grass,: so Vishnu, seated in the heart, con-

sumes the sins of the sage: and, therefore, let him

(resolutely) effect the fixation of his mind upon that

receptacle of all the (three) energies, (Vishnu); for that

is (the operation of the mind which is called) perfect

Dharana:^ and, thus, the perfect asylum § of individual,

as well as universal, spirit, that which is beyond the

three modes of apprehension,}! is attained, for the

(eternal) emancipation of the sage. The minds of other

beings, which are not fixed upon that asylum, are

altogether impure, and are all the gods and the rest,

who spring from acts.H The retention or apprehen-

' Retention, or holding of the image or idea formed in the

mind by contemplation: from Dhi'i (V), 'to hold,' literally or

figuratively.

* These two sentences are a very free rendering.

t Read 'the novice'; the original being yoja-yuj. Vide supra, p. 228.

t Kaksha, 'dry wood.'

^^f-^ ^^^^^ \^i^T. ^^^>T?i: II
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sion, by the mind, of that visible form of Vishnu,

without regard to subsidiary forms, is, thence, called

Dharana;* and I will describe to you the perceptiblef

form of Hari, which no mental retention will manifest,

except in a mind that is lit to become the receptacle

of the idea, ^t The meditating sage must think (he be-

holds internally the figure) of Vishnu, as having a

pleased and lovely countenance, with eyes like the

leaf of the lotos, smooth cheeks, § and a broad and

brilliant forehead; ears of equal size, the lobes of which

are decorated with splendid pendants; a painted neck;||

and a broad breast, on which shines the Srivatsat

mark ; a belly falling in graceful folds, with a deep-

seated navel :

** eight long arms, or else four ; and firm

and well-knit thighs and legs, with well-formed feet

and toes. Let him, with well-governed thoughts, con-

' The explanation of Dhararia given in the text is rendered

unnecessarily perplexed by the double doctrine here taught, and

the attempt to combine the abstractions of Yoga theism with the

sectarian worship of Vishnu.

In dhdraiid, or 'fixed attention', no mediate rest is required, such as

is spoken of in note + to p. 231, supra.

t Murtta.

§ Su-kapola.

II
? The original has oo^ci^ri^^ | Sridhara and Ratnagarbba say:

% See p. 5, and p. 124, note ^, supra.
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template, as long as he can persevere in unremitting

attention, Hari,* as clad in a yellow robe, ^'earing a

(rich) diadem (on his head), and brilliant armlets and

bracelets f (on his arms), and bearing (in his hands)

the bow, the shell, the mace, the sword, the discus, the

rosary, + the lotos, and the arrow. '§ When this image

never departs from his mind, whether he be going, or

standing, or be engaged in any other voluntary act,

then he may believe his retention to be perfect. The
sage may then meditate upon the form of Vishnu If

without (his arms, —as) the shell, mace, discus, and

bow,—and as placid, and bearing (only) his rosary.**

When the idea of this image is firmly retained, thenff

he may meditate on Vishnu without his diadem, brace-

lets, ++ or other ornaments. He may, next, contemplate

him as having but one single limb, and may then fix

his Mdiole thoughts §§ upon the body to which the

limbs belong. This process of forming a lively image

in the mind, exclusive of all other objects, constitutes

' The two last implements are from the comment: the text

specifies only six.

^ OS e
t Keyiira and kataka.

X Akaha-valaya.

§ Vide supra, pp. 124 and 149.

li
Budha.

^ Bhagavat, in the original.

** Aksha-siitraka.

ft ¥T v:^ ^^rrrwT cTi^^^T^^fT^ t\7[\ i

XX Key lira.
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Dhyana (or meditation), which is perfected by six

stages;^ and, when an accurate knowledge of self, free

from all distinction, is attained by this mental medi-

tation, that is termed Samadhi.^*

' They are :f 1. Yama, &c., acts of restraint and obligation ;t:

2. Asana, sitting in particular postures ;§ 3. Prariayania, modes

of breathing;
li

4. Pratyahaia, exclusion of all external ideas ; H

5. Bhavana, apprehension of internal ideas;** 6. Dharana, fixation

or retention of those ideas, ff
* The result of the Dhyana or Samadhit+ is the absence of all

idea of individuality, when the meditator, the meditation, and the

thing or object meditated upon are, all, considered to be but one.

According to the text of Patanjali: "Restraint of the body, reten-

tion of the mind, and meditation, which, thence, is exclusively

confined to one object, is Dhyana. The idea of identification with

the object of such meditation, so as if devoid of individual nature,

is Samadhi:- '^f^i^f^Tf^-?:Trr cTrRtil^^rrT^ffT >2TTT*l I fT^"

rT^gTR ITW^TW'. ^t^t^^T^ ^^ II

t I do not know whence this classification is taken; and I doubt its

correctness exceedingly. According to the Yoga-idstra, II., 29, the six

stages preceding dhyana are yama, niyama, asana, prdridydma, pratyd-

hdra, and dhdrand. Yama and niyama can scarcely, from their very

nature, be taken as parts of a whole ; and bhdvand is not at all a stage

subservient to the attainment of yoga.

X Vide supra, p. 230, notes * and f.

§ Ibid., note \\.

II
Ibid., p. 231, note |{.

If Ibid., p. 232.

* Ibid., p. 233, note 1.

tt Ibid., p. 2S8, note •.

XX These, 'contemplation' and 'meditation', are never to be considered

as synonyms. See note f, above.

§§ Here we have an extract from the Yoya-idstra,— III., 1—3. These
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"(When the Yogin has accomphshed this stage, he

acqiures) discrimhiative kiiov^^ledge, which is the means

of enabUng Uving soul, when all the three kinds of

apprehension are destroyed, to attain the attainable

supreme Brahma/* Embodied spirit is the user of

the instrument, which instrument is true knowledge;

and, by it, that (identification) of the former (with

Brahma) is attained/'' Liberation, which is the object

to be effected, being accomplished, discriminative

knowledge ceases. When endowed with the appre-

hension of the nature of the object of inquiry,f then

* The expressions of the text are somewhat obscure; nor does

the commentator t make them much more intelligible, until he

cuts the matter short, by stating the meaning to be, that "discri-

minative knowledge enables the living spirit to attain Brahma:"

• The text is very elliptical and obscure. Having stated that

embodied spirit (Kshetrajna) is the Karariin, the possessor or user

of the Karana, which is knowledge, it adds %5f ff"^ fffT. literally,

"by that, of that, that;" i. e., Tat, "that which is;" and Brahma,
or supreme spirit, is the attainment of that spirit which abides in

body by that instrument, or discriminative knowledge, of which
it has become possessed through perfect meditation:

%Tfr: ^TW^ WN ^TW ^'T fT^ ricl I

f^^T^ ^fw^iit t lffTirWTfWW^% II

fwN f^wrt^ I

aphorisms are read as follows: ^IfWcjf^T^^ VTT^ I W^ TT(?T%-

^fTRrTT wrjt; I fT^^'n^^f^T^ ^^:q^52ifHW ^wrf^: i

Thus we have definitions of dhdrand, dhydna, and samddhi.

HiMun*<«tw'n?n ir^'^xrw^^TW'T: ii

I Ratnagarbha.

V. 16
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there Is no difference between it (individual,) and su-

preme spirit:* difference is the consequence of the ab-

sence of (true) knowledge. When that ignorance which

is the cause of the difference between individual and

universal spiritf is destroyed, finally and for ever,

who shall (ever) make that distinction (between them)

which does not exist? Thus have I, Khandikya, in

reply to your question, explained to you what is meant

by contemplative devotion, both fully and summarily.

What else do you wish to hear?"

Khandikya replied (to Kesidhwaja, and said): "The

explanation which you have given me of the real na-

ture of contemplative devotion has fulfilled all my
wishes, and removed all impurity from my mind. The

expression 'mine', which I have been accustomed to

use, is untruth, I and cannot be otherwise declared by

those who know what is to be known. The words

T and 'mine' constitute ignorance; but practice is

influenced by ignorance. Supreme truth § cannot

be defined; for it is not to be explained by words.

Depart, therefore, Kesidhwaja. You have done all that

is necessary for my (real) happiness,
||

in teaching me

contemplative devotion,— the inexhaustible bestower

of liberation from existence. " ^

Accordingly, King Kesidhwaja, after receiving suit-

able homage from Khandikya, returned to his city.

* Five kinds of emancipation are enumerated in the Bhdgavata-pu-

rd/ia, III, XXIX., 13: sdlokya, sdrsht'i, sdmipya, sdriipya, and ekatwa.

t The original words are dtman and Brahma.

\ Asat.

§ Paramdrtha.

II
Sreyas.

^ Vimukti. Vide supra, p. 61, note §.
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Kh^ndikya, having nominated bis son Raja/ retired

to the woods, to accomphsh his devotions; his whole

mind being intent upon Govinda. There, his entire

thoughts being engrossed upon one only object, and

being purified by practices of restraint, self-control,

and the rest,* he obtained absorption into the pure

and perfect spiritf which is termed Vishnu. Kesidhwa-

ja, also, in order to (attain) liberation, became averse

from his own perishable works, and lived amidst ob-

jects of sense (without regarding them), and instituted

rehgious rites without expecting therefrom, any ad-

vantages to himself.: Thus, by pure and auspicious

fruition, being cleansed from (all) sin, he, also, ob-

tained that perfection which assuages all affliction for

ever.

• The commentator, in order to explain how Khandikya

should have given what he did not possess, states that it is to be

understood that Kesidhwaja relinquished to him the kingdom.

Or the term Raja may denote merely "master of, or acquainted

with, mystic prayers, or Mantras:" ^^T TTT^TR ^'r^lf^^Tf^

I This is to render Brahma.

16*



CHAPTER VIII.

Conclusion of the dialogue between Parasara and Maitreya. Re-

capitulation of the contents of the Vishnu Purana: merit of

hearing it: how handed down. Praises of Vishnu. Conclu-

ding prayer.

I HAVE now explained to you, Maitreya, the third

kind of worldly dissolution, or that which is absolute

and final, which is liberation and resolution into eter-

nal spirit/ I have related to you primary and second-

ary creation, the families (of the patriarchs), the

(periods of thej Manwantaras, and the genealogical

histories* (of the kings). I have repeated to you, (in

short,) who were desirous of hearing it, the imperish-

able Vaishnava Purana, which is destructive of all

sins, the most excellent of all holy writings, and the

means of attaining the great end of man. If there is

anything else you wish to hear, propose your quest-

ion, and I will answer it.

Maitreya. — Holy teacher, f you have,^ indeed, re-

lated to me all that I wished to know; and I have lis-

tened to it with pious attention, t I have nothing

further to inquire. The doubts inseparable from the

' The term is Layo Brahmarii (gf^ sfW^)' which means 'a

melting away,' 'a dissolution', or 'fusion;' from the root Li (^),
'to liquefy,' 'to melt,' 'to dissolve.'

• VaMdnucharita.

t Bhagavat.

1 Bhakti.
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mind of man have, all, been resolved by you;* and,

through your instructions, I am acquainted with the

origin, duration, and endf of all things; with Vishnu,

in his collective fourfold form;' his three energies;^

and with the three modes of apprehending the object

of contemplation. '^t Of all this have I acquired a

know^ledge, through your favour; and nothing else is

worthy to be known, when it is once understood that

Vishnu and this world are not (mutually) distinct.

Great Muni, I have obtained, through your kindness,

all I desired,— the dissipation of my doubts ;§ since

you have instructed me in the duties of the several

tribes, and in other obligations; the nature of active

life, and discontinuance of action ; and the derivation

of all that exists from works.
j|

There is nothing else,

venerable Brahman, that I have to inquire of you.

And forgive me, if your answers to my questions have

imposed upon you any fatigue. Pardon me the trouble

' Or with Vishnu in the four modifications described in the

First Book, IF—spirit, matter, form, and time. See Vol. I., pp. 18, 19.

* Or Sakti, noticed in the last Chapter;—p. 235, supra.

' Or Bhavanas, also described in the preceding Chapter; IT

—

p. 233, supra.

• fyjf^^T: ^^^ %?T^ ^T'to: ^fT*i: I

t Samyama. See Vol. I., p. 26, note *.

§ Apasandeha.

^ Substituted for "section".
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that I have given yon, through that amiable quality of

the virtuous which makes no distinction between a

disciple and a child.*

Parasaha. — I have related to you this Puraha,

which is equal to the Vedas (in sanctity), and by hear-

ing which, all faults and sins whatever are expiated.

In this have been described to you the primary and

secondary creation, the families (of the patriarchs),

the Manwantaras, the regal dynasties;! the gods,

Daityas, Gandharvas, serpents,: Rakshasas, Yakshas,

Vidyadharas, Siddhas, and heavenly nymphs ;§ Munis

endowed with spiritual wisdom, and practisers of de-

votion; n
the (distinctions of the) four castes, and the

actions of the most eminent amongst men;1I holy

places on the earth, holy rivers and oceans, sacred

mountains, and legends** of the (truly) wise; the duties

of the different tribes, and the observances enjoined by

the Vedas. ft By hearing this, all sins are, at once, ob-

literated. In this, also, the glorious H Hari has been re-

vealed,—the cause of the creation, preservation, and de-

struction of the world; the soul of all things, and, him-

self, all things; §§ by the repetition of whose name man

f Vamsdnucharita.

\ Uraga.

§ Apsaras.

1 twt f^t^¥^ftm 'ttt: I

** Charita

II Bkagavat.

§§ Sarva-bhuta.
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is. undoubtedly, liberated from all sins, which fly like

wolves that are frightened by a lion. The repetition

of his name with devout faith* is the best remover of all

sins; destroying them, as fire purifies the metal (from

the dross). The stain of the Kali age, which ensures

to men sharp punishments in hell, is, at once, effaced

by a single invocation of Hari. f He who is all that

is—,the whole egg of Brahma, with Hiranyagarbha,

Indra,: Rudra, the Adityas, the Aswins, the winds, the

Kiiiinaras, the Vasus, the Sadhyas, Viswadevas, the

(celestial) gods,§ the Yakshas, serpents,!! Rakshasas,f

the Siddhas, Daityas, Gandharvas, Danavas, nymphs,**

the stars, asterisms, planets, the seven Rishis,ft the

regents and superintendents of the quarters,:: men,

Brahmans, and the rest, animals tame and wild,§§ in-

sects, |i|l birds, ghosts and goblins, "H^ trees, woods,

mountains, rivers, oceans, the subterrene regions.
*#*

* Bhakti.

* Devendra, in the original.

§ Sura.

!' I do not find them named in the Sanskrit.

^ The original yields Rakshases.

•* Apsaras.

t+ See Vol. II., p. 226. ^ ,

* " The quarters and superintendents of the quarters : t%J^«!a ns< "^^sa I

-

fiiq-fTffif; I
The term Dhishnyadhipati is synonymous with Dikpala;

for which, see Vol. III., 170, note §.

Sridhara— if I may judge from the single MS. of his commentary

which is accessible to me,—has f\J^o , with reference to the like of

which, see Vol. IV., p. 164, note § .

|§ Faiu and mriga.

\\\\ Sarisripa. Vide supra, p. '236, note f; also, Vol. I., p. 84, note §.

^5[ These two terms are to render H?Tf^I I

Corrected from "legions".***
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the divisions of the earth, and all perceptible objects,—

he who is all things, who knoweth all things, who is

the form of all things, being without form himself,

and of whom whatever is, from (Mount) Meru to an

atom, all consists, — he, the glorious Vishnu, the de-

stroyer of (all) sin,— is described in this Purana. By
hearing this (Purana) an equal recompense is obtained

to that which is derived from the performance of an

Aswamedha sacrifice, or from fasting at (the holy

places) Prayaga,^' Pushkara,f Knrukshetra, + or Ar-

buda. § Hearing this (Purana) but once is as effica-

cious as the offering of oblations in a perpetual fire

for a year. The man who, with well-governed pas-

sions, bathes at Mathura, on the twelfth day|| of (the

month) Jyeshtha,^ and beholds (the image of) Hari,

obtains a great recompense :t so does he who, with

mind fixed upon Kesava, attentively recites this Pu-

' This month is also called Jyeshtha-miila, *'* which the com-

mentator ff explains to mean the month of which the root or cause

(Mula) of being so called is the moon's being full in the constel-

lation Jyeshtha. But it may be so termed, perhaps, from the

lunar asterism Mula,—which is next to Jyeshtha,—falling, also,

within the moon's passage through the same month.

* See Vol. III., p. 246, note 2; and Vol. IV., p. 218, note J.

t See Vol. I., Preface, p. XXX.; and Vol. II., p. 96.

+ See Vol. II., p. 133, note 1; and p. 142, note 4.

§ For this mountain, vide ibid., p. 131, note 1, and p. 141, note 2;

also. Vol. IV., p. 222, note X.

II
Insert "of the light fortnight".

^ TTT^'HT ''?TTT Tf^T^ I
This means, that he obtains emancipation.

** See note f in the next page.

tt Both the commentators give the ensuing explanation. See, further,

Nilakant'ha on the Mahdbhdraia, Anuidsana-parvan, si. 4609.
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rana. The man who bathes in the waters of the Ya-
muna, on the twelfth lunation* of the light fortnight

of the month in which the moon is in the mansion

Jyeshtha,f and who fasts and worships Achyuta in

(the city of) Mathura, receives the reward of an un-

interrupted Aswamedha. Beholding the (degree of)

prosperity (enjoyed by others) of eminence, through

(the merits of) their descendants, a man's paternal an-

cestors, his parents, and their parents exclaim:! "Who-
soever of our descendants, having bathed in the Ya-
muna, § and fasted, will worship Govinda in Mathura,

in the light fortnight of Jyeshtha, will secure for us

eminent exaltation ; H for we shall be elevated by the

merits of our posterity. " A man of good extraction

will present obsequial cakes to his fortunate (ancestors)

in the Yamuna, having worshipped Janardana in the

hght fortnight of Jyeshtha. ** But the same degree of

merit that a man reaps from adoring Janardanaff at

that season, with a devoted heart, and from bathing

in the Yamuna, and effecting the liberation of his pro-

genitors by offering to them (on such an occasion,)

obsequial cakes, he derives, also, from hearing, with

equal devotion, a section of this Purana.:: This Pu-

• Vide supra, p. 109, note f.

t "The month", &c. is to translate Jyeshfhd-mula.

I The extract is said, by ^ridhara, to be from the Pitri-gitd. See
Vol. III., p. 66, note §; and p. 170, text and note ||.

§ Kalindi, in the oridnal. See Vol. IV., p. 286, note «.

\\ The original is Jyesht'hd-mula.

f Aiddhi.

•* Jyesht'hd-mula, in the Sanskrit,

ft The original has Krishna.

:: ^^TSTT^ fT^T^fTT ^^W^T^ ^fWTT^ I
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rana is the best of all preservatives for those who are

afraid of worldly existence, * a certain alleviation of the

sufferings of men, f and remover of all imperfections.

This (Puraha), originally composed by the Rishi

(Narayaria), was communicated, by Brahma, t to Ri-

bhu;§ he related it to Priyavrata,jj by whom it was

imparted to Bhaguri.t Bhaguri recited it to Tama-

sitra;^** and he, to Dadhicha, ff who gave it to Sa-

raswata. II From the last Bhfign §§ received it, who
imparted it to Purukutsa;|ji; and he taught it to Nar-

mada. The goddess tt delivered it to Dhritarashtra,
***

' This name is also read Tambamitra. fff One copy bas Tava

mitraya,t+t "to thy friend," as if it was an epithet of Dadhicha: but

the construction of the verse requires a proper name. "Bhaguri

gave it to Tambamitra; and he, to Dadhicha :'§§§

* Sariisdra.

i Literally, "a cnre for men's bad dreams": ^t^lRTni'f •flTT'^ I

* Called, in the original, by his epithet Kamalodbhava,—the same as

Abjayoni. See Vol. I., p. 17, note t.

§ See Vol. 1., p. 77, note 1; and Vol. IL, p. 330.

jl
Ibid., pp. 107, et seq.

^ For a Bhaguri, see Vol. II., p. 113, note 1

•* This reading I find nowhere. See, further, note fft, below.

ft Correct from "Dadicha". See Vol. I., p. 124; also. Professor Wil-

son's Translation of the Rigveda, Vol. I., p. 216, note a, and p. 310,

note a.

:: See Vol. I., p. 17.

§§ Ibid., p. 100.

{|{{ Ibid., p. 17; Vol, III., p. 268, text and note t, and p. 283.

^^ Literally, Narmada.
*• See Vol. 1., p. 188, note 1: and Vol. II., p. 74.

ttt So reads, like, my Ajmere MS., my oldest MS. of all. Ratnagarbha

has Tambhamitra; and my Arrah MS. yields Stambamitra.

Ill This is Sridhara's lection.

§§§ Corrected from "Dadhichi".
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the Naga king,* and to Apnrana,t of the same race,*

by whom it was repeated to their monarch, § Vasuki.;!

Vasiiki communicated it to Vatsa;^ and he, to Aswa-

tara, from whom it successively proceeded to Kambala

and Elapatra.** When the Muni Vedasiras descended

to Patala,tt he there received the whole (Purana)

from these Nagas, t+ and communicated it to Pramati.§§

Pramati consigned it to the wise Jatukarna;!'|| and he

taught it to many other holy persons. Through the

blessing of Vasishtha1f% it came to my knowledge'.;

and I have, now, Maitreya, faithfully imparted it to

you. You will teach it, at the end of the Kali age, to

Samika. ^ *** Whoever hears this great mystery, which

' A different series of narrators fff has been specified in the

First Book,—Vol. 1., p. 17.

* The original has only Naga.

t Corrected from "Purana". See Vol. II., p. 288. From note * to

ihid., p. 290, it seems that other Puranas read Varuna and Aruna (?).

: The original is VfTTT^T^ TT'll^R^UIItl ^ I
Apiirana is not,

then, said to be "of the same race" [n the passages referred to in

the preceding note, he figures as a Gramani or Yaksha.

§ Literally, "to the king of the Nagas", •TTI'i.'T^Jfl^ I

I;
See Vol. 11., p. 74, and p. 86, note 1.

1[ For the Naga called Vatsa, see Vol. II., p. 287, note «.

•• For Aswatara, Kambala, and Elapatra, see Vol. II., p. 74.

t+ The original seems to denote that Vedasiras became master of PataU:

\l By the word %5f, immediately following the mention of Elapatra,

it is implied that from him alone the Purana passed to Vedasiras.

§§ Variant : Pramita.

II j
Some of my best MSS. give Jatiikarnya. For both names, see

Vol, III., p. 36, text and note *.

^% Pulastya, according to my Ajmere MS.
•** Variants : Sauika, Sanika, and Sinika. For Samika, see Vol. 1.,

Preface, p. LV.

ttt On which Ratnagarbha remarks; ^"^ ^H^r^l«?TT!^7' *H^*^^-
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removes the contamination of the KaU, shall be freed

from all his sins. He who hears this every day,

acquits himself of his daily obligations to ancestors,

gods, and men.* The (great and) rarely attainable

merit that a man acquires by the gift of a brown

cow,f he derives from hearing ten chapters of this

(Purana).^ He who hears the entire (Purana), con-

templating, in his mind, Achyuta, — who is all things,

and of whom all things are made; who is the stay of

the whole world, the receptacle of spirit; who is

knowledge, and that which is to be known; who is

without beginning or end, and the benefactor of the

gods, + - obtains, assuredly, the reward that attends the

uninterrupted celebration of the Aswamedha rite. §

He who reads, and retains with faith this (Purana),

in the beginning, middle, and end of which is described

the glorious Achyuta, the lord of the universe in every

stage,
]

the master of all that is stationary or moveable,

composed of spiritual knowledge, ^ acquires such pu-

rity as exists not in any world, — the eternal state of

perfection,** (which is) Hari. The man who fixes his

' This seems to be an injudicious interpolation: it is not in

all the copies, ff

t Kapild. According to Golebrooke, "when applied to a cow, this term

signifies one of the colour of lac dye, with black tail and white hoofs,"

Two Treatises on the Hindu Law of Inheritance, p. 131, note.

+ Amara. § Vdjimedha, in the original.

ft Sridhara ignores it; otherwise it seems to be recognized.
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mind on Vishnu goes not to hell. He who meditates

upon him regards heavenly enjoyment only as an im-

pediment; and he whose mind and soul are penetrated

by him thinks little of the world of Brahma: for, when

present in the minds of those whose intellects are free

from soil, he confers upon them eternal freedom.

What marvel, therefore, is it, that the sins of one who
repeats the name of Achyuta should be wiped away?

Should not that Hari be heard ofwhom those devoted

to acts worship with sacrifices, continually, as the god

of sacrifice;* whom those devoted to meditation f con-

template as primary and secondary, composed of

spirit; t by obtaining whom, man is not born, nor

nourished, § nor subjected to death; who is all that is,

and that is not, (or both cause and effect); who, as the

progenitors, receives the libations
|j
made to them;

who, as the gods, accepts the offerings If addressed to

them; the glorious being who is without beginning or

end; whose name is both Swaha** and Swadha;^**

who is the abode of all spiritual power; in whom the

limits of finite things cannot be measured; and who,

when he enters the ear, destroys all sin?^

' The words or prayers employed in presenting oblations

with fire.

' The text has:

f^¥t% IIH^fnT ffnT ^Iff^ ^^ ^ ^ffr ffr: II

Mana commonly means 'pride;' but here it seems most appro-

* Yajneiwara. t Yogin. t Brahma-maya.

§ The original has ^ ^^ ^^^ %^ |

1

1 Kavya. ^ Uavya.
•• See Vol. III., p. 122, note X, ad finem.
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I adore him, that first of gods, Purnshottama,* who
is without end and without beginning, without growth,

without decay, f without death :+ who is substance that

knows not change. I adore that ever inexhaustible

spirit, § who assumed sensible qualities;
!

who, though

one, became many; who, though pure, became as if

impure, by appearing in many and various shapes;

who is endowed with (divine) wisdom, and is the

author of the preservation of all creatures, t I adore

him, who is the one conjoined essence and object of

both meditative wisdom and active virtue; who is

watchful in providing for human enjoyments; who is

one with the three qualities; who, without undergoing

change, is the cause of the evolution of the world;

who exists of his own essence, ever exempt from

decay.** I constantly adore him, who is entitled

heaven, ft ^ii') ^i"®? water, earth, and ether ; ++ who is the

priately rendered by its radical import, 'measure.' The measures

which are for the determination of measurable things are not

applicable to Vishnu.

* Tff|"«jf^ Y^^TfWT^'ft^'fl I t Parindma. \ Apakshaya.

For avyaya, see Vol. I., p. 17, note *,

tt Vyoman, the same as dkd4a, which is generally rendered 'ether'.

See Vol. I., p. 34, note •

.

The only reading which I find is

We have had "ether" just above, in the Trauslator's "heaven"; and

+
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bestower of all the objects which give gratification to

the senses; who benefits mankind with the instruments

of fruition; who is perceptible, who is subtile, who is

imperceptible. May that unborn, eternal Hari, whose

form is manifold, and whose essence is composed of

both nature and spirit,* bestow upon all mankind that

blessed state which knows neither birth nor decay!

there is no sixth element.

In the MS. which Professor Wilson used in preference to any or all

others, the letters ®'?[^- in this passage look very like ?5, for which he

probably took them, not noticing the two letters following, making up

"V*^*""' ^"*^ ^'^" '^ ""^ °f ^^* words for "ether". Vide supra, p. 198,

text, with notes + and ^.





AIMM^NDIX.

[No one among the contenipoiaiies of Professor Wilson is

known to have qaal'fied himself more adeqnately than Colonel

Vans Kennedy for disenssing the subject of the Puranas ; and it

has, therefore, been considered that the following correspondence

must, with all its defects, possess, to the readers of these volumes,

sufficient interest to justify its republication in this place. The

seven letters of which it consists—namely, five entitled On Pro-

fessor Wihon''s Theory respecting the Puranas, the Professor's Reply,

and the Colonel's Rejoinder,—originally appeared in the London

Asiatic Journal for 1840 and 1841, addressed to its editor. F. H.]

Sir: In the learned and ingenious remarks con-

tained in the Preface to his Translation of the Vishnu

Purdna, Professor Wilson remarks that the Puranas

"may be acquitted of subservience to any but sectarial

itnposture. They were pious* frauds for temporary pur-

poses;"f and that they "are, also, works of evidently

different ages, and have been compiled under different

circumstances, the precise nature of which we can but

imperfectly conjecture from internal evidence, and from

what we know of the history of religious opinion in In-

dia. It is highly probable that, of the present popular

forms of the Hintlu religion, none assumed their actual

state earlier than the time of SankaraAcharya, the great

Saiva reformei", who flourished, in all likelihood, in the

eighth or ninth century. Of the Vaibhnava teachers, Ra-

* Colonel Kennedy omitted this word. + Vol. 1., Preface, p. XI.

V. 17
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manuja dates in the twelfth century; Madhwacharya, in

the thirteenth ; and Vallabha, in the sixteenth; and the

Puranas seem to have accompanied, or followed, their

innovations; being obviously intended to advocate the

doctrines they taught."* He further observes that

"a very great portion of the contents of many [of the

Puranas], some portion of the contents of all, is gen-

uine and old. The sectarial interpolation, or embellish-

ment, is always sufficiently palpable to be set aside

without injury to the more authentic and primitive

material; and the Puranas, although they belong es-

pecially t to that stage of the Hindu religion in which

faith in some one divinity was the prevailing principle,

are, also, a valuable record of the form of Hindu

belief which came next in order to that of the Ve-

das.": And yet Professor Wilson, at the same time,

maintains that religious instruction is not one of the

five topics which are treated of in a genuine Purana,

and that its occurrence in the Puranas now extant is

a decisive proof that these are not the same works, in

all respects, that were current, under the denomination

of Puranas, in the century prior to Christianity.

These, however, and similar remarks contained in

that Preface, seem to be inconsistent and inconclusive;

for, if the Puranas, in their present form, are of so

modern a date, and if the ancient Puranas are no

longer extant, by what means can it be ascertained

that any portion of the contents of the works now

bearing the name of Puranas is genuine and old?

• Vol. I., Preface, p. XVI.

t Colonel Kennedy—a very heedless quoter,—had "essentially".

: Vol. I., Preface, pp. XL, XII.
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Professor Wilson rejects, as not belonging to the Pu-

ranas, in the time of Amara Siiiiha (B. C. 56), all those

parts of the present Puranas which relate to the rites

and observances and to the theology of theHindus; but

it is those parts only which admit of being compared

with other Hindu works, and with all that is known of

the Hindu religion. It is, also, unquestionable that

certain works denominated Puranas have been imme-
morially considered, by theHindus, as sacred books;*

and it must be evident that, unless the doctrines of

the Hindu religion were inculcated in those works,

they could contain nothing which could communicate

to them a sacred character. The opinion, therefore, of

Professor Wilson, that the genuine Puranas treated of

profane subjects only, is, obviously, incompatible with

that profound reverence with which the Puranas are

regarded by all Hindus, even at the present day. The
only argument, also, which he has adduced in support

of this opinion depends entirely upon the use and

meaning of the term pancha-lakshana^ as applied to

a Purana. But the passage in Sanskrit, quoted in the

note in page YH., does not admit of the restricted sense

which Professor Wilson has given to it; because the

first of the five topics ^ there mentioned, or sm^ga, is

inadequately expressed f by "primary creation, or cos-

mogony." This will be at once evident by a reference

' The five topics, as explained by Professor Wilson, are

:

" 1. Primary creation, or cosmogony; 2. Secondary creation, or

the destruction and renovation of worlds, including chronology;

3. Genealogy of gods and patriarchs; 4. Reigns of the Manus,

or periods called Manwantaras; and, 5. History."

?? t But see what the Colonel says in p. 299, note 2, infra.

17*
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to the contents of the Translation of the Vishnu Purana^

where, imder 5rtr^a, are enumerated:* Vishnu, the ori-

gin, existence, and end of all things ; his existence be-

fore creation; his first manifestations; description of

Pradhana, of Prakriti, of the active tiause; development

of effects, of the mundane egg. For the description of

all that precedes the appearance of the mundane egg,

which occurs in the Vishnu and other Pnranas, is the

most abstruse and sacred part of Hindu theology; as if

explains the real nature of the Supreme Being, and of

those manifestations of his divine essence which lead

men to believe in the actual existence of a material

world. The first, therefore, of the five topics treated

of in a genuine Puraha, according to Professor Wilson,

necessarily includes religious instruction; because the

antecedents to creation could not have been described

without, at the same time, explaining the distinction

between the one sole-existing spirit and those illusive

appearances which seem to be composed of matter.

The second, also, of those topics is, equally, of a reli-

gious nature; for an account of the destruction and

renovation of worlds must, necessarily, include a de-

scription of the means and agents employed, by the

Supreme Being, for those purposes. Under the first

two topics, consequently, is comprised a great part of

what is contained in the Purarias, as at present extant:

namely, a desci'iption of the real essence of the Su-

preme Being, and of the illusive nature of the uni-

verse; of the production of Brahma, Vishnu, Siva, and

their female energies ; of the origin of angelic beings

and holy sages; and of all the circumstances relating

* This is not a fair representation.
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to the repeated creation, destruction, and renovation

of the world; and it may, therefore, be justly con-

cluded, that these subjects were also treated of in the

eighteen Purai'ias, as originally committed to writing,

and that the term pancha-lakshana affords no grounds

for the conclusion which Professor Wilson has de-

duced from its use and meaning.

But those parts of the present Puranas which re-

late to festivals, rites, and observances, and to the

worship of particular deities, may appear to support

this remark of Professor Wilson: "They [the Puranas]

are no longer authorities for Hindu belief, as a whole:

they are special guides for separate and, sometimes,

conflicting branches of it; compiled for the evident

purpose of promoting the preferential, or, in some

cases, the sole, worship of Vishnu, or of Siva."*"* It is

not clear what is here meant by the "Hindu belief,

as a whole;" for there are, I believe, no traces, now

extant, of the Hindu religion having ever existed as

one uniform system of belief in one and the same

deity. But the antiquity of the Upanishads is not dis-

})uted; and, in one or other of them, the attributes of

the Supreme Being are distinctly ascribed to Brahma,

Vishnu, Siva, Devi, Surya, and Ganesa; and, conse-

quently, when the Upanishads were composed, there

must have been some Hindus who paid a preferential

worship to one or other of those deities. These, how-

ever, are precisely the same deities to whom the attri-

butes of the Supreme Being are ascribed in one or

other of the Puranas; and, therefore, if the antiquity

• Vol. I., Preface, p. V.
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of the Upanishacls be admitted, the variety of deities

proposed for worship in the Puranas now extant can

be no proof that these works were recently compiled,

for sectarian purposes. The Vedas, indeed, have not

yet been so examined as to admit of its being deter-

mined whether the same distinction is to be found in

them; but Mr. Colebrooke has stated that the wliole

of the Indian theology is founded on the Upanishads,

and that several of them, which he has described, were

extracts from the Vedas. The six deities, therefore,

just mentioned, were, mostjprobably, objects ofworship,

when the religious system of the Vedas flourished;

and it must, in consequence, be altogether improper

to consider the worshippers of one of those deities,

in preference to the others, as sectarians, if, by this

term, is intended such sectarians as have existed in

India in later times. For, according to the principles

of the Hindu religion, there is unity in diversity; and,

hence, it is held that these apparently different deities

are merely variant forms of one and the same Supreme

Being, and that, consequently, the worship of any one

of them is equally holy and effective,—as it is, in fact,

the adoration of the Supreme Being in that particular

form. Sectarianism, at the same time, consists in the

exclusive, and not merely preferential, worship of a

particular deity; but in not one of the Puranas is there

a single intimation, or injunction, which, virtually, or

expressly, sanctions the rejection of the worship of

Vishnu, or Siva, or of any of the other six deities. The

orthodox Hindus, therefore, are, even at the present

day, votaries, but not sectaries, of either Vishnu or

Siva; and such they appear to have been from the
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remotest time,— as the particular worship of Brahma

has long ceased, and, though particular worshippers

of Si'irya and Ganesa have existed, and, perhaps, still

exist, in India, they have never been numerous, and

the worship of Devi has degenerated into rites and

ceremonies which, though practised by many Hindus,

are, generally, considered to be contrary to the tenets

and ritual of the Hindu religion/

Professor Wilson also has not explained the secta-

rian purposes to promote which he thinks the works

at present bearing the names of Puranas were com-

piled in a period so comparatively modern as that

between the eighth and seventeenth centuries. But he

cannot mean to contend that Vishnu and Siva were

not objects of worship in the earliest times of the

Hindu religion, or that they were worshipped with the

same rites and ceremonies; and, if not, the mere

ascribing, in those works, preeminence to eitherVishnu

or Siva, and a superior excellence to the worship of

either of those gods,—which is all that occurs of them,—

can be no proof that the Puranas, as now extant, are

mere modern works, compiled for sectarian purposes;

because in not one of the eighteen Puranas is it, in

any manner, intimated that Vishnu or Siva ought not

to be worshipped; and, on the contrary, numerous

passages occur in them, in which precisely the same

rewards are promised to the worshipper of either god.

So far, indeed, is any one of the Puranas from incul-

cating the exclusive worship of either Vishnu or

' I here merely allude to the worship of Devi by the sacri-

fice of animals, and not to the abominable worship described

in the Tantras.
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Siva, that Vishnu is introduced, in some of them,

teaching the w^orship of Siva, and, in others, Siva,

teaching the worship of Vishnu. The only distinction

which appears to exist between these gods is, that, in

particular Puranas, each is represented as the Supreme

Being, when the other becomes, in a certain sense, in-

ferior, without, however, detracting from his divine

excellence. It is, also, remarkable that it is not in

separate Puranas only that preeminence is ascribed to

either Vishnu or Siva, or even to Brahma; but this

ascription occurs in the very same Purana. For, as

far as I have observed, there are only five Puranas in

which the supremacy is uniformly ascribed to the

same god: namely, the Linga and Skanda^ in which

Siva is identified with the Supreme Being; the Vishnu

and Bhdgavata, in which this honour is attributed to

Vishnu; and the Brahma Vaivarta, in which Krishna

is represented as the Supreme Being, and his favourite

mistress, Radha, as his sakti or energy. When, there-

fore, in the Puranas as now extant, equal reverence is

given not only to Vishnu and Siva, but to four other

deities, and when nothing occurs, in them, which in

the least sanctions the rejection of the worship of

those deities, or in any manner condemns or disparages

it, it seems evident that such works could not have

been composed for the sectarian purpose of promoting

the exclusive worship of either Vishnu or Siva, or of

any other god. ^

' I should except the Brahma Vaivarta Purana (for I have

not met with any Upanishad in which Krishna is represented

as the Supreme Being) ; but this Purana appears to me to be of
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It is, as the same time, impossible to understand

why Professor Wilson should have been so anxious

to establish, in that Preface, that the Piirahas now
extant are mere modern compilations, and that a

genuine Punina treats of profane subjects only, when,

in p. XCVIL, he makes these remarks: "That Brah-

mans unknown to fame have remodelled some of the

Hindu scriptures, and, especially, the Puranas, cannot

reasonably be contested, after dispassionately weighing

the strong internal evidence, which all of them afford,

of the intermixture of unauthorized and comparatively

modern ingredients. But the same internal testimony

furnishes proof, equally decisive, of the anterior exist-

ence of ancient materials; and it is, therefore, as idle

as it is irrational, to dispute the antiquity or authenti-

city of the greater portion of the contents of the Pu-
ranas, in the face of abundant positive and circumstan-

tial evidence of the prevalence of the doctrines which
they teach, the currency of the legends which they

narrate, and the integrity of the institutions which they

describe, at least three centuries before the Christian

era." For the natural conclusion from such premisses

must, necessarily, be, that the Puranas now extant are

the very same works which were known, under that

denomination, three centuries before the Christian era,

but that they, at the same time, afford strong internal

testimony of an intermixture of unauthorized and

comparatively modern ingredients. But, to invert this

conclusion, and to suppose that, because some parts

a much more ancient date than that ascribed to it by Professor

Wilson.
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of the present Puranas are, perhaps, modern, there-

fore these works must be modern compilations, is, ob-

viously, contrary to every principle of just reasoning;

because, as it is admitted that ancient materials existed

anterior to the supposed compilation of the present

Puranas, and as no cause can be assigned for their dis-

appearance — if such existed,— in the tenth or eleventh

century, it is most reasonable to conclude that the

Puranas now extant do, actually, consist of those very

materials, and that they are, in fact, the very same

works which were current, under that denomination,

in the time of Amara Siihha. Professor Wilson, how-

ever, seems to have given more weight to the internal

testimony arising from those passages of the Puranas

which he thinks have a modern appearance, than to

that which results from those parts which the Puranas

must have contained from their first composition, in

order to entitle them to a sacred character and to that

reverence with which these works have been always

regarded by the Hindus. But the fixing the precise

date when the Puranas received their present form is

a question of little or no consequence, when it is ad-

mitted that there is "abundant positive and circum-

stantial evidence of the prevalence of the doctrines

which the'y teach, the currency of the legends which

they narrate, and the integrity of the institutions which

they describe, at least three centuries before the

Christian era."

The Puranas, therefore, cannot be—as also remarked

by Professor Wilson, in p. XI.,— pious frauds, written

for temporary purposes, in subservience to sectarial

imposture. But these are the principal grounds on
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which he rests his opinion, that the Puranas now ex-

tant did not receive their present form until a thousand

years after the birth of Christ. Professor Wilson, how-
ever, does not explain in what this imposture con-

sisted, or for what sectarian purpose it was intended.

That there are, at this day, and may have been, for

many centuries, exclusive worshippers of Vishnu, or

Siva, is undoubted; but, as I have before observed,

this exclusive worship is not sanctioned by anything

that is contained in the Puranas now extant; nor do
they, in any manner, countenance those more obscure

sects which have existed in India in later times. The
opinion, also, of Professor Wilson, that "the designa-

tion of Sakti may not be correctly applicable to the

whole [oi the Rdjasa division of the Puranas], although

it is to some of the series; for there is no incompati-

bility in the advocacy of a Tantrika modification of

the Hindu religion by any Purana,"* is, unquestion-

ably, erroneous; because, in not one of the eighteen

Puranas is there the slightest indication of the Tantrika

worship, or the slightest allusion to it; for the worship

of Devi, in the form of Durga or Kali, by blood, flesh,

and spirituous liquors, is essentially different from
that of Devi as Sakti: in the one, it is her image which
is worshipped, and, in the latter, it is a naked virgin.

^

Had, however, imposture for sectarian purposes been

the object for which the Puranas were written, it must
have been evident in every part of them; but, on the

Strictly speaking, not the virgin, but the XTSig of the virgin.

• Vol. I., Preface, pp. XXI., XXII.
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contrary, I have no doubt that, were they carefully

and dispassionately examined, it would satisfactorily

appear that they contain nothing which is incompatible

with those principles of the Hindu religion which are

universally acknowledged by all Hindus. The argu-

ment, consequently, deduced from the assumption that

the Puranas, as now extant, are pious frauds, and,

therefore, modern compilations, is refuted by the whole

scope and tendency of those works; nor, w^ere it even

proved that interpolations and additions have taken

place in them, would this circumstance detract from

the authenticity of such portions of them as afford

strong internal evidence of their antiquity. But what

more conclusive evidence of their antiquity can be re-

quired than — as is admitted by Professor Wilson him-

self,—their containing a correct description of the doc- •

trines, the legends, and the institutions of the Hindu

religion which were prevalent in India three centuries

before the Christian era? For it is, obviously, much

more probable that the present Puranas are works

which were then extant, than that eighteen different

persons should, each, have conceived, thirteen hundred

years afterwards, the design of writing a Purana, and

should have been able to compile or compose, so ac-

curately, eighteen different works which correspond

so exactly in numerous essential and minute par-

ticulars.

The eighteen Puranas, also, as Professor Wilson

states, consist of 400.000 slokas, or 1.600.000 lines;

and it must, therefore, be evident that nothing but

the most attentive examination of the whole of such

extensive works, and a thorough knowledge of the
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exact state of India, and of all the changes which may
have taken place, in the country and amongst the

people, during the last two thousand years, could

enable any person to fix, with any degree of certainty,

from the internal evidence of the Puranas, the date

when each of them was composed. A name, a circum-

stance, or even a legend may have a modern appear-

ance; but its recentness, or antiquity, can only be de-

termined by there being some known facts with which

it can be compared; and it is the want of such facts,

in the present state of our knowledge of Hindu histoiy,

that renders all reasoning, with respect to the dates of

the events mentioned in the Puranas, so completely

inconclusive. Most of the legends, also, are of a mira-

culous nature; and no date, therefore, can be inferred

from them. Professor Wilson, however, undeterred by

such considerations, has not hesitated to fix the time

when each Purana was composed, and to place the

compilation of the Puranas, as now extant, between

the eighth and seventeenth centuries. But his reasons

for assigning so modern a period to the compilation

of those works appear to rest, principally, if not en-

tirely, on the contents of the different Puranas not cor-

responding with his preconceived opinion of what a

Purana ought to be. For Professor Wilson thus ob-

serves, with respect to the Brahma Vaivarta Purana-.

"The character of the work is, in truth, so* decidedly

sectarial, and the sect to which it belongs, so distinctly

marked,— that of the worshippers of the juvenile

Krishna and Radha, a form of belief of known modern

origin,— that it can scarcely have found a notice in a
• Colonel Kennedy omitted the words "in truth, so".
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work to which, like the Matsya, a much more remote

date seems to belong. Although, therefore, the Matsya

may be received in proof of there having been a Brah-

ma Vaivarta Purana at the date of its compilation, de-

dicated especially to the honour of Krishna, yet we

cannot credit the possibility of its being the same we

now possess."^* Thus, Professor Wilson decides,

not only that "the Brahma Vaivarta has not the

slightest title to be regarded as a Purana," f but, also,

that the Purana which bore that name is no longer

extant; and yet he adduces neither argument nor proof

in support of this decision, and of his gratuitous as-

sumption that this Purana owes its origin to the modern

sect of the worshippers of the juvenile Krishna. He

admits, also, that the first three Books (or nearly two-

thirds,) of this Purana are occupied in the description

of the acts of Brahma, Devi, and Ganesa; but he does

not explain why the supposed sectarian writer, instead

of composing a work solely in honour of Krishna, and

in support of his sect, has dedicated so great a part of

the Purana to the celebration of other deities. In the

same manner, Professor Wilson remarks, with respect

to the Vdmana Furana: "It is of a more tolerant

' The object of this Purana is to represent Krishna as the

Supreme Being, and Radha, as his energy ; and it is, therefore,

altogether improbable that it should have been compiled for the

purpose of promoting the modern worship of the juvenile Krishna,

or that a modern work should have been written, and substituted

in the place of the Brahma Vaivarta Purana mentioned in the

Matsya.

* Vol. I., Preface, p. LXVI. t ibid., p. LXVII.
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character than the Puranas, and divides its homao:e

between Siva and Vishnu with tolerable impartiality.

It is not connected, therefore, with any sectarial prin-

ciples, and may have preceded their introduction. It

has not, however, the air of any antiquity; and its

compilation may have amused the leisure of some
Brahman of Benares three or four centuries ag-o."**

But this, surely, is not the manner in which the ques-

tion whether the Puranas, as now extant, are ancient

and original compositions, or mere modern compila-

tions, ought to be discussed,—far less, decided. On the

contrary, the particular passages of the Puranas which

are supposed to be modern ought to be adduced, or

referred to; and it should, then, be shown that the cir-

cumstances and events, or the doctrines and legends,

mentioned in them could not be of an ancient date,

because they had occurred, or had been introduced, in

modern times, or that they were posterior to modern
events of known dates; and, as, therefore, Professor

Wilson has not followed this method, but trusted to

conjecture and inferences deduced from erroneous pre-

misses, it seems evident that his speculations respect-

ing the modern period in which the present Puranas

were composed must be considered to be either ground-

less or not yet supported by the requisite proof.

' As, however, Professor Wilson places the introduction of

sectarial principles in the eighth or ninth century, f tlie date of the

Vdmana Furdna, if compiled previous to their introduction, must

be the eighth century, at least, and not the fourteenth or fifteenth.

• Vol. I., Preface, p. LXXVI.

t Vide supra, p. 257.
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The preceding observations will have, perhaps,

evinced that the remarks contained in Professor Wil-

son's Preface to his Translation of the Vishnu Purdria

have been written under the impression of two con-

flicting opinions: for he is obliged to admit that the

Puranas now extant were compiled from ancient ma-

terials, and that they are "a valuable record of the

form of Hindu belief which came next in order to that

of the Vedas"; and yet he contends that those works

are pious frauds, written for temporary purposes, in

subservience to sectarial imposture. But both these

opinions cannot be correct; and it must, therefore, be

most accordant with probability to conclude that,

although interpolations and additions may, possibly,

have taken place in the Puranas, as now extant, they

are, still, in all essential respects, the very same works

which have been, from remote times, held sacred by

the Hindus. That, however, alterations have been

made in the present Puranas is a mere supposition,

which has never yet been supported by any clear and

satisfactory proof; and the inconsistent and incon-

clusive reasoning, employed by a person so well ac-

quainted with the Puranas as Professor Wilson, to

prove that they are mere modern compilations, must,

alone, evince that the internal evidence of the Pura-

nas, even in their present form, affords such incontro-

vertible proof of their antiquity, that even those who

wish to contest this are obliged to admit it, and to ex-

plain it by having recourse to the conjecture, that an-

cient materials existed, from which those parts of the

extant Puranas which are, most probably, ancient, were

compiled. But, as this conjecture is altogether gra-
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tuitous, and unsupported by proof, it may be much
more reasonably concluded that the Puranas now ex-

tant are the very same works which have been always

known, under that denomination, from the remote time

when they were originally composed;* and Professor

Wilson himself remarks that "they never emanated

from any impossible combination of the Brahmans to

fabricate for the antiquity of the entire Hindu system

any claims which it cannot fully support ;"f and that

"the origin and development of the doctrines, tradi-

tions, and institutions [described in the Puranas now
extant,] were not the work of a day; and the testimony

that establishes their existence three centuries before

Christianity carries it back to a much more remote

antiquity,— to an antiquity that is, probably, not sur-

passed by any of the prevailing fictions, institutions,

or beliefs of the ancient world." t

Vans Kennedy.

Bombay^ 28th August^ 1840.

Sir: In the letter which I addressed to you on the

28th ult., I confined myself to such observations as

seemed to evince that the remarks contained in Pro-

fessor Wilson's Preface to his Translation of the Vishnu

Furdna were written under the impression of two

conflicting opinions, which could not, both, be correct.

As my attention has, thus, been again directed to the

question whether the eighteen Puranas, as now extant,

* Of this untenable position Colonel Kennedy nowhere offers any proof

t Vol. I., Preface, p. XL ^ Ibid., p. XCIX.

V. 18
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are ancient compositions, or modern compilations, I

am induced to enter into a further discussion of this

subject. For it is evident that, if the works now known

under that denomination were written between the

eleventh and seventeenth centuries, for temporary

purposes, in subservience to sectarial imposture, they

cannot be a valuable record of the form of Hindu be-

lief which came next in order to that of the Vedas.

Nor can they, indeed, afford any authentic information

with respect to the state of the Hindu religion previ-

ous to the twelfth century; because, even admitting

that those works may have been partly compiled from

ancient materials, there are no means now available

by which what is genuine and old that may be con-

tained in them can be distinguished from what is sup-

posed to be spurious and modern.

The limits of a preface may have prevented Pro-

fessor Wilson from fully discussing this question; but,

as that Preface extends to seventy-five quarto pages,

it is most probable that he has, at least, stated, in it,

the principal reasons which induce him to consider

the Puranas to be modern compositions. To me, how-

ever, it appears that those reasons, instead of sup-

porting Professor Wilson's opinion, should lead to a

directly contrary conclusion. The arguing, in particu-

lar, that, because not one of the present Puranas cor-

responds with the term pancha-lakshana, or "treatises

on five topics ",— which is given as a synonym to a

Purana, in the vocabulary ofAmara Siinha,—therefore

it is decidedly proved "that we have not, at present,

the same works, in all respects, that were current,

under the denomination of Puranas, in the century
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prior to Ghristiaiiity,"* is, certainly, altogether incon-

clusive. For a mere descriptive tei-m cannot be re-

ceived as proof, when the argument itself admits that

the works which it w^as intended to describe are no

longer extant, and that, consequently, there are no

means of determining w^iether the term did, or did

not, apply strictly to those works. On the supposition,

also, that the Puranas now extant are modern compo-
sitions, w^ritten in imitation of the ancient Puranas, it

must be evident that those works could not have been

restricted to the treating only of the five topics men-
tioned by Professor Wilson ; for he himself observes

that the description of a Purana, included in the term

pancha-lakshana, is utterly inapplicable to some of the

present Puranas, and that to others it only partially

applies. But, though it may be supposed that the Brah-

mans might possibly recompose their sacred books,

it is altogether improbable that they would so alter

them, as to leave no resemblance between the original

and its substitute; and, consequently, had the pre-

scribed form for the composition of a Purana re-

quired the treating of five topics only, in that pre-

cise form would the present Puranas (if modern com-

pilations,) have, no doubt, been written. As, therefore,

they do not exhibit that form, and as they could not

have succeeded to the reverence in w^hich the ancient

Puranas were held, unless they resembled those works,

(at least in form,) it is most reasonable to conclude that

a Purana, as originally composed, w^as not "a treatise

on five topics." The miscellaneous nature, conse-

quently, of the contents of the present Puranas cannot
• Vol. I., Preface, p. XI.

18 •
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be admitted as a valid objection to their antiquity, on

a mere supposition, which is not only improbable in

itself, but v^hich is, also, disproved by the sacred

character that has been immemorially ascribed to the

Puranas, which, it is obvious, they could not have re-

ceived, had they treated only of the profane topics

mentioned by Professor Wilson.

The argument also supposes that the original eight-

een Puranas were current prior to the Christian era;

and, before, therefore, the conclusion can be granted,

the time and manner in which those works have be-

come extinct should be proved: for, as numerous

Sanskrit works which were, unquestionably, extant

at the commencement of the Christian era, have been

preserved until the present day, nothing but satisfac-

tory proof can establish that the Puranas alone, al-

though held to be sacred books, have completely dis-

appeared. It requires to be particularly considered

that the Puranas consist of eighteen distinct works,

comprising an aggregate of 1.600.000 lines,* and that

India, more than one million of square miles in extent,

has been, during the last two thousand years, divided

into at least ten distinct regions, f differing in language

and in local customs and prejudices. Were it, there-

fore, even conceded that the Brahmans, since the

Christian era, had succeeded in suppressing the whole

of the eighteen Puranas, and in substituting other

works in their place, in some one or other region of

India, still copies of the original Puranas would have

• See Vol. I., Preface, p. XXIV.

t For the particulars of this unscientific classification, see Colebrooke's

Miscellaneous Essays, Vol. II., p. 179.
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been preserved in the other regions. Nothing but the

entire extirpation of the Brahmanical religion, through-

out the whole of so extensive a country, could have

effected the complete destruction of such voluminous

works,—the more especially, as their sacred character

would have rendered their preservation an object of

constant solicitude. But, until a complete suppression

of the ancient Puranas had been effected, other works

could not have been substituted in their place; and,

thus, the objection to the supposition that the Puranas,

as now extant, were not written until between the

eleventh and seventeenth centuries becomes insuper-

able. For, admitting the dates assigned to each of the

Puranas by Professor Wilson, it may be asked: Was the

ancient Purana, bearing the same name, extant until

it was superseded by the modern one, or was it not?

In the first case, in what manner was its supersession

accomplished? Professor Wilson extends the period

during which he supposes the Puranas to have re-

ceived their present form, to eight centuries; and he,

thus, admits that the replacing of the ancient Puranas

by new works did not proceed from a combination of

the Brahmans to remodel the Hindu religion on new
but premeditated principles. It becomes, therefore,

impossible to understand how any individual could,

without the consent and assistance of the Brahmans,

effect the suppression of an ancient Pnraria, and the

substitution, in its place, of a w^ork of his own compo-

sition or compilation, throughout the whole of India.

If, for instance, the Bhdgavata was written by Bopa-

deva, at Doulutabad, in the twelfth century, was the

original Bhdgavata then in existence, or not? If it
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was, what reason, consistent with probability, can be

assigned for supposing that the Brahmans of all India

would have suppressed one of their sacred books, to

which they ascribed a divine origin, and received, as

entitled to the same reverence, the acknowledged com-

position of an obscure grammarian ? The supposition

is, evidently, absurd. It is strange, also, that Mr. Cole-

brooke should have remarked that "Bopadeva, the

real author of the Sri Bhdgavata, has endeavoured

to reconcile all the sects of Hindus, by reviving the

doctrines of Vyasa. He recognizes all the deities, but

as subordinate to the Supreme Being, or, rather, as

attributes or manifestations of God:"^ for, with the

omission of the word "attributes", this is precisely

the same doctrine which is invariably taught in each

and all of the eighteen Puranas. TheBhagavata, there-

fore, as now extant, could not have been written for

the purpose of inculcating a new doctrine; for, in that

respect, it entirely corresponds with the other Pura-

nas: nor is the representation, in it, of Vishnu as the

Supreme Being inconsistent with the principles of the

Hindu religion as explained in the other Puranas. It,

in consequence, does not afford the slightest internal

evidence of its having been written for the purpose

of sectarial imposture ; nor have I observed, in it, any

passage which indicates that this Purana could not

have been written prior to the twelfth century. If,

however, the original Bhdgavata was not then in

Asiatic Researches, Vol. VII., p. 280.

Or Miscellaneous Essays, Vol. I., p. 197.
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existence, the objection still remains insuperable; for

nothing can render it in the least probable that the

Brahmans of all India would receive the composition

of an obscure individual as a sacred book entitled to

their reverence. It must, also, be evident that, if the

Puranas which were current in the century prior to

the Christian era have not been suppressed, there can

be no reason for supposing that they have not been

preserved until the present day. But it seems un-

questionable that the Puranas then current could not

have been subsequently suppressed, and other works

substituted in their place, unless the Brahmans of all

India had combined together in order to effect that

object; and Professor Wilson, himself, remarks that

the Puranas, in their present form, "never emanated

from any impossible combination of the Brahmans to

fabricate for the antiquity of the entire Hindu system

any claims which it cannot fully support."* A com-

bination, therefore, of the Brahmans being considered

to be impossible, it must appear most probable that

the eighteen Puranas have been preserved, during the

last eighteen hundred years, in the same manner as

other Sanskrit works of the same period have been

preserved, and that the present Puranas are, in fact,

in all essential respects, the same works which were

current, under that name, in India in the century prior

to the Christian era.f

Another argument adduced by Professor Wilson, in

* Vol. I., Preface, p. XI.

t Throughout this critique, Colonel Kennedy seems to ignore the

predictive sections of the Puranas,— a very essential feature in almost

all of them.
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support of his opinion, is the sectarian tendency of the

Puranas. But he does not clearly explain what he

means by that term; and, in his "Sketch of the Religious

Sects of the Hindus," he has observed: "This is not

the case, however, with the first two on the list, the

Saurapatas and Ganapatas: these are usually, indeed,

ranked with the preceding divisions, and make, with

the Vaishnavas, Saivas, and Saktas, the five orthodox

divisions of the Hindus."^ In this passage, however,

some inadvertency must have occurred : for, according

to Professor Wilson's own account, the Saktas cannot

be included among the orthodox divisions of the Hin-

dus; and I suppose, therefore, that the worshippers of

Devi were here intended. But Vishnu, Siva, Devi,

Surya, and Ganapati are the very deities, and the only

ones, whose worship is described or mentioned in the

Puranas; and, as this is admitted to be orthodox, it

must follow that the Puranas could not have been

written for sectarian purposes. What are the sects,

therefore, to which Professor Wilson alludes, in that

Preface, is not apparent. But his notion of a sect would

seem to originate in this singular opinion, which he

has expressed with respect to the Pauranik account

of the Hindu religion : " The different works known
by the name of Puranas are, evidently, derived from

the same religious system as the Ramayana and Ma-

habharata, or from the mytho-heroic stage of Hindu

belief."* For, in both those poems, the passages which

' Asiatic Researches, Vol. XVII., p. 230. f

• Vol. I., Preface, p. V.

t Professor Wilson's collected Works, Vol. I., pp. 265, 266.
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relate to the legends and tenets of the Hindu religion

are merely incidental, and do not form a principal part

of those works; while, on the contrary, the legends and
tenets of the Hindu religion are not only the principal

but the sole, subject of the Puranas. It is much more
probable, therefore, that such incidental notices of

those topics as occur in the two poems were derived

from the Puranas, than that such extensive works as

the Puranas—which embrace all the details of Hindu
mythology, and all the abstruse doctrine of Hindu
theology,—were derived from poems which are, princi-

pally, of an historical character. To conclude, conse-

quently, that, because those topics are treated of at

much greater length in the Puranas than in the Rd-
mayana and Mahdbhdrata, therefore the Puranas were
written at a later period than those poems, is, evi-

dently, erroneous. At the same time, on what grounds

does Professor Wilson suppose that there ever was a

"mytho-heroic stage of Hindu belief"? He merely says

that Rama and Krishna "appear to have been, original-

ly, real and historical characters," who have been "ele-

vated to the dignity of divinities,"* and that the Puranas

belong, essentially, to that stage of Hindu belief "which

grafted hero-worship upon the simpler ritual "f of the

Vedas. But Professor Wilson adduces neither argu-

ment nor quotation in support of this opinion; and it

is, therefore, sufficient to observe that, in the Puranas,

the Rdrndyana, and Mahdbhdrata, Rama and Krishna

are invariably described, not as mere men, but as in-

• Vol. I., Preface, p. IV.

t 3id., p. XII.
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carnate forms of Vishnu, and that not a single passage

can be produced, from those works, which inculcates

hero-worship.

Professor Wilson, however, not only remarks that

"Siva and Vishnu, under one or other form, are al-

most the sole objects that claim the homage of the

Hindus, in the Puranas,"* but also rests much of his

reasoning, with respect to the date when each Puraha,

as at present extant, was composed, and to its having

been written for sectarian purposes, on the character of

Krishna as a hero-god. For, in describing the Brahma

Purana, he observes: "Then come a number of chapters

relating to the holiness of Orissa, with its temples and

sacred groves dedicated to the Sun, to Siva, and Jagan-

natha, ^—the latter, especially. These chapters are char-

acteristic of this Purana, and show its main object to be

the promotion of the worship of Krishna as Jaganna-

tha."^f With regard, also, to the VishnuFurana, he re-

marks: "The fifth book of the Vishnu Purana is exclu-

sively occupied with the life of Krishna. This is one of

the distinguishing characteristics of the Puraha, and is

one argument against its antiquity." + And this objection

he explains, in speaking of the Brahma Vawarta Pu-

rana, where he observes that the decidedly sectarial

' A name of Krishna.
^ Professor Wilson states, at the same time, that the legend

of Jagannatha occupies one-third only of this Purana; from which

it would be more just to conclude that its main object could not

be the promotion of the worship of Jagannatha,

• Vol. I., Preface, p. V.

t Ibid., p. XXVIII.

Ibid., p. CIX.
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character of that Purana shows that it belongs to the

sect, of known modern origin, which worship the ju-

venile Krishna and Radha.* But Professor Wilson

does not specify the forms of Siva, the worship of

which is mentioned in the Puranas, as he states; and,

on the contrary, it is unquestionable that, in those

works, it is strictly enjoined that Siva should be wor-

shipped under no other figure or type than that of the

Linga; and, as Siva was never incarnate, there could

be no form under which he could be worshipped.

With regard, also, to Vishnu, Professor Wilson con-

fines his remarks to the eighth incarnation only, that

of Krishna. But the Puranas contain long details re-

lating to the incarnation of Vishnu in the human forms

of Ramachandra and Parasurama; and why, there-

fore, should Krishna alone be considered as a real

historical character who has been elevated to the

dignity of divinity? The answer is obvious. There is

a sect, of known modern origin, who worship the ju-

venile Krishna and Radha; and it may, in consequence,

be concluded that the Puranas in which Krishna is

mentioned were written for the purpose of promoting

the extension of that sect. But, as no sect has selected

Ramachandra or Parasurama as the peculiar object of

their worship, no argument could be founded on the

mention of their names in the Puranas; and, therefore,

it was unnecessary to notice them. But they were,

both, greater heroes than Krishna, and lived several

centuries before him;f and, had, consequently, hero-

• Vol. I., Preface, p. LXVI.

\ The Colonel is precise, here, beyond all reasonable warrant.
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worship ever prevailed in India, it must seem most

probable that it would have originated with Rama-

chandra,—whose expedition to Lanka is the subject of

a celebrated and revered poem,— had the Hindus ever

considered him to be merely a mortal prince. It is,

however, needless to continue these observations; for

Professor Wilson has, himself, refuted his own opinion;

as he has also remarked that Krishna is not repre-

sented in the character of Bala Gopala (the object of

worship of the modern sect,) in the Vishnu and Bhd-

gavata Purdnas,^ and that the life of Krishna in the

Brahma Furana "is, word for word, the same as that

of the Vishnu Puraha;"t to which I add, that Krishna

is not represented in that character in the Brahma

Vaivarta Purana: for it is in those Puranas only that

the life of Krishna is described at length; and, in them,

Krishna invariably appears and acts as a human being,

except on occasions when he exerts his divine power;

but he is, at the same time, frequently acknowledged

and adored as Vishnu in the incarnate form of Krishna/

' I do not exactly understand what Professor Wilson means

by this remark : "Rama, although an incarnation of Vishnu, com-

monly appears [in the Edmdyana,] in his human character alone." \

I suppose he means, that Rama is seldom described, in that

poem, as exerting his divine power ; for he always appears, in it,

as a man, even when he acts as a god. Nor can 1 understand

what the notion is which Professor Wilson has formed of a

divine incarnation; for he observes that the character of Krishna

is very contradictorihj described in the Mahdhhdrata,— \x&wa\\y,

* Vol. I,, Preface, p. XXII. Colonel Kennedy here misrepresents.

t Ibid., p. XXIX.

: Ibid., p. XV.
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All suppositions, therefore, that hero-worship ever

prevailed in India, or that it is inculcated in the Pu-

rai'ias, or that Vishnu and Siva have ever been wor-

shipped under any other figure or type than such as

exist at the present day, are entirely groundless.

It will hence appear that this remark of Professor

Wilson must be erroneous: "The proper appropriation

of the third [Rcijasa,^] class of the Puranas, according

to the Padma Puraha^ appears to be the worship of

Krishna .... as the infant Krishna, Govinda, Bala

Gopala, the sojourner in Vrindavana, the companion

of the cowherds and milkmaids, the lover of Radha,

or as the juvenile master of the universe, Jagan-

natha."* But, hi the same manner as Professor Wilson

thus appropriates, on no grounds whatever, one class

of the Puranas to the worship of Krishna, he also ap-

propriates another class, the Tdmasa, to the Tantrika

worship. For he remarks: "This last argument is of

weight in regard to the particular instance specified;

and the designation of Sakti may not be correctly ap-

plicable to the whole class, although it is to some of

the series: for there is no incompatibility in the advo-

cacy of a Tantrika modification of the Hindu religion

by any Purana."f That is, that there is no incompati-

as a mere mortal, though frequently as a divine person. But is

not that precisely the character of an incarnation,—a man, occa-

sionally displaying the powers of a god ?

' The Puranas are divided into three classes,

—

named Sdttwifca,

Tdmasa, and Rcijasa,—consisting, each, of six Puranas.

^ No passage in the Padma Purdna authorizes this remark.

* Vol. I., Preface, p. XXII.

t Ibid., pp. XXL, XXII.
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bility in the Puranas— which have immemorially been

held to be sacred books,— inculcating a worship not

only directly contrary to the Vedas, but which even

requires, for its due performance, flesh, fish, wine,

women, and which is attended "with the most scan-

dalous orgies amongst the votaries." The mere men-

tion, however, of such an opinion is, alone, sufficient to

show its improbability; and Professor Wilson correctly

observes: "The occurrence of these impurities is, cer-

tainly, countenanced by the texts which the sects regard

as authorities, and by a very general belief of their

occiuTence. The members of the sect are enjoined

secrecy,— which, indeed, it might be supposed they

would observe on their own account,— and, conse-

quently, will not acknowledge their participation in

such scenes."^ It is, therefore, surprising that, not-

withstanding his own previous account of the Saktas,

he should remark, in the Preface to his Translation of

the Vishnu Furana: "The date of the Kiirma Puraha

cannot be very remote; for it is, avowedly, posterior

to the establishment of the Tantrika, the Sakta, and

the Jaina sects. In the twelfth chapter it is said: 'The

Bhairava, Vama, Arhata, and Yamala Sastras are in-

tended for delusion.'"* The passage here referred to

is, at length, as follows: "Certain acts have been pre-

scribed to Brahmans and others; and for those who do

' These three quotations will be found in Professor Wilson's

"Sketch of the Religious Sects of the Hindus," in the Asiatic

Researches, Vol. XVII., pp. 223, 224, 225.

f

* Vol. I., Preface, pp. LXXIX., LXXX.
t Or Professor Wilson's collected Works, Vol. I., pp. 256—260.
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not perform these acts are prepared the lowest hells.

But there is no other Sastra than the Vedas which de-

serves the name of virtuous; and Brahmans, therefore,

ought not to delight in reciting the Font Sdstras, which
are of various kinds in this world; because they belono-

to the quality of darkness, and are contrary to the

Sruti and Snn'-iti: of these are the Kapala, the Bhai-

rava, the Yaniala, the Varna, and the Arhata. Thus,

for the purpose of deception, are there many such

Sastras; and by these false Sastras are many men de-

ceived." This passage, it is evident, condemns these

sects, and could not, therefore, have been written by
a person who belonged to some one of them. But I

have quoted it in order to show the manner in which
allusions to philosophical and religious sects occur, in

a few instances, in some of the Puranas; for, in all

such passages, the name only is mentioned, and the

doctrine of the sect is never in the least explained.

Before, therefore, it is concluded that the name applies

to a sect of modern origin, it should, surely, be first

proved that no sect existed in India, under that name,
until the establishment of the modern sect. In the

above quotation, the worship of Siva in his terrific

character, and of Deyi as Sakti, is, no doubt, clearly

intimated; but it affords no indication of the date when
such w^orship commenced, or of the period during

which it may have been prevalent. But it is stated,

in more than one Purana, that the Kapala sect was
coeval with the institution of the worship of the Linga;

and its antiquity is, further, rendered probable by its

having long become extinct in India; and it is evident

that, as the Arhata is here distinctly called a Yotit
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(that is, a Sdkta,) Sdstra^ this term can have no re-

ference whatever to the Jaina sect. Were, also, the

Tantrika doctrines really inculcated in the Puranas,

the passages relating to them would be so numerous

and explicit as to attract attention; and yet, in my
examination of those works, I have never met with a

single Tantrika passage; and Professor Wilson ad-

duces only the above-quoted text of the Kurma Pu-

rdna^ which can prove nothing, until the sects alluded

to, in it, are satisfactorily ascertained. To found, con-

sequently, any argument with respect to the date when

the Puranas, as now extant, were written, or their

sectarian tendency, on a few obscure passages which

occur in them, the precise meaning of which it is now

impossible to determine, is, surely, a mode of reason-

ing which may be justly pronounced to be altogether

futile and fallacious.

Professor Wilson also states, in too decided and un-

qualified a manner, that, "In a word, the religion of

the Vedas was not idolatry:"* for he, at the same

time, correctly remarks that "It is yet, however,

scarcely safe to advance an opinion of the precise f

belief or philosophy which they inculcate."* But it

unquestionably appears, from several of the Upa-

nishads,—which are admitted § to be portions of the Ve-

das,— that the principal deities have always been re-

presented by images; and it may, therefore, be justly

inferred that image-worship has always formed part

of the Hindu religion. In its purest form, however, it

* Vol. I., Preface, p. III. t The word 'precise' was here omitted.

X Vol. I., Preface, p. II.

§ Not with any scientific accuracy.
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is probable that the worship of images was practised

particularly by the inferior castes, and not, generally,

by the Brahnians and Kshattriyas; but that, when the

strict observance of the system of religious worship

prescribed by the Vedas began to decline, then idolatry

gradually assumed that form under which it appears

in India at the present day. That such a change has

taken place in the Hindu religion is clearly shown in

the l-'urunas; for, in those works, though the worship

of particular deities by various rites and observances

is principally inculcated, they still contain numerous

passages in which it is explicitly declared that such

worship is not the adoration which is most acceptable

to the Supreme Being, or the most effectual for ob-

tainino; final beatitude.

But the following remarks may appear to fix a

modern character on the eighteen Puranas, as now

extant: "It is a distinguishing feature of the Vishnu

Purana, and it is characteristic of its being the work

of an earlier period than most of the Puranas, that it

enjoins no sectarial or other acts of supererogation;

no Vratas, occasional self-imposed observances; no

holydays, no birthdays of Krishna, no nights dedicated

to Lakshmi; no sacrifices or modes of worship other

than those conformable to the ritual of the Vedas. It

contains no Mahatmyas or golden legends, even of the

temples in which Vishnu is adored."* In these re-

marks, however, it is assumed that sacrifices and

modes of worship which are not conformable to the

ritual of the Vedas are prescribed in- the Puranas: but

• Vol. r., Preface, pp. XCIX., C.

V. 19
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this is precisely the question which requires to be

proved. It is probable that the worship of images is

not authorized by the Vedas ; and so far, therefore, the

Puranas inculcate a mode of worship which is not con-

formable to the ritual of the Vedas. But idolatry has,

unquestionably, existed, in India, from the remotest

times; and, consequently, its being inculcated in the

Puranas cannot be admitted as any proof of their being

modern compositions. The invocations, also, and

prayers to the different deities, contained in the Pu-

ranas appear to be in strict accordance with such as

are contained in the Vedas; for they are composed of

the Gdyatri and, apparently, of other texts of the Ve-

das; and, although the rites and offerings with which

the deities are directed to be worshipped may, prob-

ably, differ from the ritual of the Vedas, they still have

been, evidently, intended to conform to it, as far as

the difference of image-worship would admit of.
^

Sacrifices are not prescribed in the Puranas; and the

description of such as are mentioned in them is, no

doubt, conformable to the ritual of the Vedas. It is

not, therefore, the modes of worship which the Pu-

raiias prescribe, upon which any argument to prove

the remodelling of the Hindu religion in modern times

can be validly founded; for their simplicity, and their

' It is unnecessary to except, expressly, the worship of Devi

by the sacrifice of animals; for Professor Wilson has remarked

(Asiatic Besearches, Vol. XVII., p. 219):* "This practice, how-

ever, is not considered as orthodox, and approaches rather to

the ritual of the Vamacharins; the more pure Bali [sacrifice] con-

sisting of edible grain, with milk and sugar."

Or Professor Wilson's collected Works, Vol. I., pp. 251, 252.
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accordance, in all essential respects, with the ritual of

the Veclas must render it most probable that such

modes of worship were practised long prior to the

Christian era. Nor will the other acts specified by

Professor Wilson afford support to his opinion. I do

not, indeed, understand what is here intended by

"sectarial or other acts of supererogation:" but the

fourth order, or that of the ascetic, is mentioned in the

Institutes of Manu; and the Yogin is frequently men-

tioned in the Upanishads; and, surely, the sufferings

and deprivations to which the ascetic and Yogin sub-

ject themselves, for the purpose of obtaining beatitude,

are, decidedly, acts of supererogation. The inculcating,

therefore, in the'Puranas, the advantage to be derived

from such acts can be no proof that those works were

written in modern times, for sectarian purposes. There

then remain to be considered only self-imposed ob-

servances, holydays, birthdays of Krishna, and nights

dedicated of Lakshmi. But Professor Wilson has in-

validated his argument by the mention of Lakshmi;

for, most certainly, that goddess has not been an ob-

ject of peculiar worship in modern times ; and her fes-

tival, therefore, must have been derived from the an-

cient calendar. It is singular, also, that the description

of holydays and festivals should be adduced as an ar-

gument against the antiquity of a religious work; for

these have been coeval with the institution of every

religion; and such self-imposed observances as fasts and

vows are too common, in all religions, to admit of their

mention in a religious work being considered as a valid

argument against its antiquity. Such description and

mention, therefore, are, in themselves, no proof of the
19*
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period when the Piiranas were composed; and Pro-

fessor Wilson has not proved (nor can he, I am con-

vinced, prove,) that the deity to whose honour a fes-

tival is ascribed in the Piiranas, or in whose propitia-

tion a fast or vow is directed to be pei*formed, was

not worshipped prior to the eighth or ninth centnry,

or that the preceding mode of worship has been since

altered. But, until either of these assumptions is

proved, it must be evident that the mention of the fest-

ival, the fast, or the vow, in any of the Puranas, in no

manner proves, or even renders it probable, that that

Purana did not exist prior to the Christian era, in pre-

cisely the same state as that in which it is now extant.

I admit, however, that doubts may be reasonably

entertained with respect to the antiquity of some of

the legends relating to temples and places of pilgrim-

age, which are contained in the Puranas; for the mis-

cellaneous nature, the want of arrangement, and the

humility of style of the Puranas would easily admit

of an account of a particular temple or place of pil-

grimage being interpolated, without the interpolation

being liable to detection from the context. * It is, there-

fore, possible that, when those works are further ex-

amined, such interpolations may be discovered in them;

but, were it, for instance, even proved that the legend

of Jagannatha in the Brahma Purana was an inter-

polation, this would be no proof that that Purana was

written for the promotion of the worship of Jagan-

natha: for it would be much more reasonable to sup-

pose that the Brahmans of that temple had availed

* Contrast what is said in p. 311, note I, infra.
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tlieniselves of the original Purari a, to introduce into it,

and to circulate under the sacredness of its name, the

legend which they had composed in honour of their

god. When, therefore, a passage occurs in any Purana,

which has a modern appearance, it should not, at once,

be concluded that the Purana is a modern composition;

but it should first be ascertained whether the passage

is really modern, and, if so, whether it may not be an

interpolation which does not necessarily affect the an-

tiquity of the Purana itself. ^ Nothing, however, is so

difficult as to decide satisfactorily on the existence of

a supposed interpolation in any work; and, with respect

to the Puranas, this difficulty, from the reasons just

mentioned, and from our ahnost entire ignorance of

the history of India during the centuries immediately

preceding and following the Christian era, becomes so

insuperable as clearly to evince how completely er-

' In forming, however, an opinion of the genuineness and

entireness of the Puranas, as now extant, it should be recollected

that these works are written in Sanskrit, and that the Brahmans

have always been, alone, acquainted with that language. * The Pu-

ranas, therefore, circulated amongst the Brahmans only; and it,

consequently, seems in the highest degree improbable that the

Brahmans of all India would admit into their copies of these

sacred books interpolations which were merely intended to serve

some local purpose. It is, at least, certain that the manuscripts

of the Puranas which are, at this day, spread over India, from

Cashmere to the extremity of the southern peninsula, and from

Jagannatha to Dwaraka, contain precisely the same works; and

it is, therefore, most probable that the Puranas have always been

preserved in precisely the same state as that in which they were

first committed to writing.

• Never, in all probability, has this been the case.
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roneous it must be to conclude, from their internal

evidence, that "the Puranas are works of evidently

different ages, and have been compiled under different

circumstances."
*

But it is impossible to ascertain, from this Preface,

Professor Wilson's precise opinion with respect to

what a work ought to be, in order to entitle it to the

character of a Purana; for, in speaking of the Ling a,

he remarks: "Data for conjecturing the era of this work

are defective. But it is more of a ritual than a Purana;

and the Paurahik chapters which it has inserted, in

order to keep up something of its character, have been,

evidently, borrowed for the purpose."f In considering,

however, the age and the scope and tendency of the

Puranas, Professor Wilson has entirely overlooked the

sacred character which has immemorially been ascribed

to those works; and yet he could not intend to deny

so indisputable a fact; in which case it must be evident

that the more a Purana is occupied in "narrating le-

gends, and enjoining rites, and reciting prayers,"f the

more it maintains its proper character. Professor Wil-

son, on the contrary, is of opinion that the religious

instruction which is contained in the present Puranas

is a decisive proof that they have undergone some

material alteration, and that they are not the same

works which were current in the century prior to

Christianity. He admits, at the same time, the ac-

curacy of this description of the Puranas, as they are:^

The principal object of the Puranas is the moral and

' In my work on Ancient and Hindu Mythology, p. 150.

* Vol. I., Preface, p. XVI. t Ibid., p. LXIX.
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religious instruction which is inculcated in them, and

to which all the legends that they contain are rendered

subservient. In fact, the description of the earth and

of the planetary system, and the lists of royal races,

that occur in them are, evidently, extraneous, and not

essential, circumstances; as they are omitted in some

Purahas, and very concisely discussed in others; while,

on the contrary, in all the Puranas, some or other of

the leading principles, rites, and observances of the

Hindu religion are fully dwelt upon, and illustrated,

either by suitable legends, or by prescribing the cere-

monies to be practised, and the prayers and invoca-

tions to be employed, in the worship of different

deities. It will, I think, be admitted that these are

precisely the topics which ought to occupy a sacred

book intended for the religious instruction of the Hin-

dus; and that, consequently, so far from its being sup-

posed that the present Puranas have undergone some

material alteration in consequence of these topics being

their principal subject, this very circumstance should

be considered as a conclusive argument in support of

their genuineness and antiquity. As, also, the religious

instruction contained in the Puranas is perfectly uni-

form, and entirely consistent with the principles of

the Hindu religion, and as it, consequently, betrays not

the slightest indication of novelty or sectarianism, it

must be most consistent with probability to conclude

that the eighteen Puranas, as now extant, are ancient

compositions, and not, as Professor Wilson supposes,

an "intermixture of unauthorized and comparatively

modern ingredients" with "ancient materials.'

• Vol. I., Preface, p. XCIX.

??*
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I have, thus, examined the arguments adduced, by

Professor Wilson, to prove that the books now extant

under the name of Puranas are not the original eight-

een Purahas which have been immemorially held to

form part of the sacred literature of the Hindus, but

works which have been compiled, within the last eight

hundred years, from ancient and modern materials,

and written in subservience to sectarial imposture.

The remarks, however, contained in this and my former

letter will, perhaps, evince that those arguments are

much too inconsistent and inconclusive to render the

antiquity and genuineness of the present Purahas in

the least questionable. The admission, indeed, that the

original Purahas were extant in the century prior to

the Christian era, is, alone, sufficient to invalidate all

suppositions of their being, now, no longer in exist-

ence; and, unless, therefore, the time and manner of

their becoming extinct are proved, it must be evident

that inferences resting merely on their internal evi-

dence cannot be received as any proof that the original

Purahas have not been preserved until the present

day. For all reasoning founded on the internal evi-

dence which the Puranas may afford on any point can

be of no avail; as there are, I believe, scarcely any per-

sons competent to decide upon its correctness; and

the different conclusions which Professor Wilson and

myself have drawn from this internal evidence must

show that the impression received from it depends en-

tirely on the disposition of mind and the spirit of re-

search with which the Purahas are perused. I read

them with a mind perfectly free from all preconceived

opinion, and with the sole object of making myself
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acquainted with the mythology and rehgion of the

Hindus; and I did not observe, in them, the slightest

indication of their havins; been written in modern

times, for sectarian purposes; but, on the contrary, their

perusal irresistibly led me to conclude that they must

have been written at some remote period. Even Pro-

fessor Wilson has not been able to resist this impres-

sion of their antiquity ; for he declares that it is " as

idle as it is irrational, to dispute the antiquity or authen-

ticity of the greater portion of the contents of* the

Puranas."f Why, therefore, he should have endeav-

oured—particularly, in his account of each of the Pu-

rahas,— to demonstrate that those works are modern

compilations, and that, in consequence, "they are no

longer authorities for Hindu belief, as a whole," but

"special guides for separate and, sometimes, conflicting

branches of it,"t I pretend not to conjecture.

But it is very evident that Professor Wilson exam-

ined the Purahas with a preconceived opinion of their

being modern compilations, and of their containing an

account of the sects which have originated in India in

modern times ;^ for it is only from the influence of

such a preconceived opinion that can have proceeded

* I cannot avoid observing, with reference to Professor Wil-

son's account of the manner in which his analyses of the Pu-

rarias are made, contained in No. IX. of the Journal of the Roijal

Asiatic Societij, p. 61, § that it appears to me that no series of

indices, abstracts, and translations of particular parts of the Pu-

ranas will ever enable any person either to form, himself, or to

* The words " the contents of" were omitted by the Colonel,

t Vol. I., Preface, p. XCIX. : Ibid., p. V.

§ Or Professor Wilson's collected Works, Vol. III., p. 2. Also see

Vol. 111. of the present Work, p. 225, last foot-note.
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the contradictory and fallacious reasoning, with respect

to the age and the scope and tendency of the Puranas,

which is contained in the Preface to his Translation

of the Vishnu Purdna. Because that reasoning rests

entirely on two assumptions, neither of which is proved

nor can be proved: the one, that a genuine Purana

should treat of profane subjects only; and the other,

that the works now extant under the name of Puranas

were written in modern times, for sectarian purposes.

Thus, in the account of each of the Puranas, it is pro-

nounced that the main object of the Brahma is the

promotion of the worship of Jagannatha (Krishna), and

that there is little, in it, which corresponds with the de-

finition of a Purana; that the different portions of the

Padma "are, in all probability, as many different works,

neither of which approaches to the original definition

of a Purana;" that the Linga "is more a ritual than a

Purana;" that theBrahna Vaivarta "has not the slight-

est title to be regarded as a Purana;" that the date of

the Kurma "cannot be very remote, for it is, avowedly,

communicate to others, "a correct notion of the substance and

character of those works." The Purana must not only be read

from beginning to end, but examined over again more than once,

before any person can be qualified to pronounce a decided judg-

ment upon its age, scope, or tendency. The most ample index

of its contents will never suggest or supply those reflections which

necessarily arise during its perusal, and which, alone, can pro-

duce a correct opinion with respect to the connexion which the

different parts of the Purana bear to each other, and with respect

to the principal or accessory objects of its composition. A more

attentive consideration of the context, for instance, would, per-

haps, have prevented Professor Wilson from quoting the line of

the Kurma Purdna, on which I have remarked in this letter.
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posterior to the establishment of theTantrika, theSakta,

and the Jaina sects;"* and so witii respect to the other

Puranas. It will not, however, be denied that nothing
but the most attentive and repeated actual perusal of

the whole of each and all of the Puranas would war-
rant such positive and unqualified assertions, and that

nothing but satisfactory proof of such perusal would
entitle them to the least credit; and yet Professor Wil-
son has stated that the Puranas comprehend a quantity
of lines which any European scholar could scarcely

expect to peruse with care and attention, unless his

whole time were devoted, exclusively, for very many
years, to the task. ' Professor Wilson, therefore, is not,

according to his own admission, qualified to decide
ex cathedra on the age, or the scope and tendency, of
the Puranas. His reasoning, also, in support of the

opinions which he had expressed on these points is

singularly illogical; for he, first, assumes that a genuine
Puraha ought to treat of such and such topics only,

and then-as not one of the present Puranas conforms
to the definition 2 assumed,— he at once concludes that

those w^orks are modern compilations. But, as the de-

finition fails in eighteen instances, it must appear most

' Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society, No. IX., p. 61. f
" Professor Wilson, also, has not translated this definition liter-

ally from the Sanskrit; and he, thus, argues, not on it, but on
the meaning which he has, himself, thought proper to give to the

definition. Literally translated, it can mean nothing more than

"creation, t repeated creation, races or families, manioantaras,^ and

* Vol.!., Preface, pp. XXVIII., XXXIII., LXIx7lXVII^ and LXXIX.
t Vide supra, p. 297, note §.

+ See the Colonel's remark on sarya, in p. 259, supra.

§ This is transliteration, not translation.
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probable that it was never intended to be understood

in the very restricted sense which Professor Wilson

applies to it; and, in my former letter, I have shown

that two of the topics, at least, comprise much more

than what he has included under them. The non-con-

formity, however, of the contents of the present Pu-

rahas to this assumed definition—the precise extent and

meaning of which are not ascertained,—is, in fact, the

only argument which is adduced, by Professor Wilson,

to prove that the works now bearing the name of Pu-

rahas are not the original Purahas, and the only ground

on which he pronounces that this or that one of those

works does not correspond with the definition of a

genuine Purana. But the mere statement of such an

argument is, surely, quite sufficient to expose its total

invalidity. The other assumption is not only equally

groundless, but it is even disproved by Professor Wil-

son himself; for he has rested his argument, in support

of it, entirely on Krishna being, as the juvenile Krishna,

the peculiar object of worship of a sect of known

modern origin; and yet he is obliged to admit that

what accompanies races." To found, therefore, an argument

against the genuineness and antiquity of the Puranas, as now

extant, on such a definition, is, surely, a most singular and futile

mode of reasoning.*

* This is hypercriticism. For the original terms referred to, see Vol. L,

Preface, p. VII., note 1; also, Vol. III., p. 67, and p. 71, note; and supra,

pp. 169 and 244. Professor Wilson's expansions, to be found in Vol. I.,

Preface, p. VII., are fully authorized. Colebrooke, in his edition of the

Amara-koia, p. 33, following the authority of scholiasts, defines a Pu-

rana to be " theogony, comprising past and future events, under tive

heads : the creation ; the destruction and renovation of worlds
;
genealogy

of gods and heroes ; the reigns of Manus ; and the transactions of their

descendants."
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Krishna is not represented in that character in three

of the Purarias in which his life is related at length.

The only proof, also, of the Tantrika doctrines being-

inculcated in the Puranas, which is adduced, is a sinale

obscure line of the Kurma Purdha.^' But, were that

the case, there could have been no difficulty in quoting

numerous Tantrika passage from some one or other

of the Puranas; and, as, therefore. Professor Wilson

has not supported his opinion by producing such pas-

sages, it may be justly concluded that not one of the

Puranas in any manner advocates "a Tantrika modi-

fication of the Hindu religion."

f

The more, therefore, that I consider the remarks

contained in the Preface to his Translation of the

Vishnu Purdna^ the more am I at a loss to understand

how ProfessorWilson could express such contradictory

opinions. For he maintains, for instance, " that Brah-

mans unknown to fame have remodelled some of the

Hindu scriptures, and, especially, the Puranas, cannot

reasonably be contested ;"
+ but he equally contends

that the internal evidence of the Puranas furnishes

decisive proof "of the anterior existence of ancient

materials; and it is, therefore, as idle as it is irrational,

to dispute the antiquity or authenticity of the greater

portion of the contents of the Puranas. "§ On the con-

trary, it would, surely, he irrational to admit either,

after Professor Wilson has proved—as he supposes,—

that the works now bearing the name of Puranas are

"an intermixture of unauthorized and comparatively

* See Vol. I., Preface, pp. LXXIX., LXXX.
t Ibid., pp. XXI.. XXII. : Ibid., pp. XCVIII.. XCIX.

§ Ibid., p. XCIX.
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modern ingredients,"* and that not one of those works

conforms to the definition of a genuine Puraiia. It

becomes, therefore, requisite either to deny the anti-

quity and authenticity of the present Puranas, or to

contest the assumption that the Brahmans have re-

modelled their sacred books,—a supposition so totally

improbable, that nothing but the most clear and in-

controvertible proof could render it at all credible.

Until, consequently. Professor Wilson produces such

proof, it must appear most rational and reasonable to

conclude that the Brahmans have never remodelled

their sacred books (as no motive for their doing so can

be conceived), and that the Puranas now extant, hav-

ing been preserved in the same manner as other San-

skrit manuscripts of the same period, are, in all essential

respects, precisely the same works which were current

in India in the century prior to the Christian era.

Bombay, 2dth SejjL, 1840.

Vans Kennedy.

Sir: Notwithstanding my two former letters, there

are still one or two points on M'hich I would wish to

ofler a few remarks, in order to complete my obser-

vations on Professor Wilson's objections to the genu-

ineness and antiquity of the Puranas, as now extant.

For it will, I think, be admitted that this question is

discussed in a very unsatisfactory manner in the Pre-

* See Vol. I., Preface, p, XCIX. Only Professor Wilson makes no

such assertion. His words are 4Uoted correcUy in p. 295, ad calcem,

supra.
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face to his Translation of the Vishnu Purana-, as that

Preface contains merely the conclusions which Profes-

sor Wilson has drawn from certain circumstances that

are represented solely according to the view which he

has taken of them; and, thus, the reader is not afforded

the means of judging whether this view is correct, or

otherwise. But an inquirer into the real character of

the mythology and religion of the Hindus would, no

doubt, wish to know the grounds on which Professor

Wilson states: "It is not possible to conjecture when
this moi'e simple and primitive form of adoration [of

the Vedas,] was succeeded by the worship oi" images

and types, representing Brahma, Vishnu, Siva, and

other imaginary beings, constituting a mythological

pantheon of most ample extent; or when Rama and

Krishna, who appear to have been, originally, real and

historical characters, were elevated to the dignity of

divinities."* In that Preface, however,—and in all, 1

believe, that Professor Wilson has yet published re-

specting thePuranas,—the most questionable assertions

are made in the most positive manner; but they re-

main unsupported by either argument or authority;

and, consequently, not even the deference which is

justly due to Professor Wilson, as an accomplished

Sanskrit scholar, should preclude an examination of

his opinions, or the rejection of such as are inconsistent

in themselves, or contrary to probability and evidence.

It is particularly remarkable that, in that Preface,

l^rofessor Wilson has passed over a material fact,—the

sacred character of the Pm-anas,-without a due con-

sideration of which it is impossible to I'orm a correct
* Vol. I., Preface, ^\y. ~ "
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judgment with respect to their age, and their scope

and tendency. But it is undeniable that certain works

named Puranas have immemorially been held, by the

Hindus, to be sacred books of divine origin, and, there-

fore, entitled to the greatest veneration. Even at the

present day, those works are regarded v^^ith the same

reverence, and are, in consequence, considered to be

incommunicable to Sudras, women, and barbarians:*

and, on this account, a Brahman in my employment

declined to read the Puranas with me; while another

Brahman, though he conversed with me on the sub-

jects treated of in those works, and even gave me

hints where to find particular passages, would not open

the Purana in which they were contained, in my
presence, and show me the passages, f In judging,

therefore, whether the Puranas now extant have been

preserved, to the present day, in precisely the same

state as that in which they were first committed to

writing, the sacred character of those books should,

most assuredly, be taken into consideration, and not

passed over as of no consequence; for this circum-

stance, alone, renders it, in the highest degree, improb-

able that the Brahmans would allow the Puranas to

be lost, and utterly incredible that they would sup-

press any one of those sacred books, and substitute, in

its place, another work of the same name. On this in-

credible supposition, however, Professor Wilson's opin-

ion, that the present Puranas are modern compilations,

entirely rests. But he has not attempted to explain

the manner in which the replacing of the original Pu-

* A grosser error than this was never committed to paper,

t Colonel Kennedy's Brahmans must have been very peculiar.
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ranas by new works was effected; and, consequently,

his positive and unqualified statement, that the date

of the earliest of the present Puranas is not prior to

the ninth century, is a mere gratuitous assertion, which

is not only contrary to probability, but which is even

left unsupported by any proof whatever. But every

principle of reasoning requires that, before the con-

clusion is drawn, the premisses of the argument should

be, first, established; and, as, therefore, ProfessorWilson

has neither proved nor lendered probable the premisses

from which he draws the startling and questionable

conclusion, that the present Puranas have no title to

be regarded as genuine Puranas, it must be evident

that his opinion on this point must be considered to

be totally groundless.

Another point essential to the proper discussion of

this question is, the ascertaining what it is that should

be held to constitute a genuine Purana; although it

might be supposed that no difference of opinion could

exist respecting it: for, the Puranas being sacred books,

their contents should, of course, relate, principally, to

the rites, ceremonies, offerings, prayers, and invocations

with which the deities mentioned in them are to be wor-

shipped, and to the legends and doctrines of the Hindu

religion. Professor Wilson, on the conti'ary, has stated

that "The earliest inquiries into the religion, chronol-

ogy, and history of the Hindus ascertained that there ex-

isted a body of writings especially devoted to those sub-

jects.... These were thePuranas ofSanskrit literature."^*

' In the Analysis of the Brahma Purana, contained in No. IX.

* Professor "Wilson's collected Works, Vol. III., p. 1.

V. 20
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But this statement is altogether erroneous; for not a

single Purana contains chronology and history, in the

meaning usually given to these terms; and, in the de-

scription of a Purana, given in that Analysis, are

omitted that essential part of all the Puranas which

treats of the mythology and religion of the Hindus,

and that part which has induced Professor Wilson to

pronounce that the Linga is more of a ritual than a

Purana. In his examination, therefore, of the Puranas,

he has, avowedly, overlooked topics the due consider-

ation of which is indispensable foi' the forming a cor-

rect opinion of their age, object, and tendency. But

this will be best rendered evident by a few remarks on

his Analysis of the Bralima Furana, contained in

No. IX. of the Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society.

In my last letter I was unavoidably led to observe

that Professor Wilson had, evidently, examined the Pu-

ranas under the influence of preconceived opinion ; and

this Analysis completely confirms that remark: for, at its

very commencement, he states that "the first verses of

the Brahma Purana" .... "sufficiently declare its sec-

torial bias, and indicate it to be a Vaishnava work."* But,

in his "Sketch of the Religious Sects of the Hindus ",f

of the Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society. In this+ it is also

said that a genuine Purana "should treat of the creation and

renovation § of the universe, the division of time, the institutes

of law and religion, the genealogies of the patriarchal families,

and the dynasties of kings." But no other topics than these

are mentioned.

* Professor Wilson's collected Works, Vol. III., p, 8, 9.

t Ibid., Vol. I., pp. 3 and 30. % Ibid., Vol. III., p. 1.

§ General Kennedy omitted the words "and renovation".
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Professor Wilson admits that the preferential wor-

ship of Vishnu is perfectly orthodox; and, in the

Preface to his Translation of the Vishnu Furaiia^ he

states that one-third only of the Brakma Purdna is

dedicated to Vishnu's incarnation as Jagannatha.* Con-

sequently, it is evident that this Purana is neither sec-

tarian nor exclusively dedicated to the legend of Ja-

gannatha. But this erroneous impression has, evi-

dently, led him to affirm, as erroneously, (unless my
copy of this Purana differs from his), that "the first

chaptei' of the Purana describes the creation, which it

attributes to Narayana or Vishnu, as one with Brahma

or Iswara." For the only verse to which he can refer

will bear no other meaning than this: "Comprehend,

reverend Munis, Brahma, of boundless splendour,

the creator of all beings, Narayana, the all-pervading."^

But this error is of material importance; because, in

this Purana, Brahma is represented as the Supreme

Being; and, had it, therefore, been composed after the

general worship of Brahma had entirely ceased,—as it

did in remote times,—and the preeminence (as at this

day,) of either Vishnu or Siva had been established,

it seems altogether improbable that such a distinction

would have been ascribed to Brahma by any writer.

The representing, consequently, Brahma as the Su-

preme Being, in four of the Puranas,— the Brahna,

^HTt ^I^T^t ITTT^Xlf ^TF^'IRl II

It is quite clear that Ndrdyanam is here placed in apposition

with Brahmdham^ and that it is, therefore, an epithet of Brahnui,

and not of Vishnu.

• Not so. See Vol. I., Preface, p. XXVIII., note I.

20 •
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Vdyu, Kurma, and Brahmdnda,—wsLS a circumstance

which, certainly, deserved particular attention; because

it corresponds with the character in which Brahma is

represented in several of" the Upanishads and in the

Institutes of Manu. When, therefore, a circumstance

so indicatory of the antiquity of the Puranas is passed

over by Professor Wilson, it must be evident that his

conjectures respecting the dates when those works, as

now extant, were compiled, are not entitled to the

slightest consideration.

Professor Wilson also attaches no importance to

the long account of the Sun and his worship, which is

contained in the Brahma Furdna-, although this, un-

doubtedly, indicates that it cannot be a modern com-

position. And a similar description of the worship of

the Sun, contained in the Linga Purdna^ is not even

noticed by him, notwithstanding that it contains the

Gdyatri and, apparently, other verses of the Vedas.

But it seems unquestionable that, if the Sun was ever

an object of popular worship in remote antiquity, this

worship had assumed a mysterious character at the

time that the Vedas received their present form, and

had become restricted to the Brahmans; for Mr. Ward

has correctly observed that "the Brahmans consider

Surya as one of the greatest of the gods; because, in

glory, he resembles the one Brahma, who is called te-

jomaya, or 'the glorious'. In the Vedas, also, this god

is much noticed. The celebrated invocation called the

Gdyatri, and many of the forms of meditation, prayer,

and praise, used in the daily ceremonies of the Brah-

mans, are addressed to him."^ The descriptions, there.

' Ward's View of the Hindus, Vol. I., p. 50.
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fore, of a worship so ancient and so celebrated in the

Vedas, contained in at least two of the Puranas, ^ should

not^ surely, have been overlooked by Professor Wilson,

when deciding upon the period when the present Pu-

ranas were compiled; for these descriptions clearly

prove that those works must be ancient, and not mod-

ern, compositions.

In the same manner. Professor Wilson takes no

notice of the identification, in the Brahma Purcina^

of Brahma, Vishnu, Siva, and Surya with the Supreme

Being; but, on the contrary, he contends that its main

object is the promotion of the worship of Jagannatha.

This conclusion, however, is directly contradicted by

the contents of that Purana; because it appears, from

them, that the legend of Jagannatha occupies one-third

only of the w^ork, and that, in it, preeminence is not

attributed exclusively to Vishnu. It is, hence, evident

that the view taken by Professor Wilson of the object

and tendency of the Purarias cannot possibly be cor-

rect; since he, thus, discovers a sectorial bias in a Pu-

rana which so clearly illustrates that predominant

principle of the Hindu religion which inculcates that

the preferential worship of particular deities is equally

meritorious; for it is, in fact, the worship of the Su-

preme Being under those forms. But Professor Wil-

son is not content with pronouncing that the Brahma
Purana is a Vaishhava work; for he, at the same

time, states that it "is referred to the Sakta class, in

' This worship is also mentioned in the Garucla Purana; but

I do not immediately recollect whether it is mentioned in any

other of the Puranas.
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which the worship of Sakti, the personified female prin-

ciple, is more particularly inculcated."* It is not for

me to explain how any composition can be both a

Vaishnava and a Tantrika work; but the assumption

that there is a class of Puranas denominated Sdkta is

totally unfounded. The division of the Puranas into

three classes is mentioned in the PadmaFtirdna alone;

and all that is said, in it, is, that such and such Puranas

—naming them,—are included in the Sdttwika, Rdjasa,

or Tdmasa class. ^ Nothing, therefore, contained in the

Padma Pu7'dna in the least authorizes the remark just

quoted; and in not one of the Puranas is Devi ever

represented under the same character as the Sakti of

the Tantrika sect. It, hence, unquestionably appears

that Professor Wilson has completely mistaken the

object and tendency of the very Puraha which he pro-

fesses to have carefully analysed; and it must, there-

fore, follow that indices and abstracts of the Puranas

will never enable any person to form, himself, or to

communicate to others, "a correct notion of the sub-

stance and character of these works,"f
Professor Wilson, however, hesitates not to pro-

nounce that "It is, nevertheless, obvious that such a

BrahmaPuraha as has been here described cannot have

any pretension to be considered as an ancient work,

as the earliest of the Puranas, or even as a Purana at

^ This division, also, is entirely fanciful; for there is nothing

contained in any one of the Puranas which at all justifies it; as

the subjects treated of in those works are of precisely a similar

nature, and, in all of them, the same tenets and doctrines are in-

culcated.

* Professor Wilson's collected Works, Vol. III., p. 9. t ^bid., p. 6.
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all." * He, thus, first gives a completely erroneous ac-

count of the real nature of the contents of this Puraha,

and then concludes that it is not even aPurana at all!

The question, also, recurs: What is a Purana? Pro-

fessor Wilson contends that it is a work which "should

treat" only "of the creation and renovation of the uni-

verse, the .division of time, the institutes of law and

religion, the genealogies of the patriarchal families, and

the dynasties of kings:" but the Sanskrit authority to

which he refers, and which occurs at the commence-

ment of several of the Puranas, says, merely, "creation,

repeated creation, families, mamvantaras, and what

accompanies families."! From such a definition as

this it is obvious that no opinion can be formed with

respect to the subjects which should, alone, be treated

of in a Purana; and yet Professor Wilson's objections

to the genuineness of the Piu-anas, as now extant, rests

principally on their non-conformity to this unintel-

ligible definition. For this appears to be the only

reason that has led him to pronounce that the Brahma

is not even a Purana at all; because "the greater por-

tion of the work belongs to the class of Mahatmyas,^—

' There is no class of Mahatmyas; but passages, bearing that

name, the authenticity of which cannot be contested,—as, for in-

stance, the Devi MdhdtmijaX in the Mdrkandeya Purana,— have

been extracted from the Puranas, and circulated as distinct works

;

and there seems to be no doubt that, in later times, works have

been written in imitation of the authentic Mahatmyas; but their

• Professor Wilson's collected Works, Vol. III., pp. 16, 17.

t Vide supra, p. 299, note 2, and p. 300, note •

+ It would be curious to know why the Colonel excepted it.
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legendary and local descriptions of the greatness or

holiness of particular temples, or individual divini-

ties."* But, as usual, he does not explain why the de-

scription of a particular temple, or an individual di-

vinity, should be considered as incompatible with the

ancient and original composition of the Purana in

which it is contained. He merely assumes that the

temple of Kanarka, mentioned in this Purana, is the

same as the Black Pagoda, built A.D. 1241, and that

the temple of Jagannatha of the Purana is the same
as that which was built in A.D. 1198; and hence con-

cludes that the Brahma Purana was written in the

course of the thirteenth or fourteenth century, f But

he adduces neither argument nor proof in support of

this assumption; although, in order to warrant it, it

was indispensable to prove that no temple of Kanarka
or Jagannatha ever existed in the same situations un-

til the present temples were erected. For it may be

equally assumed that the temples mentioned in this

Purana were built, and had attained celebrity, several

centuries prior to the Christian era : and in what man-

ner is this assumption to be disproved? The history

of India during the centuries immediately preceding

and following the Christian era is almost unknown; and

consequently, there are, now, no means available for

determining the dates when the temples were erected,

when the places of pilgrimage acquired holiness, when

spuriousness can always be detected by their not being to be

found in the Purarias+ to which they are ascribed.

• Professor Wilson's collected Works, Vol. III., p. 17. f Ibid., p. 18.

+ And the Mdhdtmyas therein found are, in all likelihood, later than

their contexts.
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the kings and distinguished personages lived,* or when
the events occurred which are mentioned in the Pu-

rahas. To all these works this remark of Professor

Wilson applies: "The Vishnu Puraria has kept very

clear of particulars from which an approximation to

its date may be conjectured."f For, as far as I haA^e ob-

served, not one of the Puranas contains a single cir-

cumstance from which it would be possible to deter-

mine even the period when it may have been com-

posed. The mere supposition, therefore, that the

temples mentioned in the B?'ah7na Purdna are the

same as those built in A.D. 1198 and 1241 cannot be

admitted as a sufficient ground for deciding that that

Purana is of modern date; for there is nothing mi-

probable in concluding that other temples of the same

names, and in the same situations, may have existed

long before those erected in modern times were in

existence.

The only reason, also, that can have led Professor

Wilson to suppose that descriptions of temples and

places of pilgrimage should not be contained in the

Puranas, is the above-mentioned definition; as it, cer-

tainly, does not include such a topic. But it is highly

probable that pilgrimages to sacred places, and the

visiting of temples, was practised, in remote times, by

the Hindus, as they are practised by them at the

present day; and no subject, therefore, could be more

adapted to such a sacred book as a Purana, than de-

* Inscriptions have brought us acquainted with not a few facts tending

to fix the age of later Pauranik celebrities. And, inscriptions apart,

could Colonel Kennedy doubt our knowing the age of Chandragupta?

t Vol. I., Preface, p. CXI.
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scriptions of those celebrated places and temples a

pilgrimage to which was deemed to be a pious and

meritorious act.* The legends, also, relating to temples

and places of pilgrimage, which occur in the Puranas,

are of precisely the same kind as those which have

found a place in all religions, and cannot, consequently,

be considered, in themselves, to be any proof against

the antiquity of the Purana in which they are con-

tained. Many of those places of pilgrimage are not

frequented at the present day, and some of them can-

not, now, be even ascertained; which circumstances

must render it highly probable that they are of a re-

mote period, and that they would not have been men-

tioned in a particular Purana, had they not been held

in reverence at the time when it was composed. 1 ad-

mit that this is an unsatisfactory mode of arguing; but,

in this instance, to supposition supposition can alone

be opposed; for, as I have just observed, the internal

evidence of the Puranas affords no means of deter-

mining the date of any circumstance mentioned in

them.

In his Analysis, therefore, of the Brahma Purana^

Professor Wilson has, evidently, not only omitted cir-

cumstances which are essential to the forming a cor-

rect judgment of its object and tendency, but he has,

also, under the obvious influence of preconceived

opinion, found, in it, that ivhich it does not contain,

and attached an undue importance to an unintelhgible

definition, and to one-third only of the work, without

taking the other two-thirds into his consideration.

* Temples and pilgrimages were not Hindu institutions "in remote

times."
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But nothing can more clearly evince the disposition

of mind, and the attention with which Professor Wilson

has examined the Pm-anas, than this elaborate passage?

contained in p. ]JX. of the Preface to his Translation

of the Vishnu Purana: "A considerable portion [of

the Ag7ii Fnrdna] is then appropriated to instructions

for the performance of religious ceremonies, many of

which belong to the Tantrika ritual, and are, appa-

rently, transcribed from the principal authorities of

that system. Some belong to mystical forms of Saiva

worship, little known in Hindusthan, though, perhaps,

still practised in the south. One of these is the Diksha,

or initiation of a novice; by which, ivith numej'ous

ceremonies and invocations, in ivhich the mysterious

monosyllables of the Tantras are constantly repeated^

the disciple is transformed into a living personation

of Siva, and receives, in that capacity, the homage of

his Guru.^''^ For, throughout this passage, some one

or other of the names ofVishnu continually occurs; and

it is evident, therefore, that the passage relates to

Vishnu, and not to Siva. In regard, also to the diksha,

these verses, contained in the 27th Chapter, will be

sufficient to prove that this initiation is in the name
of Vishnu, and not of Siva: "Having propitiated Fire,

sacrifice to Vishnu; and, then, having called the nov-

ices, initiate them standing near."^ This diksha is

' Nothing contained in the passage of the A(jni Purdna here

referred to in any manner authorizes the words which I have

placed in italics. Mysterious monosylhibles, also, are perfectly

orthodox; for they occur in the Upanislutda.
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also mentioned in the Garuda Purdna^ in which it is

equally said that the initiation is in the name of Hari

or Vishnu; and not one of the prayers and invocations

contained in those two passages is taken from the

Tantrika ritual. It is, indeed, surprising that, after

having written the accurate account^ of the Sakta sect,

contained in his "Sketch of the Religious Sects of the

Hindus," Professor Wilson should state that the Ga-

ruda Purdna contains prayers from the Tantrika

ritua], addressed to the Sun, Siva, and Vishnu; for he

must be well aware that the Tantrika sect do not wor-

ship either Vishnu or the Sun. As, however. Professor

Wilson has, in that Sketch, confined himself principally

to the description of its distinguishing characteristics,

— the kmndri-pujd, or worship of the virgin,— I add

these remarks of Mr. Ward, in order to evince how

totally impossible it must be to find such doctrines in

the Purahas: "The Tantras either set aside all these

ceremonies [of the Vedas], or prescribe them in other

' I, of course, except this passage :
'• The adoration of Pra-

kriti or Sakti is, to a certain extent, authorized by the Pu-

rarias, particularly the Brahma Vaivarta, the Skanda, and the

Kalika:'"* the erroneousness of which I have, perhaps, demon-

strated in these letters. I am, indeed, strongly inclined to sus-

pect that Professor Wilson's employment of indices and abstracts

for the examination of the Puranas has often led him to con-

clude that the term Sakti, which occurs so frequently in those

works, denoted Devi in her character of Sakti, as worshipped by

the Saktas, But, in the Puranas, this term means power and

energy in general; and, when it does not, it invariably denotes

the energy of the Supreme Being, or Maya, or the impersonified

energies of the three principal gods.

* Professor Wilson's collected Works, Vol. I., pp. 247, 248.
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forms." The Tantrika prayers, even for the same

ceremony, differ from those of the Veda; and, in certain

cases, they dispense with all ceremonies; assuring men
that it is sufficient for a person to receive the initiatory

incantation from his religious guide, to repeat the

name of his guardian deity, and to serve his teacher.

They actually forbid the person called puruabhis/iikta

to follow the rules of the Veda.'"^

In that Preface,* also. Professor Wilson observes:

"Colonel Vans Kennedy, however, objects to the appli-

cation of the term Sakta to this last division of the Pu-

rahas [the Bajasa] ; the worship of Sakti being the

especial object of a different class of works, the Tan-

tras; and no such foi-m of worship being particularly

inculcated in the Brahma Purana. This last argument

is of weight in regard to the particular instance speci-

fied; and the designation of Sakti may not be correctly

applicable to the w^hole class, although it is to some
of the series: for there is no incompatibility in the ad-

vocacy of a Tantrika modification of the Hindu religion

by any Purana." Professor Wilson is, thus, obliged

to admit that he had completely mistaken the tendency

of a Purana which he had analysed; and yet he not

only adheres to his opinion, that some of the Puranas

belong to his imaginary Sakta class, but he has even

advanced, in that Preface, f these extraordinarv as-

sertions: "The term Rajasa, implying the animation

of passion, and enjoyment of sensual delights, is appli-

' Ward's View of the Hindus, Vol. IV., p. 365.

• Pp. XXI., XXII.

t P. XXII.
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cable not only to the character of the youthful divinity

[Krishna], but to those v^ath whom his adoration in

these forms seems to have originated,—the Gosains of

Gokul and Bengal, the followers and descendants of

Vallabha and Chaitanya, the priests and proprietors of

Jagannath and Srinathdw^ar, wdio lead a life of affluence

and indulgence, and vindicate, both by precept and

practice, the reasonableness of the Rajasa property,

and the congruity of temporal enjoyment with the

duties of religion." All this, however, is not only to-

tally erroneous, but it rests entirely on certain fanciful

inferences which Professor Wilson has drawn from the

meaning of the term Rajasa; which is, certainly, a most

singular mode of reasoning. He is, here, also in direct

contradiction with himself; for, in one part of the para-

graph from which this quotation is taken, he says that

the Rajasa Puranas "lean to the Sakta division of the

Hindus, the worshippers of Sakti, or the female prin-

ciple;" and, in conclusion, he speaks of persons vindi-

cating "the reasonableness of the Rajasa property, and

the congruity of temporal enjoyment with the duties

of religion." But Professor Wilson attempts not to ex-

plain how^ it can be possible that the same class ofPu-

ranas should inculcate the pecular worship of both

Krishna and Sakti; nor what the leading a life of af-

fluence and indulgence has to do with worshipping the

yoni of a naked virgin; nor what resemblance there

can be between the scandalous and abominable orgies

of the Saktas, and the calm though sensual enjoyment

of life by the votaries of Krishna, as above described.

Nothing, indeed, can be more dissimilar than the wor-

ship of the juvenile Krishna and that of Sakti; and,
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when, tlierefore, Professor Wilson is of opinion that,

in some of the Puraiias, both of these dissimilar wor-

ships are peculiarly enjoined, it must be evident that

he has as much mistaken the object and tendency of

the Brahmdnda, the Brahma Vaivarta, the Mdrkan-

(leya, the Bhavishya, and Vdmana Puranas, as he ad-

mits he w^as mistaken in })lacing the Brahma Ptirdna

in the Sakta class. I have also remarked, above, that

this division of the Puranas into three classes is men-

tioned in the Padma Purdna alone; and that this Pu-

rana does not explain the reason why a particular Pu-

rana is assigned to a particular class. But, admitting

this classification, it appears clearly, from it, that the

Puranas relating to Siva are placed in the Tdmasa

class; and, consequently, as Tantrika works are dedi-

cated to Siva and Devi, if the Bdjasa class of Puranas

inculcate Tantrika doctrines,—as ProfessorWilson sup-

poses,—they ought, according to the principle of classi-

fication in the Padma Purdna, to have been included

in the Tdmasa, and not in the Bdjasa, class. The

writer, however, of that Purana has not so classed

them; and, thus, all the reasoning which Professor

Wilson has founded on the meaning of the term Bd-

jasa is refuted by the very authority that he has ad-

duced in support of it.

It is, at the same time, obvious that all the arguments

adduced by Professor Wilson against the genuine-

ness of the Puranas, as now extant, presuppose that

descriptions of rites and ceremonies, injunctions for

the preferential worship of particular deities, legends,

tenets and doctrines, and moral and religious instruc-

tion should not find a place in a genuine Purana; for
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he takes no notice of those parts of the present Pura-

nas which relate to these subjects, and, thus, rejects at

least two-thirds of the whole of the eighteen Purahas

now extant, as being spurious and modern. But it is

evident that it is only from a due consideration of

these subjects, and a careful comparison of what is said,

respecting them, in one Puraha, with what is said in

the other Purahas, that a correct opinion can possibly

be formed with respect to whether those works exhibit

one uniform religious system, or whether they indi-

cate that heterodox doctrines have been introduced into

them; for, if an undeniable uniformity exists—as I have

no doubt it does,— in an aggregate of 1.600.000 lines,

in the general description of rites, ceremonies, legends,

and doctrines, no stronger internal evidence is, surely,

requisite, to prove that the present Purahas cannot be,

as Professor Wilson supposes, an intermixture of ancient

and modern ingredients.f ProfessorWilson also avows

that he has not read the Purahas, and that the notices

which he has given of their contents must have been

taken from indices and abstracts, the accuracy of which

I have never questioned. ^ But 1 am convinced that

' In his Analysis of the Brahma Purdt'ia., Professor Wilson

has observed" that the manner in which he effected his examina-

tion of the Purarias has been misconceived; and he may, pos-

sibly, refer to a letter which I addressed to you, and which ap-

peared in the number of your Journal of March, 1837. In that

letter I remarked, in a note: "Was any precaution adopted in

order to ascertain that all the chapters of each Puraiia, or even

all the subjects treated of, in it, were actually included in it?

• Collected Works, Vol. III., p. 6.

t Vol. I., Preface, p. XCIX.
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such a manner of examining the Puranas will never

enable any person to form any but an erroneous judg-

ment of the real nature and genuineness of their con-

tents. Had, for instance, Professor Wilson actually

read even that division of the Brahma Vaiimrta Pu-

rcina which is dedicated particularly, hit not exclu-

sively, to the life of Krishna, he would have found, in

it, several conversations between Krishna and Radha,

in which Krishna relates, hi the most orthodox man-

ner, several legends and particulars of Hindu mytho-

logy, and instructs Radha in the abstruse doctrines of

Hindu theology; and, even in one of those conver-

sations, is contained a long orthodox account of Siva,

Sati, and Parvati. The ritual, also, prescribed, in it,

for the celebration of Krishna's annual festival, is per-

fectly orthodox; for it directs that, in performing it,

texts of the Sdma Veda should be recited; besides

which, three divisions of this Purana are dedicated to

Brahma, Devi, and Ganesa; so that, in fact, there is

not, perhaps, more than one-sixth of the whole work

that is occupied w4th descriptions of Krishna. Yet

this is the work the character of which Professor

Wilson pronounces to be, "in truth, so decidedly secta-

For any omission of them would, obviously, prevent an accurate

opinion being formed of its contents." The indices and abstracts

may be quite correct, as far as they go; but the question is,

Are they full and complete? And, as it cannot be supposed

that Professor Wilson has omitted, in his notices of the Puranas,

those particulars, contained in them, which were contrary to his

view of the subject, these letters will sufficiently show that no

precaution was adopted to render those indices and abstracts full

and complete, and that omissions of essential importance have,

in consequence, taken place in them.

V. 21
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rial," as to give it "not the slightest title to be regarded

PI ' i: *
urana.

I shall pursue t]ie subject in a succeeding letter.

Bombay, mth October, 1840.

Vans Kennedy.

Sir: I proceed—with reluctance, however,—to con-

sider another of Professor Wilson's arguments, in which

he infers that the present Puranas must be modern

compilations, because the Jainas are mentioned in

them. But, in my last letter, f I have shown that, had

Professor Wilson read the chapter of the Kurma Pu-

rcma from which he has made a mutilated quotation, he

would have observed, from the context, thai the term

Arhato, contained in it, could not possibly apply to

Jina; and, in the passage which he quotes from the

Bhdgavata,l there is neither proof nor probability that

Arhata means either Jina or the Jaina sect.§ It is,

also, expressly said, in the Vishnu Purdna, Vol. III.,

p. 209, the Buddhists "were called Arhatas, from the

phrase he (Buddha,)
|j
had employed, of 'Ye are worthy

(Arhatha) of this great doctrine.' " It is singular, there-

Vol. I., Preface, pp. LXVI. and LXVII.
•}• The Colonel should have written "my last letter but one". Vidt

supra, pp. 286, 287.

\ Vol. II., p. 104, note 1. Avhat, a proper name, occurs there.

§ Arhata, according to circumstances, may denote either a follower of

Buddha or a follower of Jina.

II
Vide infra, p. 348, text and note 1, for a lame apology for this

interpolation.
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fore, that Professor Wilson should assume, in direct

opposition to the authority of the Purana which he

has, himself, translated, that the term Arhata, when it

occurs, as a proper name, in the Purahas, should be

considered to apply to Jina, and not to Buddha.* But

it has been sufficiently proved that Buddha lived in

the sixth century B. C; and no argument, therefore,

could be founded upon the mention of his name in the

Purahas, to prove that not one of the works now
extant under the name of Purahas was written prior

to the year 900 A. D. ; and, on that account. Professor

Wilson has— too evidently, for the support of his

opinion,—transferred the term Arhuta from Buddha (to

whom, alone, it is applied, in the Purahas,) to Jina.

Professor Wilson, therefore, has not yet proved that

the Jainas are mentioned in the Purahas. f But the

Buddhists are frequently mentioned in those works;

and it is, therefore, a strange mode of reasoning, to

infer that anything contained in the Purahas relates to

Jina, when it may apply, with so much more proba-

bility, to Vishnu's incarnation, Buddha, from whom the

Buddhists, according to the Purahas, originated.

The preceding remarks, and those contained in my
former letters, will evince that Professor Wilson's

examination of the Purahas has been much too incom-

plete, and that the conclusions which he has drawn

from it are much too erroneous to authorize. him to

state so positively: "That Brahmans unknown to fame

have remodelled some of the Hindu scriptures, and,

especially, the Purahas, cannot reasonably be con-

* Vide infra, p, 362, text and note §.

t This is quite a mistake. See Vol. IV., p. 43, note 1.

21*
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tested,"* and that "It is possible^ . . that there may

have been an earUer class of Puranas, of which those

we now have are but the partial and adulterated re-

presentatives." f This opinion has been maintained by

Lieut. Col. Wilford and Mr. Bentley, and, in some

measure, countenanced by Mr. Colebrooke; but it still

remains unsupported by any proof whatever. Professor

Wilson argues thus: In the vocabulary ofAmaraSiiiiha,

written 56 B.C., it is said that a Puraha is "a treatise

on five topics," and, in several of the Puranas, it is,

further, explained what these five topics are: but not

one of the Puranas now extant conforms to that defi-

nition: therefore, the present Puranas cannot be the

works which were current, under that name, in the

time of Amara Siiiiha. This conclusion is, further,

supported by his affirming only, but not proving, that

the present Puranas inculcate the doctrines of sects of

known modern origin, and that "circumstances are

sometimes mentioned, or alluded to, [in the Puranas],

or references to authorities are made, or legends are

narrated, or places are particularized, of which the

comparatively recent date is indisputable." +

Such is the state of the question. On the first two

of these points I have, perhaps, already said more than

sufficient; and the only point, therefore, which re-

' This "it is possible" is singular; for much of Professor

Wilson's reasoning depends on the fact, that the original Puranas

were current in the lime of Amara Sirhha.

* Vol. I., Preface, pp. XCVIII., XCIX.

t Ibid., p VI.

\ Ibid., p. XI.
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mains to be considered is, whether there is any in-

ternal evidence, contained in the Pnranas now extant,

which proves that each and all of those works are

modern compilations. I cannot pjlace so much reliance

on my own examination of the Puranas, as to affirm

that there is not: but no passages containing such

internal evidence have been yet produced; and, were
even passages bearing a modern appearance produced,

the dates of the circumstances mentioned in them
could not be determined. For the Puranas contain no

dates; and there exists not any biographical, to-

pographical, chronological, or historical work which

would afford the means of fixing the date when, in In-

dia, a place of pilgrimage first acquired sacredness,

when a temple was first erected, when a distinguished

character lived, when a king reigned,* or when an

ancient sect, philosophical or religious, was founded,

or when it became extinct. All the circumstances and

events mentioned in the Puranas, from which an in-

ference with respect to their date might be drawn, are

of precisely the same kind as the temples in Orissa,

from the mention of which, in the Brahma Purcina^

Professor Wilson infers the modern date of that work;

for it is not only necessary to prove that those temples

were built in modern times, but it must be, further,

proved that, previous to their erection, no temples

ever existed, in India, of the same names, and in the

same situations. In the quotation, also, from the

iCimna Pi^r«7ia, contained in my second letter,f is men-

tioned a Varna Sdsfra; and there is, at this day, a sect

• Vide supra, p. 313, note •. f Vide supra, pp. 286, 287.
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named Vama Yamacharin; but, as the Parana gives

no description of the Vdina Sdstra, on what grounds

can it be reasonably supposed that this is, actually, the

same as the Tantras of the left-handed sect of the

Saktas? In all such cases, it is evident that coin-

cidence merely in name is no proof that the name

must necessarily apply to the modern temple or sect;

and, consequently, its applicability must be proved, be-

fore a mere name can be admitted as any proof that

the Puranas are modern compilations. It is equally

evident that, as the Puranas contain no dates, and as

there are no books to refer to for an illustration of

their contents, so far is the recent date of any partic-

ular circumstance mentioned in them from being in-

disputable, that, on the contrary, every adaptation of

an occurrence or event, mentioned in the Pnranas, to a

date must depend solely and entirely on conjecture.

No circumstances, therefore, are mentioned in the Pu-

ranas, the precise or even approximate date of which

can be indisputably fixed, or even fixed at all; and it

must, hence, follow that those works do not contain

any internal evidence which proves their recent com-

position.*

Professor Wilson's supposition, however, that the

Puranas have been remodelled by the Brahmans, rests

entirely on the farther supposition, that circumstances

are mentioned, in those works, of which the compara-

tively recent date is indisputable. Bat I have examined

in vain the remarks contained in the Preface to the

Translation of the VishnuFurana, in order to ascertain

* That the Puranas are not ancient is evident from their very San-

skrit. How, too, as regards their prophetic parts?
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what the precise opinion is which Professor Wilson

means to express with respect to the genuineness and

antiquity of the Paranas, as now extant. He maintains

that the whole of the Bhdgavata was written by Bo-

padeva;that the compilation of the Vdmana "may have

amused the leisure of some Brahman of Benares"; that

the Agni and Brahma Vaivarta have no claims to be

regarded as Puranas; and that the Linya "is more a

ritual than aPuraha":* and he, thus, gives approximate

dates to nine of the Puranas, the dates of the other

nine being nearer to, or remoter from, the earliest date

mentioned:

Mdrkaiideya . . . 9th or 10th century.

Linga 9th or 10th „

Vishnu 11th or 12th „

Fadma' 12th— 16th „

Vardha 12th „

Bhdgavata .... 12th „

Brahma 13th or 14th „

Vdmana 14th or 15th „

Ndradiya IGth or ITthf „

But, although Professor Wilson thus expressly ascribes

the original composition of two of the Puranas to two

individuals, and seems to intimate that several of the

other Puranas were composed in the same manner, he

' Professor Wilson remarks that the different portions of this

Puraria "are, in all probability, as many different works''; and the

above dates, therefore, apply to different portions of the -whole

work.

• Vol. I., Preface, pp. L., LXXVL, LX., LXVII., LXIX.

t Ibid., pp. LVIII., LXX., CXI., XXXIV., LXXI., LI., XXIX., LXXVI.,

LIII.
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yet seems to suppose that the groundwork of the pre-

sent Puranas was the eighteen ancient Puranas; for he
speaks of "the strong internal evidence, which all of

them afford, of the intermixture of unauthorized and

comparatively modern ingredients."* He even re-

marks that "the identity of the legends in many of

them [the Puranas], and, still more, the identity of the

words,—for, in several of them, long passages are, lite-

rally, the same, f— is a sufficient proof that

they must be copied either from some other similar

work, or from a common and prior original."! To argue

against such inconsistencies and contradictions is quite

out of the question ; but it is evident that, if the com-

position and compilation of the present Puranas by
eighteen different persons occupied eight centuries,

those works could not also have been remodelled by
the Brahmans, for sectarian purposes; and that, if

their groundwork was the ancient Puranas, not one of

them could be the original composition of a modern
writer; and that, if such was not their groundwork, it

is utterly incredible that eighteen different persons,

living at long intervals of time from each other, and

while the Muhammadans were extending their domin-

ions over the greatest part of India, should produce

eighteen works in which the legends are identical, and

long passages are, literally, the same. The supposition,

also, that an aggregate of 1.600.000 lines, spread over

an extent of a million of square miles, should have

been remodelled, whether by the Brahmans or any
~^*^VoO!rPrefacerpr"XCIX7"^^"^'"^^

^"^' _==^
t This is, I believe, greatly an overstatement. It is a rare thing, at

least in my experience, to find even a single couplet precisely the same
in any two Puranas. See Vol. I., p. 67, note .. + Vol. I., Preface, p. VI.
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other persons, on one uniform plan, seems to be an

absolute impossibility; and the motive assigned for

such remodelling,—sectarial imposture,—is at once dis-

proved by the simple facts, that not one of the Pu-

rai'ias inculcates sectarian doctrines, and that the ex-

clusive worshippers of Vishnu, or of Siva, or of any

other deity, have always formed, in India, but a small

portion of the whole population.

There is, however, a difficulty which embarrasses

the decision of this question; for, not only in several

of the Puranas are the names of all the eighteen speci-

fied, but, in most of them, the narrator is requested to

repeat the Purana about to be related, expressly by

name. Professor Wilson, therefore, correctly remarks

that "the identity of the legends in many of them [the

Puranas], and, still more, the identity of the words,—for,

in several of them, long passages are, literally, the same,

—is a sufficient proof that, in all such cases, they must be

copied either from some other similar work, or from

a common and prior original." The internal evidence,

however, of the Puranas fully proves that they have

not been copied from each other; and this identity,

therefore, must have been derived from one common
original. But there is nothing improbable in supposing

that, previous to the Puranas being committed to

writing in their present state, four or five centuries

prior to the Christian era^ numerous legends and tra-

ditions relating to the modes of worship and the doc-

trines of the Hindu religion had, in remote times, been

formed, preserved, and transmitted by oral communi-

cation only. ^ When, therefore, eighteen different per-

' Such is the manner in which instruction is communicated
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sons, in different parts of India, collected together

those legends and traditions, and committed them to

writing, the greatest similarity would, necessarily, exist

in the eighteen works, and the same legend and traai-

tion would often be selected for insertion, and, conse-

quently, often expressed in the same, or nearly the same,

words. The existence, therefore, of "a common and

prior original ", so far from being an argument against

the genuineness and antiquity of the present Puranas,

should, on the contrary, be considered as a decisive

proof that those works are, essentially, in the same

state as that in which they were first committed to

writing. Because, in their present state, each of the

Puranas is a collection of legends, traditions, and

rituals, and not a work systematically written; and it

must, hence, be evident that such collections could have

been made only at a time when such traditionary lore

was fresh in the memory of the Brahmans. The pre-

sent state, therefore, of the Puranas now extant, in

which the most important legends, and even the origin

of the deities, are related in a discordant manner,—

though not in such a manner as in the least affects the

perfect homogeneity of the Hindu religion,— is, alone,

a strong proof that those works have undergone no

amongst the Brahmans, even at this day; and it is an immemo-

rial tradition, that the Puranas were thus transmitted. In the

Vishnu Purdna, for instance, Parasara thus replies to Maitreya:

" Now truly all that was told me formerly by Vasishtha, and by

the wise Pulastya" .... "I will relate to you the whole, even

all you have asked."*

• Vol. I., p. 11.
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alteration since they were first committed to writing;

for, as those discordancies have been alloM^ed to re-

main, it is most probable that religions scruples have
prevented the Brahmans from subsequently giving uni-

formity to their religious system.

But^ to the supposition, that the present Purahas
are modern compilations, written between the eighth
and seventeenth centuries, the existence of "a common
and prior original" becomes an insuperable objection;

for it is highly improbable that such legends and tra-

ditions as are contained in the Puranas were then cur-

rent; and, even admitting that they were, it is quite

incredible that, in the disturbed state of India, and de-

cay of Sanskrit learning, during that period, eighteen

different persons should produce eighteen works in

which not only the legends are identical, but long pas-

sages literally the same. It may, however, be said

that the eighteen ancient Puranas were then extant,

or, at least, that fragments of them were still pre-

served. I shall not here repeat what I have already

said respecting the incredibility of the suppositions

that the Brahmans have suppressed the ancient Pura-
nas, and substituted, in their place, the works now
bearing that name, or that the Brahmans of all India

have received, in the place of the ancient Puranas, the

acknowledged works of eighteen obscure individuals.

On this point, also, it is impossible to ascertain what
the opinion of Professor Wilson is: for, in one part of

that Preface, he appears to admit, distinctly, that each

of the ancient Puranas was extant until it was super-

seded by the present Purana; but, in other parts, he
has argued at length, to prove that the present Pura-
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nas cannot be the same works which were current in

the time of Amara Simha. Since, therefore, Professor

Wilson has, thus, adopted two contradictory supposi-

tions, in order to account for what he supposes to be

the spuriousness of the present Puranas, it must be

evident that he has completely failed in proving that

the present Puranas are not genuine. But the levity

and irreflection with which Professor Wilson has de-

cided against the genuineness and antiquity of those

w^orks will be best judged of from these remarks:

"No weight can be attached to the specification of the

eighteen names: for they are, always, complete: each

Purana enumerates all. Which is the last? Which had

the opportunity of naming its seventeen predecessors,

and adding itself? The argument proves too much.

There can be little doubt that the list has been in-

serted, upon the authority of tradition, either by some

improving transcriber, or by the compiler of a work

more recent than the eighteen genuine Puranas."^*

ProfessorWilson extends the compilation of the present

' Professor Wilson observes that the objection to the modern

composition of the Sri Bhdgavata is rebutted by there being an-

other Purdiia to which the name applies,—the Devi Bhdgavata.

But all his remarks on this point are entirely misplaced and un-

necessary; because the mere perusal oi the Devi Bhdgavata f will

at once show that it is, decidedly and avowedly, a Tantrika work:

for, in the 26th chapter of the 3rd skandha, is contained a de-

scription of the Kumdri-pujd, or worship of the virgin. I possess

a copy of this work, in twelve skandhas^ which appears to be

complete.

What, also, does Professor Wilson here mean by genuine Pu-

ranas? He denies that the Puranas current in the time of Amara

* Vol. I., Preface, p. XLV. t Ibid., p. LXXXVIII., note f.
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Purafias over eight centuries; and, therefore, in order

to get rid of the objection to this supposition, which

results from each Purana containing the names of all

the eighteen, he thinks it quite sufficient to observe

that this specification has been inserted by some im-

proving ti-anscriber,— he must mean, of course, after

the last of the present Puranas was written, that is,

after the seventeenth century. Thus, supposition is

supported by supposition; and, thus, all Professor Wil-

son's reasoning, to prove that the present Puranas are

modern compilations, depends entirely on gratuitous

assumptions and groundless assertions.

Whethei", however, complete works, bearing the same

names, existed previous to the present Puranas being-

committed to writing, is a question which admits not

of decision. That the names of all the eighteen Pura-

nas were previously known seems unquestionable;* and

it would, therefore, appear most probable that these

names had belonged to works which had preceded the

present Puranas. But the internal evidence of the pre-

sent Puranas proves that they are, rather, collections

of legends, traditions, and rituals, than works syste-

matically written; for they are entirely deficient in

arrangement, and the subjects treated of in them have

Siriiha are now extant; but he has not attempted to explain how
long it was that they continued current after that time, nor the

time and manner in which they subsequently became extinct; and

yet, in discussing a point relating to the present Puranas, he

seems to speak of them as if they were the genuine Puranas.

To elicit, therefore, either meaning or consistency out of such

remarks is, evidently, quite impossible.

• What proof is there of this assertion ?
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no further connexion with each other than that they

all contribute to inculcate and illustrate some of the

tenets and doctrines of the Hindu religion. It is pos-

sible, however, that more ancient Puranas may have

existed, which, from various circumstances during their

transmission by oral communication only, were no

longer in a complete state, when the present Pui-anas

were committed to writing; and that such fragments

of them as were at that time preserved have been in-

corporated in the present Puranas, to which, also, the

names of the ancient works have been given. But the

decision of this question is of no importance; because

it is proved that works bearing the names of the Pu-

ranas were current in India in the century prior to the

Christian era;* and there is not the slightest reason

for supposing that those works have not been pre-

served until the present day, in the same manner as

other Sanskrit manuscripts of the same period have

been preserved. From the notices, also, which occur

in Greek writers, it appears highly probable that the

very same system of religion which is described in

the Puranas prevailed in India at the time of Alexan-

der's invasion; and it may, therefore, be justly con-

cluded that the Puranas had received their present

formf four or five centuries prior to the Christian era.

Even Professor Wilson remarks: "But the same in-

ternal testimony furnishes proof, equally decisive, of

the anterior existence of ancient materials; and it is,

therefore, as idle as it is irrational, to dispute the an-

tiquity or authenticity of the greater portion of the

contents of the Puranas, in the face of abundant posi-

* This has never been pioved. f As to their predictions and all?
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tive and circumstantial evidence of the prevalence of

the doctrines which they teach, the currency of the

legends which they narrate, and the integrity of the

institutions which they describe, at least three cen-

turies before the Christian era."* But it must be evi-

dent that these remarks are totally irreconcileable with

what Professor Wilson elsewhere observes: ''At the

same time, they [the Puranas,] may be acquitted of

subservience to any but sectarial imposture. They

were pious frauds for temporary purposes."

f

It, hence, clearly appears that, in contending foi- the

modern compilation of the present Puranas, Professor

Wilson was influenced by a preconceived opinion, the

erroneousness of which he would not admit; but that,

in thus forcibly maintaining the antiquity of the greater

portion of the contents of those works, he was irre-

sistibly compelled to yield to the convincing proof,

which their internal evidence presents, of the genuine-

ness and antiquity of the Puranas, as now extant.

I have, also, sufficiently shown, in these letters, that

the present Puranas do neither inculcate sectarian doc-

trines nor indicate, in any manner, that they are an

intermixture of ancient and modern ingredients; but

that, on the contrary, they exhibit, throughout an ag-

gregate of 1.600.00U lines, the utmost uniformity in

the general description of legends, traditions, modes

of worship, and doctrines, t It must, consequently, be

most reasonable to conclude that the Puranas now
extant received their present form four or five cen-

turies prior to the Christian era, and that, since then,

• Vol. I., Preface, p. XCIX. f Ibid., p. XI.

* One is at a loss to see where all this has heeu shown.
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they have undergone no alteration whatever; rather

than that they are works which, for the purpose of

sectarial imposture, either have been remodelled by

the Brahmans since the Christian era, or which have

been written by eighteen obscure individuals, between

the eighth and seventeenth centuries.

Bombay, 30^/i October, 1840.

Vans Kennedy.

Sir: As the eighteen Puranas are, undoubtedly, the

only source from which a knowledge of the mythology

and popular religion of the Hindus can be derived, it

becomes of importance to determine whether those

works are ancient compositions, or mere modern com-

pilations; and I trust, in consequence, that you will

have no objection to my offering a few further remarks

on this subject, previous to closing its discussion. In

my last letter, however, 1 observed that the Puranas

contain no dates, and that there is no biographical,

topographical, geographical, or historical work which

would afford the means of fixing the date when, in

India, a place of pilgrimage first acquired sacredness,

when a temple was first erected, when a king or dis-

tinguished personage lived,* or when a philosophical

or religious sect was founded, or when it became

extinct. It would, hence, seem that, as the date of the

circumstances mentioned in the Puranas cannot be de-

termined, the question whether they are ancient or

Vide supra, p. 313, note «.
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modern cannot be decided ; as all opinions respecting

the period when they may have been written must
depend, principally, if not entirely, on conjecture. But
the internal evidence of those works affords the strong-

est proof that they cannot be modern compilations;

for the legends, and descriptions of sceneiy, and of
men and manners, contained in them, bear such an
unquestionable impression of antiquity, and such a
dissimilarity to all that is known of India since the era

of Vikramaditya (B.C. 56),* that they irresistibly lead

to the conclusion that the Puranas must have been
written at some remote period. When, therefore, the

Professor of Sanskrit in the University of Oxford
published his opinion, that the works now^ bearing that

name were compiled between the eighth and seven-
teenth centuries, it might have been expected that he
would have supported so startling a statement by the

clearest and most conclusive arguments and authorities.

But he has, on the contrary,— as I have, perhaps suffi-

ciently shown —formed that opinion from an imperfect

examination of the Puranas, and maintained it solely

by having recourse to gratuitous assumptions and
groundless assertions.

The whole, indeed, of the remarks contained in the

Preface to the Translation of the Vishnu Furana ap-

pear to have been written for the purpose of demon-
strating that, "of the present popular forms of the

Hindu religion, none assumed their actual state earlier

than the time of Sankara Achiirya, the great Saiva

* In p. 312, swpra, Colonel Kennedy pronounces that "The history

of India during the centuries immediately preceding and following the

Christian era is almost unknown." Also see p. 293, supra.

V. 22
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reformer, who, flourished, in all likelihood, in the eighth

or ninth century. Of the Vaishhava teachers, Rama-

nuja dates in the twelfth century; Madhwacharya, in

the thirteenth; and Vallabha, in the sixteenth; and the

Purahas seem to have accompanied, or followed, their

innovations; being obviously intended to advocate the

doctrines they taught."* A still more erroneous

opinion was published by Professor Wilson, twelve

years before, in his "Sketch of the Religious Sects of

the Hindus," in which he has observed: "To the in-

ternal incongruities of the system, which did not affect

its integral existence, others were, in time, superadded,

that threatened to dissolve or destroy the whole. Of

this natm*e was the exclusive adoration of the old

deities, or of new forms of them ; and even, it may be

presumed, the introduction of new divinities. In all

these I'espects, thePuranas andTantras were especially

instrumental; and they not only taught their followers

to assert the unapproachable superiority of the gods

they worshipped, but inspired them with feelings of

animosity towards those who presumed to dispute

that supremacy. In this conflict, the worship of

Brahma has disappeared, as well as, indeed, that of

the whole pantheon, except Vishnu, Siva, and Sakti,

or their modifications. With respect to the two former,

in fact, the representatives have borne away the palm

from the prototypes; and Krishna, Rama, ortheLinga,

are almost the only forms under which Vishnu and

Siva are now adored in most parts off India. "+ In

* Vol. I., Preface, p. XVI.

t Colonel Kennedy here omitted the very important words "most parts of".

+ Professor Wilson's collected Works, Vol. 1., pp. 3— 5,
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this Sketch, however, Professor Wilson at the same
time observes that "the worshippers of Vishnu, Siva,

and Sakti, who are the objects of the following de-
scription, are not to be confounded with the orthodox
adorers of those divinities."* And yet he also states

that the present state of the Hindu faith is of com-
jxiratively, very recent origin.^f

It would, hence, appear that Professor Wilson has
formed his opinion of the Hindu religion from the
exception, and not from the rule, and that he has given
an importance to the sects that have originated amongst
upwards of a hundred and thirty' millions of people,
to which they are not entitled. For it would, no doubt,
be considered as a strange mode of judging of the
established religion of England, were an opinion to be
formed of it from the sects which prevail there: but
such seems to have been the manner in which Pro-
fessor Wilson has contemplated the Hindu religion;

and it is too evident that it is in support of this erro-

neous view of the subject that he has ascribed to the
Purahas a modern origin, and contents which they do
not contain. But I am certain that not a single Purana
inculcates the exclusive worship of a particular deity,

and that not a passage which is genuine can be found,

in any Purana,: which would inspire the followers of

' This Sketch is contained in Vols, XVI. and XVII. of the

Asiatic Researches. I refer, throughout this letter, to the part

contained in Vol. XVI.

* Professor Wilson's collected Works, Vol. I., p. 30. f Ihid., p. 12.

\ In p. 347, infra. Colonel Kennedy asserts, however, that "there are
no means of distinguishiug those parts of them [the Puraiias,] which'

22»
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one deity with feelings of animosity towards those

who presumed to dispute its supremacy. ^ So far, in-

deed, is this from being the case, that every sect— as Pro-

fessor Wilson himself admits,—has found it necessary

to compose works for the purpose of teaching and sup-

porting its peculiar tenets ; which circumstance, alone,

is sufficient to prove that the Purahas were not ad-

apted for the promotion of such an object, and, conse-

quently, that those works could not have been written

in subservience to sectarial imposture, as Professor

Wilson supposes.

It is also undeniable that the great mass of the

Hindus are Smartas, though all who are so do not

adopt this name;^ that is, they consider both Vishnu

' In the Sketch referred to, Professor Wilson has quoted

several Sanskrit authorities, which, if genuine, would disprove

this statement: but he has specified neither the book nor the

chapter of the Puranas from which they are said to be taken;

and it would appear that he had not, himself, verified them.

Not being able, therefore, to ascertain this point, I must con-

sider * these quotations to be spurious ; for they are at complete

variance with numerous passages that occur in the Puranas,

which expressly inculcate that Vishnu and Siva ought, both, to

be worshipped.

^ The Brahmans of the Deccan, for instance, and of Gujerat,

call themselves Saivas; but they are, in reality, Smartas, as they

do not reject the worship of Vishnu, though they consider it of

less importance than that of Siva. The same is the case with

many of the Brahmans in other parts of India, who call them-

selves Vaishnavas, but consider Siva as entitled to adoration.

This, however, is in strict conformity to the Puranas, in which

are thought to be ancieut and genuine from those which are thought

to be modern and spurious."

* Most venturesomely.

I
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and Siva to be entitled to adoration, but some of them
identify either Vishnu or 8iva with the Supreme

Being, — an opinion which is clearly inculcated in

several of the Pm-ahas. But, though, in some of those

works, Vishnu is represented to be, in some degree,

inferior to Siva, still the latter is frequently intro-

duced, in the Saiva Purahas, as enjoining the neces-

sity of worshipping Vishnu, and explaining the mys-

terious nature of his incarnations; and, in the same

manner, though, in the Vaishnava Purahas, the su-

premacy is ascribed to Vishnu, still the fullest justice

is done to the divinity of Siva. The exclusive votary

of Vishnu, on the contrary, refuses all adoration to

Siva; and, in the same manner, the exclusive votary of

Siva denies Vishnu to be a proper object of worship;

and such votaries, therefore, of these deities are, with

reference to the population, by no means numerous

in India. It is equally unquestionable that the sub-

stitution of the Linga for the image of Siva occasioned

no alteration in the worship of that god; for, in the

ritual prescribed for the worship of the Linga, as con-

tained in the Linga Purdna^ it is said : "Having bathed

in the prescribed manner, enter the place of worship;

and, having performed three suppressions of the breath,

meditate on that god (Siva,) who has three eyes, five

heads, ten arms, and is of the colour of pure crystal,

arrayed in costly garments, and adorned with all kinds

of ornaments. Thus, having fixed in thy mind the real

form of Maheswara, proceed to worship him with the

proper hymns and prayers." The Linga, therefore, is

the terms Vaishnava and Saiva denote the preferential^ but not

the exclusive, worshipper of either Vishnu or Siva.
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worshipped by all Saivas and Smartas; for it is, in fact,

the only type under which Siva has been adored from

remote times. The worship, also, of Rama is scarcely

known in India;* and Professor Wilson is, certainly, in-

correct in stating that the worship of Bala Gopala,

the infant Krishna, is very widely diffused amongst

all ranks of Indian society; for the votaries of Krishna

are by no means numerous, and are to be found only

in Bengal,^ and in some parts of Hindostan proper.

Much of the reasoning, however, adduced in the

Preface to the Translation of the Vishnu Purdna^ to

prove the modern compilation of the Puranas, is

founded on the supposition that the date of the Pu-

ranas in which Krishna is mentioned—particularly the

Brahma Vaivarta^—v^m^t be subsequent to the estab-

lishment of the sect of "the worshippers of the juve-

nile Krishna and Radha, a form of belief of known

modern origin." f But, in that Preface, Professor Wil-

son gives it, as his opinion, that the Mahabharata "is,

evidently, the great fountain from which most, if not

all, of the Puranas have drawn;" t and, in the Sketch

above referred to,§ he remarks: "The worship of

Krishna, as one with Vishnu and the universe, dates,

' Mr. Ward remarks :
" Six parts out of ten of the whole

Hindu population of Bengal are supposed to be disciples of this

god. The far greater part of these, how fever, are of the lower

orders; and but few of them Brahmans." Vol. I., p. 200.

* If Colonel Kennedy's information had been coextensive with any-

thing approaching the whole of India, he would never have hazarded this

remark.

t Vol. I., Preface, p. LXVI. : Ibid., p. XCII.

§ Professor Wilson's collected Works, Vol. I., p. 121.
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evidently, fi'oin the Malicibluirata." AccordiDo- to this

statenient, therefore, it is evident that, as the worship

ofKrishna dates from that poem, and as its composition

preceded that of the Puranas, the date of none of those

works can in the least depend on the time when the

sects of Vallabha and Chaitanya originated,— unless,

indeed. Professor Wilson supposes that the Mahdbhd-
rata was not written until after the year 1520, A. D.

In that Sketch, also. Professor Wilson has observed:

"The worship of Krishna, as one with Vishnu and the

universe, dates, evidently, from the Mahabharata; and

his more juvenile forms [actions?] are brought pre-

emhiently to notice in the account of his infancy con-

tained in the Bhagavata: but neither of these works

discriminates him from Vishnu; nor do they recom-

mend his infantine and adolescent state to particular

veneration." And, further: "In this description of

creation, however, the deity [Krishna,] is still spoken

of as a young man; and the Purana [the Brahma
Vaivarta\ therefore, affords only indirect authority,

in the marvels it narrates of his infancy, for the wor-

ship of the child."* These remarks are quite correct,

as far as relates to the veneration of Krishna; for I

have shown, in my former letters, that in not one of

the Puranas is the worship of Krishna, either as a

child or a young man, inculcated, or even indicated.

It is, hence, evident that, although the accounts of

Krishna's boyhood, which are contained in several of

the Puranas, may have suggested to Vallabha and

Chaitanya the design of establishing the worship of

Krishna, still those Puranas could not have been written

* Professor Wilson's collected Works, Vol. I., p, 121 and p. 124.
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for the purpose of promoting a form of belief which is

not even mentioned in them.

Professor Wilson, at the same time, extends the pre-

valence of this worship, by identifying the infant

Krishna with "the juvenile master of the universe, Ja-

gannatha "
;
* and yet he fixes the date when the temple

of Jagannatha was erected, in A. D. 1198,f and that

when Vallabha lived, in about A. D. 1520.t The wor-

ship, therefore, of Jagannatha cannot be the same as

that of Krishna established by Vallabha; and, in fact,

there is not the slightest resemblance between them:

because Jagannatha is worshipped as an incarnate

form, or, rather, as a type, of Vishnu, by all Hindus;

and, on the contrary, the worship of Krishna is not

generally practised, and prevails only in particular

parts of India. The legend, also, relating to Jagannatha

has no further reference to Krishna than the name;

for it is said, in it, that the temple of Purushottama

was erected by a king named Indradyumna, a fervent

votary of Vishnu, who being much distressed for the

want of a proper image to place in it, Vishnu appeared

to him, in a dream, and informed him that, the next

morning, he would find, in the sea, a sacred tree from

which the image was to be made. In the Bj^ahna Pu-

rana^ it is, further, said that, when the king had, ac-

cordingly, found the tree, and brought it on shore,

Vishnu and Viswakai-man (the artificer of the gods) ap-

peared to him, and that Vishnu directed the latter to

form from the tree the images of Krishna, his brother

Balabhadra, and sister Subadhra, which command

• Vol. I., Preface, p. XXII. f Vide supra, p. 312.

I Professor Wilson's collected Works, Vol. III., p. 120.
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Viswakarman immediately executed. Altlioiigli, there-

fore, the images worshipped at Jagannatha bear these

names, the adoration is, in reality, addressed to Vishnu,

as the lord of the universe; and, consequently, in the

ritual prescribed for it, there is no mention \Yhatever

of "the infant Krishna, Govinda, Bala Gopala, the so-

journer in Vrindavana, the companion of the cowherds
and milkmaids, the lover of Radha."*

Professor Wilson also seems not to have taken into

consideration that the ten avatdras of Vishnu are an

essential part of the Hindu religion; as it appears to

be sufficiently ascertained that they are alluded to in

the Vedas,f and it is certain that the son of Devaki,

or Krishna, is mentioned in at least two of the Upa-
nishads—the Chhdndogya and Ndrayana. The venera-

tion, therefore, of Krishna, as an incarnate form of

Vishnu, which is all that is prescribed in the Puranas,

must be of as remote a date as the most ancient known
state of the Hindu religion ;: and the mention, conse-

quently, of Krishna, in any of the Puranas, as an ava-

tdra of Vishnu, but not as a peculiar object of wor-

ship,—in which character he is never described in those

works, §— can afford no grounds for supposing that

the present Puranas are modern and sectarian compi-

lations. Before, therefore. Professor Wilson identified

that veneration with the worship ofKrishna established

by Vallabha and Chaitanya, and hence inferred the

• Vol. I., Preface, p. XXII.

t The knowledge of this allusion seems to be the peculiar property

of Colonel Kennedy.

\ That is to say, as old as the mantrai^ of the Rigveda\

§ For disproof of this assertion, see Book V of this Work, passim.
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comparatively recent date of the Puranas, as now

extant, lie should have produced, from those works,

some passages which either expressly or virtually in-

culcate that worship; but he himself acknowledges,

as I have before observed, that no such passages exist,

and thus admits that this objection to the genuineness

and antiquity of the Puranas rests, solely and entirely,

on inferences drawn from suppositions imagined by

himself, but which are supported by neither probability

nor by any authority whatever.

It is, hence, evident that, in presenting the sects

which exist in India as a correct representation of the

actual condition of the Hindu religion, and in main-

taining that the present state of the Hindu faith "is of,

comparatively, very recent origin," "^ Professor Wilson

has taken a most erroneous view of the subject. For

the great mass of the Hindus adhere to that religious

system which has prevailed in India from the remotest

times, and which, alone, is inculcated in the eighteen

Puranas. Even Professor Wilson himself has observed

that "the origin and development of their doctrines,

traditions, and institutions [of which that system is

composed,] were not the work of a day; and the

testimony that establishes their existence three cen-

turies before Christianity carries it back to a much

more remote antiquity, to an antiquity that is, proba-

bly, not surpassed by any of the prevailing fictions, in-

stitutions, or beliefs of the ancient world," f As, how-

ever, it is only from the Puranas that a complete

knowledge of those traditions and doctrines can be

* ProfessorlWilson's collected Works, Vol, I,, p. 12.

t Vol. I., Preface, p, XCIX.
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derived, it is obvious that there are either no grounds

for ascribing to them a remote antiquity, or that it

must be admitted that the Puranas are ancient com-

positions, and not modern compilations written by

eighteen obscure individuals between the eighth and

seventeenth centuries: because there are no other

works with which the legends, and descriptions of

scenery, men, and manners, and of rites, ceremonies,

and modes of worship, contained in the Puranas, might

be compared, in order to ascertain whether they are

of ancient or of modern date. And the supposing,

consequently, with Professor Wilson, that the Puranas

are an intermixture of ancient and modern ingredients,

can be of no avail; for there are no means of dis-

tinguishing those parts of them which are thought to

be ancient and genuine from those which are thought

to be modern and spurious. But the internal evidence

of the Puranas proves that those works did not ac-

company, or follow, the innovations introduced into

the Hindu religion by Sankara Acharya, Ramanuja,

Madliwacharya, and Vallabha; and that they are not

intended to advocate the doctrines taught by those

sectaries. For not one of their sects is mentioned, or

alluded to, in the Puranas, in which works the only

deities who are represented to be objects of worship

are Vishnu, Siva, Devi, Ganesa, and Surya; and the

worshippers of these deities are, indisputably, held to

be the five orthodox divisions of the Hindus. Professor

Wilson's supposition, therefore, that the Puranas w^ere

written in subservience to sectarial imposture, being,

thus, disproved, it follows that the w^hole of his rea-

soning, to prove their modern date, founded on their
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"exliibiting a sectarial fervour and exclusiveness,"*

is totally futile and fallacious.

The Puranas, consequently, do not contain—as Pro-

fessor Wilson states,— the doctrines of sects of known

modern origin; as, besides the sects just referred to,

he only particularizes, in the Preface to the Translation

of the Vishnu Purdha^ the Saktas and Jainas as being

mentioned in the Puranas. But, in my former letters,

I have sufficiently shown that the tenets and practices

of the Saktas are so completely at variance with every

principle of the Hindu religion, that it is impossible

that they could be noticed in books which the Hindus

hold to be sacred. I also pointed out, in my last letter,

f

that the term Arhata did not—as Professor Wilson as-

sumed,—indicate either Jina or the Jainas; but I stated,

erroneously, that it applied, in the passage which I

quoted, to Buddha. ^+ On subsequently comparing, how-

ever, the eighteenth chapter of Book HI. of the Transla-

tion of the Vishnu Purdna^\t\\ the original,! found that

the one did not agree with the other; for the terms

"Bauddhas" and "Jainas", which are introduced into the

Translation and the notes to it, do not occu?- in the origi-

' This mistake was occasioned by my trusting to the Transla-

tion, in which it is said: "These Daityas were induced, by the

arch-deceiver, to deviate from their religious duties (and become

Bauddhas)."

* Vol. I., Preface, p. V.

t Vide supra, pp. 322, 323.

\ The whole truth is, that the Colonel not only criticized Professor

Wilson's rendering without reference to the original, but that he inter-

polated it without acknowledgement, in foisting in the word "Buddha",

so distinguished, typographically, that it seems to be quoted. The ex-

cuse offered in note 1, above, is very feeble.
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nal. It is, therefore, singular that Professor Wilson

should have made such a translation as this: "The de-

lusions of the false teacher paused not with the conver-

sion of theDaityas to theJaina and Bauddha heresies;"*

and that he should have remarked, in a note: "We have,

tlierefore, the Bauddhas noticed as a distinct sect:"

because the original is, simply: "0 Maitreya, after

Mayamoha, the great deceiver, had deluded the Daityas

by various heretical doctrines, they relinquished the

excellent faith inculcated by the Veda and Smriti."^

It even appears, from the whole of this legend, that it

does not apply to Vishnu's appearance as Buddha, but

to some other occurrence, which is not mentioned in

any other Parana than the Vishnu'j-\ for it thus com-

mences, according to the translation: t "There was,

formerly, a battle between the gods and demons, for

the period of a divine year, in which the gods were

defeated by the demons under the command ofHrada."

But the only dissemination of heretical doctrines,

through the instrumentality of Vishnu, which is men-

tioned in any other Purana, is that in the city of the

Tripura Asuras and that in Kasi; to neither of which

this legend applies; as it is said, in it, that Mayamoha,

the name of the illusory being emitted from Vishnu's

body, "having proceeded (to earth), beheld theDaityas,

* Vol. III., p. 211. Colonel Kennedy quotes only a portion of the

sentence corresponding to his own transhition given just below,

t For refutation of this, vide infra, p. 378, note f.

: Vol. III., p. 201.
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engaged in ascetic penances, upon the banks of the

Narmada river."* Professor Wilson, therefore, has

given to this chapter an interpretation not authorized

by the original, in which nothing occurs which indi-

cates that the composer of this Puraha intended to

describe either Buddha or Jina, under this illusory

form, or to adopt, or allude to, their doctrines, in the

words spoken by it.f

I have adverted to this remarkable deviation from

the faithful manner in which translations should always

be made,: because the purport of this legend clearly

shows that the terms "Jainas" and "Bauddhas" cannot

be contained in any manuscript of the Vishmi Puraha.

But Professor Wilson may have supposed that the

term Arhata denoted the Jainas, and may have under-

stood, from the words hudhyadhwam and biidhyate,§

that they applied to the Buddhists; and to this there

could be no objection, had he expressed his opinion

in a note, and not introduced into the text, the title

of the chapter, and the index, the term "Jainas" and

"Bauddhas". As, also, the illusory form addressed

* Vol. III., p. 207.

f On the contrary, it is beyond doubt that both Jina and Buddha, by

implication, are represented as forms of Mayamoha. First, in the Vis/iihi-

furdna, we have mention ol the establishment of the Arhatas by this

"Deluder by illu.sion", who then metamorphoses himself, and establishes

a sect by which the Bauddha is, unmistakeably, intended. The Arhatas

must be either Jainas or Bauddhas; and the Chapter referred to shows

that they were, unquestionably, the former. But I have anticipated Pro-

fessor Wilson's Reply.

X The Colonel, practically, was scarcely so austerely punctilious as

his principles. Vide supra, p. 348, note I.

§ On the gross error here accepted, vide infra, p. 362, note f, and

p. 377, note +.
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only the same Daityas,* it is evident that he could not

have induced them to adopt the doctrines of both Jina

and Buddha; and Professor Wilson, therefore, should

have selected either the one or the other as being the

false teacher here intended. But it is undeniable that

Jina or the Jainas are not mentioned, in the Puranas,

under these names ;f and there is no reason, as I have

before shown, for supposing that they are denoted by

the term Arhata;X as no conclusion can be justly drawn

from an isolated word which occurs in the Pm-anas,

imaccompanied by any explanation of its intent and

meaning. It will, hence, appear that this legend cannot

apply to the Jainas: nor can it apply to Buddha; for

he, according to the Vaishnava Puranus, was not an

illusory form emitted from the body of Vishnu, but an

actual incarnation of Vishnu, § born in Kikata.j} When,

therefore. Professor Wilson has so misunderstood and

misinterpreted a passage in a Purana which he has

himself translated, it must be evident that no reliance

can be placed on the correctness of the opinions which

he expresses with respect to the age, and the scope

and tendency, of the eighteen Puranas. He has, how-

ever, intimated that he intends laying before the Royal

Asiatic Society analyses of all the Puranas, similar to

the one of the Brahnia Purana, published in No. IX.

of the Journal of that Society. But it is obvious that

* Not those already perverted, but "others of the same family". See

Vol. III., !>. 210.

-[• For I'auiaiuk mention of the Jina-dliarina, or "religion of Jina", see

Vol. IV., p. 43, note 1.

I Who are the Arhatas, then?

§ But why assume that the Puranas may not contradict each other?

II
Vide su^ra, p. 178, notes 1 and

"jl.
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such mere details of the contents of each Purana can

afford no information respecting the variety of subjects

treated of in those works; and it is certain that, if

these details are accompanied with such comments as

have been already published by Professor Wilson, the

analyses will convey the most erroneous notions of

what is actually contained in the Purahas. For Pro-

fessor Wilson supposes that the Puranas exhibit "a

sectarial fervoin* and exclusiveness"; that they con-

tain the doctrines, or allusions to the doctrines, of

philosophical and religious sects of known modern

origin ; and that, in them, circumstances are mentioned,

or alluded to, or legends are narrated, or places are

particularized, of which the comparatively recent date

is indisputable. But no one of these suppositions— as

I have evinced, in the course of these letters,—rests on

any grounds whatever; and nothing contained in the

Purahas in any manner justifies Professor Wilson's

opinion, that those works are pious frauds, written for

temporary purposes, and in subservience to sectarial

imposture. As, however, he not only entertains such

an opinion, but even supposes that the Puranas were

compiled by eighteen obscure individuals, between the

eighth and seventeenth centuries, it will be evident

that no analyses which Professor Wilson may give of

those works will convey a correct, complete, and im-

partial account of the traditions, doctrines, and modes

of worship which are described in the eighteen Pu-

rahas.

In the remarks, therefore, contained in these letters,

my object has been to evince that Professor Wilson

has taken a most erroneous view of the remote and
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actual state of the Hindu religion, and that his precon-

ceived opinions on this subject have led him to assign

a modern origin to the Purahas, and to support this

statement by ascribing to them sectarian doctrines

which they, certainly, do not contain; and that all his

reasoning to prove the modern compilation of those

works is futile, contradictoiy, unfounded, or improb-

able. In this I have, perhaps, succeeded; for, as Pro-

fessor Wilson has not quoted any passages from the

Purahas, in which sectarial fervour and exclusiveness

are exhibited,* and in which circumstances of compara-
tively recent date are mentioned,! it may be concluded

that he knew of no such passages; as their production

would, at once, have proved the point which he wished

to establish. This negative argument acquires the

greater force from Professor Wilson having stated that

he has collected a voluminous series of indices, ab-

stracts, and translations of all the Purahas; and, conse-

quently, if any passages occur, in them, which incul-

cate the exclusive worship of Vishnu or Siva, or the

worship of Rama, Krishna, or Sakti, or which mention

the Jainas,t or any modern sect, or any comparatively

recent event, he could have had no difficulty in pro-

ducing such passages, in support of his statements;

and their non-production, therefore, must be considered

as strong proof of their non-existence. The supposition,

however, that the Purahas were written in subservience

to sectarial imposture, was judiciously selected, by Pro-

fessor Wilson, as his principal argument in proof of

• Vide supra, p. 340, notes 1 and •

.

t Professor Wilson does reier to the prophetic parts of the Puraiias.

See Vol. I., Preface, pp. XVI. and XVII. + Vide supra, p. 323, note f.

V. 23
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their modern compilation; for the internal evidence

of the genuineness and antiquity of those works de-

pends entirely on their exhibiting a faithful representa-

tion of the Hindu religion as it existed in remote times.

But Professor Wilson has not yet proved that the Pu-

ranas contain sectarian doctrines; and I am convinced

that, when the Pm-anas are more fully examined, and

the Vedas more completely known, it will be ascer-

tained that the rites, ceremonies, and doctrines of the

Hindu religion, described in the Puranas, are, essentially,

the same as those described in the Vedas, and that no

essential difference exists between the ritual of the

Vedas and the modes of worship prescribed in the Pu-

ranas, except the adoration of images ; and I can affirm,

from actual perusal, that the theological parts of the

Puranas conform, in every respect, to the doctrines

which are contained in the principal Upanishads; and

these, it is admitted, are portions of the Vedas.*

With regard, however, to the legends which occur

in the Puranas, I may be allowed to avail myself of

the following remarks which I have made in another

work: '•'' I observe, however (Mr. Colebrooke remarks),

in many places [of the Vedas], the groundwork of le-

gends which are familiar in mythologicalpoems: such,

for example, as the demo7i Vritra, slain by Jndra, who

is, thence, named Vritrahan; but I do 7iot reynark ayiy-

thing that corresponds ivith the favourite legends of

those sects which worship either the Linga or Sakti,

* The multiplied errors of this passage it must be unnecessary, at

this day, to point out. The writers of the Puranas paid little intelligent

heed to the Vedas, of which, for the rest, the Upanishads cannot, with

any propiiety, be considered as portions.
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or else Rama oi' Krishna. I except some detached por-

tions the genuineness of which appears doubtful; as

ivill he shown towards the close of this Essay. ^
* But,

instead of considering the allusions to popular mytho-

logy which occur in the Vedas as being the ground-

ivork of subsequent legends, would it not be more con-

sonant* with reason and probability to conclude that

these allusions actually referred to well-known legends?

For, otherwise, it will be evident that they must have

been altogether unintelligible,—expressed, as they were,

with so much brevity, and, in fact, merely mentioned

in that cursory manner which is usual in adverting to

circumstances perfectly notorious. In Avhich case, it

would also appear most likely that the legends had

been previously collected, and rendered accessible to

every one by being recorded in those very works which

are still extant under the name of Puranas; for it is

quite impossible to discover, in the Puranas, a single

circumstance which has the remotest semblance to the

deification of heroes, a notion totally unknown to the

Hindus."^!

It, hence, appears that there is an intimate corre-

spondence between the legends, rites, ceremonies, and

doctrines described in the Vedas and Puranas; and

even Professor Wilson admits that there is "abundant

positive and circumstantial evidence of the prevalence

' Researches into the Nature and Affinity of Ancient and

Hindu Mythology, p. 188.

* Colebrooke's Miscellaneous Essays, Vol. I., p. 28, note • . Colebrooke

does not italicize this passage.

t Here, again, Colonel Kennedy has come to a conclusion widely

different from that ordinarily entertained.

23*
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of the doctrines which they [the Puranas,] teach, the

CLirrency of the legends which they narrate, and the

integrity of the institutions which they describe, at

least three centuries before the Christian era;"* and

that "the testimony that establishes their existence

three centuries before Christianity carries it back to

a much more remote antiquity."-}- But it is evident

that such a correspondence with the Vedas, and with

the ancient state of the Hindu religion, could not exist

in the Puranas, unless they were written at a period

when the traditions, the ritual, and the doctrines of the

Vedas still constituted the prevailing form of the Hindu

religion ; and it is, therefore, utterly improbable that

(as Professor Wilson supposes,) the Puranas, as now
extant, could have been compiled between the eighth

and seventeenth centuries, when the Muhammadans
were extending their dominion over the greatest part of

India, and when the Hindu religion had lost much of

its original purity. His reasoning, consequently, is

altogether ineffectual to prove that the Puranas are

modern compilations; for it is not supported by either

probability or proof, or by the internal evidence of

those works; and it, thus, entirely fails in demonstrat-

ing that the Puranas were written or remodelled for

the purpose of promoting the innovations introduced

into the Hindu religion by Sankara Acharya, Rama-

nuja, Madhwacharya, and Vallabha, and of advocating

the doctrines which they taught. All the remarks,

therefore, on this subject, which Professor Wilson has

yet published, are completely erroneous; and it may,

* Vol. I., Preface, p. XCIX.

t Ibid.
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in consequence, be concluded that there are no valid

grounds for disputing the genuineness and anti(^uity

of the eighteen Puranas.

Bombay, 29th December, 1840.

• Vans Kennedy.

PROFESSOR WILSON'S REPLY.

Sir: Col. Vans Kennedy has lately favoured you

with a series of letters upon the subject of my views

of the modern date and sectarian spirit of the works

termed, by the Hindus, Puranas. I entertain great re-

spect for the Colonel's talents and industry, but none

whatever for his love of disputation, or his pertinacity

of opinion, and attach little weight to deductions that

are founded upon imperfect investigation, and pre-

judices much more inveterate than any which he ac-

cuses me of cherishing. I have, therefore, no inten-

tion of entering upon any refutation of his notions, or

vindication of my own. Having put forth conclusions

drawn from a deliberate and careful scrutiny of the

premisses which warrant them, I am contented to leave

them to their fate: if they are sound, they need not be

defended; if they are erroneous, they do not deserve

to be defended. I have implicit faith in the ultimate

prevalence of truth; and, as I am satisfied that my
conclusions are, in the present instance, true, they have

nothing to apprehend from Colonel Vans Keimedy.

Neither is it necessary, now, to expend time upon

any discussion as to what the Puranas are. The con-
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futation of Colonel Vans Kennedy's doctrines of their

high antiquity and pure theological character is to be

found in the works themselves. Translations of two

of them have been published,—that of the Vishnu Pu-

rdna by myself, and that of the Sri Bhdgavata by<M.

Burnouf; and an appeal to these, which are now ac-

cessible to all who may be interested in the inquiry,

will show how utterly untenable is Colonel Vans Ken-

nedy's theory. If he objects to the particular examples

here named, let him choose his own. He will pardon

me for suggesting that he would be more usefully and

creditably employed in translating and publishing some

other Purana or Purahas than in depreciating the

better directed labours of other Sanskrit scholars. The

result of such translations will, I have no doubt, con-

firm the conclusions which I have not found it pos-

sible to avoid, and with respect to which the opinions

of M. Burnouf coincide with mine. The Purahas, in

their present form, are not of high antiquity, although

they are made up, in part, of ancient materials; and,

in the legends which they relate, and the practices

which they enjoin, they depart as widely froui what

appears to be the more primitive form of Brahmanism

as they do from the subjects which authorities of un-

questionable weight, as well as their own texts, declare

should form the essential constituents of a Purana.

Whilst, however, I think it a work of supererogation

to refute errors which the Purahas themselves are at

hand to correct, I must beg leave to set Colonel Vans

Kennedy right on a matter not of opinion, but of fact.

Conscious, no doubt, that his arguments will not bear

the test of comparison with the original works, he has
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attempted, at the close of his last letter, to insinuate

*a suspicion that the translation is not to be trusted, and

charges me with having misunderstood and mistrans-

lated a passage that is of some importance as a cri-

terion of the date of the Parana. He does not say that

I have done so purposely, in order to fabricate a false

foundation for my opinions; but the tendency of his

animadversions leads to such an inference. To this

inference I cannot stoop to reply; but I shall have no

difficulty in showing that the charge of misapprehen-

sion applies not to me, but to Colonel Vans Kennedy.

Now, I will not venture to affirm that, in a work of

some extent and, occasionally, of some difficulty, I

have never mistaken my original; that I have always

been sufficiently careful in expressing its purport; that

I may not have, sometimes, in the course of a transla-

tion not professing to be literal,* diverged more than

was prudent from the letter of my text. The latter

may have been the case, in the passage in question;

and Col. Vans Kennedy is literally correct in stating

that the very words "Jainas and Bauddhas" are not

in the Sanskrit, where they are found in the English.

At the same time, had he fully comprehended the

sense of the preceding passages, had he been aware

that all which had gone before related to Jainas and

Bauddhas, he must have admitted that their specifica-

tion, which w^as recommended by the consideration

of perspicuity, and by the construction of the English

• Whatever Professor Wilson may have meant, his words are: "In

rendering the text into English, I have adhered to it as literally as was

compatible with some regard to the usages of English composition."

Vol. I., Preface, p. CXVI.
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version, was warranted by the context, and was, there-

fore, unobjectionable.*

I will not think so meanly of Col. Vans Kennedy's

criticism, as to suppose it possible that it would cavil

at words, or that it would attach any importance to

the insertion of the terms "Jainas and Bauddhas" in

the place where they occur, if it could be substantiated

that, in all the preceding parts of the chapter, the text

has had them in contemplation. This he denies, and

I maintain. We shall see which is risht.

The eighteenth Chapter of the third Book of the

Vishnu Purdna describes, in the first part, the apos-

tacy of certain persons from the Brahmanical faith,—

from the Vedas and Smfitis—in consequence of the

doctrines of a false teacher, who is Vishnu in disguise.

The heresies into which they fell were tivo. Col. Vans
Kennedy's interpretation is "o?^e"; and here is the

source of his misapprehension. That he labours under

an erroneous view of the sense of the passage, a brief

examination of it will irrefutably demonstrate.

In the first place, then, speaking of those who first

became followers of the false prophet, the text says,

expressly: "They were called Arhatas, from the phrase

which the deceiver made use of, in addressing them,

^arhatha' (Ye are worthy) of this great doctrine." f So

far there can be no question that the Arhatas are named,

by the Vishnu Purdna, as one set of schismatics.

The words in question—Vol. III., p. 211,—are "Jaina and Banddha";

and, since Professor Wilson tacitly professed to translate on a uniform

plan, he should have included them in parentheses, just as, in the pre-

ceding paragraph, he has parenthesized the words "and became Bauddhas".

t Compare the rendering in Vol. III., p. 209.
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It is very true that we have not the name of the

other apostate sect enunciated: but it is indicated in a

manner. not to be mistaken. "Know ye," says the

te2ichei\—budhyasiva.* "It is known,'' reply the dis-

ciples,—6?«/A?/«^e.f If these inflexions of the verb bndh,

'to know,' do not clearly intimate the followers of a

faith who, from the same root, are named Banddhas,

I should like to know to what other class of Indian

religionists it can apply, t

It is not, however, from inferences, even thus pal-

pable, that I am justified in limiting the designation of

Bauddhas to the sect here described. Col. Vans Ken-

nedy is told, in my Preface, that I have, invariably,

consulted an able commentary on the text of the

Vishnu Purana', and to this commentary he either

has, or has not, referred: if he has not, he has come

to his task of criticism very ill-prepared: if he has, he

should, in candour, have admitted that what he is

pleased to term my misunderstanding or misrepresen-

tation of the text was shared bv learned Hindus, who,

most assuredly, could not be suspected of any dispo-

sition to derogate from the sanctity and antiquity of

such sacred books as the Purahas. If the word

Bauddha is inaccurately specified, the error is as

much the commentator's as mine. Col. Vans Kennedy

may, possibly, set a higher value upon his own eru-

dition than that of any native Pandit: he must not ex-

pect others to agree with him in an estimate; and, at

any rate, he is bound, in faii-ness, to admit the existence

of such an authority, supposing him to be aware of it,

* Correct to budhyadhwam. Moreover, budhyaswa means "know thou",

t See note f in the next page. * Vide infra, p. 368, note f.
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when he condemns an interpretation which it fully

justifies. Ratnagarbha, the commentator on the Vishnu

Piirdna^ explicitly states that, "in the repeated use

of the words hudhyasiua* and hudhyate^f it is the in-

tention of the text to explain the meaning of the de-

nomination Bauddha (Evay'n hudhyatety-atra piina-

ritktirBauddha-pada-niruktyaTthd.y I have been fully

authorized, therefore, in inserting the term Bauddhas.

Having, thus, vindicated, unanswerably, the propriety

of employing the word Bauddha, we come to that of

Jaina. It has been shown that the Arhatas are named;

and by these, I affirm, Jainas are intended. Col. Vans

Kennedy asserts that the term is applied, in this very

place, to Bauddhas, and adds: "It is singular . . that

Professor Wilson should assume, in direct opposition

to the authority of the Purana which he has, himself,

translated, that the term Arhata, when it occurs ....

in the Puranas, should be considered to apply to Jina,

and not to Buddha." t I am not aware that I have

said any such thing :§ but that is of no matter. In the

passage in dispute, I do understand Arhatas to mean

Jainas; and I am not so singular, in this understand-

ing, as Col. Vans Kennedy fancies. I again appeal to

* See note * in the preceding page.

t The commentator, having to do with a verb, would not have used

the term punarukti, 'iteration', unless he had been referring to a repe-

tition of the same mood. The text— see Vol. III., p. 211, note §,— ex-

hibits budhyata, hudhyadhwam, and budhyata again. Professor Wilson

omitted to translate the "first, hastily misrepresented the second, and

mistook the third. If evam in the text, and iti in the commentary, had

been preceded by hudhyate, the result would have been budhyata evam

and budhyata iti. I Vide supra, p. 323.

§ As much may, however, fairly be taken as implied in Vol. I., Preface,

pp. LXXIX., LXXX.
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the commentator, in support of my translation. The
Colonel, not perceiving that two different sects are

described, asserts, as just seen, that Arhatas, in this

place, means Buddhists. Had he taken pains to be

better informed, he would have found that there was
sufficient authority for distinguishing them in this pas-

sage, and he woidd not have made an assertion so

uttei-ly at variance with the general purport of the

whole of the description. Arhata does not mean
Buddhist; for the commentator expressly observes,

of the object of the text, when describing the opera-

tions of the false teacher: "Having expounded the

doctrine of the Arhatas, he proceeded to explain the

doctrine of the Bauddhas {Arhata-matam uktwd Baud-
dha-matam aha.)'' Ratnagarbha, therefore, imequivo-

cally asserts that two sects (not one) are here described,

and that Arhatas are a different class of sectarians from
Buddhists or Bauddhas. Col. Vans Kennedy is, there-

fore, wholly mistaken in understanding the passage

to relate to one sect of schismatics only, and is wholly

wrong in confounding Arhatas and Buddhists.

That Arhatas are not, in this place, Buddhists, is un-

deniable, upon authority which few will fail to prefer

to Colonel Vans Kennedy's; and it only remains to

determine what they are. To any one at all acquainted

with the practices and tenets of the Jainas, as they

have been explauied by Mr. Colebrooke, they are suf-

ficiently well indicated by allusions in the text of the

Vishnu Fwrana^ in the passage in question, to leave

no doubt that they are intended. If Jainas are not

meant, what are the schismatics here described by
their doctrines, and designated by the term Arhatas?
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They are not Baaddhas; that is settled: and, when no

perversity of ingenuity can identify Arhatas with

Bauddhas, there is no alternative left but to identify

them with Jainas. That the term does, very commonly,

denote Jainas, is familiar to all who ever heard of

either. Perhaps Colonel Vans Kennedy will admit

this; perhaps he will, also, admit that the celebrated

Jaina teacher and lexicographer Hemachandra is some

authority for the accurate designation of the sect of

which he was so distinguished an ornament, and that

he gives the word Arhat as a synonym of Jina^ Tir-

thaukara, and the like.* This is a mere waste of words.

When Arhata does not mean a Bauddha, it means a

Jaina. It cannot mean a Bauddha, in the passages of

the Vishnu Furana which are now under discussion;

because the Bauddhas are also specified and dis-

tinguished by both text and commentary: it, therefore,

does mean Jaina; and, consequently, I am fully autho-

rized in inserting the words Jainas and Baaddhas in

the Translation. f The misapprehension is not mine; it

is my critic's: with which restitution of what appertains

to him, and not to me, I take my leave of him, and of

all further controversy with him.

H. H. W1L80.N.

COLONEL KENNEDY'S REJOINDER.

Sir: The letter of Professor Wilson, inserted in the

number of your Journal for May last (received here

* Haima-koia, L, 24.

t This conclusion is not easy to accept. Vide supra, p. 360, note •.
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on the 7th instant), has much surprised me; as I do

not understand whv he accuses me of "love of dis-

putation" and ''perthiacity of opinion": for the opinions

expressed in the letters which I, some time ago, trans-

mitted to you are contained in my work on Ancient

and Hindu Mythology, published in 1831; and, to pre-

pare materials for that work, 1 actually read, and cai-e-

fully examined, all the eighteen Puranas, except the

Bhcwishya. When, therefore. Professor Wilson, in the

Preface to his Translation of the Vishnu Purana^ took

so very different a view of the genuineness and anti-

quity of the Puranas, as now extant, nothing could be

more unobjectionable than my examining critically

the remarks contained in that Preface, and makino;

public the result of that examination. Nor could it be

reasonably expected that I should admit the correct-

ness of that view, when it appeared to me to have

been formed on insufficient and erroneous grounds.

In his letter. Professor Wilson very politely ob-

serves: "Conscious, no doubt, that his arguments will

not bear the test of comparison with the original

works, ^ he has attempted, at the close of his last letter,

to insinuate a suspicion that the translation is not to

be trusted." I have, however, neither insinuated nor

stated any objections to the accuracy of that Translation,

except in one instance, in p. 340,* in which Professor

Wilson has thus translated a passage of the Vishnti

Purdna: "The delusions of the false teacher paused

' Oil the contrary, I have, in my former letters, transcribed

the original Sanskrit, in tlie few instances in whicli I have speci-

fically contradicted the statements of Professor Wilson,

* Vol. III., p, 211, in the present edition.
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not with the conversion of the Daityas to the Jaina

and Bauddha heresies." Of this passage I transcribed

the original Sanskrit, in my last letter, in order to

sho\¥ that the terms Jaina and Bauddha were not

contained in it. But I further observed: "Professor

Wilson may have supposed that the term Arhata de-

noted the Jainas, and may have understood, from the

words Inulhyadhivam and hudhyate, that they applied

to the Buddhists; and to this there could be no ob-

jection, had he expressed his opinion in a note, and

not introduced into the text, the title of the chapter,

and the index, the iQviw^ Jainas imdBauddhasy I, thus,

anticipated all that Professor Wilson has said on this

point, in his letter; and, as he admits, in it, that these

terms are not to be found in the original, the question

is, simply: Is a translator at liberty to insert, in the

original text of the work which he translates, a name

which is not contained in it, and then to argue that

the work must be of modern date, because that parti-

cular name occurs in it? Such is the case, in the pre-

sent instance; for Professor Wilson affirms that the

Jainas are mentioned in the Vishnu Purmia^ and

adopts this circumstance as a criterion for fixing the

dates when the Puranas were composed: but this

name is not to be found in that Puraha; and I, there-

fore, justly objected to its being introduced into the

Translation.

Professor Wilson, however, in his letter, remarks:

"I will not think so meanly of Colonel Vans Kennedy's

criticism, as to suppose it possible that it would cavil

at words, or that it would attach any importance to

the insertion of the terms 'Jainas and Bauddhas' in
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the place where they occur, if it could be substantiated

that, in all the preceding parts of the chapter, the text

has had them in contemplation." But it is precisely to

this that 1 object; for I contend that, in judging of the

genuineness and antiquity of the Puranas, their text

should be allowed to speak foi- itself, and not as it

may be interpreted by translators and commentators.

For, with respect to the passage in dispute, I observed,

in my last letter: "Professor Wilson, therefore, has

given to this chapter an interpretation not authorized

by the original, in which nothing occurs which hidi-

cates that the composer of this Puraha intended to

describe either Buddha or Jina, under this illusory

form, or to adopt, or allude to, their doctrines, in the

words spoken by it." To this he replies, in his letter:

"In the first place, then, speaking of those who first

became followers of the false prophet, the text says,

expressly: 'They wei-e csiWed Arhatas, from the phrase

which the deceiver made use of, in addressing; them,

'm^hathci' (Ye are worthy) of this great doctrine.' So
far there can be no question that the Arhatas are

named, by the Vishnu Purdna, as one sect of schis-

matics." Admitted. He proceeds: "It is very true

that loe have not the name of the other apostate sect

enunciated; but it is indicated^ in a manner not to be

mistaken. 'Know ye,' says the teachei^—budhyadhivam.^'

'It is known,' reply the dii^ciiAes^—budhyate. If these

inflexions of the verb bitdh, 'to know', do not clearly

' Tlie italics, in these two instances, are mine.

• Here Colonel Kennedy silently corrects an inadvertence of Professor

Wilson. Vide xupra, p. 361, note «.
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intimate the followers of a faith who, from the same

root, are named Bauddhas^ I should like to know to

what other class of Indian religionists it can apply."

But there is nothing whatevei*, in the original, which

shows that the second address of this false teacher

was intended to inculcate doctrines different from

those taught hi his first address.* On the contrary,

the former appears to be, clearly, a continuation of

the latter; and, as it is not said, in the original, that a

sect was denominated from the word biidhyadhwa7n,f

in the same manner that it is said that a sect was de-

nominated from the word ai^hatha, it is most probable

that, in this passage, the Arhata sect is, alone, intended.

But Professor Wilson observes: "If Jainas are not

meant, what are the schismatics here described by

their doctrines, and designated by the term Arhatasf

They are not Bauddhas; that is settled: and, when no

perversity of ingenuity can identify Arhatas with

Bauddhas,^ there is no alternative left but to identify

them with Jainas."

' Professor Wilson seems to forget, here, his note in p. 339 +

* The Sanskrit text distinctly enough points to two forms of hetero-

doxy. The first is intimated as the Jaina, by mention not only of one

of the names of its professors, but, also, of one of the differentiae of

their doctrines; and the stanza to which reference is made, just above,

intends, undeniably, the Bauddha. The writer of the Vishnu-purdna

seems to regard the Jainas and the Bauddhas as, in some sort, cognate.

That he represents the Jainas as preceding the Bauddhas manifests that

his information as to the history of these two classes of religionists was

far from exact,—a striking argument of his modernity.

t If Colonel Vans Kennedy had recognized that the original has budh-

yata, budhyadhwam, and hudhyata,—and all in one line,—could he have

resisted the conclusion that these words indicate Buddha? See, further,

note I in p. 377, infra.

I Vol. 111., p. "209, note 2, in the present edition.
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It is in this singular manner that Professor Wilson

attempts to prove that the Purarias, as now extant,

are modern compilations; for he entirely disregards

the original text, and substitutes, for it, his own in-

ferences and assumptions. In this instance, he admits,

in his letter, that it is the term Arhata^ and not Jaina^

that is contained in Xh^ original; and he, further, ad-

mits that, in it, the name Bauddha is not enunciated,

but merely indicated; and yet he maintains that he

was "fully authorized in inserting the words Jainas

and Bauddhas in the Translation." He remarks, also,

that, though "Colonel Vans Kennedy may, possibly,

set a higher value upon his own erudition than that of

any native Pandit, he must not expect others to agree

with him in an estimate." But 1 may be permitted to

observe that long experience has convinced me that,

although commentaries on Sanskrit works are, no

doubt, of much use, yet they are by no means safe

guides for ascertaining the plain and unsophisticated

meaning of the text. In objecting, therefore, to the

translation of the passage in dispute, I did not think it

necessary to notice whether or not it agreed with the

commentary; and Professor Wilson has, now, most

unfortunately for his argument, referred to it: for the

commentator never uses the word Jaina^ but always

Arhataf as in the passage quoted from the commentary

in p. 43 of the Asiatic Jourmal for May last.f Conse-

of the Translation of the Vish7iu Purdna: "Here is further con-

firmation of the Jainas being intended by our text; as the term

Arhata is, more particularly, applied to them, although it is also

used by the Buddhists."

• Vide infra, p. 376, note f. f ^^ide supra, p. 363.

Y. 24
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quently, Professor Wilson has no right to quote the

commentary of the Vishnu Purana, as an autjiority

in support of his assumption, that the Arhata of the

Puranas means the Jaina sect/' It is, however, on this

assumption that Professor Wilson, when speaking of

the date of that Puraha, hesitates not to state: "Both

Baudtlhas and Jainas are adverted to [in it]. It was,

therefore, written before the former had disappeared, f

But they existed, in some parts of India, as late as the

twelfth century, at least; and it is probable that the

Puraha was compiled before that period,"^ Thus, from

a few verses of the Vishnu Puraha, in which no sect

is mentioned except the Arhata, Professor Wilson as-

sumes that the Bauddhas and Jainas are adverted

to, in it, and, hence, fixes the compilation of the Vishnu

Purdim at some time before the twelfth century. On

the total invalidity of such a mode of reasoning 1 need

not i-emark; but it seems extraordinary that he should

have called attention to it by his ill-judged letter; as

he has, by the arguments contained in it, fully con-

firmed all that I have said relative to his assertions

and statements being at complete variance with what

is actually contained in the Puranas, and to liis being,

' Preface to the Translation of the Vishnu Purdna, p. LXXII. +

• This is mere paltering. Arhata, when it does not mean Bauddha,

means Jaina; and Professor Wilson, in p 363, supra, quotes the com-

mentator Ratnagarbha as saying: "Having expounded the doctrine of

the Arhatas, he proceeded to explain the doctrine of the Bauddhas."

\ Is this logic conclusive? Save in a spirit of prophecy, the Bauddhas

could not he spoken of before they appeared. But why might not a Hindu

writer make mention of them after their disappearance, just as well as

during their presence?

+ See Vol. I., Preface, p. CXI.
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in consequence, unqualified to express a correct opinio n

respecting their age, and their scope and tendency.

I do not, therefore, understand what Professor Wil-

son means by observing, in his letter, that he has "im-

plicit faith in the ultimate prevalence of truth." I ob-

jected to his introducing into his Translation of the

Vishnu Purdna the names of two sects which are not

contained in the original, and to his adopting these

names as a criterion for fixing the dates of the Pura-

nas; and he admits these facts. The truth, conse-

quently, in this instance, belongs to my objections.

Although, also, he considers it quite superfluous to

enter into any controversy with me, yet it has been

hitherto supposed that discussion was the best means

of ascertaining the truth: and it is, surely, not sufficient

that the Professor of Sanskrit in the University of Ox-

ford should be satisfied that his conclusions are true;

for it might be expected that he would be prepared

to support those conclusions, whenever controverted,

by argument and authority. Professor Wilson may
think that my deductions are founded on imperfect in-

vestigation and inveterate prejudice, and that the re-

futation of my doctrines of the high antiquity and pure

theological^ character of the Puranas is to be found in

the works themselves.* But this is not enough; for,

if my theory on these points is utterly untenable, it

' I have never described the Puranas as being purely theologi-

cal; as I have merely stated that their principal object is moral

and religious instruction ; and I have, invariably, used the words

"mythology" and "theology" in order to show that these subjects

are of a distinct nature, although both are treated of in the Puranas.

Vide supra, pp. 367, 358.

24*
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would, most assuredly, be much more conducive to

the prevalence of truth to expose its erroneousness

than to refer, for its refutation, to such voluminous

works as the Purai'ias, which scarcely any person will

take the trouble to examine. The weight, however,

which should be attached to my opinions respecting

the genuineness and antiquity of the Purahas, as now
extant, is not the point in question; for I observed, in

my last letter, that Professor Wilson had taken a most

erroneous view of the remote and actual state of the

Hindu religion, which had, alone, led him to ascribe a

modern origin to the Puranas; but, that, "as he has not

quoted any passages from the Puranas, in which sec-

tarial fervour and exclusiveness are exhibited, and in

which circumstances of comparatively recent date are

mentioned, it may be concluded that he knew of no

such passages; as their production would, at once, have

proved the point which he wished to establish.* This

negative argument acquires the greater force from

Professor Wilson having stated that he has collected

a voluminous series of indices, abstracts, and transla-

tions of particular parts of all the Puranas; and, conse-

quently, if any passages occur, in them, which incul-

cate the exclusive worship of Vishnu or Siva, or the

worship of Ratna, Krishna, or Sakti, or which mention

the Jainas, or any modern sect, or any comparatively

recent event, f he could have had no difficulty in pro-

ducing such passages, in support of his statements;

and their non-production, therefore, must be considered

* Vide supra, p. 340, notes 1 and *; also, p. 353, note f.

t For Paiiraiiik mention of the introduction of the Parsees into In-

dia, vide infra, pp. 381— 385.
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as strong proof of their non-existence." It is not, con-

sequently, the opinions which Professor Wilson or

myself entertains on this subject that should be con-

sidered, but that which is actually contained in the

Puranas. I affirm that the Puranas do not contain

what Professor Wilson has stated is contained in them;
and, as I cannot be required to prove a negative, it re-

mains with him to produce such passages, from those

works, as will demonstrate that my affirmation is un-

founded. Until, however, such passages are produced,

I may be allowed to repeat my former conclusions,

that Professor Wilson's opinion, that the Puranas, as

now extant, are compilations made between the eighth

and seventeenth centuries, rests solely on gratuitous

assumptions and unfounded assertions, and that his

reasoning, in support of it, is either futile, fallacious,

contradictory, or improbable.

It is not, I may trust, necessary that I should dis-

claim all intention of depreciating, by what I have

written at any time, the labours of any Sanskrit scholar.

In the present instance, in particular, as I had given

some time and some attention to the examination of

the Puranas, and to acquiring information concerning

the remote and actual state of the Hindu religion, I

saw no reason for refraining from making public my
objections to the view which Professor Wilson had

taken of the age, the scope, and the tendency of the

Puranas, in the Preface to his Translation of the Vishnu

Purdna. It must, also, be evident that, if the opinions

expressed respecting any part of Sanskrit literature

were not controverted, when erroneous, it would be

impossible that the real nature of that literature could
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ever be ascertained. Had, therefore, Professor Wilson

been solicitous for the prevalence of truth, he should

not have been indignant at the remarks on his theory,

v^^hich you obliged me by publishing in the Asiatic

Journal', but, on the contrary, he should have taken

the trouble of examining my objections, and of ex-

posing their erroneousness, if unfounded; but, if found-

ed, candour and the love of truth should have induced

him to acknowledge that he had called in question,

on insufficient grounds, the genuineness and antiquity

of the eighteen Purahas. ^

Bombay, 11th July, 1841.

Vans Kennedy.

Note.

Professor Wilson seems to have misunderstood the

reason which led me to point out, in my last letter,

that he had misunderstood and misinterpreted a pas-

sage in a Purana which he had, himself, translated : for^

in his reply, he merely defends the introduction, into

the translation, of the words "Jainas" and "Bauddhas"

;

' It is singular that Professor Wilson has, in one part of his

letter, adopted my view of the subject; as he actually speaks, in

it,* of "learned Hindus, who, most assuredly, could not be sus-

pected of any disposition to derogate from the sanctity and anti-

quity of such sacred books as the Purarias." It would seem,

therefore, that, however satisfied Professor Wilson may be with

the truth of the conclusions which he has published, he, neverthe-

less, fluctuates in his opinion respecting the sanctity and anti-

quity of the Puranas, as now extant, or their being modern com-

pilations, made for the. purpose of sectarial imposture.

Vide supra, p. 361.
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but he says nothing with respect to his having adopted

the names of" these sects as a criterion for fixino; the

modern dates at which he thinks the Paranas were

written. It was, however, to tliis that I particularly

objected, in my former letters; for, in p. L. of the Pre-

face to the Translation of the Vishnu Furana* Pro-

fessor Wilson states that "the date of the Kiirma Pu-

raria is, avowedly, posterior to the establishment of the

Jaina sect: and that there is no reason to believe that

the doctrines of Arhat or Jina w^ere known in the

early centuries of our era."f And, in his notes to

the Translation, ])p. 339, 340, 341, ^ he remarks:

"Here is furthei- conhrmation of the Jainas being

intended by our text."— "We, have, therefore, the

Bauddhas noticed as a distinct sect. If the author

wrote from a personal knowledge of Buddhists in In-

dia, he could not have written much later than the

tenth or eleventh century.""'— "We may have, in this

* But why not much earlier? As it is sufficiently proved that

Buddha flourished in the sixth century before our era.

* See Vol. I , Preface, p. LXXIX. If Colonel Vans Kennedy had

quoted more ingenuously, the reader would have seen that, in the pas-

sage which Professor Wilson translates from the Kurma-purd/'ia, the

Bhairava, Vama, and Yamala scriptures are named with the Arhata; and,

the former l)eiiig modern, there is a strong presumption that the term

Arhata is meant to denote a faith more recent than the Baliddha,

—

namely, the Jaina. Still more cogent, as against the Colonel, is his own
fuller rendering— in pp. 28^', 287, supra, — of the passage in question.

For, there, desides the scriptures just enumerated, those of the Kapalas

are specified; and the Kapalas are not known as a sect of much antiquity.

t Suspicion of mistake or forgery not being entertained, already in the

fifth century of our era the Jainas must have been a sect of some con-

siderable age. For a Jaina inscription, said to be dated in the Saka year

411, corresponding to A. D. 489, see the Journal of the Royal Asiatic

Society, Vol. V,, pp. 348, 344. I See Vol. III., pp. 209, 211, 214.
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conflict of the orthodox divinities and heretical Daityas,

some covert allusion to political troubles, growing out

of religious differences, and the final predominance of

Brahmanism. Such occurrences seem to have preceded

the invasion of India by the Mohammedans, and pre-

pared the way for their victories."

But, after thus making use of the names "Jainas"

and "Bauddhas", to prove the modern compilation of

the Puranas, Professor Wilson now admits that these

names are not to be found in the original; but he main-

tains that he was fully authorized in inserting them in

it, by the context and commentary. Yet, in his letter,

he quotes no part of the context,* in order to evince

that it relates to the Jainas and Buddhists, and rests

his argument, in support of its being these sects that

are intended in the passage in dispute, solely on the

words Arhata, and budhyadhwam^ and budhyate.

But the commentator does not say that Arhata means
Jaina;'\ and Professor Wilson assigns no other reason

* The English translation, even apart from Professor Wilson's supple-

mentations, is quite sufficient to show that the Jainas and Bauddhas
are meant to be described.

t I think I am not wrong in saying that Hindu writers, as a rule,—

so far as I have examined them,— affect the terms Arhat and Arhata,

rather than Jina and Jaina. Possibly the former may have become,

comparatively, more dyslogistic, as they easily might, by suggestion;

for, though Jina was the name of a Buddha,— but one not much heard

of, apparently, in later times,— Arhat denoted another Buddha, whose
name was of more frequent mention, perhaps from its adoption by the

Jainas. These religionists, while professing no reverence for Buddha,

did profess reverence for Arhat, an equivocal designation, and which re-

minded of the Bauddhas; and this fact, it may be, influenced the Hindus,

with their hatred of Buddhism and everything therewith cognate, to call

the Jainas, by preference, Arhatas. It should seem that the Jainas,

among themselves, were more generally denominated Jainas.
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for supposing that these two sects are one and the

same than that, as the Arhatas cannot be Banddhas,

they must be Jainas. I am, however, obhged to ob-

serve that the original does not in any manner admit

of this translation in p. 339:* "In this manner, ex-

claiming to them, 'Know' (budhyadhivam)^ and they

replying, 'It is known' (hudhyate)^ these Daityas were

induced, by the arch-deceiver, to deviate from their

religious duties (and become Bauddhas)." For, in the

original,—at least, according to my copy of it,— it is not

said that the words budhyadhioam and budhyate were

spoken by this emanation of Vishnu and the Daityas;

but they are distinctly ascribed to Parasara, the nar-

rator of the Purana, who, after relating what was said

by this false teacher, proceeds to narrate that it was

thus by saying "know ye", and, they replying "it is

known", that Mayamoha caused the Daityas to for-

sake their religion/ f The word budhyadhivam^ how-

Vishnu Purana, Part III., Chap. XVIII.

On the waning of the Bauddhas, while religious rivalry was still

active, and controversial debate still ran high, no doubt the Hindus

transferred to the Jainas a liberal share of the animosity of which their

heretical congeners had been the object.

See, further, infra, p. 379, note f.
* See Vol. III., p. 210.

t See my translation of the passage, in Vol. III., p. 210, note §.

Professor Wilson, in his rendering of the passage, omits, as he frequently

omits, the introductory words "Parasnra said". But the omission, in

this instance, is of no help to Colonel Vans Kennedy's argumentation,

—

if such it may be called.

X For the correct reading of the first verse, see Vol. III., p. 210,
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ever, is used in this address of the false teacher, but

evidently in its usual sense ; for Professor Wilson thus

translates the sentence in v^hich it occurs: "Understand

my v^ords; for they have been uttered by the v^ise."*

There are, consequently, no grounds whatever for

supposing that the words hudhyadhwam and hudh-

yate were, in this passage, intended to indicate the

"Bauddhas"; and, as this emanation of Vishnu was

not Buddha, f it must be evident that the doctrines

which he is here represented as teaching could not be

the same as those which were first taught by Buddha.

The original, therefore, did not justify this gloss of

Professor Wilson, "and become Bauddhas": for it is not

said, in it, that, after the false teacher had addressed

note §. Provided there is not a typographical oversight, was it because

he could make nothing of the word ^"^ff which he leaves out, that

the Colonel abridged the text?

In thinking, like Professor Wilson, that the word coalescing with "5^

is '^T2T^ , he evinced forgetfulness of a most elementary rule of Sanskrit

grammar.

Though Professor Wilson misapprehended the sense of the stanza in

question, his very confident critic did not take a single step towards

setting him right.

* See Vol. III., p. 210. The original is:

t According to the Padma-purdi'ia, the god Siva declares:

"In order to the destruction of the Daityas, the false Bauddha system—

with its naked images, blue vestments, and the rest,— was enunciated

by Vishnu in the form of Buddha."

Here there is a distinct reference, in direct contradiction of Colonel

Kennedy's positive assertion.

I have no copy of the Padma-purdna at hand, by which to verify

this extract. It will be found quoted in p. G ol my edition of the

Sdnkhya-pravachana-bhdshya, in the Bibliotheca Indica.
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the Daityas* a second time, a second sect was origi-

nated; and it appears evident that, throughout this

passage, the text relates to no other sect than the

Arhata^ which is, alone, mentioned in it.

It is, hence, undeniable that Professor Wilson has

not "vindicated, unanswerably, the propriety of em-

ploying the word Baiiddha'''' ; and, consequently, the

singular futility of his argument, with respect to the

Jainas, becomes the more conspicuous. The Arhatas

"are not Bauddhas (he says); that is settled: and, when

no perversity of ingenuity can identify Arhatas with

Bauddhas, there is no alternative left but to identify

them with Jainas." But, as Professor Wilson has not

produced, and I am certain that he cannot produce,

any Sanskrit authority which proves that the Arhata

of the Puranas is the same as the Jaina sect,f and, as

* But not those who had already been proselytized. Vide supra, p. 351,

note *.

+ There is no question that the Puranas were written after the rise

of the Jainas, and that the authors of the Puranas, equally with their suc-

cessors, designated them, preferably, as Arhatas. Vide supra, p. 376,

note f.

I do not mean, however, that the Jainas were called Arhatas only.

Vide supra, p. 351, note f.

In Nagesa Bhaffa's gloss on Govardhana's Saptaiati, entitled Guru-

vydkhyd, the subjoined verses, which follow a denunciation of Saiulilya

as heretical, are quoted from the Liiiga-purdna:

^^T^ ^ ^TRT^ ^^ m^TTrt ff^T II

^^(0 ^^ ^-RT am ITT'iT^^T^ I

Wf^Tf^ ^TWrfW f^^Frf^ TfT^ II

Doctrines here specified, and stigmatized as repugnant to the Veda,

are the Pancharatra, the Bhagavata, the Bauddha, the Daigarabara, the
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he here admits that it is not the same as the Buddhist

sect, it must, consequently, follow that the "Jainas"

and "Bauddhas" are neither mentioned nor indicated*

in the passage in dispute; and that he, therefore, at-

tempts in vain to show that he was fully authoi'ized in

inserting the names of these sects in his translation.

V. K.

Lokayata, the Kapala, the Sauma, the Pasupatu, the Lakula(?), the Bhai-

rava, the Varna, the Sakta, the Sambhava, and the Yamala.

It would be very riskful to deny that the term Daigambara here points

to one of the two grand divisions of the Jainas,

The preceding passage I have been obliged, from want of access to

manuscripts, to take on trust.

* As to palpable indication of the Bauddhas there, vide supra, p. 368,

note f.
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VOL. I.

PREFACE.

P. VII., note f. That Colonel Wilford was acquainted with the Jyotirvi-

ddbharai'ia appears from the Asiatic Researches, Vol. IX., pp. 82, 131.

P. XLV., note . Read editor's note in p. LV. infra.

P. LVI., 1. 11. The Translator had, erroneously, " Kroshtuki," where I

have put Krausht'uki.

P. LXII., 11. 10— 14. The work there described is properly entitled

Vahni-purdna, and ditfers from the Agni-purdna.

P. LXIV., 1. 15. The following observations touching the Magas were
communicated by Professor Wilson to Pere Reinaud, and will be found
in his Mthnuire Geographique, Historique et Scientijique sur I'Inde, etc.,

pp. 391—397:
"Jn the brief notice of the Bhavishya Purana which I have given

in the Preface of the Vishnu Purai'ia, it is stated that the greatest part

of the work relates to the worship of the Sun, and that, in the last

chapters, there is some curious matter relating to the Magas, wor-

shippers of the Sun; as if the compiler had adoj)ted the Persian term
Mugh, and connected the fire-worshippers of Iran with those of India.

But the subject, it is added, requires further investigation.

•'The last twelve or fourteen chapters of the Bhavishya Purana are,

in fact, dedicated to the tradition, of which a summary and not

altogether accurate account has been given by Colonel Wilford, in the

Eleventh Volume of the Asiatic Researches, and which records the in-

troduction of the worship of the Sun into the north-west of Hindu-
sthan, by Samba, the son of Krishna. This prince, having become
a leper, through the imprecation of the irascible sage Durvasas, whom
he had offended, and despairing of a cure from human skill, resolved

to retire into the forest, and apply himself to the adoration of Siirya,

of whose graciousness and power he had learned many marvellous

instances from the sage Narada. Having obtained the assent of

Krishna, Samba departed from Dwaraka ; and, proceeding from the

northern bank of the Sindhu (Indus), he crossed the great river the

Chandrabhaga (the Chinab), to the celebrated grove of Mitra (Mitra-

vana), where, by fasting, penance, and prayer, he acquired the favour

of Siirya, and was cleansed of his leprosy. By Siirya's injunctions,

and as n m;irk of his gratitude, Samba engaged to construct a temple

of the Sun, and to found, in connexion with it, a city on the banks

of the Chandrabhaga. As he was in some uncertainty what form of

the Sun he should set up, a miraculous image of great splendour

appeared to him, when bathing, which floated on the current, and,

being wafted to the shore, was accepted by Samba, as sent to him
by tne original, and was, accordingly, placed, with due honour, in the

temple dedicated to the Sun.
"After narrating these events, several chapters of the Purana are

occupied with the instructions communicated to Samba by Narada,

regarding the ceremonies to be observed in the construction of the
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temple and the daily worship of the image. Samba is desirous of

retaining learned and pious Brahmans for the purpose of performing

the appointed rites, and receiving the donations he may make to the

Sun; but Narada, in the spirit of the prohibition found in Manu,
against the performance of idol-worship, as a source of emolument, by

Brahmans, apprises Samba that no Brahman can undertake the office

of ministering priest without incurring degradation in this life, and
punishment in the next. He, therefore, refers Samba to Gauramukha
(White-face), the Purohita (or family-priest) of Ugrasena, king of Ma-
thura, as the only person who could tell him whom he might most
suitably employ as the officiating priests of the Sun; and Gauramukha
directs him, in consequence, to invite the Magas to discharge the duty,

as they are, in an especial degree, the worshippers of Surya.

" The Magas, according to the legend narrated, not very distinctly,

by the compiler of the Purai'ia, were at once the progeny of Agni and

Aditya (Fire and the Sun,) by Nishkumbha, the daughter of a holy

sage named Riju or Rijwahwa (?';)'«, upright, and dhivd, appellation),

of the race named Mihira. She was dedicated to Agni by her father;

but the Sun, fascinated by her beauty, assumed the form of Agni, and

begot a son, named .lalagambu, from whom sprang the Magas. Riju,

displeased with his daughter, condemned her olfspring to degradation;

but the Sun, at Nishkumbha's entreaty, although he could not raise

the Magas to a level with the Brahmans, conferred upon them the

almost equal distinction of being his chosen ministers.

"Although Gauramukha could inform Samba what priests the prince

ought to employ, he is represented as ignorant of the place where

they dwelt, and, referring Samba again to the Sun, Siirya desires him

to repair to Saka-dwipa, beyond the sea of salt water, in which region

the Magas corresponded with the caste of Brahmans in Jambu-dwipa

or India; the other three castes being the Magasas, Manasas, and Man-

dagas, equivalent to Kshattriyas, Vaisyas, and Siidras : there were no

mixed castes in Saka-dwipa. It may be here observed that a similar

enumeration of the tribes of Saka-dwipa occurs in other Puranas, as

in the Vishnu Puraiia, where, instead of Magas, the Translation has

Mi'igas: but this may be only a various and, perhaps, an inaccurate

reading of the original manuscript.

"In obedience to the commands of Siirya, and with the help of

Kfisbiia, who lent him the use of Garuda for the journey. Samba

went to Saka-dwipa, and induced eighteen families of Magas to return

with him to India, to fulfil the function of ministering priests in the

temple of the Sun, which he now completed, building, at the same
time, around the temple, a spacious city, which was called, after him,

Sambapura. The legend also relates that the Yadava prince prevailed

upon his kinsmen, the Bhojas of Dwaraka, a branch of the race of

Yadu, to give their daughters, in marriage, to his Magas; and their

descendants were, thence, called Bhojakas. But, in a subsequent pas-

sage, with an inconsistency not unfrequent in some of the Puraiias,

it is said that ten only of the eighteen families received damsels of

the tribe of Bhoja, whilst the other eight, who were of the rank only

of Sudras, although equally worshippers of the Sun, were married to

Saka maidens : their descendants were named Mandagas.
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So far there is little, in the legend, beyond the name Maga, and
the worship of the Sun, to suggest any connexion between it and the
history of the fire-worshi[)})ers of Persia. But there are other parti-

culars mentioned, which are of a more explicit tenour. They cannot,
however, always be satisfactorily made out, in conseijuence of the ob-
vious inaccuracy of the texts, arising, in a great measure, from the
usual carelessness of the copyists, but partly frum tlie occurrence of

terms, prol)al)ly ill understood and imperfectly represented by the
original writer. There are three copies of the Bhavishya Purai'ia in

the Lilirary ol the East India House, and two in the liodleian. One
of each collection omits the legend: of the remaining copies, the Ox-
ford manuscript is the most correct; but it abounds in mistakes.
Dr. Maximilian Miiller has kindly furnished me with a transcript of

the passages 1 re(juired, and has enabled me to collate them with the
East India House copies, from which, although some particulars remain
doubtful, yet enough may he extracted to establish the identity of the
Magas of ihe Puranas with the followers of Zoroaster.

"In answer to various questions relating to the practices of the
Magas, put by Samba, the Sage Vyasa professes to give him some
account of them, beginning with the explanation of their name,
which is not very intelligiltle. Apparently, it may be rendered; 'The
Magas are so called because they do not proceed by a contrary Veda'
(viparyastcna vedena Magd ndyantyato magdli; as if irom ind, 'not',

and yd, 'who goes'); the writer considering the precepts of the Zend
authorities ns not opposed to those of the Vedas. The Sun, Vyasa con-
tinues, in the form of fire, bears or wears (dhdrayate) what he calls

a kurcha; and, therefore, the Magas are wearers of it {kiircha-

dhdrina/i): the word ordinarily implies a bunch of peacock-feathers;
but it may have, in this place, some other sense. The Magas eat in

silence, whence they are called Blauninali (silentiaries). They are
also termed Vachurcha, from Vacha, said to be a name of the Sun,
and arclid, 'worship'. They have four Vedas, termed Vada, Viiwa-

vada, Vidut(?), and Angirasa{?). Gepa or Gesha (perhaps for Sesha),
the great serpent, having cast off his skin in the Sun's car, it became
the origin of what is here called the Amdhaka, which is given by the
Magas, on solemn occasions, and with appropriate maatras or prayers.
This is somewhat differently told a few lines afterwards All creatures,

it is there said,—Gods, Rishis, Rakshasas, Nagas,—assemble, at stated
periods, in the chariot of the Sun; and, on one of these occasions,
Vasuki, the king of the serpents, dropped his old skin: it was picked
up by Arui'ia, and given, l)y him, to the Sun, who put it on round
his waist, in honour of Vasuki, as if unseparated from the body of
the Naga, whence it was called Avijunga (from a, 'not,' vi 'apart
from,' and aiiga, 'the body"). From its being thus worn by the Sun,
it became sacred, in the estimation of his worshippers; and they, there-
fore, constantly wear it. Whoever goes without it is impious and im-
pure, and falls into hell Like the Munja of the Brahmans, it is said,

it should be put on in the eighth year from conception. It is to be
made of cotton, or wool, of one colour: the best kind is 132 inches
(or lingers) long; the next, 120; and it should never be less than 103
inches in length. Other names appear to be applied to it, as Amdhaka,
Sdra-prad/idna, Bhdva-sdra, and Sdra-mara; but this is uncertain, as
the passage is corrupt, and some other article may be intended, in-

vested with which, and the Avyanga, the worshipper is said to be Pa-
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thitdnga. Again, in place of the Darbha, or sacred grass of the Brah-
mans, the Pavitra, or purificatory instrument of sacrifice of the Magas,
is said, by Vyasa, to be called Varsma, or (in another place,) Varsama.
"A variety of other particulars are briefly mentioned, some of which

are intelligible, others uncertain. A Maga must not touch a dead
body, nor a woman at certain seasons; he should (not?) cast a dead
dog on the earth, and should not die without worshipping the Sun.
He should let his beard grow, travel on foot, cover his face in wor-
shipping, and hold what is called the Purnaka in the right hand, and

the Sankha (conch-shell?) in the left; and he should worship the Sun
at the three Sandhyas, and at the fi.ve festivals. Other details are too
questionably particularized to be specified; but more than enough has
been cited to establish the fact that the Bhavishya Purana intends,
by Magas, the Mughs of the Persians, the Magi of the Greeks, and
the Parsees of India. Thus, the rule of eating in silence, the covering
of the mouth at worship, the prohibition of touching a corpse, or,

at least, the impurity thereby contracted, are characteristic of the
Parsee faith. A still more decisive indication is furnished by what is

related of the Avyanga, which is, clearly, the sacred girdle of the
Parsees, called, most commonly, Kusti or Kosti, but also Aiwyonghdm,
according to Anquetil du Perron, as quoted by Dr. John Wilson, in

his notices of the Parsee religion. The latter also observes, almost in

the words attributed to Vyasa: 'The Kusti bears some analogy to the
Munja of the Brahmans.' According to him, the Kusti should be put
on when the child has attained the age of seven years, seven months,
and ten days, (which agrees well enough with our text); and the
wickedness of not wearing it, and the consequences of such impiety,
are similarly described in Zend and Pehlevi works. Unluckily, I have
not, at present, the means of consulting Anquetil du Perron; or some
other analogies might be traced. But there can be no doubt that

another term which occurs in the Sanskrit text is identifiable in the

Zend, and that the Varsma or Varsama of the Bhavishya Puraiia is

the Barsam or Barsom of the Vendidad,— a bundle of twigs of the

pomegranate, in place of the bundle of sacred grass used by the

Brahmans, and equally an essential part of the apparatus employed
in the worship of Fire, or oblations offered to that element, in both
religions.

"It is evident, therefore, that the Bhavishya Purana, in the legend
of Samba, has in view the introduction of the fire-worship of Iran

;

and it is curious to find so prompt an adoption by the Brahmans,
and such a cordial tolerance of a foreign system of religious practices

and belief. The only question that suggests itself concerns the period

at which this took place, the time at which the Brahmans acknowledged
the high-priests of the Sun as little inferior, in sanctity, to their own
order;—whether it followed the flight of the Parsees to Gujerat, in the

beginning of the eighth century, or whether it occurred some few cen-

turies earlier, when, we have reason to infer from numismatic evidence,

Persian princes or satraps exercised authority on the north-west frontier

of India. Either period would not be incompatible with the probable

date of the Bhavishya Puraiia, which, in its actual form, cannot pretend
to very remote antiquity. That the legend is of the more recent era

is most likely; and this is confirmed by the circumstance of Samba's
being fabled to have gone from Dwaraka, in Gujerat, to bring the

Magas from their native country to India. That the Parsees ever made
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their way into the Punjab is very questionable; and no traces are
recorded of their presence on the banks of the Chandrabhaga; nor
have we any notice of the remains of a temple of the Sun in that

quarter, although, according to Colonel Wilford, there was a city of

Samba in the same direction."

Instead of "Nishkumbha", the preferable reading of MSS. seems to

be Nikshubha. Nor is Rijwahwa called by a second name, "Riju".

For the castes in Saka-dwipa, see Vol. II,, pp. 199, 200. It will there

be learned, from one of my annotations, that, in lieu of "Mi'iga",—the

only reading known to Professor Wilson,— I found, in most of my copies,

the undoubtedly correct 'Maga'.

P. LXV., I. 3. Read Yudhisht'hira.

P. LXXXVL, 1. 18. See, for Hayagriva, Vol. V., p. 2, notes 1 and ^.
P. XC, 1. 12. For Kamakshya read Kamakhya. And see Vol, V., p. 88,

notes 2 and »*.
P. XCIX,, 1, "22. Read beliefs.

P. CXV,, 1, 1. I have corrected Professor Wilson's "Ratnagarbha Bhat't'a".

Bhat'tdchdrya is a title which has been used, I believe, only in Lower
Bengal; whereas the title of Bhat't'a, there unknown, seems to have
been current in almost every other part of India.

P. CXV., 1. 3 ab infra. Instead of 'Chitsukha Yogin', Professor Wilson
had, erroneously, "Chit-sukha-yoni.'"

For Chitsukha Muni, perhaps the same as Chitsukha Yogin, see my
Sanskrit Catalogue, pp. 155 and 206.

P. 2, 1, 2. One of my MSS. here interpolates the following stanzas:

^ftTfrrNlfrT^fTT:*fr^TT!rT f^^TTW^ I

P. 6, 1. 7. Instead of the five stanzas which, according to the text fol-

lowed by the Translator, begin the work, three of my best MSS, give
only the last of them, preceded by the following:

^^^'pn^rf^^^ f^^f^ II

P 6, 1. IB. "All the Hindu systems consider vegetable bodies as en-
dowed with life." So, and correctly, remarks Professor Wilson, in his

I'ollected Works, Vol. III., p. 381. Chardchara, or the syiKinymo us
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motive and fixed' -would be better, since trees are considered to possess

souls.

P. 8, note f. See Vol. III., p. 35, note H-
P. 32, notes, 1. 14 ab infra. Read Swayambhii.

P. 46, 11. 1, 2. The original is :

The term ^^^TTfT* ^^^^ implies -metaphorically'.

P. 55, notes, 1. 5. Read Swayaiiibhu.

P. 60, notes, 1. 2 ab infra. Read Sthulamaya.

P. 65, note «, Also see Original Sanskrit Texts, Part I., pp. 50, 51

(2nd ed.).

P. 66, notes, 11. 3— 5 ab infra. Dr. Muir translates, more correctly:

"Every substance (vastu) is brought into the state of substance (vastutd)

by its own inherent power." Original Sanskrit Texts, Part. I., p. 51

(2nd ed.).

P. 70, notes, 1. 7 ab infra. For the term mukhya, see Original Sanskrit

Texts, Part I., p. 57, text and note 104 (2nd ed.).

P. 80, note, 1. 7 ab infra. For the term ambhdihsi, see Original Sanskrit

Texts, Part I., p. 24, note 36 (2nd ed.).

P. 84, 11. 15 et seq. For a similar passage, translated from the Taittiriya-

samhitd, see Original Sanskrit Texts, Part L, p. 16 (2nd ed.).

P. 85, notes, 1. 11. Instead of 'Shodasin', the Translator had "Sorasi".

Many errors of this stamp have been corrected silently.

P. 95, 1. 7. Professor Wilson had "Gaveduka", instead of 'Gavedhuka';

for which see Vol. V., p. 175, notes 3 and \\.

P. 95, notes, 1. 10. The uddra is a wild grain, according to the com-

mentators.

P. 95, notes, 1. 11. For the Professor's "Kodrava", I have put 'Kora-

diisha'. On this word the commentator Sridhara makes a remark which

plainly evinces that he was not an inhabitant of Eastern India.

P. 96, 1. 10. Where I have printed 'drop', the first edition had "dross".

The error was typographical, the original word being bindu.

P. 98, notes, 1. 4. "The city of the Gandharvas is, properly, Alaka,—on

Mount Meru,—the capital of Kubera."_ Professor Wilson, in Professor

Johnson's Selections from the Mahdbhdrata, p. 11,

P. 108 1. 1. For the origin of the name Uttanapada, see Original Sanskrit
'

Texts, Part I., p. 72 (2ud ed.).

P. 109, 1. 4. Daksha's daughters by Prasiiti furnish several of the Ma-

tris, according to divers enumerations of the members of this group.

P. Ill, notes, 1. 11. It is observable that we here have Daiidanaya, but

Daiida and Naya in p. 110.

P. 112, text and note *. Raurava is one hell, and Naraka is another.

See Vol. II., p. 214; p. 215, note |1;
and p. 216.

P. 114 1. 13. The words "whose essence is the elements" scarcely render

aright the original expression, bhuta-bhdvana.

P. 116, 11. 4, 5. In Aswalayanas Grihya-sutra, IV., VIII., 19, we find

the following names : Hara, Mi'ida, Sarva, Siva, Bhava, Mahadeva, Ugra,

Bhima, Pasupati, Rudra, Sankara, Isaua,
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P, 117, 1. 2. For Usha read Ushas. The latter is classical; the former,

Vaidik. Compare apsard and apsaras.

P. 117, 1. 7 and note I. According to the Mahdhhdrata, Adi-parvan,

si. 2589, Anila had two sons, Manojava and Avijnatagati. Which of

the two is the same as Haiiumat is undecided. Can Anila be syn-

onymous with Isana? If not, there are two Manojavas with mothers

of the same name, Siva.

P. 119, 1. 10. Instead of Gauri, some MSS. yield Bhutigauri.

P. 119, 11. 23, 24, Dhaneswara is the term there rendered "the god of

riches"; and Kubera is not named in the original.

P. V29, 1. 9. Instead of my 'Sumeru', the former edition had "Meru",

which I find in no MS.

P. 139, 1. 21. ^VTllT^fT: — a word often misapprehended by the

Translator,— here means 'metaphorically', not "who is not in need

of assistance". Further, XHC^^-' rendered "the supreme god", is

explained as meaning 'lord of the great Ma', /. e., Lakshmi. The

original of the sentence is as follows:

3T#^g ^ ^ f^x^-^WT ^: ^t^f^l^i: II

"May he who, though pure of connexion with all things, is, by a

figure of speech, called lord of the great Ma", &c.

P. 144, note *. My list of corrigenda, entirely overlooked by Professor

Miiller, points out several gross typographical errors; and these he

has reproduced.

P. 147, note, last line. Ordinarily, at least, Rahu is described as a Da-

nava, or son of Danu.

P. 148, notes, 1. 7. Rahu is generally considered to be the ascending

node; Ketu, the descending.

P. 152, 1. 4. Besides this Lakshmi, the text of tj^ Vishnu-purdna men-

tions another, of less note, daughter of Daksha, and wife of Dharma.

See the Index..

P. 152, I. 7. The first edition had, for Niyati, Niryati,— an error of

the press.

P. 154, notes, 1. 14 ab infra. "Agastya is a celebrated person in Hindu

legend. He is fabled to have prostrated the Vindhya mountain, as

well as to have drunk the ocean dry. The tradition? of the 'South of

India ascribe to him a principal share in the formation of the Taniil

language and literature; and the general tenour of the legends relating

to him denotes his having been instrumental in the introduction of

the Hindu religion and civilization into the Peninsula." Professor

Wilson, in Professor Johnson's Selections from the Mahdhhdrata, p. 51,

note 2.

P. 155, I. 7. Read Abhimanin.

P. 155, notes, 1. 7. Read Sankhapdd. See Vol. II., p. 262, note t- ad

Jinem.

P. 156, notes, 1. 5. Piivaka, I think, is called parent of Kavyavahana.

P. 156, note 2. See Vol. III., p. 166, note «.

P. 159, note, 1. 3. Instead of 'Ayushmat', the former edition had "Ayush-

manta", which is impossible.

25*
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P. 165, 1. 5. The word "Madhuvana" is not in the original.

P. 177, 1. 2. Variants of Slisht'i are Srishti and Sisht'i.

P. 177, 1. 8. Arai'iya seems to be as common a reading as Anaranya.

P. 177, I. 9. For the patriarch Vairaja, see Vol. II., p. 86.

P. 178, 1. 1. The original here not only names Piithu, but calls him
by his patronym, Vainya,

P. 178, notes, 1. 12. The unwarrantable "Suvithi" stood, in the former
edition, for my 'Swarvithi'.

P. 182; notes, I. 10 Read Bhramaras.

Pp. 187— 191. For a passage on the milking of the Earth, see the
Atharva-veda, VIII., X., 22-29,— especially, 24, I have to thank
Dr. Mnir for this reference.

P. 194, 1. 2. It would have been an improvement, for clearness, to put
Siimudra, instead of "ocean". Sagara, a well-known proper name, also

means "ocean ".

VOL. II.

P. 5, last line. The original word for " region " is dyatana.

P. 7, 11. .3 and 19. Read Kesava.

P. 9, notes, 1. 8 ab infra. Read by.

P, 21, notes, 1. 2. Professor Wilson had "Kakud" where I have sub-
stituted 'Kakubh'.

P. 22, 1. 3. For definitions of the Vasus and Rudras, see the BHhad-
draiiyaka Upanishad, III., IX., 3, 4.

P. 29, 1. 3. On the number of the gods, see the Brihad-dranyaka Upa-
nishad, III., IX., 1, 2

P. 29, notes, 1. 5. Read Sastradevatas.

P. 71, 1. 6. Simhika was half-sister of Viprachitti.

P. 85, 11. 4, 5. Soma' here called monarch of Brahmans, was, himself, a

Kshattra, according to the Brihad-dranyaka Upanishad, I., IV., 11.

P. 86, 1. 5. For Vairaja, see Vol. III., p. 158, note H.
P. 100, I 3. The Translator had "Medha" where I have put 'Medhas'.

P. 105, notes, 11. 5, 6. Arhat is synonymous with Jina; Arhata, with
Jaina. See Vol. V., p. 376, note f-

P. 112, note, 1. 14. Instead of Kubera, we have Soma, in p. 240.

P. 117, 1. 8. The Gandhamadana mentioned in p. 122 is a different

mountain.

P. 120, 1. 3. Burnouf considers the Sita to be the same as the Sihoun.
Introduction a l Histoire du Bouddhisme Indien, Vol. I., p. 540.

P. 120, note +. The Sanskrit name ot the Oxus seems, through the

Chinese, to be Vakshu. And this form I have found, more than once,

in MSS.

P. 121, notes, 1. 10 ab infra. Read Sarayu.

P. 128, notes, 1. 7. Read Narmada.

P. 137, notes, 1. 10. Read fi^T^J.

P. 143, notes, 1. 12 ab infra. Professor WiLson had "Sthaneswara" where
1 have put 'Sthaiiwiswara'. This, the correct form, 1 learned from
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the Harsha-charita. The first word in the compound is Sthanii, a name

of Siva.

P, 149, 1. 1. According to Mr. Molesworth's Marathi Dictionary, a river

Pravara falls into the Rodavari at Tonken.

P. 152, 1. 1. Read Piirnasa.

P. 155, notes, 1. 13 ab infra. Read 131.

P. 159, notes, 1. 10. Read Kui'idina.

P. 163, notes, last line. For Kasi read of the Kasis.

P. 16G, note •. Fur third read fourth.

P. 106, note ft. The Mahishiki river is named in the Bengal recension

of the Rdmdyana, Kishkindhd-kdnda, XLI., 16.

P. 166. Erase note §§.

P. 172, notes, 1. 6. Read occur.

P. 172, note XX - For Kusasthali and Kusavati, see Vol. III., p. 320, note ||.

P. 174, note 1. "The Sauviras, although applied here to a particular

family, denote, as is subsequently shown, a tribe or people either

identical, or closely connected, with the Sindhus; for Jayadratha is in-

dirt'erently termed Raja of the Sindhus or Saindhavas and Raja of the

Sauviras. They are sometimes named in concert, as Sindhu-sauviras,

and, whether the same as the dwellers on the Indus, or a kindred

tribe, luust have occupied much the same territory,—the western and

southern portion of the Punjab." Professor Wilson, in Professor John-

son's Selections from the Mahdbhdrata, p. 65, note 3.

P. 177, note 1. For the supposed modern representatives of the Dahae,

see Sir H. M. Elliot's Supplemental Glossary, pp. 414, 415.

P. 178, 1. 2. Read Kan'iat'akas.

P. 211, notes, 1. 5. Read Puloman.

P. 221, text and note 1. According to Sir David Lyndesay's less pagan

notions,—which he shared with S. Thomas Aquinas and Peter Lom-

bard,— a humbler class than the gods, the elect, will be indulged

with the felicity of contemplating the discomforts of the damned

:

"Thay sail reioyis to se the gret dolour

Off dampuit folk iu hell, and thare torment;

Because of God it is the iuste iugement."

P. 236, 11. 10, 11. Compare the Bhagavad-gitd, IX., 16.

P. 255, notes, 1.7. For 1809 rearf 2010, in correction of Professor Wilson.

P. 287, note •. For Rambha, see Vol V., p. 12, text and note JL

P. 288, note f- For Apuraua, see Vol. V., p. 251, note f.

P. 293, notes, 1. 12 ab infra. Read S'akra.

P. 316, note 1. It does not appear that the Bhdgavata-puraiia mentions

Jambiimarga. Probably it is named by the scholiast Sridhara: for

Professor Wilson not seldom confounds commentary and text.

P. 318, 1. 4. A Sauvira is an inhabitant of Suvira. Read, therefore, 'king

of the Sauviras'.

P. 340, 1. 32. Read I. 11 ab infra.

P. 341, 1. 25. Mahariisht'ra, it seems, was a designation known to Hiouen

Thsang.

P. 343, 11. 21— 23. Erase the note.
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VOL. III.

P. 2, notes, 1. 4. Read Yamas.

P. 6, notes, 1, 18. Read Vaiiisavartins.

P. 7, notes, 1. 2. The inverted commas should come at the end of the
sentence in the line preceding.

P. 16, 1. 1. Read Akuti.

P. 18, notes, 1. 3. Read Vaikuutha.

P. 44, notes, 1. 5. Read S'anti.

P. 55, note f. For the meaning of prdiidydma, see Vol. V., p. 231,
note

Ij

.

p. 60, 1. 6. Krita seems to be the right name. See Vol. IV., p. 143,
text and note f.

P. 77, note 1. Compare Vol. V., pp. 229, 230, text and annotations.

P. 80, notes, 1. 2 ab infra. For father read grandfather.

P. 87, notet. For p. 110, note §, read p. 113, note f, and p. 114,
notes + and §.

P. 131, notes, 1. 8 ab infra. The real designation of the work there
named is, I find, Prdnakrishniyasabddbdhi

.

P. 131, notes, 1. 14. Tarachandra Chakravartin prepared the revised
English translation ; and the Bengalee translation was the work of
VLswanatha Tarkabhushana. See the London Asiatic Journal, 1832,
Part I., p. 335.

P. 164, note f- See p. 221, note ||, in the same volume.

P. 167, notes, 1. 13. Read Varuna.

P. 179, notes, 1. 10 ab infra. Read I., LXXXIX., 3.

P. 183, note f. For Vol. II. read Vol. I.

P. 187, notes, 1. 8 ai infra. Read Brahmdnda-purdna.

P. 197, 1. 4. The Mann intended is Vaivaswata; for whom see p, 13 of
the same volume.

P. 198, notes, 1. 9. Read vague sense.

P. 209, 1. 1. Read Arhatas.

P. 209, note 2. Professor Wilson should have written 'Arhata'. See
Vol. v., p. 376, note f.

P. 217, note *. Read Rishi.

P. 218, 1. 9. Instead of "Raja of Ka.si" the correct rendering is 'Raja of
the Ka.sis'.

P. 220, 1. 3 ab infra. The translation is not literal here, and yields

neither "king of Ka,si" nor 'king of the Ka.sis'.

P. 230, note ||. See p. 20, note 1, in the same volume.

P. 245, 1. 6. Read Trinabindu.

P. 249, notes, 1. 3. It is meant that Anarta and the rest were brothers.

P. 249, note f . Read IX.

P. 266, notes, 1. 4. Read Rantinara, Also see Vol. IV., p. 129.

P. 266, notes, 1. 8. Read Matinara. Also see Vol. IV., p. 129, notes 2
and

IJ.

P. 267, 1. 21. The learned reader may be amused by the whimsical
etymologies, of a like character to this, given in the annexed stanza
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from Appayya Dikshita's Sivatattwaviveka:

^i^^iST-^TfT: ir^: ^m ^: ^fiiiiTfr ^^T ii

"^

p. 280, note •. Yauvanaswa is, of course, tho patronym of Amljarisha,

P. 283, notes, 1. 2. 'DuKsaha' is a more ordinary form than "Dussaha".

P. 321, notes, 1. 5. Read Tarapitla.

P 325, notes, ]. 2. For a Yajnavalkya, in connexion with the Yoga
philosophy, see Vol. V., p. 230, note

|
.

P. 325, note 4. Viswasahwan is, probably, one with the Viswasaha of p. 323.

P. 330, notes, 1. 2. See Vol. IV., p. 344; supplementary annotation on
p. 84.

P. 334, 1. 1. Read Ritujit.

P. 336, note §. For 353 read pp. 244, 245.

VOL. IV.

P. 17, note 1. For Richika, see Vol, III., p. 80, note f-

P. 30, 1. 6. Compare p. 136, note 1, in the same volume.

P. 40, note +. Compare what is said of Talajangha in p. 57.

P. 57, 1. 3. Read Talajanghas.

P. 63, notes, I. 13. Read Ruchaka,

P. 67, notes, 1. 6. Read Romapada.

P. 95, 1. 3. Read Avaha.

P. 97, note +. Read Dhi'isht'a.

P. 100, notes, 1. 18. Read Siira.

P. Ill, notes, 1. 3 ab infra. Read Hamsa, Suvaihsa.

P. 112, note
II

. For Charuhasini, see Vol. V., p. 69, note §; p. 81, note §;
and p. 83, note §.

P. 114, notes, 1. 10 ab infra. Read p. 98.

P. 123, notes, 1. 10. Insert a comma after "Brihaspati".

P. 129, note
|i. Era^e another, Atitara.

P. 132, notes, 1. 12 ab infra. It is observable that, in p. 102, we have
had a Bhi'ma son of Anila.

P 141, notes, 1. 4. Read Di'idhaswa.

P. 142, note ff. For Dhritarashfra read Dhritarash^ra's charioteer, ac-

cording to the more usual legend.

P. 144, note 3. Read Riksha.

P. 148, notes, 1. 6. Read Arimejaya.

P. 157. Erase note §.

P. 171, note 1. For Sreiiika, father of Kiinika, see the Journal of the

Bombay Asiatic Society, Vol IX., p. 154.

P. 178, 1. 5 and note
]|

. For "Chandapradyola" and his son Palaka, .see

the Journal of the Bombay Asiatic Society, Vol. IX., p. 147.

P. 182, note «*. Read is Udayin. For Udayin, said to have been son
of Kiinika, see the Journal of the Bombay Asiatic Society, Vol. IX.,

pp.^147, 154.
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P. 184, note 2. A mahdpadma is only a thousand millions, according
to the Lildvati. Elsewhere a simple padina is said to be ten thousand
millions. See Vol. V., p. 187, note f, and p. 188, note ||.

P. 202, 1. 1. For Gardabhila, said to have been kin^ of Ujjayini, and
father of Vikramaditya, see the Journal of the Bombay Asiatic Societij,

Vol. IX., pp. 139, 143, 148, 154.

P. 21.0, note . For Pushpamitra, see the Journal of the Bombay Asiatic

Society, Vol. IX., p. 148.

P. 216, 1. 1, and p. 217, notes, I. 1. For Viswasphat'ika, see the Journal

of the Bombay Asiatic Society, Vol. IX., p. 146.

P. 217, note +. For Kantipuri read Ktintipuri.

P. 223, notes, \. \\ ab infra. Read Chandrabhaga.

P. 248, 11. 7, 8. "The increaser of the Bhojas" would be the correct

rendering. See p. 260, note ^ , in the same volume.

P. 279. Erase note t-

P. 308, note 1. See Vol. V., p. 231, notes 1 and ||.

VOL. V.

P. 2, note %. For Hayagriva, as slain by Vishi'ui, see p. 90.

P. 2, notes, 1. 7 ab infra. Read '^'^'^J^^^',

.

P. 26, notes, 1. 12 ab infra. Read f^^i^

.

P. 53, notes, 1. 9. Read Harivai'nia.

P. 74, notes, 1. 5. Read Gaja-gdmini.

P. 140, notes, 1. 6. Read Virdt'a-parvan.

P. 169, notes, 1. 3 ab infra. Read Vamsdnucharita.

P. 176, 1. 6. For sage read age.

P. 190, notes. 1. 4. By the orijinal expression, here rendered "four

fingers", 'four finger-breadths' is intended.

P. 209, notes, 1. 3. Read Tat-praptaye.

P. 260, 1. 4. Read Rishi.

P. 250, 1. 5. Read Ribhu.

P. 290, notes, 1. 5. Read Vamacharins.

P. 319, 1. 5. Read Brahmdnda.

P. 326, 1. 1. "Varna Yamacharin", it may be surmised, is a typogra-

phical error for 'Vamachariif.

P. 356, 1. 4 ab infra. Read Madhwacharya.

P. 358, 1. 5. Read Sri Bhdgavata.



POSTSCRIPT.

The MSS. of the Vishnu-pur ana and of its commentaries used

by the Editor belong, chiefly, to himself, and are the best, or

copies of the best, which he was able to discover during a long

and extensive search in India. He has also carefully examined

all the oldest and most valuable MSS. which he knows to exist

in England, and an especially excellent one obligingly lent to

him by the accomplished Principal of the Benares College, Mr.

Griffith. The Madras, Bombay, and Calcutta impressions he has,

further, constantly had by his side; and he has frequently con-

sulted them, but to little useful purpose. With few exceptions,

the Sanskrit works brought out under the supervision of Hindus

are inferior even to indifferent manuscripts; and this must con-

tinue to be their character, so long as they betray a systematic

disregard of the most elementary principles of editorial probity.

As regards the original and the translation of a book, until

the text ftf the first is duly ascertained, the other can be worth
very little; and the MSS. of the Vishnu-purdna—yvhich is still

inedited, — present a choice of lections in almost every line.

Professor Wilson sometimes employed one MS., sometimes an-

other; and there are but rare indications that he compared

together even two, out of all that were accessible to him. The
consequence of impatience of collation is inevitable; and it not

seldom happens that he unfortunately had before him, and fol-

lowed, the very worst reading from among a variety of good

and bad.

Had the Editor clearly foreseen, in time, what awaited him,

rather than do that which he has done, he would have hazarded

a critical edition of the Vishnu-purdna in the original, and an

entirely new translation. The one has long been all but ready

for the press; but its appearance has been defeated by one

manoeuvre after another, and now can never be realized. An in-

dependent version of his own would, certainly, have cost him
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much less trouble than the invidious labour which he has ex-

pended on these volumes. Of notes he would have been

sparing; inasmuch as, in the whole compass of Sanskrit literature,

he could not consider the text of even a dozen works to be

sufficiently settled to warrant an appeal to them, except in a

most general way, for purposes of comparison or illustration.

Though many of Professor Wilson's notes have no very in-

timate connexion with his translation, others have such a con-

nexion; and some of them are necessary to its very intelligibility.

To make a selection, from among these categories, as subject-

matter for remark, would have been difficult, and, the

question of difficulty apart, would have been liable to ob-

jection. Emendations, to be rendered at all convincing, every

here and there demanded the production of new matter; and,

sometimes, when such matter has lain at the Editor's elbow, it

has been oflfered to the reader, notwithstanding its being only

indirectly germane to the occasion. As for his annotations,

however, he does not lay the least claim to their being ex-

haustive. He has given mere specimens,— at best, suggestive

of the peril which, in the dawn of the exploration of Sanskrit

literature, attends on peremptory statement or positiveness of

conclusion,—and equally so where he has amended the Profes-

sor's renderings, and, in short, in the discharge of his revisory

functions generally. Still, in one important respect he has been

solicitous of thoroughness. By citations from, and references to,

the other publications of Professor Wilson, he has studied—
not unsuccessfully, he trusts,— to make him, as far as possible,

his own commentator, corrector, and supplementer.

A copious disquisition on the Puranas as a class, and on the

Vishnu-purdna in particular, is reserved against the emergence

of some other opportunity for publishing it.

The sixth volume will be occupied with a full index to the

entire work.

LONDON,
July, 1869.
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